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Absûact
Anglo-Cmadimlawhastypicallyprovidedlittleopportrrnityfordirect
of the creation of independent
particþation by victims md commgnity members' Short
readily accommodated in
Aboriginal justice systems, such participation is most
sentencing md mediation. The imposition of

m

alien justice system on Cæadim

æd its authority has been strongly
Aboriginal communities led to systemic inequities
practices by members of the
resisted. Through a conjoint revision of sentencing
practices
judiciary ard local community members, a variety of innovative sentencing
have been imPlemented.

in cmadiæ
This study æaTyzed community sentencing md mediation
in central and northem
Aboriginal communities and investigated six initiatives
materials relating to Aboriginal
Mæ.itoba md Saskatchewm. case law md secondary

A theoretical
justice md sentencing provided a context for these case studies'
facilitated interpretation of
framework based on legal pluralism and post-colonialism

with fifty-one respondents who we¡e
study data. Sixty-six interviews were conducted
lawyers, police, probation officers md
members of the communities studied or wele
judges involved with these communities'

circle sentencing' the
Four commr¡nity participation models wefe identified:
sentence advisory s.mmittss, the Elders'

or community sentencing pæel md the local

estrægement from md
mediation committee. Community members described
sentencing practices; md
resistmce to the prevailing court system md conventional

in community sentencing md
feelings of empowerment, in particular for particþmts

v1

mediation.

All initiatives involved varying

degrees

of relationship between formal

Judges in tum were able
(state) md informal (local) systems of law and social control'

to

access

peer pressure' to
local systems of social control, based on knowledge md

increase the effectiveness of sentelrcing'

in rural Aboriginal
These approaches have developed almost exclusively
communities.

A combination of available local

systems of social control md the

the development of these
commrlral nature of Aboriginal society has assisted in

political interference and
initiatives. Despite such concems as the potential for local
sentencing md
the role and protection of victims, the evolution of community

Aboriginal communities' The
mediation appeafs to have had an empowering effect on
continued developme,nt of such initiatives

will

depend upon

mmy factors including

md accessability of
local community and judicial support (both local md appellate)
treatment facilities.
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PART ONE: PROBLEMS WITTI ESTABLISIIED
SENTE,NCING PRACTICT,S IN ABORIGINAL
COMMUNITIES

Chapter One : Intmduction

1.1 Choice of Topic and Purpose of Study
in central
Through my experience as a sriminal defence lawyer practising
the Criminal Procedure
Saskatchewm from 1986 throudh lgg4 md as a lecturer in
Section of the Law Society of Saskatchewm Bar Admission Cogrse,

I

became

offenders md
interested in the problems associated with sentencing of Aboriginal
consequent reform of such practices. In Jr¡ne of 1993,

I attended a conference

of the

on
Northem Justice Society in Ke,nora, Ontario. Several presentations focused

md
inadequacies of prevailing sentencing practices in Aboriginal commr¡nities
suggestions for reform. As a result,

I

was motivated to pufsue research in this area'

AngloThe decision in R. v. Mosesr articulated concems about prevailing
presented a new
Canadian sentencing practices in Aborig¡nal communities and
se,nte,ncing approach:

circle sentencing.2 ln introducing this process, Judge Barry Stuart

stated:

has
For centwies, the basic orgmization of the court has not chæged. Nothing
the victim' or
been done to e,lrcourage mãaningful participation by the accused,
now to
is
process
by the community .... If the objective of the se,lrtencing
impact on victims'
enhance sentencing options, to afford greater concem to the
engage
memingfirlly
to
to shift focus from ptmishment to rehabilitation, md
it-may be
communities in sharing responsibility for sentencing decisions,
æd the
procedures
advantageous for the justicã system to consider how court

'

ct.)'
11992¡,71 c.c.c.(3d) 347 ( Yuk. Ter.
the judge, defence
the probation officer and assorted community members'

, Through u¡hich the sentencing hearing was conducted in a circle format containing
and Crown counsel, police, the offender, the

victin,

Allci¡clemembersparticipatedinarrivingatanappropriatesentence.

3

physical arrmgements within court-rooms militate against these new
objectives.3

with Aborigrnal
These comments crystallized mmy of my experie,nces appearing
prevailing court system often
offenders at sentence. unfamiliarity with md fear of the

by Aboriginal offenders, victims æd local
æpeared to stifle 6sanin$u1participation
cOmmnnity members.

for

a

In

Septemb

er,1993,I requested formation of a sentencing circle

of
womm who had pleaded guilty to stealing money from the Kinistrn bmd

east

December 3,
central Saskatchewan. The resulting sentencing circlea was conducted

lgg3 afthe Kinistin Reserve Community Hall. Local community members showed
a role
genuine interest, particþated in designing the offender's sentence md requested

in the supervision of her probation order. The positive impact on my client further
inspired my study of sentencing reform.
The purpose of this study was to identify, describe and evaluate se'ntencing
charactenzed
initiaúves fgnctioning in Canadian Aboriginal communities which were

by increased particrpation of victims, offenders md local community members'
Saskatchewan were
Specific initiatives in six Aboriginal communities of Mæitoba md
studied

in depth. These communities were Sandy Bay, Pelican Narrows æd

Cumberlæd House, Saskatchewan md Hollow Water First Nation, Waywayseecappo
Such reforms
First Nation md Mathias Colomb Cree Nation (Pukatawagan)' Mmitoba'

md state control
were æalyzed with respect to origin, relationship to systems of local

t

Sup* note 3 at 355-356.
ulhich was the first^sentencilg

R. v. Thomas ( 3 December 1993), Kinistin Reserve ( Sask. Prov. Ct'),
of the Provincial court of
circle within the Melfort area provincial court circuit.Judge Eric Diehl
circle'"
presided at the circle. This circle is hereafter called "the Kinistin
o

Saskatchewan

4

md future progress md developme,nt. Given the short history of these initiatives,5
conclusions respecting their impact upon offenders, victims md local commgnity

impact
members would have been pfemature.u Only preliminary observations on such
were feasible. Despite this limitation, malysis md comparison of these initiatives

provided valuable insight into perspectives held by initiative participmts respecting
justice m.d se,nte,ncing practices. Inter-relationships betwee,n such initiatives æd local
consideration
systems of social control were also identified and this, in turn, facilitated

of the 4plicability æd trmsferability of such approaches to other commr¡nities'

1.2 Methodology
In choosing appropriate methodology, lack of formal records of

cases dealt with

by way of sentencing circleT md the relatively low number of such casest suggested

insufficientdatafor¿6gãnin$ulstatisticalanalysis.Aqualitativemethodologywas

t Ail ioitirti.res studied commenced within the prevailing court structure in or afrer 1992'
, During the course of my study, Judge Claude Fafard of the Provincial Court of Saskatchewan in La
final conclusions about the impact
Ronge, commented on several occasions that it was too early to form any
of ci¡cle sentencing in Northem Saskatchewan.
t My initial interest was with 1þe çemmr¡nities of north-east Saskatchewan uihich had experienced the
record had been kept by the
inhoduction of ci¡cle sentencing in Saskatchewan. However, I discovered no
circles conducted' Indeed'
sentencing
specific
of
provincial Cour! the RCMP or local çsmmunity members
that the court in La
indicated
she
7,
lg94
December
Huculak
during a telephone interview with Judge Bria
in st¿tistics'"
inJerested
were
Fafard
"not
Judge
and
as
she
ci¡oles
Ronge did not keep track of sentencing
of Saskatchewan on
a telephone interview with Judge Claude Fafard of the Provincial Court
circles, involving approximately
December 16, Iggl,he stated he had conducted" at mos! 30-40 sentencing
In comparison,
60 offenders( across all of the court points he serves in northern Saskatchewan)'
L994 as indicated in
September,
had been conducted in The Yukon of

t During

approximately 300 sentencing circles

Stuart by telephone 30 September 1994' Judge Stuart is currentþ
of Justice: Northern Villagers Take
undertaking a study of yukon recidivism rates. See M. Nemetbo "Ci¡cle
53'
Part in Sentencing" Macleans (19 September 1994) 52 at

-y iot"*i"*with

Judge

naiy

5

data: people's own writte'n or
instead c,hosen. Qualitative research "produces descrþtive

history among socialspoken words or observable behaviour"e and has a significant
the use
science researchers.to Martyn Hammersley described
qualitative metho dolo

gY

md acceptability of

:

In the social scie,nces over the past thirty years there has been a tremendous
growth in the use md acceptability of what has-come to be called "qualitative
both
method": research using "unstructured" forms of data collection'
md
interviewing md observation, md employing verbal descriptions

malysis' One
observationl rather than quantitative measurement and statistical
has
method
qualitative
of the features of this rece,nt period of growth is that
social reseatch'
become rnstitutionalized as a largely self-sufficient approach.to
with its o*o lir"*,*e, both substmtive and methodological.lt

Taylor and Bogdm note that:
Qualitative research is inductive not deductive.
insights' and
Researchers [using qualitative methodology] develop concq>ts,
data to assess
r¡nderstmdini fto- pattems in the data, rather than collecting
researchers
studies
qualitative
preconceiveimodels, hypotheses, or theories. ln
They begin their studies with only vaguely
follow a flexible ,"r"*óh design.
12
formulated research questions'
introduction'
As I had not adopted or formul ated ahypothesis explaining the
qualitative methodology
development md impact of community sentencing reforms,

"interviewing'
was best-suited to my study. Qualitative methodology utilizes

e

Meanings'
& R. Bogdan" Inhoduction to Qualitative Research Methods: The Seørch for
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1984) at 5'

S. Taylor

ed. Q.Iew
ro

See

B. Berg, Qualitative Research Methods for the

Social Sciences @oston:

Allyn & Bacon'

2d

1989)

u¡heretheauthorcommentsat2that,.qualitativeresearchhasleftitsmarkconceptuallyandtheoreticallyon
fiom qualitative research as well as the
the social sciences. The lasting contributions to social understanding
sheer number of contributing social thinkers are sisnificant'"
,, M. Hammenley, The Dilemma of Qualitative Method: HeùeÊ Blumer and the Chicago Tmdition
(London: Routledge, 1989) at 1'
12

Taylor & Bogdan, suPm n,ote 9 at 5'

6

generate information"
observation, participation md continuing data malysis to

1

3,

respecting these initiatives would
4proach suited to my study as data available
practicesla æd interviews with
necessarily arise from observations of local sentencing

initiative

p

articþ ants.

A recoguised dmger of qualitative methodology is the effect a researcher'

as

situations observed' This
observer æd interviewer, has on people interacted with md
so-called "Hawthom Effect"l5 suggests people

will alter their usual or routine

While recogni'ing the
behaviour upon leaming they are subjects in a research study'
effort was made to
influe,nce of my presence as a particþant observer,tu every
is
minimize the level of intrusion.tt A further concern respecting this methodology

t' A. Mccilliv

ray &.

for Study of CoD.Ish, Co-opemtives in Principle and Pmctice (Saskatoon: Cenhe

Ethnogmphy Principles in Pructice
operatives, 1992) at30-31. Also see IVL Hammersley &' P. A.''insol
participant obseryer as one uåo "participates '
(London: Routledþe, 19g3) at 2 uihere the authors iescribe a
period of time, watching what happens' listening
overtly or covertly, in people's daily lives for an extended
are available to tb¡ow light on the issues
to u¡hat is sai4 a.ting quåtioor, io fact collecting urhatever date
with u¡hich he or she is concerned."
,,sentencing practice,, is used to describe sentenoing in the Provincial court and mediation
The term
offence'
outside of court. Both involve the disposition of a criminal
la

t, Berg, supm note 10 at 61. This effect is named after a study conducted at the Hawthorn Plant of the
changed worker ouþut was in reaction to
westem Electric company in rryhich researchers initially thought

t-;ö"Jiiì".
See

R. Grinnell &

given workers by the researchers
later discovered the change was due tothe attention
Peacock' 1990) at 185'
(Illinois:
M. lfy'illiams, Research in Soi¡øI Worl+: A Primer

u"i

in cumberland House on
For example, during observation of the sentencing circle 66mmittee
Health worker in Nipiwan'
a
Mental
of
name.
December 13, Igg4,I as.ìst"d the committee by providtg the
respecting a young
recommendations
their
in
peison
1as çommittee then included specific reference tå thi,
,u

offender.

,' In preparation for my field trip to Sandy Bay in October lgg4,l spoke with my contact Harry Morin
garry if f would be allowed to attend and participate in the
by telephone on Septembei tS, tgSi.I asked
that it was not his decision to make as it
sentencing circle scheduled for october Lg, lgg4. He responded
have a problem with me participating' I
was up to the people in the circle but that he did not personally
lz, lgg4 v¡lo cautioned me against
spoke by telephone with Judge Bria Huculak on october

subsequently
that people would act differentþ if
scrutinizing people to closely during my field trip (she was concerned
October 18, I discussed this concern
on
Sandy Bay
they thought they were bein! studied). Upon aniving in
remain outside the formal circle so
would
I
with Harry and we agreed th-at I could attend the cirî1" Uut that

7

md the possibility of "hidden
unceftainty regarcting accufacy of individual accor¡nts
qualitative methodology focuses on
agendas" on the part of interviewees. However, as
own perspective, "[t]he
r¡nderstmcling a social situation from æ interviewee's
detailed rmderstmcling of other
researcher seeks not 'truth' or 'morality', but rather a

by hidden
people,s perspectives.,,lE Although the account may be motivated
not merely m importmt
psychological or social factors, the explmation given "is
component in understmding social response:
understmding."

it is the place to begin the search for

le

Mæ'itoba
In preparation for field interviews, Glbert Comeault2o of the

provincial Archives was consulted.2t use of

a

high quality tape recorder was also

was assisted through contacts
arræged. Identification of commr¡nities to be studied

man not part of the communities studied
to be as unobfiusive as possible. The fact I aø anon'Aboriginal
Effect'
raised the potential for inducing or aggravating the Hawthorne
as

& Y' Lincol'n ' Handbook of Qualitative
Taylor & Bogdan, supru note 9 at 6. See also N. Denzin
Rerroni (London: Sage Publications, 1994) r¡iho state at 2:
lE

things in their natural setting, attempting to make sense of'

[e]ualitative researchers study
bring to them. Qualitative
or interpre! phenomena in terms oi the meanings people
of empirical materials variety
a
of
research invofues the studied use and collection

case

interview, observational, historical,
study, personal experience, introspective, life story,

interactional,andvisualtexts-thatdescriberoutineandproblematicmomentsand
6s¿nings in individuals' lives'

,, Tlis approach was

Law
presented by Professor Joseph Raz of the Oxford University

Facuþ in

a

1987 subsequently described and adopted in
lecture given at the Univeìsity of Toionto in Septemúer
McGillivray &.Ilsh, supm note 13 at 30'
,o

in Aboriginal communities'
A person with extensive experience in conducting oral histories

tecbnique including a written "oral History
He provided advice and information on interviewing
and described oral history methodology'
Information Package" u¡hich contained a selected bibtioglãphy
i. tr'l"rruop, "oral History: The spoken Record"
interuiewing techniques and equipment usage. see "to
History
g-10
and P. Thompsot, The voice of the Past: oruI
(Lgg1) Dawson & Hind (summeied.) at
(Oxford: University Press, 1978) at 165'185'
2r
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Buyt'became the first
with judges md lawyers in Saskatchewæ æd Mmitoba. Smdy
circlest3 ln' 1992 md had
court location in Saskatc,hewæ to experiment with sentencing

had recentþ e4perienced
subsequently accepted this approach.2o Pelican Narrows
the Peter Balmtyne
introduction of circle sentencing md, with significæt input from

to which Judge Fafard
Cree Nation, had developed a sentencing circle committee,
routineþ referred

c¿¡ses.

circles
The committee inde'pendetrtly conducted community

House had
md made sentencing recommendations to the court'25 Cumberland
1994, embarked on a
experienced introduction of circle sentencing æd, during

wefe hædting
mediation/diversion project by which local commr¡nity members

this committee served
disposition of cases referred by the police md court. In addition,
Cree Nation
a se,ntencing advisory fr¡nction to the court.26 Mathias Colomb

Aid in the Pas,
(pukatawagm), Mmitoba was identified by the director of Legal
selrtencing in
Mmitoba,2' as acommunity that had been e4perimenting with circle

Water First Nation'
various forms in conjunction with its Justice Committee' Hollow
developments in justice
Manitoba was chosen because of interesting local community

victims md
initiatives revolving around holistic treatment of sexual abuse

2 Located

190 kilometes north-west of Flin Flon, Manitoba'

at
Prcgrcss Report (La Ronge, saskatchewan, undated) [unpublished]

23

c. Fafard sentencing circIes: A

2o

1994).
Interview by telephone with Judge Claude Fafard (19 September

's lb¡d.
26

Huculak intewiew, suPm r'ote 17'

2' Discussion with Joyce Datnyn at Northern Justice Conference (June' 1993) Kenora' Ontario'

9

approach to include local
victimizers2r. This community had recentþ extended their

particþation in circle sentencing within the provincial court

system'2e

by Associate Chief Judge
Waywayseec4)po First Nation, Mmitoba was identified
had become regularly
Murray Sinclair3o as a community in which community elders

cor¡ncil'
involved in the se,nte,ncing pfocess through the Elders Advisory

All

md north of the larger
commr¡nities were, to varying extents, isolated from

wefe serviced by
urbm centres of Mæitoba md Saskatchewan. All communities

a

the Royal Cmadim
circuit provincial court3r and received police services through
Mounted Police (RCMP).

All

chmge
communities had experie'nced, in recent yeafs' a

provincial court'
in the procedure by which some offenders were sentenced in
respecting the
However, s¿sþ çsmmunity appeared to have a distinct experience

æ interesting
introduction and development sf ssmmunity sentencing suggesting
comparison æd contrast.
,'Gatekeqlers"32 were identified

for

each community through which access was

Criminal Justice Versus Aboriginal
As described in R. Ross, "Duelling Paradigms? Western
R. Carter, eds., Continuing Poundmaker &
&
Ç6mmunit} Healing,. in R. Gosse, J Youngblood Henderson
Peoples and Jusfice (Saskatoon: Purich
Riel's Quest: Prcsentations Made øt ø Confercnce on Aboriginal
Pubüshing, 1994) 24I at 243-248'
2'

,, K. Ro[ason, "Ceremony Heralds Healing: Ancien( Modern Ways Meet in Native Justice Venture"

ll

innipeg Frce Prcss (11 December 1993) 415'
'o

of

the Provincial Court of Manitoba'

and
Sandy Bay, Pelican Narrows, Cumberland House
have been
sittings
special
but
pukatawagan by airplane. Hollow Water does oåt nr"" a regular court sitting

,, Which accessed the oommunities of

heldinft|5çgmmunitytoconductsentencingcircles.Waywayseecappoisservicedbyacircuitcourtu¡lrich
travels by road.
The authors described at 20' entrance into

,, As

discussed in Taylor & Bogdan, supm note 9 at 20-27 '
a person r1.charge otherwise called a
organizatton as usually achieved tbrough the permission
to the internal processes
atso appti"å to isolated communities as access
',gatekeeper,,. They said thi,

at

"o"logy

10

negotiated.33 Although some local factors effected access

these

,,gatekeepers" were

of significant assistance

in

to individual commr¡nities"o

facilitating field trips taken to

each community.35

Formal
Ethical concems were addressed in designing study methodology36'
Legal Research
approval of the study's design was obtained in advance from the
as faculty ethics
Institute at the University of Mmitoba Faculty of Law in its capacity

explained to md
committee. Prior to all interviews, the nature of my research was

court or comm¡nity
consent *'¿s .þlained from subjects.3T Prior to any observations of
processes, consent was obtained

from appropriate pefsons within the community or

formal court system.
judges, crown and defence
Data collected included records of interviews" with
cor¡nsel, police officers

md local ssmmunity members and observations

of

specific

requires permission from a key local player'

,, These included local

judges and defence
persons invoþed in the community sentencing initiatives and

counsel attending these communities.
r¡ihich meant that
example, no local accommodation was available in Pelican Narrows
nortl'
to
the
stay in Sandy Bay, 70 kilometres

s For

I

had to

18-20, 1994, November 13Field trips were taken to Sandy Bay and Pelican Narrows from October
ll-14,I994, to Hollow water on
17,lgg4and April 18-20, 1995, to Cumberland House from December
and to Pukatawagan from April 9-I2'
February 6 and 22, !995, to V/áyways"ecappo from Maroh l-2, 1995
Unfortunately the trip ended at
Igg5.
21,
1995. A fi¡rther trip to Cumberland House was commenced June
Roy of the Sentencing Circle
Cyril
by
my overnight stop in Melfor! Saskatchewan uihere I was contacted
assistance in zupport of this
Financial
cancelled.
eqmmittee u¡ho indicated the next day's meeting had been
and the Government of
Manitoba
of
University
of
the
research was provided by the Legal Research fo"titot"
3,

Canada's Nortlern Scientifi c Trainin g Program'
36

see discussion of ethics in Taylor

& Bogdan, supm rlote 9 at 70-74 and 86-88.

Interviews were only tape recorded
Consent applied both to consultation and method of transcription.
with such consent.
3?

,t In person and by telephone

as recorded by tape recorder or field notes.
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court proceedings md
court æd diversion proceertings. Photographs were taken of
fespecting these
locale in specific communities. Assorted secondary materials

the De'partment of
communities were obtained through local community members,

of Mmitoba'
Indiæ md Norrhem Affairs (DIANA) md the libraries at the university
the following
Data respecting specific communities was æ,aIyzed within
development of community
categories: [1] community overview, [2] introduction md

initiative(s)''n These
sentencing initiative(s) æd [3] perspectives on sente'ncing

comm'nity case studies are documented in Chapter

Six.o0

As m aid to interpretation of data collected from the six communities'

case

joumal articles were
law, commission reports, books and domestic and intemational
consideration of
considered, Given the nature of qualitative research, a broad

for malysis of data
secondary materials was necessary to establish a framework
understancling of community
collected.al These secondary sources also facilitated an

with the initiatives
sentencing initiatives across Canada allowing for comparison

of such approaches
studied md for consideration of the applicability and transferability
to other commr¡nities.

and
judges, police, Crown and defence lawyer' probations officers
'e Perspectives were obtained from

çemmunity members invotved with the initiatives'

R. YiU Case Sndy Research: Design and Methods,2d
Report'"
Publications, 1994) in Ch. 6 "Composing the Case Study
oo

See generally

ed' (California: Sage

qualitative
at 14-15 for an oven¡iew of interpreting applied
policy
"""
praxis, or action, and
research which involves the intersection of "theory, method"
ar see Denzin

& Lincoþ supm

note 18

t2

1.3 Theorrtical Fmmewo*s of Analysis: Post-colonialism and Iægal
Plumlism
Aboriginal
Data from the six communities disclosed perspectives among
prevailing justice system
residents of estrangement from md disenchætment with the
with
Sucï perspectives were reflected in, md were relevæ't to, problems associated
systems of social
conventional sentencing practices.o2 This data also evidenced local

of
control existrng outside the formal court system yet impacting the sentencing
offenders within it.

All

commr¡nities studied shared a history of European

resistæce within
colonization.a3 post-colonialism scholarshipaa facllitated æalysis of
practices md m
these communities to the justice system md conventional sentencing

justice æd
understanding of perspectives held by Aboriginal persons respecting
sentencrng lssues.
a-

Criminal law has been described as pivotal to the colonization and dominatron
at the
of indigenous peoples. Peter Fitzpatrick, Professor of Law and Social Theory

University of Kent, stated:
law'
Operatively, the essence of colontzation was concentrated in the criminal
it
As a universalistic project imperial'colonization made all that stood outside
provisional æd strægã. "Native society" in its whole range was rendered
omitted]'
deviæ.t, md the colonized re,ndered "presumptive criminals" [citations
or
denied
was
terms
own
Anything that resisted re-creation in imperialism's

a2

See Chapter Three

practices
of this thesis for a discussion of the problems associated with sentencing

in Aboriginal communities.
practices and the subsequent effects of
Chapter Two considers traditional Aborigfural dispute resolution
European colonization.
a3

*

period following initial
Which considers the experiences of countries or oommunities in the

colonization.

13
sr4)pressed.45

narrowly as a
Colonialism has been defined in two ways within socio-legal literature:

into Latin
consideration of "Eruopem political, economic, md cultural expæsion

years" md more
America, Africa, Asia md the Pacific d¡ring the last foru hmdred
in which one not
broadly as "a relation between two or more gfor¡ps of unequal power
onto
only controls md rules the other but also endeavours to impose its cultural order

of
the suborctinate group(s)."46 The broader definition is descriptive of the e4perience
Cæadim Aboriginal people who were recþiørts of a criminal justice system imposed
through colonization.
uthe role of
Although earlier studies respecting law md colonization stressed

law in imperial domination", subsequent scholarship focussed on the

me¿¡ns

indigenous populations "resisted md accommodated" colonization'a7 As

m

by which

example of

colonial
the latter focus, Robert Kidder questioned earlier scholarshþ which suggested
populations'
law had simply been imposed by colonizers on less powerful indigenous
such
He argued that the degree to which colonial law was successfully imposed upon

people depended largely on the degree of their resistmce'aE
ot

p. Fitzput ick, ,,Crime as Resistance: The Colonial Situation" (1989) 28:4 Howard J' 272 at 276'

a6

S. Merry, "Law and Colonialism"

(199I) 25:4 Law & Soc' Rev' 889 at 894'

of an Amerindian
R. Smandych & G. Lee, ',Women, Colonization and Resistance: Elements
l0:1 (1995): 2l
Rev'
Sndies
Nqtive
Colonialism."
Autohistorical Àpproacl to the Study of Law and
a?

at24

26.

& B' Harrell-Bonù eds''
R. Kidder, "Toward an Integrated Theory of Imposed Lau/' in S. Burman
author stated:
The Imposition of Law (New York: Academic Press, 1979) at293' The
o,

only walms the heart of those
The sheer inventiveness of supposedly imposed-upon populations not
questionable' At uihat point
itself
uiho cheer for underdogs; it sulgests that the facf of imposition is
that law has been
conclude
we
indigenous response do
in the process of legal

"l"tt.og" "na

l4
peter.Fitzpatrick described the inter-relation between indigenous resistmce md
New
development of colonial sriminal law systems in such places as India, P4ua
those
Guinea md Sn Læka, æd theorized that crime was utilized to label æd control

who resisted colonization.o'In a North Americm context, Mike Brogden described
various forms of resistmce by the French Metis of westem Cmada to colonial

authority during the nineteenth century æd the resulting labels of criminality applied
to the Metis in ar effort to disable such opposition.50 A further example of colonial
imposition and subsequent resistæce and modification of law is for¡nd in a study by
Robert Gordon md Mervyn Meggitt.st This considered the colonization of New

æd
Guineau md demonstrated how the colonial legal system was initially subverted
law
eventually overtaken by the indigenous Engas who integrated aspects of colonial

with their customary

practices.s2

Post-colonial writing has been based largely in the experience and practice of

'imposed'?
ot

Fiøpatrick, supm nole 45 at 276-279.

5o

M. Brogden, ,,Law and Criminal Labels: The Case of the French Metis in Western

I. Human Just.

Ca'¡rada"

(f990)

1:2

13.

tt R. Gordon & M. Meggit! Lsw and Otder in New Guinea Highlands: Encounten with Enga (Hanover,
New Hampshire: University of New England' 1985)'

ïhe above description was summarised from a book review of Gordon and Meggitfs work
lau/'
Merry in Law & Colonialism, supm note 46 at 907-909. Colonial recoenition of "customary
s2

by Sally
was

of 'Customary Lau/ in
considered by Francis Snyder in "Colonization and Legal Form: The Creation
of
French colonization of
context
the
Senegal,, (19-81) 19 Joumãl of Legat Plumlism 49. He argued in
oentury, was not
the
twentieth
in
lar,'/'
Seneia! tùat law respecting i"nd u."gu, referred to as "customary
state' Also
capitalist.
the
of
imposition
of
colonial
the
time
based on local hadition but rather was created at
,,The White Man's Burden: Ersatz Customary Law and Internal Pacification in South
see Robert Gordon,
of "customary lau/' within
Africa,' (lggg) 2:l Journal of Historical sociology 4l urhich taced the recreation
pacification" of
of
"intemal
as
instrument
seen
best
can
be
the Apartheid system and argued this adoption
the indigenous poPulation.
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on law
Europem colonization of India, Africa æd Latin America. Much of the writing
scientists
æd coloni zationhas been authored by mthropologists, historims md social
perceived
who are themselves members of coloniting societies." ln response to a
authored
E'rocentric bias on the part of such writers, a body of post-colonial literature
perspectives of
by indigenous writers who malyze colonial history æd dynamics from

æd
the "colonized", has emerged.5a Such writing, usually eharactenzed by acerbic
pointed critiques of Europeæ colonization, provides a link to the experiences md

md
perspectives of mmy Aboriginal Cmadians who express disenchmtment with
estrmgeme,nt from the Anglo-Cmadian justice system

Sally Merry described a form of ongoing struggle æd resistmce currentþ

of
existing within some post-colonial cormtries which is highly relevant to æalysis
community sentencing initiatives:

now experimenting with new forms of local
in customary law, more conciliatory' æd more
iocally controlled as the more established local courts become more formalized
md bureaucratic over time æd replicate the forms of the colonial courts ""
Efforts to e4pmd supervision, to develop formal procedures, md to reduce
powef relations
customary law to writing contradict efforts to reproduce local
md replicate a mofe informal, situationally informed vision of justice' Courts
Some post-colonial cor¡ntries are
justice that are now more rooted

t'M"t4r, supm note 46 at9l9.

r

Social Text 8 in
G. prakasb, ',postcolonial Criticism and Indian Historiography" (1992) 3l-32
of Indian history' Also see
which the author described and attacked the Eurocentric nature of many acoounts
Inqul¡y 243 in ra¡hich
G. Spivaþ ,,Three Womens Texts and a Critique of Imperialism' (1985) 12 Critical
the eyes of a Third
fiom
literature
the author critiqued the imperialistic nature of nineteenth century British
Authority under a
and
World person and H. Bhaùa" "Signs Taken for Wonders: Questions of Ambivalence
of English
role
the
described
Tree Outside Delhil' (1985) 12 Critical Inqur¡y 144 in n¡hich the author
post-colonial
of
examples
Other
to
this.
literature in colonization and the resulting forms of resistance
Became wortl Less" (1993) 34:rscholarship author by indigenous writers are A. Allah¡, "when Black First
Studies: Perspectives from
subaltern
of
Dilemma
and
2Infl J. comp. soc. ¡s an¿ F. Melloq "The Promise
1491'
Latin America History" $994) 995 Am. Hist' Rev'
See

l6
implemented in
designed in a capitøl city are very different when they are
the centre øtd
by
remote villages'*d rorrr, places not easily superttised
Sally Falk Moore's
already dominated by a local el¡¡s. I'ocal courts are, to use
systems
term (1973), semi-øutonomous social flelds: semi-independent social
constroins the way
that develop local practices within a larger structure which
they

function. lemphasis

addedl55

md state systems of
The dynemics of colonizatío¡. are tied to the inter-relation of local
less on historical
social control æd law. The concept of legal pluralism focuses
aspects

of colonization thm on this inter-relationship æd is thus useful in æalyzing

state systems'
specific sentencing initiatives and their relationship to local and

or more legal
Salty Merry defined legal pluralism as "a situation in which two
Henry stated'
systems coexist in the same social field [citations omitted]'"56 Stuart
,,[l]egal plwalism ... holds that every society contains a plurality of legal orders md

pluralism recognized
legal subsystems (or fragments of these)."57 This view of legal

of law and
interaction between formal state-imposed and local indigenous systems
facilitated involvement
social control. As the sentencing initiatives r¡nder consideration

of local commqnity members in

a process

previously dominated by outside justice

professionals, interaction betwee,n these systems was inevitable.
between
Social control theorist Donald Black postulated an inverse relationship

legal code'tt He
the strength of local social control md dependence upon a formal

tt M.try, supm îoÌe 46 at 906.
56

S. Merry, "Legal Pluralism" (1988)

Z}Laut & Soc' Rev' 869 at 870'
on the Discursive

Thoughts
s. Henry, "The constuction and Deconstruction of Social control:
&
T' Palys' eds'' Ttønscørcemtion:
Menzies
R.
J'
Lonrman,
in
Justice"
Production of State Law and Private
Publishing, 1987) 89 at 90.
Essays in the Sociologl of Social ContrcI @ngland: Gower

"

5s

at 6'7 &' 107-111'
D. Blach The Behaviour of Law (New York: Academic Press, 1976)

l7
within industrialized
traced modem day reduction in social influence by the family
nations:

family control is weaker than in
everywhere' and
more traditional societies. With modemization it has weakened
for instance'the tsu'
everywhere law has correspondingly increased. In Taiwm,
has steadily lost its former authority. Its sæctions have been
o,
"1*,
undermined by chmges in lmd tenure, md the growth of economic
myway'
relationships óutside the village has made its jurisdiction less relevmt
has
this
of
Other social control in the village has also declined. As all
police md
happened, Taiwmese peasmts hurr" -or" md more tumed to the
part of the
every
in
coufts [citation omiüed]. The same pattern has appeared
In Europe,
world, lraduatly in some societies, quickly, even suddenly in others'
happened
it
America'
it happened over centuries. For mæy Indims of Norft
almost ovemight, as quickly as they were moved to reservations [citations
come
omitted]. In most of Ãfrica, Asia, Latin America, md Oceæia, it has
strong
only reóentþ, if at all. In Africa, for instance, family control is still so

In modem societies such

as America, however,

that juvenile law hardly exists.se

control
This tension md inter-relation betwee,n local and state systems of social
cattle
was also considered by Robert Ellickson in his study of relations between
statutory
ræchers in Shasta County, Califomia.60 He found, despite considerable

æd boundaryregulation of the cattle industry, that such problems as "cattle tfespass
through local
fence disputes" were not dealt with by formal law processes but rather
as "negative gossip
social control mechmisms. These included such self-help measures

md mild physical

re,prisals."6t He theorizedthat people often choose custom over

rules is more
formal law, in large part because "the substætive content of customary

tt
uo

lbid

^t

108-109.

R. E[ickso

n

Press, 1991).
6t

lbid at 282.

Otder

W

Harvard University
ithout Lav,: How N eighbon Settle Disputes (Massachusetts:

l8
likely to be welfare maximizing" for members of the local community'62

All

in local
sentencing initiatives studied were characteized by æ increase

on a
ssmmunity particþation in the se,lrtencing process. Rupert Ross comme'nted

of
similar move towards local community justice âmong the Cree md Ojibway
northwestem Ontario:
The cries for local control over coûrmunity justice are growing. It is tempting
to conclude that they spring only from political claims of sovereignty,
indeed
incidental only to the largei issue of politi"ul autonomy. While that may
in
their
stake
is
at
form part of tfue backgro¡nd, it appears that much more
justice would make, directþ md
eyes; the contribution which local control over
indirectly, to the very goal of peaceful co-existence to which our system
aspires.u'

justice forums
Sally Merry described establishment of local community-based
as a move

to "popular justice". In her study of the

San Francisco Community Boards

popular
program, a co^rnmgnity-based justice approach begun tn Tg77, she observed

justice initiatives were characterized by processes which were "informal in ritual md

md limited in
decorum, nonprofessional in læguage md personnel, local in scope,
jurisdiction.,,6o She described the role of popular justice initiatives in countries having

u,

Ibid at2g3. Also

the Sociologt of
see S. Henry, Private Justice: Towatds Integmted Theoising in
u¡ho described the development of "private lara/' systems

Løw þotdon: Routledge & Kegan Pau! 1983)

of

social control within workplaces.
,,Cultural Blindness and the Justice System in Remote Native Çsmmunities" Paper
Rupert Ross
Services' Blmonton' May
presented to the Sharing Coñmon Ground Conference on Aboriginal Policing
Alternative Dispute
to
Justice:
1990 at 11-12 cited in Michael Jackson, "In Search of the Pathways
at208-209.
147
Resolution in Aboriginal communities" (lgg2) u.B.c. L. Rev.
63

t

eds', The Possibility of Popular
S. Merryr, "sorting Out Popular Justice", in S. Merry & N. Milner,
University of Michigan Press'
(Michigan:
Srøes
Jastice: A Case Study of Community Jusfice in the United

theorist stanley cohen described a
1993) 31 at 32. Relatedto literature on popularjustice, social control
fiom institutionalized conhol and
justice
away
system,
prevailing
trend, beginning in the 1960s within the
closed institutions and a call for
towards çemmunity control characterized by "a lack of faith in traditional
contol" 'community
their replacement by non-segregative, 'open' measures, termed variously 'community
Visions of Social Contrcl: Crime'
Cohen,
S.
See
care'.
s¡'çommunity
treafuenf, 'community

"orrJ"dãor'

l9
æ Anglo-American legal

sYstem'65

justice is described as
hr countries with Anglo-Americm legal systems, popular
Mmy
the opposite to æ adversarial, rights-based, act-oriented legal system' "'
systems
legal
Third world countries equipped with colonial Anglo-Americæ
justice to reclaim a'law
are developing customrty-i;* forms of popular
thm
,opp."rr.d ¿ñi1,g the colonial era. Procedures are conciliatory rather
system'66
adversarial, the characteristics of the Anglo-Americm legal

their
A key element in the æalysis of popular/community justice initiatives is
control systems' Sally
relationship to formal state law æd local or indigenous social
institution located on
Merry theorized that "popular justice is best conceived as a legal
the boundary between state law æd indigenous or local law'

It cm be thought of as

several
intermediate, distinct from each side but linked to each."67 she distinguished

at 31' In considering the movement towards
Punishment and Classificatior (Cambridge: Policy Press, 1985)
the notion of "oommunitJ¡" and
community-based justice, cohen a! 122-123, displays cynicism about
the state. Indeed' one of the findings of this
concludes thatmost community-based initiatives are creatures of
system (see Chapters Six and
study was that the initiatives studied were closely tied to the state-controlled
Seven).
6,

and Canadian criminal justice
Given the similarities in the evolution and development of the American

systems,heranalysisisequallyappticabletotheAnglo'Canadiansystem'
uuMerrlr, popularJustice,supmnote64 at3T.DonaldBlack,in Behøviorof Law,supm'0lote 58at5'
and conciliatory' At 78' he observed
identified four styles of social cåntol: penal, compensatory, therapeutic
prevalent style of law:
the
explain
helps
community
that the cultural similarity of members àf a
urtereas conciliatory law
else constant, penal law varies directly with cultural distance,
tribal tribunals are
case,
varies inversery nútn cultural distance. ... For instance, case by

All

less likely

have
thai modem tribunals to punish people, and, overall, tribal societies

penal law than modern societies ... But n¿here
tbeY are best for conciliatory

less

conditions for penal law are the poorest

law

as opposed to
Towatd of New
sanctuøry:
as
inJustice
Bianchi
Herman
offender punishment is presented by criminologist
1994)'
System of Crine ContrcI (Indianapolis: Indiana University Press'

compensation,
A criminal justice framework sfiessing victim"/offender reconciliation and

also anaþed popular justice initiatives
Merry, popularJustice, supmnote 64 at 35. Peter FiEpatrick
state control: popularjustice progfams
and argued popularjustice is best described as an adjunct offormal
by the later' See P' Fitzpatrick' "The
complement formal state law by ñrlfi[ing roles not addressed
eds.,The Possibtlity of PopularJustice: A Case
Impossibility of Popular Justice" in s. Merry & N. Milner,
u,

StudyofCommunityJusticeinthelJnitedsrøes(Michigan:UniversityofMichigan,|993)at453.Despite
an important link between popular justice
the difference in emphasis, both Fitzpatrick and Nì"rty t""ogoi"ed

20
these'
popular justice traditions that have developed in the twentieth century' Two of

the curlent
the "reformist" md "communitarian" traditions, are directly applicable to
described
malysis of community sentencing initiatives. "Reformist" approaches are

as

by streamlining
endeavouring to "increase the efficiency of the formal legal system

it

in
æd increasing its accessibility.'6s This approach seeks to increase "participation
approach
modem legal institutions" md revise procedures.6e Control over the reformist
afe
resides soleþ with the central state.7o Úr contrast, "communitarian" approaches

to state law'"7r
described as being more closely related to "indigenous ordering than
This approac,h:
... seeks to operate entirely outside the state and its institutions- Communitarian
popular justice is sometimes part of a withdrawal from secular society, an
popular
attempt to create a new religious or utopia social order' Communitarim
justicè tribunals typically develop in small communities that are explicitþ
dedicated to maintaining a separãte legal order æ.d moral code'72

In a Cæadian context, Associate Chief

Judge Murray Sinclair

Court of Mæitoba suggested sentencing initiatives may

of the Provincial

be categoizedas driven by

justice initiatives intersected with
and formal state control. They differed on the degree to which popular
Nader, "When is Popular Justice
Laura
see
and represented indigenous or local law and social contol. Also
author argued tlat "popular
the
uåere
at
435
435
populrr,, in Merry & Milo"r, eds., Popular Justice, ibid
or bottom up in origin,
contolled
locally
of
being
sense
justice movements are not usually popular, in the
local populations for
with
to
connect
ty
then
and
control
of
but rather movements that originate in centres
originated through
organization
popular-justice
distinguished
She
purposes of control ... [citations omitted]."
Communiry
process from those of coi*unity origin (such as the San Francisco

.

top-4o.,* state-contrõled

Boards).

"

Ibid at

'n

Ibid.

'o

lb¡d at 42.

1t

lbid at 45.

"

Ibid.

40.

2l
justice
judges, offenders or local communities.T3 Rupert Ross distinguished community
paradigms which he
initiatives on the basis of proximity æd adherence to competing
justice"'74 In contrasting the
defined as "Aboriginal healing" md "western sriminal

that at Hollow
sentencing initiatives at Smdy Lake md Attaw4iskat, Ontario with
'Water, Mmitoba, he c,haract enzedthe Hollow Water approach as more closely aligned
closely
with the Aboriginal þsaling paradigm æd viewed the other initiatives as more

tied to the state-controlled Westem justice paradigm. The origin(s) of sentencing
local
initiatives may predict whether sentencing reforms evolve towafds a distinctive

justice system or are simply assimilated into the established Anglo-Cmadiæ co¡rt
system.75

part One of this thesis considers problems associated with established
problems
sentencing practices in Aboriginal Communities. Discussion of these

will

processes in
facilitate analysis, in Part Two, of changes to conventional sentencing

tt Interview with Associate chief Judge Murray Sinclai¡ (17 January 1995) WinniPeg, Manitoba' As an
,,offender driven' process, Judge Sinclair referred to a circle held in his court in December of
example of an
as the offender requested the
1993 atWinnipeg. He commentåd that he believed the process was ineffective
the process was offender
such,
As
ci¡cle.
tle
people
to
ci¡cle and was responsible for bringing Eost of the
Ct')'
(Man'
Prov'
(1993)
\{innipeg
and not community driven' R- v- Dusomme
to

R. Rorr, "þ¡slling Paradigms?" suPm îote 28 at 241'243'

Justice:
to the B.c. Minister of ttre Attorney General entitled "Unlocking Aboriginal
Michael
in
at 15-19 as reproduced
Alternate Dispute Resolution for the Gitksan and wefsuwefen People"
Communities"
Aboriginal
in
Jackson, ',In Search of the pathways to Justice: Altemative Dispute Resolution
justice initiative
(1992) u.B.c. L. Rev. L47. at210 for an example of the positioning of a communiq¡-based
between the formal state legal system and traditional indigenous law:
75

See proposal

disruptive of both the
The justice system brought to canada by the Europeans has been very
implement an alternative in
to
propose
We
people.
individual and community life of its Aboriginal
of the Gitksan and
and
methods
laws
resolution
dispute
Northwestem B.C. that will allow the
that does not undermine
way
justice
a
in
system
the
with
irovincial
Wefsuwefen people to interact
the integritY of either.
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operating within
Aboriginal commr¡nities æd, in Part Three, of sentencing initiatives
Saskatchewm' Part
six Aboriginal commr¡nities of central æd northem Mmitoba md

Four

will

the
nalyzefindings lpd observations from this study æd will consider

future of such commr¡nity-based sentencing initiatives'
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chapter Two: Aboriginal Dispute Resolution
Tmditions and PenPectives

2.1 Tmditional Methods of Social Control and Dispute Resolution
This study nalyzedvarious se,lrtencing initiatives which @couraged
The
comm¡nity, victim md offender particþation in Aboriginal commqnities'

were
commr¡nities chosen for consideration in Mmitoba and Saskatchewm

æd OjibwayTT

desce,nt. Cree

md Ojibway people residing in Mmitoba

of Cre{u

and

the arrival of
Saskatchewal are desce,ndants of woodlmd Indians who, prior to
across an
Europems in North America,Ts resided in dense boreal forest regions

prairie provinces'tt
eÍlonnous area now comprising much of Quebec' Ontario and the
although disagreement
Cree æcestors are believed to have migrated from the east;

and
were Sandy Bay, Pelican Narrows and Cumberland House, Saskatchewan
of
majority
substantial
a
However,
pukatawagan, Manitoba. Cumberland House also has a Metis settlement.
or
band
House
Cumberland
the
of
the residents afe treaty status Cree Indians ulho are either members
obtained their treaty status through BiIl C-31'

" Th"r" communities

t?

Manitoba'
These communities were Hollow Water and Waywayseecappo'

?8

Subsequently refened to as "the pre'contact era'"

The Canadian Indian (Oílzwa"
The area inhabited by the Cree and Ojibway is described in INAC,
Supply and Services Canada, 1986) at l0:
?e

latge territory occupylng
The Ojibway (sometimes called the Chippewa) occupied a
Superior from Georgian
Lake
and
encompassing all the northem shores ofl"k" Huron
towards Hudson Bay' "'
flow
to
begin
nry to tne eãge of the far north ulhere the rivers
an immense area'
occupied
also
cree
Flanking the ojibway on the north and wes! the

rn"yt*aonthesouthenrperimeterofHudsonBay,livingasfarnorthasChurchill. west
the way
on the east by Lake Mistassini and extended all
Their territory was bounded
to the prairie frontier.
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Cree æd ojibway
exists on their date of migration.E0 Substmtial migration of both

people took place after contact with Europems through the fur trade.El

food md
These woodlmd tribes were hgnters md gatherers md provided
They "lived a
clothing through the hunting of moose, deer, bear, beaver æd caribou.o

fish æd
nomadic existence, travelling for most of the year in small groups, seeking
gâme æd gathering food. During the summei months, when food was relatively

æd
plentiful, they would gather in larger communities for feasts, religious ceremonies,
other social activities."s' Little,

if

any, autohistorical documentation eústs respecting

of evidence'
Cree md Ojibway culture prior to European contact.sa Given this shortage
people
wrigen material on traditional dispute resolution practices of Aboriginal

or
rqlresents interpretations by non-Aboriginals based on personal observations

to

Southeastem
See J. Vanstone, The Simms Collection of Plains Crce Material Culturc frcm
commented tha! despite the
uåo
at
I
1983)
History,
of
Natural
Museum
(U.S.A.:
Field
Saskatchewan
,,the western Cree in general represented a late tSth a¡d lgth century migration resulting
existing view that
recent studies indicated
from tle depletion of game and ñ¡r-bearing in the region east of Lake winnipeg"
and soutlern Manitoba by
Saskatchewan
ttere ',were Cree in northem Manitoba by A.D. 900 ãnd in northern
College, 1986)
Federated
Indian
(Saskatchewan
A.D. 1500.... Also see A. Stonechild, Sutyival of a People

at 26.
Justice in Ontario: A Role for tle Present?" (1986) 24 Osgoode
trade era
stated:
"Both peoples migrated considerably during the fur
Hall L. J. 605 at 612 uåere the author
seem to have migrated north
which followed. The cree pushed west into the Prairies, ulhile many ojibway
Er

See Coyle

M., ,,Traditional Indian

toward James BaY."

r

D.IAç, supm

Ãote 79

at

9-10. This contasted with the agricultural-based

tadition of the Iroquois to

the south.
Woods Cree see W'
Coyle, supm note 8I at 6l2.For an anthropological history of the Western
Institute, I98l) at2l7smithonian
(washington:
sturtevan! Høndbook of Noúh American Indiani, Vol. 6
ojibwøy People (st'
the
of
History
warren,
w.
in
230. Historical accounts of ojibway culture are found
Lake Superior
of
press,
Chippewas
The
Danzinger,
and
E.
1984)
paul: Minnesota Historical society
rituals, songs,
of
the
"ceremonies,
account
An
1979).
Press,
(Norman" Oklahoma: University ãf Okl"ho."
oi tn" O¡it*"y is found in B. Johnson, Ojibway Heritage (Toronto: Mclelland

"

dances, prayers and legends"
& Stewart 1987).

e Coyle, supm rrote 8I at 612-613. Such contact first occuned in the early seventeenth century'
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discussions with Elders.

The dynamic nature of culture must be recognized in malyzing "traditional"

within a culture depend
dispute resolution practices. Practices recognized md adopted
or invented in
significæ.tly on current reality.s5 Indeed, traditions may be ad4ted
response

to such reality.s6 Ultimately, it is beliefs about tradition md the understmding

The
æd 4ptication of traditional practices within a culture which are significmt'
among First
effects of colonization have eroded retention of traditional knowledge

which
Nations in Cmada.87 The extent of such erosion md the context within
historical
traditions are applied will influence the similarity between cufrent æd
three eras;
practices. Aboriginal dispute resolution traditions were considered within
pre-conaact, the

fw

trade and post-confederation'

2.1.1 The ht-contact Era:

The Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Mmitoba

(AII)

in Aboriginal commqnities prior to arrival of Eruopeans

summarized existe'nce of law
as

follows:

before
Law in æ Aboriginal comm¡nity was found in unwritten conventions
observe
we
the arrival of Europems. Although these rules were never codified,

tt R. M"Doooe[ "contextualizing the Investigation of customary Law in contemporary Native
Communities" (L992) 34 Car.. J' Crim' 299 at 301'

cultural change and the Invention of
see E.J. Dickson-Gilmore, ',Finding the ways of tle Ancestors:
34 Can' J' Crim' 479 at 489-90 ulhere the
Tradition in the Development of separate Legal systems" (1992)
the Mohauik nation based on current realities'
author discussed adaptation of taditional justice practices by
of tradition". similarly, during a
she also discussed uùether zuch adaption can be considered "invention
of the Provincial Court of Saskatchewan'
telephone interview September 19, 1995, Judge Claude Fafard
to tradition, commented that this approach
rarten questioned yr¡hether circle sentencing represented an appeal
su

might be more accurately described as "inventing" tadition'
87

Dickson-Gilmore, ibid at 481.
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relations
that there were consistent pattems in the treatment of such matters as
property'
with other nations, family problems, md disputes about behaviour æd
passed from
These pattems beca-e part of Aboriginal oral tradition md were
speak about these pattems in terms of
generation to generation. One
"14w" md "justice".sE

"- """ily

including the
Diamond Je,nness described pre-contact law md order among tribes,
of public opinion"
woodla¡rds Cree æd Ojibway, as depending "solely on the strength
æ.d based on

,,rules md injrurctions hmded down by word of mouth from æ

immemorial mtiquityu.t' He further observed that:

of arbitrating disputes'
[p]ersuasion md physical force were the only methods
of
social outlawry oi pþrical violence the only mems of punishing infractions
the moral codl o. åff*r"t against the welfare of the bmd or tribe'e0
Although the accuracy of this account has been challenged,el

it

confirms that pre-

of dispute
contact Aboriginal societies clearly exercised an identifiable system
resolution md social control. The

AII

concluded:

Aboriginal enforcement mechæisms, although not codified in today's s€nse,
as did
served the same purpose in Mæitoba's pre-contact Aboriginal societies
punishment
the justice system of the Europem societies of that time. Crime md
in story
elders
became part of each Aboriginal group's oral tecord, preserved by

tt

of the Aboriginal
Pobli" Inquiry into the Administration of Justice and Aboriginal People, Report
1991 at 50'
\f,/inniPeg:
l,
Vol'
People,
Aboriginal
and
System
Justice Inqul¡y of Manitoba: The Justice
EeD. Jenness, The Indiøns of Canada,Bul.65- Antfu. Ser. No. 15 (Ottawa: Deparûnentof Mines, 1934)

at 125.
no

er

lbid.
r'r¿ho stated this reflected
His account was criticized by the AJI commissioners, supm note 88 at 22-23,

,,cultural biases and stereot¡/pes"
nm.iginal people prevalent during the 1930's' The interpretation of
"úoot (New York: Norton & Co., 1975) at 1l I was favoured by the Inquiry
[. Jennings, The Invasion of A merica
presenting a more realistic' accutate and
¿s Jsnnings had sought to avoid stereotyping and cultural bias in
history of more southerly American
on
the
based
fair version of history. Jsnning's accoun! however, is

Indian tribes.
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æ.d legend.e2

Both Cree md Ojibway societies wele charucteized by "community decision

of the
making ... [as] a horizontal process which involved the particþation æ'd consent

AJI described
commr:nity at large,,e3 md by generally informal social structures.eo The
Cree æ.d Ojibway justice practices:

md
Ojibway æd Cree cultural decision making involved the participation
consent of the comm¡nity at Iarge. Behaviour was regulated by ostracism,
shame æd compensation for the victim's loss, eve,n if only symbolic

o A:[, rup*note

America'Yol'
88 at 53. Also see L. Hennepin, A New Discovery of a Vast Country.i-n
late lTth
the
with
contaot
in
missionary
catholic
a
1 (Toronto: coles Publishin g, 1974) at 513. The author,
included
u¡hich
enforcement
and
law
resolution
dispute
6f çqmmuniff
century Iroquois, observed
"-pro""r,
and
People
Nielson"
M.
"Native
see
Also
crimes.
for
"enomous"
victim restitution and capital punishment
56
55
at
Can' Legal-Aid-R
the Criminal Justice Syslem: tl" Rol" of the Native Courtworker" (1982) 5: f
basic
the
described
uihere tle author, a Research Officer with Native Qq¡¡selling Services of Alberta'
principles of traditional Aboriginal justice:

i) Traditional Native justice was based on informal social conhol

mechanisms'

ü) Traditional Nativå justice was based mainly on presewing the welfare of the group, meaning
adultery and assault
that the interests of the i¡dividual often were of secondary impofance. Theft,
individuals
between
dispute
a
in
intervened
tribe
were, therefore, relatively minor "offenses". The
made'
were
demands
or
unreasonable
only rarhen the dispute was unresolvable
üi) Conformity was more important than punishment'
iv) Traditional Native justicå was flexiblã , situational and adaptable, meaning that an action may
not be an ,'offence" at one point but may be at another, depending on the circumstances'
v) Traditional native justice was not a separate institution but rather an integral part of the
process and socia! religious and economic functioning of the group'
socialization
of with the
Traditional Native justice relied on reimbursemen! replacement a¡d reconciliation
groups
or
individuals
the
between
intension of achieving b"l"o"" in the group and harmony
"
the welfare of the
invoþed in the ,,offence". "Punishmentsi weìe immediate and designed to help
(eg' someone
offenses,
violent
for
substitutive
"payments"
gfoup, eg., replacing stolen objects, or
until the
family
victim's
the
of
feeding
responsibility
over
the
çemmitting an assault would take

vi)

victim recovered).
gifts and songs
vü) positive reiniorcement was emphasized as much as punishments, for example,

and could'
of praise to well-doers were as prominent in the culture as negative reactions
wrong-doing'
with
theoretically, "balance out" of ovefcome any stigma associated
group support in
vüi)Enforcers, if they existed in the Native group, held their positions by receiving
carrying out thei¡ duties.

nt

Coyle, supm note 8l at 615'

(Illinsis' Waveland Press' 1955) rvho
the canadian government in the late l9th
with
treaties
commented at 120 thatthe ojibway, prior to sisning
or tribal organization'"
band
any
formal
centuq/, had "no chiefs in the modern sense, nor
so

lbid at 622. Also

see

I. Hallowello

C.ulturc and Expeience
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compensation were possible. Elders r¡ndertook the regular teaching of
community values md wamed offenders on behalf of the comm¡nity' They
publicly bmished individuals who persisted in disturbing the peace' Elders
with
might undertake to mediate dmgerous disputes md to reconcile offenders
physical
murder,
as
victims. 11r cases of grave threats or such serious offenses
pgnishment æd even execution of the offender might be undertaken either by
sæction
the communlty of by those who had bee,lr wronged. In all instæces the
of tribal elders was necessary'n'

crime
Such traditional methods of social control appeff to have focused on deterring

is often
through intemal comm'nity pfessgre m.d sanction. Although its achievement
goal of
linked more directly to incarceration, deterrence also constitutes a central

Anglo-Cmadiæ sente,ncing policy.e6 The role of traditional social control mechmisms

in deterring mti-social behaviour among the Cree md Ojibway of north-westem
Ontario was described by Rupert Ross:nt

In traditional times, such deterrence was accomplished without much mmdirected intervention. In the first place, the social group was the extended
family, with the result that my harm done was harm to family members'
almost
Secondly, Mother Nature was the great enforcer, for mti-social conduct
in
survival
by definiiiell fiminished the capacity of the group to maintain bare
was
the woods. If mm failed, Mother Nature punished. The overricling threat
heþ
the
bmishment from the group, banishment into the wilds where, without
of others, there was every likelihood of death. It was critical to each person
that he maintain the welðome of the group, for without it he was lost'e8

tt AJI, ,up* note 88 at 51. A less interventionist

view of dispute resolution among l9th century

Ojibway was described by Hallowelt supm rrote 94 at l2O:

juridical procedures
Of institutionalized penal sanctions there were none, nor were there any
or settling
provided in the aboriginal culture. No, in shor! was responsible for punishing crime

an inescapable penalty
disputes. The major social sanction was the fear of misfortune and disease,
of guilt and
mechanisms
psychological
for wrongdoing ind one that functioned th¡oueh the internal
fellows "'
one's
by
be
instituted
could
that
fear, rather than shame or any kind of direct punishment

eu

AJJ.,

supm note 88 at 52.

" A Crown prosecutor and author from Kenor4 Ontario'
,, R. Ross, ,'Leaving Our White Eyes Behind: The Sentencing of Native Aocused" [1983] 3 C'N'L'R' I
at

7.
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Ross also stressed the role of gossip in traditional social control:

A number of Elders have told me that before the courts came they kept order
negatively
through gossip. I am coming to understmd that being talked about
mine'ee
hurts them, in their context, far more that it does me in
as a mems of
Similarly, John MilloY described the practice of mocking md teasing
e,ncoruaging conformation

to social customs nmong the Plains

Cree'too

to
Among pre-contact Cree, less serious offe,lrses such as theft md damage

their
propefry wefe treated as a matters betwee,n offender and victim (or between
respective families) with

m emphasis on compensating the victim.ror David

society:
Mædelbaum described the traditional treatment of theft within Plains Cree
a
Theft was fare md was usually the conseque,nce of a thoughtless act by
yoìtng mæ. When a boy's father discovered that a boy had taken something
belongrng to another, the parent would immediately retum it to the ownef'to'

a childhood
Agnes Morin, a Cree woman from Smdy Bay, Saskatchewm, described

(reflecting a
experience which occurred while residing with her family on a trapline
traditional emphasis on victim comp ensation) :

tell you a little story about myself when we were staying with my
grandparents. I was mischievous. And when we were staying with my uncles'
áy uncle, my dad they had everything, guns, snowshoes, and one day I decided
to walk
to take my uncle's snowshoes md go in the bush. I didn't know how

I'11

tt lb¡d af 8.
(winnipeg: university of
The Plains crce: Tmde Diplomacy and llar: 1790 to ls70
traditional heritage of the woodlands
Manitoba Press, 1988) at 79. The Plains cree apparentþ share the
Plains cree
cree, having moved onto the plains from the woodlands. see D. Mandelbaum, "The
Plains Research
Canzdian
plains cree conference, 24 October 1979)
Remembered,, @roceeding, oith"
Centre, University of Regina at 4-5.
,oo

J.

r0r

Interview with Agnes Morin (16 November 1994) Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan.

Miloy,

,t D. Mandelbaum, The Plains C¡ee: An Ethnogmphic,
Canadian Plains Research Cenfie, 1979) at L23'

Historical and Compamtive Sndy @egina:
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md I
afor¡nd in snowshoes but I took them myway' And I went in the bush
I
was
said "I got snowshoes!". I got stuck in the snow md '.. I had this axe'
going tõ chop a little stickio play with a stick. I c,hopped the snowshoe right
L nAf æd that was a very big thing md I knew I was in big trouble. I sem€
my
home md I hide that snowshoe, my uncle's snowshoe. A few day after,
uncle said "We11, it's a nice day, I'm going h¡nting." He looks for his
Finally'
snowshoes æd I didn't say mything. I know I would get into trouble'
only
the
he for¡nd the snowshoes md one was cut in half with the axe' I was
So' I
one there to be blamed, so my dad asked me "We11, what did you do?"
mad'
"'
told him I accidentally c,hopped it. And they were really mad. Really
your
snowshoe
fix
I'11
æd
So my dad told my r:ncle 'Tlere's my snowshoes
I
while you're goo".;' My dad worked about two days to re,pair that snowshoe
broke. Never- did that âgui". See things like that, the parents had to repair or
get [a new

one].ro3

Murder within Cree and Ojibway society often resulted in revenge killings by the
victim,s family.loa Such "blood vengemce" was sometimes avoided througb negotiation

md compensation by the offender to the family of the deceased.lo5
among the preThe traditional role of community circles in dispute resolution
.,

r |
, 1,^-contact Cree md Ojibway is difficult to assess. Given the limited size of nomadic

h¡nting communities

it

tribes,

and the non-interventionist traditions of pre-contact woodlmds

appears doubtful that community circles, similar

to'i\4orin interview szprø note

in format md size to the

101.

t*

Indians Q{ew
This practice among mid-l9th century Ojibway is described in F. Barag4 Chippewa
practice
similar
A
139'
at
York: League of Slovenian Americans, 1976) at 24 a¡¡d Warren, supm note 83
at
L22'
I02
îote
among the cree was described by Mandelbaum, Ethnogmphic History, supm
r05

122 comments that "[a] payment of horses
Skinner, "Notes on the Plains Cree" (1914) 16 Am'

Mandelbaum , Ethnogruphic History, supm note L02

sometimes çemmuted blooã vóngeance." Also see A.

at

he had to pay eight
Anthr. 6g at 72: "llffa man murdered his wife through jealousy, as sometimes happened'

(Invennere, B'C': Good Medicine
horses to his wife's relatives ...". Also see Fine Day, My Ctee People
of the victim and the offender after
family
the
Letween
Books, 1973) at 42 for an example of negotiation
murder.

3l
s€ntencing circles currentþ being conducted, were used to facilitate dispute

following a
resolution.lou However, evidence does exist of community consultation
appears
træsgression within traditional Cree md Ojibway society.toT Usage of circles

Ojibway
to be accepted as having traditional significæce by present day Cree md

Holistic
people. Berma Bushie, æ Ojibway women md Co-orctinator of Community
on
circle Healing (CHCH) at Hollow Water First Nation in Mæitoba, commented

Ojibway tradition:
traditional way of life' Our whole
[T]he circle has a very significant role in our
circle,
cultwe is based on the circle. You look at the cycle of life, it's all in a
our
in
circle
seasons are all in a circle. Everythingl Everything opefates on a
work, the
culture. And this is what we have to retum to. And definiteþ, in our
circle gives us the strength to be able to deal with these horrific cases.tot
at Smdy
Vema Merasty, a Cree women involved in healing and sentencing circles
culture'toe
Bay, Saskatchewm, confirmed the traditional role of circles within Cree

of Winsk' Ontario (Ph'D' Thesis'
S"e J. Trudear¡, Culturc Change Among the Swampy Crce Indians
over sooial contol and dispute
domination
family
the
u¡here
23
at
Catholic University of Americ4 190ã¡
resolution among the cree of northwestern ontario is described:
to'

unit. Hunting and trapping were
The family was the only really fu¡1çfi6ning economic and political
there no hunting groups besides
were
done by single families living in relative isotation ... Not only
lacking' There were no social
also
were
groupings
the family, but it seems that other types of larger
imposition of sanctions
and
authority
classes and no societies, secret or otherwise ... Leadership,
said to be pretty
were
the
and
"state"
family
the
took place within the family, so much so that
much one and the same thing ...'

tle author wrote
co*-ents of AJI, supm note 88. Also see Baraga' suPm fiole lO4 at 22 uihere
Ojibway through rthich
in the mid-nineteenth century oi a form of community counsel among the
ro, See

or some concerns with their
çsmmgnity members "deliberate[d] on some difficulties among themselves

traders etc.".
r08

Interview with Berma Bushie (6 February 1995) Hollow Water, Manitoba.

roe

Interview with verna Merasty (20 october 1994) Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan.
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2.1.2 The

tr\r Trade E¡a:

fur
The lives of Cree æd Ojibway people were significmtly affected during the
during
trade era of 1660-1870.110 They interacted with both French æd English traders

Arthur
e4pmsion of the fur industry, often in a co-operative fashion as described by
Ray:

The fur trade was the most pervasive force influencing the economic æ'd
political development of Westem Cmada between 1660 md 1870' During this
period it operated as m integrating force between Indims æd Egropems' To be
parties'
successfully prosecuted, the fur trade required the cooperation of both
resources.
In the broadest sense, it was a parbrership for the exploitation of
Although it was not m equal parbrership, nof one in which the same group
always held the upper hmd, at no time before 1870 would it have served the
interests of one party to destroy the other as by doing so the aggressors would
ttt
have been deprived of their supplies of goods, or furs md provisions ""

As a result of this interaction, Aboriginal people experienced significmt cultural
chmge.ttt Dispute resolution, previously controlled within each band, increasingly
came

to be controlled by colonizers, most significmtly, in the area of Rupert's Lmd"t3

by the Hudson's Bay Compmy (IIBC). Russell Smandych and Rick Linden described
the "rough justice" meted out within the private justice system used by IIBC

tto

These are

tle daþs used to circumscribe this era by historian Arthur Ray in Indiqns in the FurTmde:

Tmppen, Hunten ønd Middlemen in the Lønds Southwest of Hudson Bay: 1660'1870
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974).

TheirRole

øs

ttl lbid at xi. This often co-dependant relationship

was described by Peter cumming and Neil
of Canada 1972) at
Mickenburg in Native Rights in Cãnsda,2d ed.(Ioronto: Indian Eskimo Association
Woods Cree in
Westem
the
of
skills
and
knowledge
on
the
120. Dependence by Hudson's Bay employees
Tmde
in
Indian'Eutopean
Thistle
by
Paul
was
described
House
establishing the trading post ât Cumbeiland

RelationsintheLowerSaskatchewanRiverRegionto
at 54.

1840

(Winnipeg: Universityof ManitobaPress, 1986)

Cree
at xi. For a description of changes to traditional religious practice by the
author
is a
The
1979)'
after European contac! see J. Dion, My Tribe the crce (calgary: Glenbow Museum,
Cree from northwestern Alberta.
rrz

Ray, supm note

rr3 Ct

ll0

'rently comprising most of Manitoba and Saskatchewan'
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Læ'd:
employees who established æd operated trading posts in Rupert's
was
The legal system that was most effective for the Hudson's Bay Compmy
md
its private justice system. while the validity of the compmy's charter
,'criminal legislation" was being debated in the coìrrts of Upper
other enabiing
æd Lower Cmada md in England, servmts of the Compæy in western
required to
Cmada were creating md æplytng their own law. More resea¡ch is
justice
system
leam about the mmy different contexts within which this private
private justice
operated. To this poiot, the evidence sr¡ggests that the system of
peoples'tla
operated by the Compmy's had a consiãerable impact on aboriginal

with
Aboriginal people developed "mmy different creative strategies for dealing

Ewopem colonizers".lt' However:
peoples of westem
[B]y the middle of the nineteenth century, the indigenous
Cæada were clearly beginning to have their culture md traditional social
institutions, including institutions of dispute resolution and social control,
øi"""¿ ty Aos" brought about by the Hudson's Bay Company.ttu

Dispute resolution was controlled by colonial fur traders in md aror¡nd their trading
posts.ltt No single law enforcement system existed during this era' The AJI observed:

An Historical
R. Smandyoh & R. Linden, "Co-existing Forms of Aboriginal and Private Justice:
Indigenous
Legacy:
Colonial
the
and
PlutøIism
ed.,
Legal
Hazelhurs\
Study of the Canadian West" in K.
1995) I
Avebury,
England:
(Aldersho!
Zealanil
and
New
Austmlis
in
Canada,
Expiri"nce, of Justice
at 15.
tto

115

Ibid at 25. The authors at 15 stated:
the
It is important to make it clear that the aboriginal people of the Canadian west were not

passive

justice. Violent
recipients and victims of an English brand of "rråite man's" retributive
pre-contact Norfh
among
common
also
were
confrontation and Aking fevenge on enemies
to Europeans who
approach
this
apptied
later
They
omittedl.
American aboriginal peãptes ¡citations
partters'
trading
of
military
expected
were
that
obligations
failed to ñrlfil the social

by Thistle' sapru
An example of a violent response by the Home Guard Cree of James Bay was described
of a peroeived
result
as
a
Cree
The authãr described the destruction of Fort Henley by the

lll

at 50-51.
entrance to the
of
reciprocal social obligations HBC employees. The cree had been denied free
breach
to marry IIBC
women
Cree
allowing
for
trading post despite theü undersønding that this was the exchange

note

employees.

ll4

ttu

Linden

r?

justice" used against Aboriginal people
See AJI, supm note gg at 58 for a description of the "rough

& Smandycþ supru

note

at25'

by employees of the IIBC and the North West Company'
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None of these incidents [examples of "rough justice"] should be seen as
evidence of a consistent pattem of law enforcement' Instead, as one might
district,
conclude from paul Thistle's detailed study of the Cumberlmd House
within
the Indiæs lived according to their rules, md the fur traders by theirs
I"diTin
the context of compæy discipline. Moments of disagreement
Europem relations sometimes were resolved by force, sometimes not.lt8
The

AII

colonial
described confusion among nineteenth century Europems over which

bodyl" had jurisdiction over criminal

offe,nses. Despite such confusion, the AJI

law:
commissioners argued that Aboriginal peopte retained self-control over criminal
courts that applied to the
[T]he Hudson's Bay Compmy introduced laws æd
È*op"- inhabitants of this territory, æd especially to the growing settlement
a kind of
at the Red River ... , while the rest of the westem interior was left in
added,
be
legal limbo until 1870. Within this "vacuum," it need hardly
Aboriginal law prevailed as it had done for centuries' Only Europems
percÑed æ abience or ambiguity in the law't'o
Sale of Ruperts Land by the IIBC to the dominion of Cmada

in

1870 resulted in

firther colonization of Aboriginal people within this territory' Chmges included
sriminal
negotiation of treaties, establishment of reservest" æd e4pansion of colonial

law enforcement into Aboriginal communities through the North-west Mor¡nted Police
(NWMP), later the RCMP.

ttt

AIJI, supm note 88 at 58.

laws for the good
The courts of eastem Canada or the IIBC (by virtue of its power to enact
government of its territory).
rre

t'o AJI, supm note 88 at 59.

tl

(Illinois: Waveland
see H. Hickerson, The Chippewa and TheirNeighboun: A Study in Ethnohistory
of
the Indians'
lives
,,In
the
in
role
an
active
Carraüa... the govemment came to take
Press, 1987) at 13:
established'"
starting in the 1870s when treaties were made and reservations
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2.1.3 The Post-eonfedemtion Er¿:

The træ.sition of control over Rupert's Lmd from the IIBC to the central

cæadim govemment

æ.d the subsequent difficulties faced

by Aboriginal people was

described by Paul Çumming æd Neil Mickenberg:

In the period immediately prece¡ling 16s ¿dmission of Mañitobar2' into
With
Confederation, a numbeiol importmt chæges occurred in the Northwest.
the advent of increased Europem settlement md the træsfer of the Compmy
territories to government authorities, the Hudson Bay Compmy's monopoly
over trade in the Northwest ended. The resulting lack of a central authority
with sufficient mems of law enforcement led to m increase in the previously
rqlressed liquor trade, and to a general weakening of law md order. In
ad-dition, the wholesale slaughter of the buffalo resulted in the near extinction
of the once vast herds which had inhabited the plains. The totality of these
events, combined with the spread of Europem deceases, such as smallpox'
placed the plains Indiæs in a precarious position'r23
Aboriginal land in the Prairie region was ceded to the federal govemme'nt through
treaties made between
described by

l87l md 1879. The resulting

impact on Aboriginal people was

Allm McMillan:

The treaties allocated reserves md provided small payme,nts of money md farm
equipment. ln only a few decades these people had gone from proud æ'd selfsufficient nomads, roaming freely across the Plains, to destitute md dependent
groups, confined to small areas of lmd without any adequate means of
support.124

During the time of treaty negotiations the NWMP were created as a ce,ntral police

t" In 1870.
12'

Cumming & Mickenber

g,

supm note I I

I

at 120'

1988) at 145'
Native people and Cultu¡es of Canada (Vancower: Douglas & Mclnfyre,
see J' Frideres'
provinces
prairie
the
of
the
Indians
by
of
treaties
For a more detailed history of the siq,ning
1983) at 60-71'
Native People ¡n Canada: Contempimry Conflicts,2d ed. (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall,
,ro

A. McMiü

ag
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new police
force goveming criminal law enforcement in the Westem territory'l25 The

md to
force was intended to protect this area from annexation by the United States
the nineteenth century, the
"make the læ.d safe for settlement".ttu By the end of
miles
NWMP had expæded their operations from "Fort Cumberlæd two hr¡nd¡ed
Peace River
down the Saskatchewm River from Prince Albert in the east, to the

the Royal
district in the west, md to the Yukon in the north."r27 The NWMP, renamed
North-west Mor¡nted police
RCMP,

iî

in

190412E

and re-created as a national police force, the

lgz},r2s came to dominate formal sriminal law enforcement during the

twentieth cetr.tury across Cmada md prominently in Manitoba md Saskatchewm'

In addition to the police

prese,nce, colonization

of the Aboriginal population

virtually
was e,nhmced through passage of federal legislation which came to regulate
all facets of life in Aboriginal communities. The AJI stated:

Associqtion of Chiefs of
See G. Marquis, policing Canada's Centuty: A History of the Canadian
the development of this
described
Police (Torotto: University of ioronto, 1993) at 4l r]ihere the author

ttt

police foroe:
government began
Following the dramatic enûry of Manitoba into confederation, the federal
peoples and the Metis'
Native
by
domilated
still
then
Wes!
of
the
planning an orderly settlement
prime Minister John A. Macdonald was considering a mobile government force, modelled on the
upholding canadian
Royal hish constabulary, capable not only of enforcing the law but also of
sovereigntY in the West.
(Canada: Bums &
R. Roberts on, The Lqw Moves ll est: The Noúhwest Mounted Police: 1873-1878
policing needs of
the
into
MacEachern, l97o) zt9. The author also described the report of an investigation
safety, prevent
to
there
'provide
be
stationed
the westenr tenitory uihich concluded "a military force should
bloodshed and preserve ordet'." (Iåid¡.
t2,

1873-1973 (Edmonton:
N. & W. Kelly, The Royal Cønadian Mounted Police: A Century of History:
(Ottawa: Kings Printer'
1873-1893
Police:
Mounted
Hurtig, 1973) at89. Also see J. Turner, The Noúh-west
12?

1950t for an analysis ofthe development and expansion ofthis police force.
128

lbid at l2l-131.

12e

lbid at

153-160.
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The new justice system, as represented by the Indim Act m'd supplementary
legislation, soon was being employed to prevent Aboriginal people from
æd
expressing their traditional beliefs, from pursuing their traditional economy
from asserting their political rights as individuals or as members of Cæ'adim
society. fn every utp""t of life, from criminal law to education æd religious
expression, from hunting to agriculttre, from voting to the use of lawyers,
Aboriginal people rm into regulations that restricted their freedom.r3o
among the Cree
Post-confederation chmges in commr¡nity structure md social control

æd Ojibway of northwestem Ontario, md their impact on the exercise of traditional
dispute resolution tactics, were described by Rupert Ross:

Traditional ethics, th€n, were formulated with three differe,nt contexts in mind:
central ethics goveming life Within one's own extended family, then ethics
goveming occãsional, ðontrolled interaction with other families perceived to be
éssentially cooperative md, finally, ethics goveming the very rare occasions of
contact with outsiders. At no time prior to Europem contact, or even during the
trapping era after contact, was there any need to develop ethics md nrles
within one's
apioptiate to ongoing, daily relations with people other thm those
own extended family. That, however, is precisely fhe context within which
most Indian people in the North no find themselves. Their reserve commr:nities
regularly have populations as high as twelve htndred in my region, with the
majority in the five hr¡ndred rmge.t"
While the evidence point to the continued existe,nce of distinct Aboriginal dispute

jurisdiction over
resolution traditions, the Anglo-Cæadian justice system has full
criminal law enforceme,nt in Aboriginal communities. How Aboriginal peoples
perceive this imposed system md its dispute resolution powers are discussed in the
remainder of this chapter. Problems associated with established sente,ncing practices in

Aboriginal communities are discussed in Chapter Three'

t'o

AIJI, supru note 88 at 64.

,,, R. Ross, Døncing Il ith a Ghost: Exploring Indian ReøIity (Toronto: Octopus Publishing, 1992) at
103.
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2.2 Ãbotiginat Perspectives on .hrstice
,,At the most basic level of understæding, justice is r¡nderstood differentl} bV

Aboriginal people" wrote the AJI:
The dominæt society tries to control actions it considers potentially or actually
harmful to society as a whole, to individuals or to the wrongdoers themselves
by interdiøion, enforcem€nt or apprehension, in order to punish harmful or
devimt behaviour. The emphasis is on the punishment of the devimt as a
mems of making the person conform, or ¿rs a mems of protecting other
members of societY.
The purpose of a justice system in æ Aboriginal society is to restore
within the community, md to reconcile the accused
the peace *¿
"q"iUUrium
with his or her ówn conscience and with the individual or family that has been
wronged. This is a primary difference. It is a difference that significmtly
justice system for
challenges the apprãpriate,ness of the present legal md
Aboriginal p"opìã in the resolution of conflict, the teconciliation md the
harmony md good order'r32
maintenancà of

"o.-*ity

perspectives supporting this interpretation of Aboriginal justice were discovered by this

investigator withrn the communities studied.
Closely related to this perspective is a sense of estrmgeme'nt between the
people'
commtnity æd the Anglo-Canadiæ justice system shared by mmy Aboriginal

The report of a 1988 Cree Justice Symposium in northem Quebec described this

on Aboriginal Peoples
A¡1, supm îote gg at 22. See also Law Reform Qemmission of Canad4 Report
Report 34) (Ottawa,
Reference,
(Ministers
and Criminal Justice: Equattty, Respect and the Search for Jusfice
justice
are described:
l99l) at 5 uihere Aboriginal perspectives on crininal

tlz

imposed by
From the Aboriginal perspective, the oriminal justice system is an alien one,
Aboriginal
system,
the
throughout
shuttled
are
or
tum
they
the dominant white society. Wherever
the
regard
they
surprisingly,
Not
faces.
uåite
of
sea
a
encounter
offenders, victims or witnesses
as unremittingly
it
view
many
values:
and
thei¡
traditions
to
the
to
system as deeply insensitive
racist.

and time again
Abuse of power and the distofed exercise of discretion are identified time
a foreisn
as
people
as principal defects of the system. The police are often seem by Aboriginal
from being
Far
people
away'
to wreak havoc and take
military presence descending oo
"o.-rroities
necessary
are
services
its
uåen
even
a source of stability and s"curity, the force is feared by them
to restore a modicum of social peace to the community'
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estf¿m.gement:

certain
Whether because of being historically obliged to do so or whether in a
way they acce,pt it, owing to fate or the fact of its usefulness, the Cree
of
commr:niti", tu,u" relied for almost a half century on a Westem system
justice. In co¡rt a Creehas to mswer only very indirectly to his own society'
his habits
he is more mswerable to a little known world, to a society foreign to
md traditions. And what is more, the society that bears the social costs of the
nor my
træsgression by that individual has neither control over that individual
say in the judicial Process.t"

Despite estrægement md resistmce, the goals of Aboriginal and Anglo-Cmadiæ

justice are similar. Members of the Indigenous Bar Association suggest that "functional
justice
Aboriginal objectives for justice are similar to those of the Cmadiæ sriminal
system: deterrence of members from misconduct, public condemnation of offenders'

mems of restoring the offenders to society, md punishment, if necessary"'r3a

A recgrrent Aboriginal justice theme is replacement of the punitive focus of
Anglo-Cmadim law with m emphasis on restoration of peaceful relations betwee'n
Harry
offender, victim æd commr:nity. This view was reflected in the comme'nts of

Morin, a Cree mm from Sædy Bay, Saskatchewm who was active in the development

of circle sentencing within his community:
lot of times, to me personally, the system is right now just a punishing
problems,
system, it's p¡nishing. They're not looking at what's causing these
they're lookLg at hey, we have to punish this guy for what he's done, basically,
that's all it's at. And a lot of these guys go to jail, md they sit aror¡nd this ten
by twelve cell or whatever size they may be, md they sit there md think' And
they get very bitter. They're bitter at the people that put him in there, the
victim that ie,ported him. He's mad at the justice system, he's mad at the

Like

a

Justice in the Crce
Deparhent of Justice of Quebec, Crce and Justice Symposium: Prcblematics on
M¡lieu (Montreal 1988) at 14.
t3'

13

L. Mandamim et al., "The Criminal Code and Aboriginal People" (1992) U'B'C'L'Rev'

Edition 5 at 9.
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tells the offender
RCMP. Here in a sentencing circle, we make sure somebody
are
that we're here to heþ, for support, md not only that' if recomme'ndations
in
back
himself
made that he takes some kind of programming to better
probation officer' he's
the
or
society, he's not only promising tã the magistrate
got all that
promising it to his own community. And then he knows he's
support.r35

the Elders' Sentencing
This perspective is reflected in the ssmments of Rupert Ross on

Pmel at the Smdy Lake reserve in northwestem Ontario:
see
In the year md a half that the project has been 9oiog, I have begun to
those
md
Elders
some very clear differences between the approaches of the
speak
which characteize ow southem courts. As I expected, the Elders seldom
peaceful
of
restoration
about the past. They focus instead upon the futgre, upon
compensation
relations. They do not speak of pqnishment, but they do focus on
æd restitution to the victim, upån "making things right again".136

people,l'7
Although a plurality of views on justice is evident amoo8 Aboriginal

justice whic,h integrate the
there is significant emphasis on holistic approaches to
the comm1nity'ttt
social, religious md economic ft¡nctioning of the offender vis-a-vis

of

See also 1þe ssmments
Interview with Harry Morin (19 October 1994) Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan'
1991) [unpublished] at
(Whitehorse,
Beginning
Lilles C.J., Yukon Tenitorial Court in Tribal Justice: A New

"'

7:

either foreign to Native people
From my experience, concepts of "punishment" or "venge Ðrlce" are
of "justice"' In native
or play a much more limited role in their understanding of the meaning
provided the wrongdoer is
culture and tradition, rehabilitation is of the gfeatest importance,
presumed that this
prepared to accept responsibitity and undertake rehabilitation. It is ofcourse
feason every member
that
for
and
individual will retu¡ to or continue to be part of the community,
self'reliant
small,
A
of the community has a vested interest in a unongdoet's rehabilitation.
to continue'
wrongdoing
or
violence
community cteariy cannot afford to permit the cycle of
136

Ross, Dancing, suPm ûole

l3l

at

167 '

peoples do not adhere
AJI, supm îote 88 at 20 uihere the commissioners stated that "Aboriginal
been considerable
have
and
are,
there
Indeed
code.
1s ¿ 5ingle life philosophy, religious beliefor moral
13?

See

differences among tribes'

rs Nielson, supm note 92 at 56. Also see Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its rmpact on
of the Tøsk Force on the Criminal Justice
the Indian and Metis People of Alberta in Justice on Trial: Repott
Report @dmonton' l99l) at
lyr*, and its Impact on the Indian and Mefis People of Albeta, Vol.canI Main
be illustated by a restorative
9-6: ,,Justice and dispute resolution in traditional nLorijinat societies
including
holistic contexi of an offence is taken into consideration
justice uihich includes ...
model of

[t]he

moral,social[,]economic,politicalandreligiousconsiderations'"

4l
The Law Reform Commission of Cæada stated:
Undoubtably, there are mmy contrasting visions as to what constitutes m
Aboriginal justice system, but fundamental is the belief that the system must be
faithful to Aboriginal traditions æd cultural values, while ad4ting them to
modem society. H*"", a formal Aboriginal justice system would evidence
give heed to the
4propriate respect for commrmity Elders md leaders,
requirementr ol Abo.iginal spirituality md pay homage to the relation of
hummkind to the læd æd to nature. The Aboriginal vision of justice gives
pre-eminence to the interests of the collectivity, its overall orientation being

holistic md integrative.r3e

Mmy of the Aboriginal dispute resolution traditions æd perspectives

discussed

in this chapter appear at odds with those accepted within the Anglo-Cmadian justice
system. Despite a common aim of controlling and deterring devimt behaviour md
thereby protecting the community, Aboriginal justice approaches are charactenzed

more by private inter- and intra-familial solutions, collective decision-making md m
emphasis on reconciliation between offe,nder, victim md community æd less

by

an

emphasis on prmishment, the conventional Anglo-Cmadiæ approach. The following
cha¡lter considers how such differe,nces, together with other factors, affect the impact

of Anglo-Cmadian sentencing practices on Aborigin¿l sommunities.

t'n

L"*

Reform Commission, Equalrty, Respect, supm îote 132 at 6'
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Chapter Thte: Problems Associated With Established
Sentencing Pmctices in Aboriginal Communities

3.1 The Circuit Court An Absentee .hrstice System?
Most non-urbm Aboriginal communities in Mmitoba md Saskatchewm are

to these
serviced by circuit courts. Based in central urban locations, court parties travel
commr¡nities by road in the south md (usually) by air in the north.too The northem

ufly-in, court party usually comprises

a

judge, court clerk, cJown prosecutor æd legal

aid counsel. The circuit court e4perience in northem Mæitoba was described by the

AII:
Three to four days a week, a Provincial court judge, crown attomey, Legal Aid
lawyer, a court clerk, m Aboriginal court worker md a court re,porter meet at
the Th^ompson airport md board a small chartered aircraft .... During the course
of the year this party travels to approximately 20 communities; some are visited
only once a year, but, in general, the court is sc,heduled to travel to each
community lO to 12 times a year .... The residents of a remote communiry get
their first sight of the circuit court whe,n all of its members, who are usually
non-Aborigioal, with the exce,ption of the Aboriginal court worker, descend
froni the plme at the local airport. The court parly is then often driven from the
airport in m RCMP vehicle to the building oi nall where court is to be
conducted.tot

The often tenuous relationship betwee,n circuit court parly æd community was

Th" court flies in on a regular monthly basis to Pelican Narrows, Sandy Bay and Cumberland
court pady accessed
Saskatchewan and Pukatawag"q tut"oitou". At waywayseecapPo, Manitoba the
too

House,
the

the Court
sqmmunity by road. Althougb Hollow Water, Manitoba does not have a regular court sitting,
road.
by
accessed
is
nihich
water
agreedto conduct sentencing circles at Hollow

q¡¡¡¡e ¡¿velling to
supm note 88 atZ27. The northern Saskatchewan experience has been similar.
party escorted from the
court in Pelican Narrows, Saskatohewan in Apnl, 1992, I was part of the court
was hel4 people slowly
airstrip to court in an RCMP vehicle. As we approached the town hall, uåere court
to,

AI

began emerging from thei¡ homes: apparently in response to our

arival.
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described by Don Avison,ra2 former Cror¡m cor¡rsel in the Yukon:

I have strong memories of how difficult it was to get people to come to court

there, even those who were actual parties to the disputes. I remember days in
Carmacks, md other Yukon commr¡nities, when I was there in court trying to
sort out what the 4propriate response or sent€nce should be, knowing that I
was part of a group of three - the judge, the prosecutor md the defence lawyer
- who probably knew less about what had h4pened thm æyone else in the
commtrnity, md we were the ones there to decide what the consequence should
be. I also remember mmy times when I heard a dull nrmble of voices behind
me æ.d I would know that, somehow, I had just fouled up the facts md there
was no way to fix it.ro3
Estræ.gement between court æd people was reflected

in comments by Harry Morin of

Smdy Bay, Saskatchewan:
the probation officer or the magistrate [the judge] ... you only see him
once a month, you don't care, you know, "I'11 get away with this' I'11 get away
with that. They're not going to know." Well, of course nobody knows because
they're gone, nobody sees them until the next court date. Here, he [the
offender] knows the people that are involved, md he knows the people that
care and they keep m eye, md they tell him that right in the circle, "If you
ever need æy help, if you need someone to talk to, if somethings troubling
you, we,re available." And if you don't have a phone, you know, md a lot of
times the probation officers won't accept a collect call, what do you do? When
the pressure gets so tough. Do you just say 'To hell with it?.' Well, basically,
that's what the system is doing. Hete, [in Smdy Bay] you have your
community of people. You know who is there; you know who you cm talk

with

to.

raa

Curt Griffiths md Simon Verdr¡n-Jones described the problems associated with
¿dministration of justice by non-resident circuit courts as including large court dockets,

to'

Previously the Director General of the Aboriginal Justice Initiative, Justice Canada and now the
Deputy Minister of Justice in the Northwest Territories.Don previously practised as a defence lawyer and
crown counsel in the Yukon.
to,

D. Avison, Cleøring Space: Divenion Prcjects Sentencing Circles and Restomfive Justice inD-

Gosse, J. Youngblood Henderson

& R. Carter,

Purich, 1994) 235 at 238.
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135.
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time constraints, lack of interpreters for Aboriginal offenders and the clash of cultural
differences betwee,n Anglo-Canadian court parties md Aboriginal offenders md
communities.la5

In northem Saskatchewan æd Mmitoba, circuit courts regularly face heavy
case loads.

For example, despite m extremeþ high case count, Smdy Bay is only

allocated one court date per month.tou As a result, sentencing hearings in these

communities are often conducted quickly with little,

tf ny,particþation

by offenders,

victims or local community members. This "case processing" approach was described

by Judge Fafard:
I'm really not interested in making more sausage or better sausage or additg
spice to the sausage. Personally, I wæt to see a change away from that. I want
to see us do good work. I sometimes feel it doesn't really matter if I do the
forty or fifty cases before me on the docket in the moming, because if I do get
them all done, I will not have done them very well. If I could do just a few of
them md do them well, I would probably be fu¡her ahead than having caseprocessed them all md having done a bad job. So what we have at the
moment, I believe, is m offender-processing system. Its not a criminal justice
system because we're not achieving justice. We're not resolving the conflicts
and the problems that are brought to us, md I think that our pres€txt system, as
we operate it, just doesn't have the wherewithal to do that'ra7

Mmy Aboriginal offenders facing sentence

are intimidated

by the court process. Derek

Custer md Cecile Merasty, two members of the sentencing circle committee at Pelicm

Narrows, Saskatchewan, explained that local offenders do not r¡nderstmd cor¡rt

to'

C. Griffiths

&

S. Verdun-Jones, Canadian Criminal Justice (Toronto: Butterworths, 1989) at 751.

in
Constable Brian Brennan indicated Sandy Bay had the second highest case load per member
had
a total
Sandy Bay
Saskatchewan, next to Laloshe. When interviewed November 15, 1995, he reported
yearþ case load of 900 shared by three officers uiho frrnctioned without secretarial staff.
Ia6

ral

C.ßafard, On Being a Northem Judge lmD. Gosse, J. Youngblood Henderson & R' Carter,
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procedure or the English language. As a result, they usually stand mute before the
judge hoping their sentencing will be expedited.tos This sense of confusion æd

intimidation was also described by defence cormsel Nick Sebeston of the Northwest
Territories in referring to local circuit court operation:
The general impression Dene people have of the court circuit is that a br¡nch of
strægers, most of whom are non-native people, have come to to\Ãm. They see
the court proceectings as very strict md io.-ul, æd for most of them, scary.rae

An altemate e4plmation of the seeming detachment displayed by Aboriginal offenders
at sentencing is that facing a judge is viewed as simpler thm facing one's own
commr:nity. This view was echoed in comments by Constable Brim Brennm of Smdy

Bay, Saskatchewan who e4plained differences betwee,n conventional sentencings æd
circle sentencing:
And it really actually confronts the accused a lot mole ... stmding ... before his
community, md admitting that he was wfong md e4plaining why he did it,
thæ to stmd before a stranger. It's easier to stmd before a strmger for four to
five minutes while the judge se,ntences you md be done with it, thæ to sit for
m hour or two, maybe even three, æd have a number of people criticize your
cha¡acter md your actions , æd you have to try to defend yourself.lto
This is what happens in the sentencing circle. These comments show the differential
impact of local systems of social control on offender response.

As most northem Aboriginal commr¡nities are geogr4hically isolated from
larger centres of the south, their population is generally less træsient. Constable

tot

lnterview with Derek Custer and Cecile Merasty (20 Octobet 1994) Pelican Narrows, Saskatchewan'

Sebeston, "Intercultural Communication and the Administration of Justice" (presentation at the
founding convention of The Northern Conference in March, 1994 at Yellouikrife) tt Circuit Couft and Ruml
Cou¡t Justice in the North: A Resource Publìcofion (Vancower: Simon Fraser University, 1985) at l-6.
rae

N.

r50

Interview with Constable Brian Brennan (15 November L994) Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan.
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Brennæt5t associated comm¡nity isolation æd population stability with the availability

of local support systems he viewed

as prerequisite

to effective circle sentencing:

think
The main difference is that sædy Bay is m isolated com-rmity .... l
sentencing circles cm work in my commgnity æywhere if therds the proper
support structure. I don't think that in a place tike Red Earth md Shoal Lake
r¡nless that support structure's there ... that its going to work. They're [the
residents of ne¿ Earth md Shoal Lake] on the move. They move back md
forth between Nipiwm md the reserves md Prince Albert ... so much that you
don,t have the solid core community support that you need to have a sentencing
circle work."r52
Although time constraints æd separation from local communities æ.d local
culture are problems faced by circuit courts siüing in Aboriginal communities, one
advmtage æpears to be the broader discretion over sentencing process exercised by

circuit court judges in comparison to urbm judges. Of the estimated 100 sentencing
circles that had been held in Saskatchewan as of the fall

of

1994,153 a

significm-t

majority had been conducted by northem judges operating out of La Ronge md
Meadow Lake.l5o Judge Bria Huculak, previousb of La Ronge, stated trnequivocally

that circle sente,ncing developme,nt in northern Saskatchewæ had been essentially

ttt

Who had previously been stationed 250 kilometres south of Sandy F,ay at Carrot River and had
policed the adjacent Red Earth and Shoal Lake reserves.
Brennan inærview, supm îote 150. The analysis of specific sentencing initiatives in this thesis will
consider the impact of local systems of social control on development of comnunity-based sentencing
r52

approaches.

tt, B. Donlevy, Innovøtion in the Jusfice System- Sentencing Circles, C'8.4. Bar Notes, Volume lX,
October, 1994.

tt

During a sentencing circle April 19, 1995 at Sandy Bay (hereafter called "tle Sandy Bay circle"),
In addition'
Judge Fafard estimated that he had conducted between sixty and seventy sentencing circles.
Knightingale
Geremy
Judge
and
Ronge,
Judge Bria Huculak and Judge Ross Moxley, both previously of La
Saskatchewan.
northem
in
of Meadow had been active in conducting sentencing ci¡cles
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"judge drive,n".r55 The breadth of judicial discretion allowed inn6v¿1istt by individual
judges to significætly affect the relationship between court md commr¡nity. Greg
Bragstad, a participmt in several sentencing circles at Smdy Bay, commented on the

local impact of Judge Fafard:

I find, myway, has made a tremendous impact here æd has, I
think, in himself ... made a lot of chmges md allowed those things to hæpen
md allowed people in the community to be responsible æd so there's a whole
lot less anger in the community towards him, thm there [was] in the past.
Judge Fafard

Because he's allowed the community

to take responsibility.156

In addition to the systemic problems md advmtages of circuit court operation
described above, misinterpretation of information about md of behaviour by

Aboriginal offenders has been a concem.

ttt

Huculak interview supmnote 17. Also see J. Batten, Lowyen (Toronto: McMillan, 1980) at 117-118
uåere the gleater extent to which northern circuitjudges depart from conventional practice is reflected in
the following description of ¿ court hearing conducted by Judge Jim Slaven of the-Territorial Court of the
Northwest Territories:

.

The court party arrived in Rânkin by plane from Yellowknife at noon on the trial d¿te. It was an
autumn day in f 978 and Judge Slaven was ready to proceed- But a group of Rankin people- Inuit¿sfted him to delay proceedings. They were calling a community meeting to t¿lk about ttre young
man [the accused] and his fate. 'It was the fi¡st time that such a thing had happened ¡¡ (ankin,' the
judge said 'the fi¡st time the local people had ever sat down together. You see, coming from all
various backgrounds the way they ha4 different stains of Eskimo, they's never merged as a real
community' There was a professor up there, fellow named willi¿6se¡ from the university of
Saskatchewan, uÀo'd been going to Rankin for eighteen years, and he said this was the old
tr¿ditional Inuit way of doing things, meeting together and looking after their onm. Welt hell,
under those circumstances the court was pleased to stand aside for a few hours. That might sound
ridiculous to judge in the south but northem justice is different ....

The colourfirl career of this judge was also portrayed in J. Scissons, Judge of the Far N oúh: Memoin
Jack Scissons (Toronto: Mclelland & Stuarg 1968).
156

Inten¡iew with Greg Bragstad (19 October 1994) Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan.

of
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3.2 Misinterprrtation of Aboriginal Offender Information and Behaviour
at Sentencing
A problem encountered during sentencing in Aboriginal communities is
obtaining accgrate æd relevæt offender information. This concem was recognized by
Rupert Ross:
Sentencing is nothing more thm m institutional response to m aú or word.
Sentencing native people- or people from mother culture- poses a very
substantial challenge. Sentencing is not, after all, m e,qd but a mems to other
ends. It is a tool employed in m effort to accomplish rehabilitation of the
individual, deterrence to him æd to others in the community, æd protection of
that commr¡nity. It requires that we leam as much as possible about the
individual md the context in which he lives. The greater our misinterpretation,
the less likely it is that our sentence will produce the results we intend.t"

In obtaining md

assessing such information, caution must be exercised not to

misinterpret interpersonal behaviours of Aboriginal offenders. Rupert Ross described
the tendency of people of Europem descent to interpret lack of direct eye contact

as

indicating evasiveness and noted that direct eye contact among the Cree md Ojibway
of north-westem Ontario was asign

of

disrespect as "[you] only look inferiors straight

in the eye."ttt Similarly, judicial expectations of qpropriate court behaviour may
impact conclusions reached about offender attitude. While appearing with Cree md
Saultaux offenders in the courts of central Saskatchewm from 1988

to 1994,I noted

that mmy Aboriginal offenders responded to the stress of court by smiling or laughing.
This behaviogr was sometimes misinterpreted by the court as indicating a lack of
respect despite the seriousness with which offenders viewed proceeclings when

ttt

Ross,

W

hite Eyes, supm r.ote 98 at 2.

ttt lbid at z.

I
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interviewed them prior to court. A further sxample of potentially misunderstood
Such
behaviour is lack of verbal particþation by Aboriginal offenders at sentencing.

passivity may lead to

m

erroneous conclusion respecting offender auitude. Judge

Murray Sinclair exPlained:

A final example is the implicit expectation of lawyers, judges æd juries that
accused will display remorse md a desire for rehabilitation. Because their
position in the
[Aboriginal offendàrs] r¡nderstæding of courage md their
overall scheme s¡ +hiigs includes the fortitude to accept, without protest, what
of
comes to them, Aboriginal people may react conJrary to the expectations
cultural
non-Aborigini peopte io.rot'rre¿ in the justice system. Mmy years of
md social oppressioo, combined with the high value placed on controlled
emotion - tn. presence of strægers or authority, cm result in æ accused
conduct in court appearing to be in4propriate to his plea'
In acknowledging their powerlessness before the Creator, Aboriginal
children would be taughi to affirm their dependence upon the Creator md upon
all of creation, to waitpatientþ æd quietþ, in a respectful m"nner, to receive
the mercy of the Creator. Mmy cultural traditions æd ceremonies are imbued
in this philosophy. This auitudl cm easily be carried into Aboriginal behaviour
within the justicé system. ... Judges and juries cæ easily misinterpret the
words, dememour and body lmluage oi Rbotigioal individuals before them.tt'
Læguage also has created problems during sentencing in Aboriginat
communities. As explained by Derek Custer md Cecile Merasty, of Pelicm Narrows'
Saskatchewan, lack of familiarity with English exacerbates fear md misunderstmding

of cogrt pfocesses. By contrast, the Pelicm Narrows sentencing circle committee,

tt'M. Sio"l.4

Aboriginal Peoples, Justice and the Law inD. Gosse, J. Youngblood Henderson & R'
I73 at 183'184' Also see
Canter, eds. Continuing loundnak"r's & Riel's puesf (Saskatoon: Puricþ 1994)
link between lack of
immediate
¿¡
Ross, White Eyes, supru note 98 at 6 who also cautioned against drawing
participation by Aboriginal offenders and lack of remorse:
accused filled with
therefore urge great caution uåenever we are faced with descriptions of native
unresponsive,
unwilling,
words starting ,Jth "*". We may well be faced with someone
him or to anyone else; it is
¡¡çemmunicative, etc., because he truly does not care n¿hat happens 1s
notions of propriety
of
long-established
out
is
at least just as likely, however, that he is acting as he
he truly does want
that
and
requirements
or
u¡hich forbid his acquiesoence to our recommendations
past
misconduct'
to change his ways and avoid his

I
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This
which met with offenders outside of court since spring,1994, operated in Cree'

æd
empowered offenders to explain their behaviour md their p|æ for compensating
reconciling with their victims.16o In Saskatcåewan, problems with læ'guage at
sentencing are compounded by a shortage or absence of trained court interpreters'l6r

held
The need for a trained interpreter was clearly displayed during a sentencing circle

November 14, lgg4 at Pelicm Narrows, Saskatcihewm.t6' Of the thirty people within
the circle, the only non-Cree speaking particrpmts were the judge, a defence la1vyer,
two police officers æd a operator of a group home in Creighton, Saskatchewæ"
Approximately half of the circle's discussionl6' was in Cree. Some comments were
interpreted on m ad hocbasis by various circle particþmts while others were left unpoor
interpreted. Towards the conclusion of the circle Judge Fafard 4ologised for his
grasp of Cree md indicated his hope that the community would soon have benefit of
Cree speaking judge.

t'o

a

In contrast, a court communicator/worker formed a regular part

custer & Merasty interuiew, supm note I48.

at 43 u¡hich
See Repott of the Saskatchewøn Indisn Jusfice Review Committee (January, 1992)
interpretation:
with
problems
respecting
contained the following quotation from Judge Claude Fafard
16r

In the North, we have frequen! almost daily need of interpreters in Cree and Dene. There

we end up pluoking a Pefson out of the
in question more or less and he or she
Language
the
Native
and
both
English
audience uåo speais
of legal
becomes an insànt interpreær. There is no training or preparation or understanding
ærminology. This is patentþ wrong.
taken
The messagã in this to the native people is that their languages are not to be
capacity of
the
have
not
do
seriously and are un-worthy ofrespect. It suggests that these languages
so' Cree
is
not
this
I
know
be
acceptable.
will
precise speech and so a loose translation by anyone
people
the
deny
To
precise.
more
is
it
respects
isjust as precise as English or Frencb, and in a few
tle
better'
is
addressed
problem
that
sooner
the
and
the right to accurate inærpretation is an insul!
are no trained interpreters and no progfam to train them.

162

Hereafter called the 'iPelican Narrows cfucle."

163

ïïe

ci¡cle lasted approximately two hours.
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of the circuit court party in Mmitoba.164

A fr¡rther difficulty with lmguage at sentencing is incompatibillty

betwee'n

lm.guages. Professor Tim Quigley of the University of Saskatchewm, a former defence

lawyer in northem Saskatchewæ., commented on difficulties associated with
træslation:

recall from my legal aid days being told that the Dene læguage does not
make the same precise legal distinction betwee,n "rrye" md "intercourse",
something that is obviously importmt in a sexual assault case. Likewise, in
Cree, it is qparently difficult to distinguish between æ accidental pushing
from m intentional one--again, a vital difference in m assault trial. Yet both
lmguages are very precise in their own cultural contexts. It is simply that our
legal system is alien md difficglt to describe in those lmguages.tut

I

This chapter has considered problems with sentencing practice which relate to
dynamics between circuit court operation md local Aboriginal commirnities md their

culture. Although judicial discretion has allowed judges to address some of these
problems through introduction of community sentencing, a factor limiting judicial

creativity in addressing these problems is appellate court review.

t* Thi. was evidenced

at Pukatawagan court on April I
to assist Aboriginal offenders appearing before the court'

t.t T. quigley, Some

f

,

1995, were a court çommunicator was present

in Sentencing Aboriginal Offenden, in D. Gosse, J. Youngblood Henderson
& R. Cafer, eds. Continuing Poundmakels & Riel's pnesf (Saskatoon: Purich' 1994) 269 at 275- My oram
experience with Cree people in the courts of central Saskatchewan has repeatedly evidenced their difficuþ
in explaining sexual interaction. While one of the explanations of this may well be shyness and tle trauma
associated with recollection of an unpleasant memory, it also appeared that the Cree language simply does
not contain a similar vocabulary to English respecting sexual acts.
Issues
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3.3 Appellate Review: Limiting Sentencing Discrction While Plomoting
Provincial Unifomity
T1¡e

Criminal Coder66 provides broad sentencing discretion.lut Fo¡ example,

penalties for the offence of assault cause bodily
disc,harge

ha*tut rmge from m

absolute

to a ten years in prison. In theory, such discretion may be used in adapting

sentences to individual offender circumstæces. This

4proach was stressed by lvlr.

Justice Emmett Hall:

policy of treating all offenders convicted of
similar or idmtical offenses alike. This is a practice whic,h should not be
condoned. It is the offender, not the offence which should dictate what penalty
should be imposed in the circumstmces. The cor:rt should stmd firm in dealing
hummely with wrongdoers- yorxlg or old; native or alien; white or coloured;
all as individuals. Revenge or retribution are no part of a court's fi:nction. We
can and are entitled to have law æd order but not at the expense of justice to
the individual.r6e
Some judges have adopted the

yet, in reality, sentencing discretion is limited. Although mæy factors potentially

enter

into a sentencing decision,tT0 appellate court guidelines establish acceptable ranges of
sentence

tuu

for specific offenses and significmtly restrict discretion. The impact of

R.s.c. 1985, c. c-46

'u'

as amended.

S. 7I7 establishes this dissretion:

717(l) Where an enacbnent provides different degrees or kinds of punishment in respect of an
offence, the punishment to be imposed is, subject 1s 1¡e limitation prescribed in the enactnent in
court that convicts the person uåo commits the offence.
proscribes a punishment in respect of an offence, the punishment to be
an
enacfuent
(2) Where
prescribed in the enactuen! in the discretion of the court that
the
limitations
to
is,
subject
imposed
convicts â person uåo commits the offence '...

fle discretion of the

168

s. zozlt¡çu¡.

t., E. Hall, Sentencing the Individual in B. Grossmann

ed.

New Dirccfions in Sentencing (foronto:

Butterworths, 1980) 302 at 305.
t?0

C. Ruby, Sentencing (4th ed.) (Toronto: Butterworths, 1994) lists 34 factors effecting sentence in

Chapter 5.
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was
appellate guidelines, which focus on sentence uniformity between similar cases,

described by the AJI:

provincial qpellate courts frequentþ deal with sentence 4peals. These involve
judges. While we
a review of the appropriateness of sentences imposed by trial
believe it is necessary for 4pellate courts to provide s€ntencing guidelines to
ensure a certain degree of faimess md uniformity, we are concemed that the
present system has gone to far in attempting to stædardize what ought not to
te, æd cannot be, stmdardized. At the same time too much attention is paid to
the total picture of each case. Courts of rypeal have the details of the offence
md the criminal history of the offender, but may not know the support services
available in specific commr¡nities md thus do rre1 s¡amine the full ræge of
sente,ncing oPtions.

One rather more disturbing aspect of appellate sentencing appears to occur
frequentþ. That is the tendency of appellate courts simply to impose their own
sentence in place of that of the lower court, instead of reviewing the lower
court decisiõn to ensure that it complies with princrples of sor:nd sentencing
practices.
The guidelines derived from 4pellate court judgements tend to limit the
discretion of trial judges, particularly when it comes to the use of innovative
sente,nces.lTt

In a Saskatchewan context, the effect of appellate review on sentencing practice

was

orplained by Professor Tim Quigley:

final
[I]n the law of sentencing, provincial courts of appeal act as both the
Courts
body.
appellate body on the quantum of sentence md the policy-making
of apeal established starting point sentences for particular offenses as a
guideline to trial judges. Because of the doctrine of stare decisis, those
judge cm only
loid"tio.r become mmdatory guidelines in the se,nse that a trial
deviate from the starting point aðcording to the presence of aggravating or
mitigating factors. Otherwise, the se,ntence is very likely to be overtumed on
appeal on the ground of unexplained disparity with the sentences normally
imposed in that jurisdiction for that offence. This policy is deeply entrenched in
the Saskatchewm Court of APPeal.
This policy is a major constraint on innovation md creativity by trial
judges.rT2

ttt
r72

AIJI, supm îote 88 at 399.

quigley, supm nota 165 at 277.
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The effect of appellate review on judicial innovation md creativity in
Court
sentencing was evide,nced by the majority decision of the Northwest Territories

ttt In the lower court, Judge Bourassa was persuaded by
of Appeal in R v. Naqitarvik
community representations made about traditional Inuit treatment of offenders æd
a
sentenced the offender to ninety days intermiue,nt incarceration æd probation on

sexual assault charge, a se,Írte,nce unquestionably outside the rypellate ræ'ge for this

offence. In increasing the offendet's original sente,nce to eighteen months incarceration,

Mr. Justice Laycraft

stressed adherence

to accepted rypellate guidelines:

years as a
starting point in cases of major sexual assault. No doubt some of the
uggtunãiiog md mitigating factors mentioned in that case may be somewhat
modified when applied to northem Cmada .... Nevertheless, Søtdercock offers
a general guide-line of the starting point æd of the various factors involved in
upward oido*o**d revision of that starting point in the light of aggravating
oi mitigating factors .... on a consideration of all of the factors of this case, I
find the sent€nce to be wholly inadequate -...r75

I follow Søtdercock"' in using a sentence of imprisonment of three

ds semmunity-based

sentences have

flexibility md

can be

ad4ted to local

circumstmces, appellate guidelines which require significmt periods of incarceration

for specific offenses, such
sentences.
cases

as sexual assault, act as a deterre'nt

to innovative types of

In Saskatchewm, Judge Fafard acknowledged his hesitæcy in dealing with

of sexual

assault

by way of sentencing circle:

get a community [that] develops a kind of a Hollow Water model, to do
for instmce, sexual assault cases, then we'll be able to venture out into that
field, because people would like to do those. [However], we just feel we don't

If you

"'11986¡, 26 c.c.c. (3d) 193 (N.w.T.c.A.).
tto

R. v. Søndercock(I985),22 C.C.C.(3d)79 (Alta.C.A.)'

"t Supm note 173 at 198.
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have the resogrces at the local level [to so such cases] ... but right now I don't
think we're really ... equipped to do those kind of cases in a se,ntencing
176
circle.
Despite the limiting effects of 4pellate guidelines, many sentences rendered in

northem saskatchewm still rypeared to be outside accepted 4pellate fmge for given
offenses.ttt This may be explained by support for sucih sgntences by Crown
rqlresentatives which reduces the chmce of 4peal.r7E
The over-incarceration of Aboriginal people in Cæada, in general, md in

Mæitoba md Saskatchewm, in particular, has been widely researched md reported'r7e

In addressing this inequity, Professor Quigley advocated

a legislative or

judicial

affirmative action progrâm provirting lower sentences for Aboriginal persons, to
ameliorate the current situation:

only
Fafard December inærview, supm note 8. Of the specific initiatives studied in this thesis,
offenses.
sexual
considered
Manitoba
Water,
project
Hollow
at
esmmr¡nity Holistic Circle Healing
ttu

ttt As an example, the Pelican Narrows circle produced sentences which very likely would fall outside
were charged with
the range of sentences accepted by the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal. All l0 offenders
or
two years closed
adult
an
( canyinl a maximum penaþ of 14 years imprisonment for
^ggrrrãædassault
his home by
from
dragged
been
for a young otrender). This incident was serious as the victim had
"o.toAy
bloodied'
and
him
unconscious
him
repeatedly leaving
the offenders u¡ho had proceeded to beat and kick
him
indicated
u¡hich
for
attention
medical
The police could not awake the victim initially and sought
nine of the
seizures and a swelling of the brain. The sentencing ci¡cle reached a consensus that
probation or
including
sentences
suspended
receive
either
be
ãffenders ( all with no previous record) should
with a
offender
One
or
adult)'
yor¡ng
offender
was
a
offender
the
simply probation (depending on uihether
was
zupported
consensus
probation.
This
by
followed
custody
open
given
months
four
was

porribl"

p.".riáo, record
by the Crolrnq represented by the RCMP.

ttt Crown support at two sentencing circles held at Hollow V/ater in Manitoba was crucial. Both

cases

on children which would normally draw signiñcant jail terms. However, in

involved serious sexual assaults
case was
both cases, the Crown attomey joined the circle consenzus for a suspended sentence. Neither
appealed.

2L5 at215-216
See Jacksor-Mr., Locking IJp Nøtives in Csna¿la (1988-89), 23.2¡J-B.C.Law Review
regarding
at
216
çemments
¿¡d
CamÄa
of
natives
vrlhere the author describes the levels of incarceration
6representing
people,
native
Saskatchewan
and
Manitoba
the situation in Saskatchewan and Manitoba: "In
prison
admissions'
"
of
60%
7Yo of the population, constitute 46%o arid
r?e

n
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Undoubtably, the notion of affirmative action in sentencing will be
offence
controvefsial. t sospect the idea that all offenders ssmmitting the seme
The
should receive the same or nearly the same p€nalty is deeply ingrained'
law md order mentality that commmds us to get tough with crime also leads
if we are
us in the opposite direction from healing md reintegration' But
ogr
serious about dealing with our social ills, if we are serious about
about true
serious
are
we
if
commitment to justiCe for Aboriginal people, md
equality, we shódd accept the concept of special measufes for aboriginal
offenders. After all, the larger society must bear alatge portion of the
.-..' It
responsibility for the plighiin which Aboriginal people find themselves
if the political will were there to have such a
would be desirabl", oi
"ó*re,
it 1s
scheme implemented by legislation. Èut that may not occur. As altemative,
provincial
open to the Cmadim judiciary to develop sucih a plæ .... Given that
càuns of appeal are ii general the court of tast resort orn quøttum of sentence
md are alio in a better position to appreciøte the situation within their own
itwould be logicalforthat level of court to devise øtd supewise
provinces,
-such
a program. [emphasis added]r8o
Although judicial affirmative action could be achieved through the broad sentencing

of
discretion given to judges by the Criminal Code,tsl consistent sentencing outside
provincial appellate rmges would, in all likelihood, be threatened by 4pellate
support of
authority upholding the principle of sentence uniformity'ttt Again, Cror¡m

limits of judicial
the original se,nte,nce is highly significant.tt' In further considering the
sentencing discretion, the following section

will

consider the extent to which some

judges, sitting in Cmadiæ Aboriginal commtmities, have adapted sentence design to

tto

292. Also see Archibal4 8., Sentencing and Visible Minorities:
¡n the Criminal Justice System, (1989), 12 Dalhousie Law lotmal 377'

qoigl"y, supm note 165 at

Affimativi Acnoi

r8r And arguably has been invoked by some judges as evidenced in R. v. Fircman (1971), 4
82 (Ont. C.A.) uùich is discussed in the following section'

Equal ønd

c'c'c'

(2d)

re Despite the apparent leniency of many sentences passed April 19, 1995 at Sandy Bay court Judge
for a community'based
Fafard noted to one offender that he could not accede to the offender's request
tle Court of Appeal'"
through
sentences
sentence respecting an offence of violence as he "had to pass these

tt' During an interview May 31, 1995, Judge R. Kopstein of the Manitoba Provincial Court utho

had

in the late 1970's, acknowledged
been invoþed in an Elders' sentencing panel at the Rousseau River reserve
suppoft.
crown
without
the frrtility of attempted new sentencing approaches
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address

local concems æd circumstmces.

3.4 Adaptabitity of offender sentences witùin Anglo-canadian system
to Aboriginal Tladitions and Perspectives
Chapter Two considered Aboriginal dispute resolution traditions æd
perspectives. Although Cmada's Aboriginal population is diverse md represents a
spectrum of traditions md perspectives, some gøe:ializattons were possible. Aboriginal
dispute resolution traditions evidenced a significæt emphasis on community decision

justice
making æd attempts at reconciling victim, offender æd community. Aboriglnal
perspectives, reflecting suc;h traditions, focused significætly on a desire for increased

local involvement in justice matters while evidencing æ estrmgement betwee'n

Aboriginal commr¡nities md the prevailing Anglo-Cmadim justice system' These
differe,nces

by Sam

in tradition

and perspective were described

in

a report on circle sentencing

Steve'ns:lEa

revolves
[A]nother very importmt reason why circle sentencing developed
for
justice
thing
5amê
mems 1þs
around the central question of whether
aboriginal people as it does for non-aboriginal people. Aboriginal people, for
to criticize the present system because it focuses its efforts,
"ootiorr"
"*u*pl",
for the most part, on determining whether the offender is guilty or innocent.
When the offender is found guilty, the system deals with the offender primarily
by prnishing him or her. The justification for the use of punishment is based
that this will deter this offender æ.d others, from committing
on the
"oo".pt
other offenses again. It is also memt to educate others in the community, that
this type of behaviour in the ssmmunity is unacceptable'
For aboriginal people, this was something that they did not believe in.
punishment involved the use of force md this caused disharmony. For
aboriginal people the focus was on restoring harmony rather thm creating more

t* An
Teritories.

Aboriginal man and Administator of the Justice of the Peace Progtam for the Northwest
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disharmony. The focus was on getting the offender to accept responsibility for
what he/she had done md then to conce,ntrate most of the effort in healing the
to
offender, the victim md the community; something which was fundamental
their continued health æd survival as aboriginal peoples.ttt
Given the broad judicial sentencing discretion provided by the Criminal Code, attempts
to
at sentencing reform \Mithin Aboriginal commr¡nities cm be considered with respect

both the sentencing pfocess æd the content of sente,nces imposed. Part Two, Three

md Four of this thesis, although considering sent€nce design, will focus on chæges to
is a
the sentencing process in Aboriginal communities. The remainder of this chapter
consideration of s€ntence content æd adaptation.
Some judges sitting

in Aboriginal communities

across Canada have reflected

md incorporated Aboriginal traditions and perspectives into specific sentences.ttu In

-R'

v. Ayalik,tsT Macdonald J.A. of the N.W.T. Court of Appeal tecognízed the propriety

of considering customary Aboriginal practices in determining

sente'nce:

judge had
However it should be noted that in the present case the leamed trial
a distinct advmtage over the members of [this Court of Appeal] ... for with his
wide experience in the far-flung æeas of the extensive jurisdiction of the trial
division of this court he has knowledge of local conditions, ways of life, habits,
customs md characteristics of the race of people of which the accused is a
member.tss

ttt S. St".r"o, Report on
,

the Effectiveness of CircIe Sentencing (Yellouftnife, 1994) [unpublished]'

'Ihe following discussion is not intended as a detailed analysis of Canadian sentencing decisions in
culture in the
Aboriginal communities but only as some indication of judicial recognition of Aboriginal
law and the
customary
Aboriginal
between
sentences rendered. For an in depth discussion of the relationship
Versus
Traditional
Law:
the
Before
Justice
Anglo-Canadian court system ."ã M. J""kron, "Unequal
2 June 1985)
Customary Law: An Issues Paper" (Address to Canadian Law and Society Annual Meeting,
Inquiry into
Public
the
for
(prepared
(1990)
Review
Law
Customaty
¡unpuUlished¡ and S. Clarþ Aloriginal
in
Law
of
Traditional
Gran!
see
P.
"Role
Also
People).
and
Aboriginal
the Administration of Justice
rs6

Contemporary Cases" (1982) 5 Can. Legal Aid Bul. 107'

w.w.R. 377 (N.w.T.c.A.).

'o

q1960¡, 33

188

lbid at378.
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judge's
Similarly, in ,R. v. Naqitamiktsn, Belzil J.4., in dissent, approved the sentencing

consideration of opinion from the local community who he characteized as "a small
isolated group stnving to preserve its cultural heritage by maintaining its cultural
unity".leo

In designing

sentences

for Aboriginal offenders, some judges have incorporated

the customary practice of bmishment. In Søila v. R.ret, the Northwest Territories
Supreme court upheld a lower court sentence which included a period of bmishment

for the offender. De Weerdt f.

stated:

The 4pellant æd the sente,ncing Justices of the Peace share a cultural
background in the Inuit tradition. Ostracism by the community is a well
recognized means of dealing with offenders against that tradition. Bmishment
from the community once the community has been settled ... is a measure
which is plainly intended to have a similar effect. The traditional methods of
discipline are evidently seeking expression in the condition of the probation
order that the rypellant not letum to Spe,nce Bay for a year after his release

from prison.re2
Similarly, the Yukon Court of Appeal in .R. v. Nukonre3 recognized the fact that an
Aboriginal offender had suffered a period of bmishment form his community as a
factor in mitigation of senteu.ce. In a 1995 case, R. v. Taylor,te' Milliken J. of the
Saskatchewæ. Court of Queen's Bench imposed a se,trtencing circle's request for a one

ttt

11986¡, 26

c.c.c. (3d) 193.

leo

lbid at 206.

"'

¡l9s+¡

I c.N.L.R. 173 (N.w.T.s.c.).

'o lbid at 176.
"31lsas¡ 5 w.c.B. (2d) 395.

,*

1995),LaRonge, Saskatchewan (Sask. Q.B.) [unreported]. See P. Moon, "Cree Offender to
be Banished: Judge Accepts Community Verdict" The Globe and Mail (30 May 1995) Al'
1Z9},y'ray
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year period of bæ.ishment upon the offender'

In

assessing the

offenders'
4propriate length of incarceration for Aboriginal

some judges have considered the disproportionate effect

of incarceration on such

v' Firemøt're' a case
offenders given their cultural heritage md circumstmces' In R'
the
involving æ offender from m isolated settlement on the shores of James Bay'

Ontario Court of Appeal significmtly reduced his penitentiary term'
sentence
Il1 my opinion, one cm only proceed to consider the fitress of the
meted out to this man upon a proper 4preciation of his cultural backgror:nd
æd of his character, as it is only then that the full effect of the sentence upon
him will be clear. When one considers these things, it is my opinion that eve'n
to
a short period of incarceration in the penitentiary is substætial punishment
him.te6

gimilarly, Bourassa J. of the Norlhwest Territories Territorial Court in R. v.

ZoereT

pulling him out
recognized that "taking someone who has lived his life in the bush and
a factor
of that environme,nt and puttiig him in a federal penitentiary in the southu was

of
to be considered in assessing sentence.tnt However, the Newfor¡ndlmd Court
in R' v'
Appeal, in assessing the length of sentence for m Aboriginal offe,nder, stated
A.(G.):tee

pef se a reason to impose a sentence
[T]he fact that a person is a Native is not
different thm that which ordinarily would be imposed upon a non-Native
other
offender. The court must be aware of the culture md traditions of and

"t Sup- note l8l.
ttu

lb¡d at85.

'e' ¡r9s7¡ N.w.T.J No. 157 (QL).
leB

lbid at8.

lee

[1994] 3 C.N.L.R. 77.

6l
facets of being Native that are relevmt to the sentencing process.too
Some judges have acknowledged Aboriginal community wishes

in pronouncing

In R. v. Moosenose"', Davis Terr. J. of the Northwest Territories Territorial

sente,nce.

Court recognized the local community's opposition to incarceration for the offender

md commented that

"because

of the willingness of this community to show its

justice
concem md to r¡ndertake special responsibilities in qplication of community

involving the accused" he was able to impose a community-based sente,nce.20'In R.
J.A.p.2o3

v.

Lilles C.J. of the Yukon Territorial Court noted the support of community

leaders for a community-based disposition as a factor in his sentencing decision.

The cases considered above show how some judges have recognized problems

with conventional Anglo-Cæadim sentencing in Aborigin¿l ssmmunities by 4proving
sentencing which is sensitive to cultural traditions md perspectives. Ttie remainder of

this thesis will consider attempts at reforming the process used to design sentences md
supervise offenders within such communities.

'oo

lbid

^t95.

2ot

1t9921 N.W.T.R. 394.

2@

Ib¡d at 398.
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128

May 1991) Teslin, No. T.C. 90-04222 &. 90'07328 (Yuk' Ter. Ct.).
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PART T'WO: CTIANGES TO ESTABLISIIED
SENTENCING PRACTICES IN ABORIGINAL
COMMUNITIES: COMMUNITY/LAY
PARTICTPATION

63

Chapter Foun Community and Victim Participation in
Sentlncing within the Anglo-Canadian .hstice System

4.1 The Conventional criminal Law sentencing Hearing
Cmadim criminal law md procedure is govemed primarily by the Criminal
form
Code. Sentencing'oo follows either a finding of guilt or a guilty plea' The typical

of sentencing heanng in Anglo-Cæ.adim law is described in the Cætadiæt Sentencing
Hmdbook2os as follows:

Upon conviction following trial the judge at sentencing is entitled to take
recognition of facts proved at trial insofar as they are relevæt to sentencing
md to have the Uenefit of representations by both counsel for the Crown md
the defence. Where conviction has followed a plea of guilty it is usual for
Crown cor¡nsel to address the court first as to sentence, setting out the basic
circumstæces rq)on which the conviction is based, to read out the criminal
record or those puttt *ni.n are relevmt æd to give a bare sketch of the
mtecedents of the accused.2o6
the
The usual sentencing hearing particþmts are Crown æd defence cor¡nsel and
judge.

Although the criminal justice process, from initial complaint onwards, impacts
on a broad cross-section of individuals including victims æd local community
Stuart of
members, to what extent are these people allowed to participate? Judge Barry
sets out the penalty framework for offenses defined
prior to imposition
tnthe Code. However, it provides little guidance respecting the procedure to be followed
to a lesser
practice,
althougb
and
law
sentencing
Canadian
of sentence. Other statutes uåich influenoe
Act
Offenden
oung
the
I
amended"
as
C-5
Chap.
1985,
R.S.C.
exten! include the Cønada Evidence
the
and
n.s.c. rgss, c. Y-l as amended, the Food and Druglcr R.S.C. 1985, Chap' B-27 as amended
R.S.C. 1985, Chap' N-l as amended'
Nartotic Contrcl

'*

PTrtXXX¡¡ of the Criminal Code,

ss. 716

- 751,

lcf

lcf

205

'ou

1982'
Canadian Association of Provincial Court Judges, Canadian Sentencing Handbook,

lbid at3.
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the Yukon Territorial Court, in R v. Mosefo', charactenzed the typical sentencing
hearing in Cæada:
The foreboding court-room setting discourages meæingful particþation
beyond lawyers md judges
The judge presiding on high, robed to emphasize his authoritative
dominmce, armed with the power to control the process, is rarely challenged.
Lawyers by there deference, md by stmding when addressing the judge,
reinforce to the community the judge's pivotal importmce. All of this combines
to encourage the comrnunity to believe judges uniquely md exclusiveþ possess
the wisdom æd resources to develop a just m.d viable result. They are so
grievously wrong.
Counsel, due to the rules, md their prominent place in the court, control
the input of information. Their ease with the rules, their facility with the
peculiar tegal lmguage, exudes a confidence æd skill that lay people
commonly perceive as a prerequisite to participate.
The community relegated to the back of the room, is sqlarated from
counsel æd the judge either by m actual bar or by placing their seats at a
distinct distmce behind counsel tables. The interplay between lawyers md the
judge creates the perception of a ritualistic play. The set, as well as the
performmce, discourages myone else from particþating.2o8

.

In contrast to the conventional sentencing hearing described above is the practice of
circle sentencing which has rece,ntly been employed by judges presiding in various

Aboriginal commr¡nities across

Cmada.2oe

Although these circles are formed within the

sentencing uåich allowed
11992¡,71 C.C.C.(3d) 347. This decision discussed the process of ci¡cle
sentences.
join
of
offender
consideration
active
to
local community members and victims

'o'

see Interview with Associate Chief Judge Murray Sinclair, (1995) l'-4 Family
Centte
Bulletin at 5 uihere His Honour oonhasted the conventional system with ci¡cle
Research
Violence
sentencing: "The current system is advers¿rial - we depend on ¿ Crown to prosecute, a defence lawyer to
defend and a judge to decide between the two positions being put forwarú In circle sentencing the onus is
placed on those within the circle."
zo9

lbid at 357. Also

R. v. Naappaluk,[I994J2 C.N.L.R. 143 (Ct. Que. Cr. & Pen. Div.) nihere Dutil J. conducted a
sentencing ci¡cle in October of 1992 at a remote settlement in nortlern Quebec. This circle, formed to assist
in consideration of an appropriate sentence, invofued 13 participants together with the judge, prosecutor and
defence counsel. This included the victim and a variety of local community members. Judge Dutil described
ton

See

the setting and process:
participants in the session sit in a cirole, with neither table nor desk in the centre, so that they
all appear on an equal footing: nobody dominaþs anybody else by seemi¡g to preside at a table'

All
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parâmeters of Anglo-Cmadim law,tto they allow significmt opportunity for input from

the victim æd local community members. In addition to making represe,ntations on

their own búalf (as opposed to being represented by Crown or defence submissions),
victims m.d local community members are allowed input in sh4ing, md potentially
sup

ervising, offender sente,nces.
Tlne

Criminal Code, despite ssafaining over 800 sections, contains no specific

procedure to be followed during sentencing2lt other thm the offendet's right to address

the court2r2. Sentencing sometimes occurs after trial; in which case the judge has the
benefit of forming m opinion during the course of the trial as to the circr¡mstmces of
the offence md the nature of the accused.2r3 However, the vast majority of accused

and nobody is in the background. Everyone looks at everyone else and dialogue is easier.
Participants remain sitting when they speaþ they speak in their own language as long as they wish
and they are not intemrpted by tanslation, uùich takes place orly at the end of each contribution

to the discussion.
2r0

¡e1¿ittittg for the judge discretion as to uåether such a circle
sentencing decision. Dutil J. commented rn Naøppøluk, ibid:

will

be formed and the ultimate

In my min{ consultation will always remain a tool at the judges disposal to help him pass
sentence. Of course, the judge is not bound by the recommendations of the participants in the
consultation [or sentencing circle] .... It is understandable, however, that if the judge systematically
sets aside the circle's recommendations, it may beçome totaþ useless to hold such sessions. In my
opinion, the judge must listen to the participants, discuss with them if need be, listen to their
recommendations and follow them in most instances unless he has serious reasons to set them
aside, in uåich case he must explain clearþ the reasons for his decision, so that the sessions are
not looked upon as futile exercises.
2rr

Canadian Association Provincial Court Judges, supm note 205 at 2. However, see amendments
contained in Bill C-41, An Act to amend the Criminal Code (sentencing) and other Acts in consequence
thereof, lst Sess., 35th Parl., 1994, qihich proposes, in sections 720-729, a statutory framework for the
sentencing hearing.

Criminal Code reads: "Where a jury finds an accused guilty, or u¡ìen an accused pleads
guilty, thejudge presiding at the trial shall ask the accused urhether he has anything to say before sentence
is passed on him ...."
2r2

S. 668

2r3

Nadin-Davis,P., Sentencing in Canada (foronto: Carswelt 1982)

of

the

at

513'514.
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persons 4pearing before Cmadiæ courts plead guilty."o Clayton Ruby described the

typical sentencing hearing after

guiþ

plea:

the plea is "guilty" then a hearing is held. Cor¡nsel for the Crown either calls
evidence to substmúate the plea æd the c;harge, or, if the court permits, reads
into the record a srunmary o1th" facts relied upon by the Crown to srpport the
charge md to assist the trial judge in sentencing. If evidence is called there is a
righito s¡sss-e¡emin e; tf a srunmary is given, the accused is asked whether or
not the facts are substartially correct md if he demurs in æy way he is given
m opportunity to deny those assertions .... After considering the summary, the
accused will be gtrreo m opportunity to offer æy factual material he wishes
either by way of calling evidence or by submissions of cor¡nsel. The accused
himself may testify r¡nder oath.... After this has been concluded either through
the accused or thrãugh his counsel, counsel for the Crown md the defence
have the right to make submissions regar¡ting penalty'"'

If

The Supreme Court of Cmada has provided guidmce respecting the rmge of

information which may be considered dtrring the se,ntencing hearing. Ritchie J., in
v. McGrath,2r6 cited the following passage from Crøtkshaw's Criminal Code

.R'

of

Cmada, Tth eä., with approval:

After conviction, accurate information should be given as to the general
character æd other material circumstæces of the prisoner even though such
infotmation is not available in the fom of evidence proper' md sucih
information when given cm rightly be taken into consideration by the judge in
determining the qumtum of punishment, unless it is challenged or contradicted
by or on behalf of the prisoner, in which case the judge should either direct
t'o

Dickson J., in R v. Gardiner (1982), 68 C.C.C. (2d) 477 (S.C.C.) at 514 stated:

It is well to recall in any discussion of sentencing procedures that the vast majority of offenders

plead guilty. Canadian ñg*"r are not readily available but American statistics suggest that about
judge therefore
85% if the criminal defendants plead guilty or nolo contenderc. The sentencing
significant
only
the
must get his facts after plea Senæncing is, in respect of most offenders,
decision the criminal justice system is called on to make'

Also see Ail, supmnote 8 at 398 uåere the commissioners commented that
people appearing before the courts do not have thei¡ cases proceed to trial".
2r5

216

Ruby, supm r,ote 170 at 49-5011962¡,133

c.c.c.

57.

uthe vast

majority of
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propef proof to be given or should ignore the information.2rl
The procedure followed during sentencing is usually less formal thm that

followed at trial.2r8 Although m offender may force formal proof of my disputed
allegation

of faø.lts this is rare md often results in judicial

substitution of a plea of

',not guilty." The general practice is for Crown æd defence cor¡nsel to make

md on
submissions to the court reqpecting circumstmces of the offence æ-d offender
is potentially broader
rypropriate sentence. The subject matter of these submissions

thm

can be presented at

trial. For example, a major focus at sente,ncing is the general

character md material circumstmces of the offendel20 which would be largely
iq¿ctmi ssible at

trial.

In my experience
1986

to lg94,I

as a defence lawyer practising

in central Saskatchewm from

had the opportunity of observing md particþating in hundreds of

of
sentencing hearings. In most cases, these hearings were brief md consisted soleþ
representations to the judge by Crown co¡nsel (or police officers in rural court

locations) md defence counsel. Swom testimony was rareþ prese'lrted æd' other thm

indirectþ through the remarks of counsel or through comments in written pre-se'ntence
historical
reports, victims md other local commr¡nity members rarely particrpated. The
developme,nt

,t

of sentencing in

Canada

heþs explain this lack of particþation.

Gatdiner, supm r¡ote 214 who stated that despite
to the trial, aggravating
the relaxation of the rules of evidence dwing the sentencing hearing as compared
facts had to be proved by the Crown beyond a reasonable doubt'

lbid at 62. Also

see

the comments of Dickson J.

rn,

2tt See Olah, J., ng.¡1snçing: The Last Frontier of the Criminal Law," 16 C.R'(3d) 97 (1980) at 100-103'
zte

Ðo

Gatdiner, supru note 214 at 514-

Mccøth, supm note 216-
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4.2 TheHistory and l)evelopment of Sentencing Law and Pmctice
criminal law in cmada was based on the statutory md common law of
Englæd existing upon settlement of each territory."t As a result, current sentencing

law md practice in Cæada may largeþ be explained by considering the history of
late
sentencing in English courts. Consideration of two English cases from the
described
eighteenth century paints a picture of the sentencing heanng simila¡ to that

by Judge Stuart above."' The following pfissage from a 1788
suggests

case,

R. v. Bunt, clearly

particþation dtrring sentencing was limited to defence md Crown cor¡nsel md

the judge:

The defendmts, who had been convicted of a consp,racy, were brought up for
judgeme,nt on Friday, November the l4th; æd it being disputed at the bar
whether the cor¡nsel for the prosecutor or the prisoners should begin, the court
thought it proper, in order to obviate the difficulty for the future which had
perpãtualþ oo-curred, to make a general rule for that purpose, without
prejudicing the rights of the parties to this indictment ...' [T]he court, after
consideration, hal resolved to adopt the following rule: when my defendmt
shall be brought up for sentence on my indictment, or information, after
verdict, tne Jfi¿avits produced on the part of the defendmt "' shall be first
read, md then my affidavits produced on the part of the prosecution shall be
,eadi after whic.h the cor¡nsel for the defendmt shall be heard, md lastly the
counsel for the Prosecution.223

Following the Normm conquest of 1066, English criminal law had gradually
shifted from a view of crime as a pelsonal wrong (to be compensated by the offender'
A. Mewett & M. Manning, Mewett and Manning on Criminal Law,3d ed. (foronto: Butterworths,
1763 for-Quebec'
1994) at3-4. The authors list these dates as "september ll, tTgZ for Ontario, October
Northwest
Saskatchewan'
Alberte
Manitob4
for
1870
15,
July
Columbiq
for
British
1858
November 19,
Island."
Edward
[citations
Territories and the yukon and l75g for Nova Scoti4 New Brunswick and Prince

't

omittedl

M R.

v.llilson

(K'B')'
(1791), 100 Eng. Rep. 1134 (K.B.) and R. v. Bunt (1788), 100 Eng' Rep' 368

ot lbid at 36g. The reference to evidence
may have been more Prevalent then.

presented by affidavit suggests indirect sentencing participation
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usually according to a fixed schedule of payments) to crime as a public wrong against

all of

society.22a The emerging

crimin¿l system came to dçend ultimateþ on the

authority of the mona¡ch md his or her agøts.225 As royal agents, judges came to
exercise sole jurisdiction over sentencing. This power has continued to the prese,nt in

both Cæadim æd English criminal Iaw.2'u
Due to the severity which chatacteized criminal law se,ntencing in Englmd

prior to the nineteenth cûtttry,227 the judicial practice of allowing convicted felons to
make a "speech in mitigation" (in effect,

a

plea for their lives) was develop

ed.22ï

T\e

oo

J.H. Bake4 Inttoduction to English Legal Histoty, 3d ed- (London: Butterworths, 1990) at 570-57I.
Baker described this transformation at 57I:
The notion of a crime as a species of wrongdoing uùich requires punisbment at the instance of the
communit5r or the state was at fust based more on procedure tlan on substance. It came to the fore
u¿hen the responsibility for pursuing the punitive or retributive process shifted from the family
grouping of the kin to the wider community and thence (in theory) to tle king. The transfer of
police firnctions from the kin to the community is now imperceptible, for want of records

linitive
Also see S.F.C. Milsom, Historical Foundqtions of the Common Løw,2d ed. (foronto: Butterworths' 1981)
at 406-4L5.
25 J.F. Stephe\ A Geneml View of the Criminal Løw of England (1890; reprint Colorado: Fred
Rotbman, 1985) at 9-18. Despite this cental authority, pre-modem criminal hials in England were usually
conducted locally and were ofren presided over by local lay justices of the peace as noted by Milsom, l'äld at

4t+415.
C. Harding, & L. KofÊnag Sentencing and the Penal System: Text qnd Møterials, (London: Sweet
and lvfaxwel! 1988) at 81. Also see J.K. Jaffary, Sentencing of Adults in Cønada (foronto: University of
Toronto, 1963) at 3.
?26

o' See L. Radzinowic4 A Histoty of the Engtish Cr¡minal Low and its Adminisffiion Ftom 1750: The
Movement for Reþm 1750-183i (New York MacMillan, 1948) at 3 uihere the author çoted Si¡ Samuel
Romil¡ a nineteenth century advocate of criminal law reform, as saying that in l8l0 "there is probably no
other country in the world in rryhich so many and so great a variety of human actions are punishable with
loss of life as in England." Also see V.G. Hines, Judicial Discrction in Sentencing By Judges and
Magisttates (Chichester, England: Barry Rose, 1982) at #1-18 where the author commented that t.he number
of capiøl crimes punishable by death increased in England from 50 to over 200 between 1660 and 1820.
o" J.H. Baker, The Legal Prcfession and the Common Lqw: Historical
1986) at 292. This practice is refleoted in the current rigbt ofa
to sentence under s.668 of the Criminal Code.

Essøys (London: Hambeldon,
to address the court prior
offender
convicted
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death penalty could also be avoided

by a convicted offender through application of

"benefit of clergy"22e or through a "pardon" by the monarch."o
Give,n the absolute role

æd authority of judges to impose

sentence,23l the

formal role of the local community in sentencing might appear to have been virtually
non-existe,nt. However, development of trial by

i*ylt'which

increased the

community's role in fact finding, also allowed jury members to influence offender
punishment by a practice called "jury mitigation".233 Perhaps moved by the severity of

the criminal \aw,"o juries acted to mitigate punishment either by ignoring evide,nce md
finding the accused not guiltytt' or by finding the accused guilty of a lesser noncapital charge thereby avoidirg capital punishment."u While this form of mitigation by

exempting clergymen, or those claiming this status, from capital punishment as
explained in Baker, Intrc Eng. Hist., supm note 224 at 586-589.

'n Th" privilege
230

lbid at 589-90. S. 749 of the Criminal Code stlll recosnizes the power of Her Majesty or the

Governor in Council to pardon a convicted offender.
t3t

Hines, supta note 227 at#I-18.

As ensh¡ined in English law by the Chapter 29 of Magna Caúa (1225) enacted by 25 Blward I
(f 297) uihich states, in par! that "no freeman shall be taken or imprisoned... but by lauñrl judgment of his
peers...." The partial text of this chapter was set out in A. Dickey, "The Jury and Trial by One's Peers"
(1973-74),11 West. Aust. L. Rev.205 at206.
232

t"

Baker, Intrc. Eng. Hist., supm note 224 at 590-591.

,*

LawReform Commission of Victoria, Appendices; The Role of the Jury in Criminøl Trials
þackgrcund paper #1,) (November,1985) at 58.

"'

Baker, Intrc. Eng. Hist., supm note 224 at 591.

juries of
Radzinowi cz, supm note 227 at 95 where the author set out examples of the practice by
providing
for
not
classification
a
within
offence
the
to
bring
finding a reduced value for items stolen so as
punishment by death.
236

7l
the

jury did not go unnoticed by judges,237 it is m example of commgnity

response

to

perceived tyræny æd misuse of power wrthin 1¡e ç¡iminal courts of the

duy."'"Jury mitigation" continues to exist in current Cmadim jurisprude,nce.t'e
The legal right of a convicted person to be represented by counsel prior to the
passing of sentence did not occur r¡ntil 1836 although prisoners facing felony charges
were frequentþ allowed the assistæce of cotrnsel after 1730.240 With the evolution of

criminal law as a public wfong against society, the Crown prosecutof came to
represent both the victim md comm¡nity io the sentencing process.

While capital prmishment was the central feature of criminal sentencing
emerging from the eighteenth century both in Englæd æd what was to become
Cffiada,'ot the nineteenth century saw significmt reform of se,ntencing law æd

tt

S"" W. Jones, "Our Changing Jury System' (1931) 6:4 Note Dame Lawyer 395 at 408. The author
described the punishment ( fines and imprisonment) that were imposed by judges upon juries nlho "found

jurors
against the evidence and the direction of the court". The power of English courts to imprison or fine
New
cited
in
as
999,
(1670),6
State
Trials
Case
for perverse verdicts was terminated in t67O by Bushels
South Wales Law Reform Commission, The Jury in q Criminal Trial (iliscussion pøper) (Sydney, 1985) at
16.

M. Gleisser, Juries anil Justice (New York: A.S. Bames, 1968) at 39-41. Similarly, in Law Reform
Commission of Canad4 The Jury in Criminal Triøls (working paper 27) (Ollawa: Minister of Supply and
Sewices, 1980) at 8 and 11, curent day juries are described as the "conscience of the community" and the
protector ',against oppressive laws and the oppressive enforcement of the larf'.
2æ

Morgentaler u. rR. (1975), 20 C.C.C.(a|) 449 (S.C.C.) where the majority, in substituting a
verdict of conviction for the jury's acquittal, criticized the lack of essential evidence to support such a
verdict. Also see R. v. Latimer (Lgg4), Battlefords (Sask.Q.B.) [unreported]. The jury, by returning a verdict
of guilty to second rather than first degree murder, appeared to have employed a type of mitigation of
penaþ in the face of strong evidence at the trial to support planning and, hence, a conviction for first
23e

See

degree murder.

'o Baker, Intm. Eng. Hist., supm ¡otr, 224 at 583.
2at Report of the Canadian Sentencing Commission: Sentencing
Supply and Services Canaú4 February 1987) at 22-

R"for-; A

Canadian Apprcach (Ottawa:
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praúice.2a2 The death penalty was

initially

superseded

by "trmsportatíon"2a3ffid then by

imFrisonment as the major form of pqnishment. Consequently, judges gained a

significmt increase in sentencing discretion by the mid- nineteenth century.2# This
discretion initially focused on the length of

m

offender's

jail

s@te,nce.2a' The English

of
Consolidation Acts of !86L246,largely copied in the Caradim Consolidation Acts
both
lg69:47 established a statutory for¡ndation for sentencing that remains tntac.. today

in Englmd2ot æd in

Cæada,zee wìth

high maximum penalties, broad judicial discretion

md few minimum penalties.25o The sentencing options open to judges in Englæd md
Cæada were increased with the advent of probation early in.the 20th ce,ntury-2tt
Nineteenth century se,ntencing reforms were accompmied by concems about

^'

Jrff^ry, stþm note 226 at IO.

a death
T\e practice of sending an offender to a British çolony either "as a condition for commuting
Sentencing
Canadian
the
by
described
was
sentence or as a penaþ io it. o'r o, right by the sentencingjudge"
%3

Commission, supm rlote 2 at 24.

t* D.

Criminal
Thomas, principles of Sentencing: The Sentencing Policy of the Couú of Appeal
6'
at
1979)
Heinemann'
Division,2d ed. (London:
zs D. Thomas Constmints on Judgement: The Search for Structurcd Discrction in Sentencing,l860-1910
,
(nstitute of criminology occasional series No. 4) (Cambridge, 1979) at l.
a6 24&25 Vict.1861, c.c. 94-loo.
tot S.C. 1g69, cc. 18-36 as cit€d and discussed by the Canadian Sentencing Commission, supra note ? at
30.
2ot

Thomâs, Principles of Sentencing' suPm note 2M at 6'

ue Canadian Sentencing çsmmissiori, supm note 241 at30'
zso

¡6¡¿.

Sentencing Commission,
Thomas, principles of Sentencing, supm note 244 at 7. Also see Canadian
supm note 241 ar.35.
25r
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sentencing disparities between judges252 md by debates over appropriate principles of
sentencing md purposes of punishm@1.253 The predominmt se,ntencing rational
emerging from the nineteenth century was "deterre,Íl.ce": a belief that punishment

would deter offenders from future crimes given the presumed "logical nature of mæ"

to avoid painful consequences."o "Deterrence" remains a central theme of current
sentencing law

in

Cæada.255

Nineteenth century English reforms also led to

codification of the criminal law which had previously eústed as a patchwork of
disjointed statutory law together with the non-statutory common law.
code pre,pared

in

A draft English

1879 by Sir James Fitzjames Stephen provided the basis of the

Cmadim Criminal Code

passed

in

1892 by Parlia-ent.2r6

tt'L.

R"dzinowicz & R. Hood, History of English Criminal Law:The Emergence of Penal Policy, Vol.5
(London: Steveus & Sons, 1986) at 74L-747. Also see Thomas, Constmints of Judgement, supmnote245 at

l-6.
2tt Thomas, ibid at 47-74.

,,0

Jaffary, supm note 226 at IO-13. Also see discussion of the princþle of detenence in Razinowicz
¡¡ood, supm note ? at 753 and in Thomas, Constmints on Punishment, supm note 245 at 49-52.

&

2tt lafrary, supm note 226 at 10. Deterrence is a recognized principle ¡r¡thin Canadian sentencing law
and has been further divided into specific and general detenence (the deterrence ofrepeated behaviour by
specific offenders as opposed to the deterrence of zuch behaviour among the conimunify at large) as
recognized in R. v. Morissette (1970), I C.C.C. (2d)3O7 (Sask. C.A.) at 310'311. Punishment

rehabilitation and protection of the public are other principtes of sentencing recoenized in this authoritative
decision. Denunciation has also been recognized as an aspect of sentencing. See the comments of Lane J.A'
in R. v. Jackson, U9931 S.J. No. 642 (Sask. C.A.) at 18-20. Bill C-41, in s. 718, sets out the ñ¡ndamental
purpose of sentencing as a respect for law and public safety. Other objectives specified are: denunciation of
unlau¡fr¡l conducÇ specific and general detenence, incarceration ofoffenders were necess¿ry' offender
rehabilitation, victim ¿¡1d çsmmunitj compensation and promotion of responsibility for and
acknowledgement of harm done by offenders. The efficacy of imprisonment as a means of achieving
detenence has been judicially questioned. See the comments of Vancise J.4., in R. v. McLeod (1993)' 8l
C.C.C.(3d) 83 (Sask. C.A.) at 94-95: "There is no empirical evidence that general deterrence as it relates to
tength of sentences is effective in reducing the crime rate. There is no evidence that higher sentences are
effective in reducing the crime rate."
Canadian Sentencing Commission, supm note 241 at3l-32. Also see D. Brown, The Genesis of the
Canailiøn Criminsl Code of 1892 (Toronto: Osgoode Society, 1989) at23-26.
256
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The Criminal Code ç¡xrg6þ provides the following sentencing options for
most offenses:'5t inca¡ceration,t5t fine,'5e probationt6o or absolute or conditional
disc,harge.2ut

This range places significmt importmce upon the sentemcing hearing

m oppofiunity for gathering information

as

about both offender md offence.262 The

information deemed relevmt may de,pend upon the offence committed æd the
sentencing princþle deemed 4propriate for this offence md offender'
based sentence"263

will be supported by information describing

A "community-

support, treatme,nt æd

a limited number of offenses, including impaired driving (ss. 253(a) & 255Q)), use of a firearm
qf minimum
rrylrile committing an indictable offence (s. 85(1)) ¿nd murder (ss. 229 e, ?35) the existence
suÍrmary
as
offenses
defines
@unishable by
penalties restricts the range of sentencing options. T\e Code.
(punishable
as
indictable
fine),
maximum imprisonment ãf six months andlor a $2,000
!V laxgum
as a
imprisonmeni as prescribed for eaoh offence and/or an ¡nlimited fine) or as dual (punishable either
election)'
the
Crown's
on
sunrmary or indictable offence based

"'Bo,

The Criminal Code deftnes the maximum period of incarceration for each indictable offence.
generally Part
Summary offenses have a maximum penalty of six months as defined in s. 787(l). See
)oü[ of the code an4 in particular, ss. 717, 721, 730, 731, 737(l)(c), 741.2, 743 aDid 746.
2s8

25e

An offender convicted of an indictable offence punishable by less than five year imprisonment may

offender
be fined instead of or in addition to any other punishment authorized by the Code (s. 7f8(l)). An
to any
addition
in
be
fined
may
years
imprisonment
convicted of an offence punishable by more than five
722
718-720,
ss.
717,
particular
in
and,
XXXItr
generally
Part
other autlorized punishment (s. 718(2)). See
and 727.9.
260

An offender mây be placed on probation for up to three years, assuming the offence does not require

e¡çssding two
a minimum penalty, in addition to a suspended sentenóe (s. 737(1)), to imprisonment uot
years or to a fine (s. 737(2)). Probation orders include mandatory conditions reçiring offenders to keep the
variety of
peace and be of good behaviour and to report to the court if and urhen required and may include a
ãther conditions (s. 737(2)). See generally Part )O(Xm and, in particular, ss. 737-740'
sentencing for an offence without a minimum penalty and with a maximum
punishnent of less than 14 years imprisonment may be disoharged absolutely or conditionally if the court
public interest. Such
finds such a disposition to be in the best interests of the accused and not contrary to the
s'.
736'
See
offence'
the
of
a disoharge deems the accused not to have been convicþd
261

An offender awaiting

an exercise
Dickson J., in Gatdiner, supm ¡ote 2I4 at 513-14 charaoterized the sentencing hearing as
in uåich the sentencing judge seeks to obtain relevant and reliable information to shape the ultimate
262

decision on disposition.
the conditions
Which refers to placenent of the offender within his or her community usually through
exceeding
not
term
of
a
specified in a probation order. Although such an order may follow imprisonment
probation'
with
sentence
two years, pqsl çqmmunity-based sentences are characterized by a suspended
,u3
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supervision resources available within the offende/s community.

4.3 .hrry Sentencing in Non-capital Cases: The U.S. Experience
The United States shares with Cæada a criminal law system originating tn

Englmd. Despite this common heritage, the sente,ncing process currentþ existing in
several Americm states differs markedly from prevailing practice in both Englæ.d md
Cæada. Most Americm states sæctioning capital punishment leave death penalty
decisions to the joty.'uo Eight states allow juries hearing non-capital cases to sentence
offe,nders.2u' The

U.S. experience stmds in sharp contrast to the limited sentencing role

of juries in Cmada.'uu Reasons suggested for U.S. community involvement in
sentencing include mistrust of Crown-appointed judges in colonial courts'6' md the

historical prevale,nce of lay judges which lead to the conclusion that there was little
difference between judge md jury in terms of e4perience, training md competeu.ce.tut

As "jury sentencing" rq)resents the ultimate extension of ssmmr:nity sentencing

Wening"r, R., "Jury Sentencing in Noncapital Cases: A Case Study of El Paso County, Texas."
(1994) 45 Wash. Univ. J. Urban Cont. L. 3.

'*

,tt

See C. Reese, "Jury Sentencing in Texas: Time for a Change?" (1990) 3l South Texas L. Rev. 323 at
328 where these states are listed as Arkansas, Kentucþ, Mississippi Missouri, Oklahom4 Tennessee, Texas

and Virginia.

Th" only provisions allowing limited jury participation in sentencing are ss' 743 and 743.1 of the
Criminal Code which allow a jury recommendation to the presiding judge respecting the number of years to
parole for a convicted second-degree murderer. In addition, s. 745 empowers a jury to decide u¡hether the

'*

time before an inmate seruing tife ( with a minimum of 15 years until parole eligibility) can apply for parole
should be reduced.

American Bar Association Project on Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards Relating to
Sentencing Alternøtives and Prccedurcs (New York: American Bar Assoc., 1968) at 44'
2tt

268

See "Note: Jury Sentencing in Virginia" (1967) 53 Va. L. Rev' 968 at 97Q'
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pafticipation, what has been its impact? The National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Stmdards citicizedjury sentencing in noncryital

cases:

in the
[T]he practice has been condemned by every serious study md malysis
thæ
likeþ
more
is
md
last half century. Jury sentencing is non-professional
judge sentencing of being arbitrary md based on emotions rather thm the needs
of the offender or society. Sentencing by juries leads to disparalg sentences æd
leaves little opport¡nity for development of sentencing policies.26e
Objections

in

to jury sente,ncing in non-capital

se,ntences between

like

cases,270

cases have included the greater disparity

lack of information respecting offenders possessed

by jgries in comparison to judges who could adjoum sente,ncing for a pre-se,nte,nce

Íeport,Ilr tendency of jury sentences to rqrresent a compromise or average of the
various opinions of jwors (mmy of which may be totally unreasonable md/or
irrational),272 Iack of juror sentencing experience2t' md tendency of jurors swayed by

emotion md prejudice."o Arguments in favour of jury se,ntencing were suÍlmarised by
Judge Charles Betts of the 98th District Court in Texas:
1. The monymity of jurors makes them less subject to the pressures of public
feelings md opinion thæ the elected judge, who must seek popular favour at
the next election.

tut

National Advisory Commission on Crininal Justice Standards and Goals, "The Courts: Task Force
Report" (1973) in N. Kithie &8.7*notr, eds. Sanctions, Sentencing and Conections (New York:
Foundation Press, 1981) at 65.
270

American Bar Associatio\ suPm note ?,67 at 45.

n, Ibid at 46. See also Note, "Virgini4" supm ¡rotþ 268 at 978 and Note, "Statutory Sùuctures for
Sentencing Felons to Prison" (1960) 60 Colum. L. Rev. 1134 at 1156.
H. LaFont, "Assessment of Punishment - A Judge or Jury Function?" (1960) 38 Texas L. Rev. 835 at
843. Also see C. Kerr, "A Needed Reform in Criminal Procedure" (1918) 6 Kentucþ L' J. 107 at 109'
22

2?3

American Bar Associations supm note 267 at 46-

214

Lafont, srpm note 272 at 842.
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2. The brief tenure of the jury makes comrption or improper influence
especially difficult.
3. Jury-fixed punishment diminishes popular mistrust of official justice.
4. The judgement of the jury may be more sensitive thæ that of the judge
because its members, unlike the judge, are not often confronted with the
recurrent problems of court cases md therefore do not become calloused.
5. A jury lacking sentencing power tends to acquit a defendæt it believes
guilty when it fears that the se,nte¡rce the judge will impose is probably too
severe.

6. Because it is a composite, a jury levels individual opinions md provides a
reconciliation of varied temperâments, @d therefore is more apt to assess a fair
punishment.2t'

Although the Criminal Code does not give Cmadim jurors such sente,ncing
powers, circle sentencing may be considered to be a form of jury sentencing producing
a consensus on s€nten ce."u

he

U.S. e4perience with jury sentencing provides an

interesting contrast to community sentencing models in Aboriginal commr¡nities. One
difference between 4proaches is evident. Participmts in a sentencing circle are often
prese,nt because

of their closeness to the offe,nder or victim. Jury members, although

represe,nting the community at large, are excluded

from particþation

if

acquainted with

offender or victim. Both, however, depend qton the particþation of local nonprofessional community members.
The following section discusses opportunities for victims md community
ttt c. Betts,
"Jury Sentencing" (1956) 2 N.P.P.A.J. 369 at37I.
276

Stuatt, 1., in Moses, supm note

I at

36G361 commented:

The circle, by engaging everyone in the discussion" engaged everyone in tåe responsibility of
finding an answer. The final sentence evolved from the input of everyone in tle circle. The
consensus-based approach fostered notjust shared responsibility, but instilled a shared concern to
ensu¡e the sentence was successfully implemented.
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members to present information to the court while participating directþ or indirectþ

within the conventional sentencing hearing.

4.4 OppoÉr¡nities for Communify and Victim Participation Within the
Conventional Sentencing Hearing
Given the general informality of practice md rmge of information available at
presented
sentencing, information from victims md local commgnity members cm be

to the court through representations of counsel,2?7 court ordered rqlorts2TE or swom
testimony presented by defence or Crown co¡nse|. Crown md defence counsel md the

judge act as "gatekeepers" controlling introdustion of such information'.z1e although
community members md the victim have

a

right to attend the sentencing

hearing,28o

they do not have stæding in the proceecling to compel presentation of their views to
the judge.

Bití c-41, although codifying the rmge of evidence md submissions

possible at sentencing,28t still does not require a sentencing court to hea¡ victim md

ttt Io"ludiog submission of documentation received throueh

these individuals such as letters of zupport

and character reference.
2tt Including a pre-sentence report pursuant and victim impact statements pursuant to ss' 735 and
the Y oung offenden Act'
735(1.1) of the criminal code anà a pre-oisposition report pursuant to s. 14 of

,tt

of Provincial Court Judges, supm note 205, u¡hicb, in discussing the role
judges and Crown and
and ethics of the sentencing hearing participants, identified only the participation of
See Canadian Association

defence counsel.
280

Unless excluded by the judge pursuant to s. 486(l) of the Criminal Code.

28r

Ïhe proposed section reads, in part:
and the offender an
723. (L)Before determining the sentence, a court shall give the prosecutor
to be imposed'
sentence
the
to
opportunity to make submissions with respect to any facts relevant
offender'
the
or
prosecutor
the
by
presented
(2) The court shall hear any relevant evidãnce

and the offender'
(3) The court may, on its own motior, afrer hearing argument from the prosecutof
sentence'
appropriate
the
determining
it
in
assist
would
require the production of evidence that

79

community rE)res€ntations.
Th€

Y

282

oung offenderc AcPs3 requires the judge to consider "my predisposition

the
report required by the court, any representations made by the parties to
person md my
proceedings or their cormsel or agents md by the parents of the young
provides for
other relevæt information" prior to sentencing. In addition' this Adsa
establishment

of "youth justice committees" to

assist

in "my

aspect

of'

the Act's

directly in the
arfministration. This provision allows a committee to become involved

in the late
se,ntenciig of young offenders. This was done in Smdy Bay, Saskatchewm
1980's. Former committee member Ina Ray explained:

... other members of the commgnity, were 4proached md asked
if we would be willing to try out this new way of dealing with young
court
offenders. I believe we were 4proached by the magistrate þrovincial
judgel at that time, who *at fãåtiog frustrated ... that the system wasn't
workrng the way it was set up, in that someone from out of town, like the
people,
magistrate, *oold come in m{ not knowing the community or the
would deal with justice the way he believes it should be done. But he felt that
it would be more effective if people from the community took responsibility
md showed that they were affected md cared about the people that got into

I, along with

trouble. That migþt be a better way."'

the Y oung Offenderc Act provrdes more latitude for community particþation in
young personttt md
sentencing thæ does the Criminal Code. Parents,2s6 agents of the

,o s. z+s.aqz¡(e) would

an
require a court to consider representations of the victim ulhen considering
sentence'
life
years
ofa
15
served
prisoner
has
a
application for parole eligibility after
t83

s. 20.

2* s.

69.

285

Interview with Ina Ray (15 November, 1994) Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan.

æ6

Pursuant to s. 20(1).
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members of a youth justice committee may have direct input mto the sentelrcing of

yorxrg offenders.
Given the adversarial roles usually assumed by defence md Crown counsel, the
pre-sentence repofi serves as the court's major objective source of sentencing

information."'Unfortunateþ, the enabling sectiontse contains little guidæce respecting
the structufe md content of such ateport.2so The term "probation officer" is not
defined, creating uncertainty respecting who cm author such a

reptort.2eL

Another

problem is the varimce in quality of such rqlorts.2e2 Although pre-sentence rqrorts are
discretionary r¡nder the Criminal Code, the

Y

oung Offenderc Act teqtxres judges to

s. 1117¡ of the Act allows a young person, rúo is not represented by a lawyer, to ask the youth court
judge to a[ow Iti- or her to be represented by a an adult who is deemed suitable by the judge.

"t

C. Dombek, & w' Chitrq "The Pre-Sen-tence Report: An Update" (1980-81), 23 C.L.Q. 216 atZLT20. However, see A. lvfacAskill & H. Andrews, The Role of the I outh Coutt Judge øt the Disposition
q¡hether predisposition
Heøring (19g5) 47 C.R.(3d) 60 at 72-73 which ciæs appellate court disagreement on
reports should extend beyond simple information gathering to recommendation on sentence.
2æ

æ S. 735 provides this report is to be prepared in writing by a probation officer. In R. v.

W

ebb (1975),

were
Zg C.C.C.(2D)456 (P.E.I:S.C.), discussions between the judge and probation officer outside of court
held to be outside the scope of considerations permitted by this section.
pre-sentence report in s. 721(3) including the offendet's
amends, criminal record and any previous history of
to
make
age, maturity, character, attitude, willingness
(also
called mediation/diversion).
mea$¡res
alternate
having been dealt with through
2eo

Bill C-41 sets limited reçirements for the

tet See Dombek & Chitr4 supm note 288 at 223 uiho argued that proper interpretation of this term
would allow a volunteer to prepare the report as long as he or she was properþ zupewised by a probation
officer. Indeed, as discussed in Chapter Six, presentenoe reports at Hollow Water Fi¡st Nation in N{anitoba
have been prepared by assessment team members 6f Çsmmunity Holistic Ci¡cle Healing uåo are not
probation officers.

tt

on Criminal Law and Use of Pre-sentence Report' (1964)' 42 Can- Bat
Review 62I at 627 uihere the author stated: "... the quâlity of the pre-sentence report can vary enormously,
him, and,
depending on the time available to the probation officer, his ski[ ¡¡s çemmunity seryices assisting
prethe
quality
of
the
over
direct
no
oonfrol
has
presen!
the
law
the mode of presentation. At
of
See G. Parker, "Commentaq/

"our.",

sentence report."
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consider pre-disposition reports before sentencing young offenders to custody2e3
also details the information required in these reports.2ea T\is

Acl allows oral

submission of predisposition rqrorts by youth court workers

if

ûd

such information cænot

reasonably be committed to writing.2e5

Information about crime victims cm be considered at sentencing through
presentation of victim impact statements.tnu These inctude a description of "the harm
done to, or loss suffered by, the victim arising from the commission of the offence"

md

are to be

in writing, prepared in accordmce with the procedures specifically

established under a designated provincial progtam'2e

In the United
the Chairmm of

a

States, lack

of victim participation at sentencing was described by

lgS|Presidential Task Force on Victims of Crime: "somewhere

along the way, the (criminal justice) system begm to serve lawyers æd judges md
defendmts, treating the victims with institutional disinterest."2es These comments were

"t ln s. 2472¡.
information respecting: an interview of the young person and if possible, of their
parents; an interview, urùere possible, with the victim; the age, maturity, behaviour and attitude of the young
p"rroo; any plans ofthe young person; the young person's oriminat record; any experience ofthe young
p.t oo with mediation/diversion; the available community resources and the school and the employment
record ofthe young person.
2e4

S.

2e5

In s. 1413¡.

2e6

Pursuant to ss. 735(1.1) - (1.2) of ttre Criminal Code-

L412¡ requires

,nt See T. Roberts, Assessment of the Victim Impact Støtement in British Columbia, (wo*ing document)
(Ottawa:Deparhent of Justice, IggZ) at 9-16 , urhich noted tha! as of October, 1991, only four provinces
and one territory (Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswicþ Alberta and the Northwest
Territory) had formalized victim impact statement procedures through designated programs.

in A. Klein'
',Þresidenfs Task Force on Victims of Crime, Final Repof VI" , 1982, as reproduced
137'
at
1988)
Alternøfive Sentencing: A Pmctitionels Guide (Cincinatti: Anderson Publishing,
2e8
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echoed by the

Cmadim Federal-Provincial Task Force on Justice for Victims of

Crime: "Ours is m adversarial system where the viøim is not one of the
adversaries,,.'en

Victim impact statem@ts have been described

as

providing a voice for

victims during sentencing md ensuring the court has complete information about the
crime's impact upon the victim.30o Victim's rights groups have criticized the lack of

r¡niform usage æd the discretionary nature of such statements in Cæadim

1aw.t01

Although not all victims may wish to attend the sente,ncing hearing in the
presence of the offender, victims may still benefit from some direct or indirect

particþation in the sentencing process. Andrew Klein, considering a

1981

Pennsylvmia study on the views of victims, commented:
Just as dramatically the survey found that the victim's feelings were generally
positive when they were involved in md informed about the [sentencing]
process or received restitution. The moral of the Pennsylvmia study, md others

,,

D. Sinclai¡ et al, "Report of the Canadian Federal-Provincial Task Force on Justice for Victims of

(1985) 8 Cdn'
Crime,,, 1983 as quoted in Barftnech! D., "Concerns of Canada's Victim's Rights Movement",
Code stands
Criminal
the
under
statements
Com. L.J. 83 at 83-84. The discretionary nature of victim impact
states and
34
than
that
more
reported
force
task
the
above
in contrast to the evolving American procedure as
imFact
statements.
v¡ç¡i¡¡
to
consider
courts
the U.S. federal legislative prooess required
Standing Committee on Justice and Solicitor General on its Review of Sentencing, Conditional
1988) at f 8
Release and Related Aspects of Corrections, Taking Responsibility (Ottawa: Queens Prinær,
who cited the opinion of Canadian victimologist Dr. Micheline Baril'
300

Report: Sofety Net; A Notionsl Confercnce on Crime Prcvention, Public Safety and Justice
p¿ael ¡6semmended
Refom (Burlington: CAVEAT, L994) at 48 rvüere the oonference's Victim's Rights
justice system
criminal
of
the
stages
',lsltandardization and uniform use of Victim Impact Statements at all
justice
including
system,
the
by
treahent
io"foaiog sentencing ...". Fn¡station by some victims over thei¡
&
S'
Sullivan,
S.
Rosenfeldt
See
groups.
rights
of
victim's
the sentencing process, has lead to the formation
30,

See

Final

ì,Vi"ti-.

Victims
Rights: Discussion Paper" in DNA Testing and the La.w [anit] Victims Rights (Oltawz:
of
Rights
Bill
a
Victim's
published
Violence,
of
group,
Victims
such
óne
Violence, tSS+¡ at5 in uûich
provisions:
including the following

of

(4.) At a victim's request, victims will be notiñed of and have the right to be present at all criminal
proceedings ... [including] sentencing hearings ....
Statements , orally or unitten" at sentencing ."
10.¡ Vi"ti-. have the right to present Victim Impact
proceedings.
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like it, is simple. Courts need not resort to Draconim sentences to tncrease
victim satisfactíon. The simple expedient of victim recognition, involvement,
md the ordering of restitutior, ... cm substmtially increase victim satisfaction
with the system, the sente,nce æd the judge.302
gimilarly, Stuart J., in R. v.

Moses,3o3 described the potential impact upon offenders

of

victim participation within a sentencing circle:

Mmy offenders perceive only the state as the aggrieved party. They fail to
appreciate the very humm pain md suffering they cause. Absent an
appreciation of the victims suffering, offenders fail to r:nderstæd their sentence
exce,pt as the intrusion of m insensitive, oppressive state bent on punishment.
An offender's remorse is more likely to be prompted by a desire to seek mercy
from the state or by a recognition that they have bee,n "bad". Only when m
of the criminal justice system is
confronted by the pain that victims experience from crime, cm most offenders
gain a proper perspective of their behaviour. Without this perspective, the
motivation to successfully pursue rehabilitation lacks m importmt md often
offe,nder's pain caused by the oppression

essential ingredient.

In addition to direct or indirect

se,ntencing participation

in court, victims æd

community members also participate in mediation of cases diverted from the court
system (also referred to as "mediation/diversion").

4.5 Communify and Victim PartÍcipation in Disposition of Criminal
Acß Through Mediation/Divenion
Mediation/diversion programs allow offenders the opportunity to compensate

æd reconcile with their victims md community.3oa The prevalence of these progrâms

't

Kl"io, supta

tot

Supm note

note 298 at 138.

I at 262.

Although the terms mediation and diversion are often used conjunctively, they rePresent two
acts
processes uåich only sometimes occur together. "Diversion" refers to the resolution of a criminal
diversion,
following
occur
may
outside of the formal court system. "Mediation" refers to a process, which
and achieving
involving offenders and victims in attempts at negotiating crime compensation for the victim
3e
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for youthful offenders in the United

thm 50% of all delinquency

States was shown

cases referred to

in a study which found "more

juvenile court in the U'S'

"'

[were]

in
disposed of nonjudicially (including formal md informal diversioo)u.'o' Similarly,
(1982),
Cmada, one study noted "[s]ince the proclamation of the Young Offenders Act
there has bee,n a growing interest acfoss Cmada

in developing opportunities for

mediation æ.d reconciliation to occru between young offenders md their victims."306
The philosophy of mediation/diversion can be seen in the evolution of a crime
mediation program in Columbus, Ohio, described by Daniel McGillis, Director of the
Dispute Resolution Project at Harvard Law School:
Some of the earliest mediation ce,ntres were developed by prosecutors frustrated
by the seeming inability of the courts to effectiveþ hmdle minor disputes' In
lgT1,the city prosecutor of Columbus, Ohio, established the Night Prosecutor
Program, one of the first mediation projects in the nation. The prosecutor
noti-ced that complainæts very often withdrew their complaints as trial time
drew near because their opponents were neighbours, telatives, or acquaintmces'
The complain4fs rarely sought jail terms or fines for their adversaries, but
rather were looking for m apology, chmged behaviour, or money paid to them
in
as restitutiolt .... Now more thm 10,000 matters ayear are mediated
Columbus.3oT

Policy Dmft QvÍarch,
reconciliation with each other. See Saskatchewan Justice, Mediqt¡on/Divenion Ptogmm
Offenden Act'
Y
oung
of
the
s.4
in
measures"
1994) [unpublished]. Such programs are called "alternative
programs
for adults
such
disallowing
or
allowing
provision
T\e Criminal Code bas oo corr"rpooding
measures."
of
"altemate
recognifion
formal
altho'rqh s. 717 of Bill c-41 contains
system in action: Some recommendations for change" (1976) 22
Process Analysis"
Crime & Delinquency 461-469 cited in D. Fischer & R. Jeune, "Juvenile Diversion: A
(1987) 28:1 Cdn. PsYch. 60 at 61.

A. Maron,

306

K. pate & D. peachey,

',The

Hornick & B. Burrows

at

jwenile diversion

3ot

,

Act" in J. Hudso¡, J'
& Thompson' 1988)
Wall
(Toronto:
eds., Justice anil the Y oung Offender in Canada
,,Face to Face Mediation Under the Young Offenders

105.

Justice System:
D. Mccilis, ,,The American Resolution Dispute Movement" tn Mediotion in the
18-19.
at
1983)
Association,
Dispute Resolution Papen series #2 (American Bar
30?
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A focus of mediation/diversion is facilitating victim particþation.'ot This process has

of
been described as "restorative justice": maintaining a focus on the "harmful effects
process of
offe,nders' astions" while "actively involv[ing] victims md offenders in the

reparation æ.d rehabilitation.

30e
"

Two urbm mediation/diversion programs in Toronto rqlresent approaches also
applicable to rural Aboriginal communities. The Operation Springboard "Commrmity
Sentencing Mode1"3r0 is based on the circle se,ntencing experience of Cæadim

Aboriginal communities md ¿clministers mediation/diversion programs for both youtg
offenders md yogng adults. The Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto "Coimunity

Courcil Project"3lr applies the young offender mediation/diversion concqtt to adult
Aboriginal offenders. The Project uses a communityÆlders' council model3t2 drawn

from Toronto's Aboriginal community3l3 to fashion appropriate dispositions for

'ot Prt"

&

Peachey, supm note 306 at 108.

ond
D. Van Ness, "Restorative Justice" in B. Galaway & J. Hudson, eds. Criminøl Justice, Restitution
at
305
note
Reconciliafion (New York: Criminal Justice Press, 1990) at 10. Also see Fischer & Jeune, supm
following
the
63 u¡here attempts at reconciliation between offenders and victims were evidenced i¡
3on

description of a young offender mediation/diversion program in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan:
The meetings provide a forum våere the youth" parents/guardian, two community volunteers, the
victim, and a representative of the John Howard Society discuss the nature of the youth's
transgtession, its historical antecedents, the youth's remorsefi¡lness( or lack thereof¡ and the means
by uihich compensation to and reconciliation with the victim can be reached.

(foronto:
"o S"" Community Tribunals: A Community Sentencing Model: Final Dmft Ptoposal

operation Springboard, undated). The program description was taken from this proposal'
311

See

Aboriginal Legal Sewices of Torcnto's Community Council Prcject (Toronto, 1992)

[unpublished].
Waywayseecappo case
See discussion of the Elders' sentencing panel in Chapter Five and also in the
study in Chapter Six.
312

3r3

Together with any victims wishing to participate.
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offenders v¡hile promoting reconciliation md healing'

Comm'nity mediation committees in Aboriginal commr¡nities of Mæitoba md
Saskatchewm

will be considered in Ch4ters Five æd Six. This thesis has explored

æd
problems with Anglo-Cæadim sentencing practices in Aboriginal communities
community
opportunities within the Anglo-Cmadiæ justice system for victim æd
practices'
particþation. The following chapters discuss recent chæges to sentencing

including the developme,nt of mediation, in Aboriginal communities'
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chapter x'ive: The sentencing circle and other
Aboriginal Community Participation Models

5.1 Identifying the Models
Ilr the conventional Anglo-Canadiæ.

System, crown prosecutors represent thd

evidence
interests of both victims3ra md community members at sentencing. Although

of their views may be tendered by defence or Crown counsel, comtunity members

md victims have not been considered parties to the sentencing hearing'3r5

Several

Canadim inquiries into the treatment of Aboriginal people within the Anglo-Cm'adim

justice system have questioned the lack of direct community input at sentencing' The

AJI commented:
and courts are going to be able to formulate sentetlces
which *" uppropriate to the needs of Aboriginal offenders, victims md
communities, they will need direct input from those communities "" In
particular, commr¡nities need to be involved in the sente,ncing process' since
sentences should, in part, reflect the needs and desires of the cotlîutity'ttu

If non-Aboriginal judges

as Possession
Not all offenses have a victim uùjch is clearþ identifiable. For example, offenses such
other
victim
identifiable
no
have
occurring)
of a Narcotic or Impaired Driving (without any bodily harm
purposes'
court
for
available
be
would
victim
purposes'
no
tha4 perhaps, the public at large. For practical
tto

at
Comments by de Weerdt J. in R v. Csbot-Blanc, [1987] N.W.T.R. I (N.W'T.S.C.)
hearing:
sentencing
conventional
the
in
information
control of defence and Crown over
3r,

l1 reflected

the

As to the task force reeommendations [the Task Force on Spousal Assault in the Norlhwest
spousal assault
Territories, l9g5l ... to the effect that the courts should spend more tirne on the
placed before the
leaders
groups
and
cases and find ways to have the evidence of community action
judiciary
of
the
courts (at the same time urging community initiatives such as informing
,,community attitudes and expectations regarding the crime of spousal assault and its punishment"),
evidence
I think that it should be said here that it is the fr¡nction ofcounsel to ensure that pertinent
into
themselves
turn
to
courts
for
appropriate
is adduced before the courts, and that it is not
inquisitors, investigators or commissions of inquiry in tlat connection'

ttt AJI, supm note 88 at 409.
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Similarly, the Saskatchewm Indim Justice Review Çsmmittee stated:

In order to empower aboriginal communities md reduce feeling of alienation,
commrmities must be given m opportgnity to become involved in, md take
justice system
greater responsibility in comm¡nity interaction with' the sriminal
.... ch*g"s in sentencing or remæd practices to recognize community-based
the
approaches cænot ,o"""ãd without the full participation md support of
judiciary at all levels md of Crown cornsel'3tt
judiciary' Lilles
S'pport for direct consultation with the community has come from the
C.J. of the Yukon Territorial Court stated in R v' J'A'P"'3Ir

There are many benefits to be gained from citizen and community particþation
in sentencing and dispositions. Such participation reinforces the socializing
effect of thscriminal law upon mæy persons in the community. It strengthens
the commtnity focus tenclitg to reduce crime and enh"nce[s] community
interest in the- administration of justice. The educative impact of community
dispositions cmnot be overstated.

formal'
Stuart J., of the same court, echoed these sentiments in ssmmenting that: "the
professional justice system must acquile greatef confidence md trust in community
knowledge, judgement md instincts.

"3re

My field work in Saskatchewm æd Mmitoba disclosed significmt local
interest in community sentencing participation on the basis of intimate knowledge of
the victim æd offender. Donald McKay Jr., a Cree mm from Cumberlmd House,
e4plained:

circle is the
commr:nity knows the person that has committed whatever kind of crime or

Well, one of the biggest things I believe in with the

't" S^kot"h"wøn

se,nte,ncing

Indian Jusfice Review Committee, suPtø îote 16I at 4I. The Committee

,,subject to communit¡r support community jus¡¡çe çqmmitt€es be established for adult
recommended:

responsibilities might
aboriginal offenders to parallel the activities of youth justice committees. Qsmmittee
measures'"
include advising on pre-sentence reports and sentencing, ... and administering alternate
318

"n

ll99t¡
.R

Y.J. No.180 (QL) (Yuk. Ter. Ct.) at 12.

v. D.N. p9931 Y.J. No. I93(QL) at 26-
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whatever it was. We ... know the accused md we know the victim. We know
him I think far more thm the court system, the judge or the lawyers ...
probation officers or social services [employees] that come in. We know him
more thm mybody else. I think we cm better deal with these people.3to
Feelings of estrmgement from non-resident judges md probation officers were voiced
together with cries for local particþation. Harry Morin, a Cree mm from Smdy Bay,
stated:

Well with promising to the probation officer or the magistrate or mything, you
only see him once a month, you don't cale, you know, 'Oh I'11 get away with
this, I'11 get away with that, they're not going to know." Well of coufse nobody
knows because they're gone, you don't see them until the next court date.
Here, he knows the people that are involved, md he knows the people that care
md they keep m eye, md they tell him that right in the circle. If you ever
need my help, if you need somebody to talk to, if something is troubling you,
we're available. And if you don't have a phone, you know, and a lot of times
the probation officers won't acce,pt a collect call, what do you do? When the
pressure gets so tough. Do you just say, to hell with it? Well basically that's
what the system is doing. Here, you have youf community of people, you
know who is there, you know who you cm talk to. If something is bothering
you, you go."t
r ocal sente,ncing æd mediation particrpation was seen as a mems of community
empowennent. When asked

if the Sentencing Circle

Committee was going to have an

impact on md make a difference to Cumberlæ,d House, Chaþerson Cyril Roy
commented:

Well that's what I'm hoping for md f'm sure I'm not the only person hoping for
that. At least that migbt help our commrnity md looking at these people
ssming to the se,ntencing circle [committee], they respond to the people that are
t'o

Interview with Donald McKay Jr. (13 December, 1994) Cumberland House, Saskatchewan.

ot H. Morin October interview, supm note 135. This

sense

of eshangement between the court personnel

¿ad çqmmunit¡r members was also evidenced in Greg Bragstad's comments: " ... because here especially the
judge flies in from La Ronge. He's here at 8:00 [a.m.] and he's gone [later that day]. The community
puts more onus on
members are saying we don't want this kind of [offender] action in our community, so it
tle person than the judge saying it."
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in that circle, md I'm sure that ... in the future there's more people "' being
involved in the circle. Because that's the only way we can keep our community
a little stronger md keep it gorng.322
By what mems may such community particrpation be facilitated?
in
There are crurentþ a number of altemate se,nte,ncing approaches employed

Aboriginal communities acfoss Canada. At a "Workshop on the Role of Crown
Cor¡nsel

in m Aboriginal Context" conducted September 16-18, 1994 in Væcouver,

prosecutors from across Cæada323 reported on community sentencing initiatives within

md to
their jurisdictions.32a Circle sentencing was being used extensively in the Yukon
a lesser exte,lrt

in Quebec, Mæitoba md Saskatchewm. Involving local Elders or other

community representatives in advising judges on sentence was coÍrmon in the Yukon

md the Northwest Territories. A commrnity-based model of mediation/diversion was
said to be developing
re,presented

in Saskatchewæ md Alberta. Althougþ the draft re'port

only a summary of the personal experiences of prosecutors from some of

guide to
Cmada,s provincial md territorial jurisdictiolts,3" these comments served as a
the rmge of se,ntencing approaches being used within Aboriginal commr¡nities. In the

six communities studied, several community sentencing projects were discovered:3t6

"t

lnter,riew with Cyril Roy (12 December 1994) Cumberland House, Saskatchewan'

,t, Includirrg Rodney Garson of the Yukon, Pierre Rousseau of the Northwest Territories, Pierre
and Jim Langston of
Desrosiers of euebec, Robin Ritter of Saskatchewan, George de Moissac of Manitoba
Alberta.

to

J. Bowers

& p. Roussear¡ "Workshop on the Role of Crown Counsel in

an Aboriginal Context Draft

Report", [unpublished] at 3'7.
conference does not appear to have included representatives from

rzs

1¡"
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See Chapter Six for in-depth analysis of these community initiatives.

tle maritime provinces'

9l
Sædy Bay, Saskatchewæ was the first commr¡nity in Saskatchewm to use

formal sentencing circles (commencing in the srunmer of 1992) æd had continued to
develop this 4proach.

A

committee had been formed which made sentencing

recomme,ndations on cases referred by the court.

At Pelicm Narrows, Saskatchewm, the first sentencing circle was held in
spring, 1994. Apparently resulting from the initiative of the local bmd,327 a sentencing
circle committee was formed. Several cases had been referred to the committee who
then conducted a sentencing circle in Cree and without the judge. This process resulted

in

se,ntence recommendations

to the court.

Cumberlmd House, Saskatchewm had experie,nced introduction of circle
sentencing at the Provincial Court md had formed a sente,ncing circle committee

which fgnctioned both as a sentence advisory committee, providing the court with
t
,
a
-- ..,^by the court, md a
commr¡nrry recomrnendations on se,ntence for cases referred
.

mediation committee, dealing with adult æd young offender cases referred to it by the

RCMP or the court.

At Hollow Water, Mæitoba, çommunity Holistic Circle Healing (CHCH);
established in the mid-1980's, provided holistic treatment for sexual assault victims md

victimizers. This process had intersected with the Provincial Court system initially
through CHCH assessment lsam members provirting sentencing re,ports to the court
sitting in Pine

32t

Fa11s328

md thgn, aided by

a

protocol with the provincial Departme,nt of

lnterview with Judge Fafard (19 September 1994) Pelican Narrows, Saskatchewan'

t8 Located 100 kilomefres south of Hollow Water.
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Justice, through introduction of circle sentencing at Hollow Water

in

1993'

Waywayseecappo, Mmitoba had experienced introduction of the Elders

Advisory pmel had been established

n

lgg4. Local Elders sat beside the presicling

judge æ.d advised on sentence.

At hrkatawagm, Mæitoba, the local Justice Committee conducted mediation of
cases referred

from the RCMP, the court md local community members. They also

sat

with the presiding judge in court and advised on se'lrtence.

In addition to conducting a sentencing circle with the judge in attendmce,
O'Regm J. of the Newfortrdlmd Supreme Court (Trial Division), in R v. Rich (5.) et

at. (No.

1),32e

sudhe could get the same information f¡om the commumty by:

l. hearing the results of the conse,nsus of the community from their own

with the accused md without the complainmt æd the judge.
The weight of such evidence to be determined by all the circumstmces.
2. by "viva voce" evidence from community leaders and elders, some of which
I have already heard; md
3. evide,nce of proposed programs md services available which would convince
the court to impose a se,ntence to enable probation to enter the picture md thus
give the community the powers of the court's control to e,nforce its own power
over the accused.33o
sente,ncing circle

Mmy local variations exist through which courts serving Aboriginal commr¡nities
e,îrcograge community

particþation ur criminal sentencing æd mediation. These may

t"

p.E.I.R. 293 at 29B.In this case, the court rejected the request for a sentencing
11994¡, I 16 Nfl¿ &
ci¡cle on tle basis that the victim did not feel she could participate as she had not yet healed'
at29B- See also R. v. Moosenose ll992lN.W.T.R. 394 (N.W.T. Ter.Ct.) where the community
their
represented to the court tbrough representatives ofthe band council and through other statements
(2d) 210
wishes regarding a non-custodial sentence for the offender and R. v. W askahqt (1987), I W'C'B'
opposing
council
(Alta. C.À.) uåere the trial judge appears to have followed a resolution of the local band
jail for the offender.
330

lbid
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be grouped into the following models:
1. Circle sentencing: the judge takes an active facilitator or apassive observer
role;

2. The Elders or community sentencing pmel: the judge consults directþ, in
court, with Elders or other community representatives on rypropriate sentence;
3. The se,ntence advisory committee: cases are referred by the court to a local
committee which produces a se,ntencing recommendation after meeting with the
offender æ.d sometimes the victim; æd
4. The community mediation committee' cases diverted by the Cro'¡m, police or
court are considered, in the presence of the offender md often the victim, by a
lssal ssmmittee who produce m offender disposition.
These are developed in the following sections. The first, circle sentencing, has
received most judicial md media attention.

5.2 Circle Sentencing

5.2.1 Physical Setfing:

Stuart J., in R v. Moses33r, described the physical setting of that sentencing
circle:

For court, a circle to seat 30 people was arrmged as tightly as numbers
allowed. \When all seats were occupied, additional seating was provided in m
outer cirele for persons amiloing after the "hearing'had comme'nced.
Defence sat beside the accused and his family. The Crown sat
immediateþ across the circle from defence counsel to the right of the judge.
Officials and members from the First Nation, the R.C.M.P. officers, the
probation officer md others were left to find their own comfortable place in the

tt' Sup* note l.
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circle.t"
The Kinistin circle, which I particrpated as
circle.

fþs innsr circle contained 20 chairs

counse1,333

involved both m inner md outer

occupied by elders of the Kinistin bmd,

both defence counsel, the Crown prosecutor, both offenders md the judge' The
probation officer, althougb prese,nt, sat in the outer circle md did not participate in the
circle. The outer circle contained approximately the sems number of chairs. The
sentencing circle participants had been selected by the probation officer

with m Elder at the reserve. An

equal number

in consultation

of male md female elders sat in the

circle, as requested by the judge. Although physical setting of circles will vary
between judges, com*unities æd jgrisdictions, there is commonality between the

circles.

All involve the offender, judge, a Crown

representative md a number of

influential md respected local commrmity members. Other particþæts are usually the
victim, defence counsel md family members of the offender æd victim. Of the circles
observed during this study, most had between 20 æd 30 participmts.
Judge Stuart described the egalitarian effect of the circle setting on particþamts:

The circle significmtly breaks down 1¡s dsminance that traditional court-rooms
accord the lawyers æd judges. In a circle, the ability to contribute, the
importmce md credibility of my input is not defined by seating arrmgeme,nts.
The audience is chmged. All persons within the circle must be addressed.
Equally, myone rn the circle may ask a direct question to myone e1se.33a

tt' Ibid at 356.
same sentencing
Thomas, supm note 4. The case of R. v. Lumberjack was also considered within the
a substantial
stealing
with
charged
offenders
two
for
sentence
a
consider
to
formed
was
circle
circle. This
sum of money from the reserve.
t33

tt

Moses, supm note 2 at356-357.
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The circle setting promotes a sense of informality md equality of alt particþmts.t"

I

ex¡lerienced this at the Kinistin circle while observing participmts drinking coffee,

smoking æ.d keeping their hats on during the sentencing circle, all practices forbidden

in conve,ntional court. This informality facilitated æ interchmge of opinions md
information within the circle.

5.2.2 Procedus Followed:

Robin Ritter of La Ronge, Saskatchewm,"u one of the first defence cor:nsel in
Saskatchewm to be involved in circle sentencing, described the evolving process of

circle sentencing:
The people take their places in the circle and the judge, or the person
org¿¡rLínng the circle, will usualty ask one of the elders to say a pfayer oI to
perform the sacred Sweet Grass Ceremony. All religious beliefs are tolerated
md welcomed. Everyone in the circle has the chance to talk or to remain silent
The members of the circle discuss the offender and his crime until they all
agree on what his se,ntence should be. The judge then imposes that se,ntence

accordi.g to

1aw.337

I

attended in
winnipeg January g, Iggs,R. v. c.s. (9 January, 1995), Winnipeg (Man.Q.B.) [unrepoded], hereafter called
with no
the "Wìn;ipeg cfucle',, provided an interesting insight. The chai¡s had initially been set up in a circle
of
the
the
request
at
apparently
otler fi¡niture in place. Shortly prior to the commencement of the circle,
on
commented
judge.
attendance
in
Some
judge, a table was moved in front of the chai¡ designated for the
the
of
setting
gave
impression
the
judge.
table
added
the
Indeed
the effect of special agangements for the
judge apart from the t"rt óf tÏ" circle. Although one of the reasons for the presence of the table may have
in attendance.
been to the allow the judge to make notes, this difference in treaûnent was noticed by those

"t

Thi,

sense

of êquality may be hindered by changing the physical setting. The circle

336EmployedbythesaskatchewanLegalAidCommissioninLaRongeuntilFebruary,1994andnow
employed Ly the Saskatchewan Deparfuent of Justice as Regional Crown Prosecutor for north-east
Saskatchewan.

,rt R. Ritter, Sentencing Circles (La Ronge, Saskatchewan, 1993)[unpublished] at 2. Also see S' Davies,
in Kenor4
Experiences with Circle Couú (Paper presented to the Northern Justice Society Conference
sentencing,
ci¡cle
in
Ont¿rio, 1993) where the authoç a probation officer with extensive involvement
zummarised the process used in the Yukon:
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The Pelicm Narrows circle proceeded as follows:
1.

All partrcrpmts introduced themselves;

2. An Aboriginal Elder said a prayer in Cree;
3. Judge Fafa¡d outlined the rmge of se,ntences possible for the offenders under
the Criminal Code æd the Y oung Offenderc Act;

4. The Crown (represented by m RCMP officer) outlined the circumstmces of
the offence;
5. Community members in the circle took tu¡rs talking about the offenses
committed md their view of appropriate sentences;
6. The offenders were all given a chance to speak md comment on any
recommendations or other matters raised in the circle;33*
7. A consensus emerged suggesting nine of the ten offenders be placed on
probation or receive a suspe,nded sentence33e with sqg-cific conditions in their
probation order suggested by members of the circle3ao. The tenth offender,3ot
again by consensus, was to be given a period of incarceration with probation to
follow containing terms similar to the other nine offenders'
8. These sentences were then imposed by Judge Fafard'

judge acts
The basic process for a "circle court" is the same fiom community to community.... The
else....
everyone
with
the
ci¡cle
in
and
sits
more as a chaþerson or mediator in some cases,
Initially, the Juáge or a member of the support group will welcome people to the ci¡cle court and
introductions are made around the circle to assist the court recorder and familiarize people with
perception
those present. The Crown will present the ci¡cumstances of the offence, the community
of the seriousness of the crime and make submissions as to sentence.... The members of the circle
are asked by the judge to consider the problem and possible solutions. This allows 1¡e çqmmr¡nity
to become specific u¡hen talking about the needs, strengths and resources available for the
individual [offender] before them. The accused will be asked to address the circle and often speaks
with much emotion and insight into their situation. If the victim is presen! they are asked to speak
to the ci¡cle.

33s

Only one offender spoke. He opposed the forming circle consensus of a shof period of custody for

him. Subsequentþ, he wasìilent ufren Judge Fafard asked if anyone was opposed to the final consensus
which included custody for this offender.
33e

Depending on uihether the offenders were young offenders or adults'

,o And apparently previously

discussed by their SentencinB Ci¡cle Committee.

ar The only one with a previous criminal record and apparently

t.he instigator

of assault.
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The ,'consensus-building" æproach evidenced in the Pelicm Narrows circle
may be contrasted with the approach used by presiding judges at hrkatawagæ,
judges has
Mæitoba. flsss¡ding to lawyer Joyce Dalmyn,3a2 the practice of Mmitoba
bee,n

to listen to

se,ntence recomme,ndations

from circle particþmts md then to

indicate their decision. The judge takes a less active role in facilitating the circle md
seeking a consensus. These differences suggest that the influence of local

circumstmces on circle sentencing development lead to unique practices in each

co--u.ity.to'

5.2.3 Staû¡s of Chcle Recommendations Witùin hevailing Climinal Code SysÚem:
Judicial æ.alysis of the role of circle sentelrcing has been varied. ln Rich
(#l),too O,Regar J. of Newfor¡ndlmd's Supreme Court (Trial Division) viewed its role

within the existing system as "a form of diversion in the se,ntencing process" which
,,strongly suggest[ed] altematives to incarceration."3a5 In R. v. Morin,3a6 Milliken J. of

3,4',Interview with Joyce Datnyn (28 January 1995) Winnipeg, Manitoba. Joyce was employed as
initiatives in
Director of Manitoba Lelal Aid in The Pas and had been active in development of sentencing

hrkatawagan.

t, B. Stuart, Circles

into Squarc Systems: Can Community Prccesses be Partnercd with the Fotmal
Justice system? (whitehorse, 1995) [unpublished] at 2 u¡here Judge stuart explained:
Reluctant
am reluctant to set out the procedures, guidelinés, the mechanics of Circle Sentencing.
fit
their
to
Sentencing
Circle
adapts
community
Each
.iogl.
model.
is
oo
to do so because there
particular ciroumstances. A principat value of Ciicle Sentencing lies in its flexibility to bend to the

I

vision of

M

"¿e¡

çemmunit!.

ltss+¡,1ló Nfl4 & P.E.I.R. 293 (Nfid.s.c.).

ut lbid at297.

3'ltss+1 I C.N.L.R. 150 (Sask.

Q.B.).
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Saskatchewan's Court of Queen's Bench likened a se,ntencing circle to a pre-sent€nce
re,port:

officer who interviews the
persons necessaryto give him or her the information covered in the re,port. It
appears to me that same type of information is obtainable at a se,lrtencing
where the persons who would give the information to the probation
"ir"l",
officer for a pre-sentence report are present in the circle. If a pre-sentence
rçort cm be used by a judge to gain information about the offender, then why
c¿¡'t a se,lrtencing circle be used for the same reason? I am not aware of æy
restrictions imposed upon a judge when he or she decides to request a prese,ntence ,.po.t, so wþ should there be restrictions on judges about ordering a
sentencing circle?3a7

A

pre-sente,nce report is usually done

by

a probation

In Moses,3ot Stuart J. described the role of circle sentencing as enhæcing sentencing
options, affording greater concem for victims, shifting the focus from punishment to

rehabilitation md memingfully engaging communities in shared responsibility for
sentencing decisions.

Despite these general comme,nts on the role md advmtages of circle
se,ntencing, there has been

little judicial consideration of the relationship of circle

sentencing to the sentencing framework established by the Criminal Code' Dutil J. of

the Court of Quebec (Criminal æd Penal Division),34e whe,n interviewed in Maclems

Magøine, viewed circle sentencing as æ adryted sentencing hearing within the
Criminal Code system:
"This is m experime,nt," says Dutil. "It's a way to help me make sentences
much like I use pre-se,ntencing reports prepared by probation officers." As such,

t'
tt

Ibid

"t

4.

Supm note 1 at 356.

te The fust judge to introduce sentencing ci¡cles into northern Quebec and the presiding judge in R' v'
Aluka (1993), 112 D.L.R.( I) 732

and Naøppaluk, supm note

209'
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the use of se,ntencing circles did not require æy legislative chmge. "A judgecm ¿se æy normal æd legal means to find acceptable se,ntences," he says."o
Available judicial comment suggests circle se,ntencing is based in the court's broad
sentencing discretion which retains for the judge ultimate decision-making power'3"

A goal of circle sentencing is to promote

consensus among participæts. This

objective is subject, however, to the ultimate sentencing authority of the judge. The
interplay between commr¡nity decision-making md judicial sentencing discretion was
described by Amot P.C.J. of the Provincial Court of Saskatchewan"'

:

The circle attempts to build a consensus on the appropriate disposition- If a
conse,nsus is reached, the judge will impose the sentence recommended subject
to judicial discretion. The judge may not accept the recommendation of the
co--unity. That is ra¡e.353

As a result of this inter-relationship, confusion may arise amorg circle participants
who are asked to shape m offender's se,ntence without final authority to impose it.

Mary Cmkovich reported such confusion at the sentencing circle in

¡R. v. Naøppaluk35o:

Judge Dutil attempted to clarify what his role md the roles of the other
particrpants would be. He explained that everyone in the circle was "on tle

"o Nemetb, supru note 8 at 52.
(13 December 1994) Regina(Sask. Q.B.) [unpubtished], Kyle J., in refusing arequest
to "allow a native tribunal to ûry a Regina man for sexual assault", commented that sentencing ci¡cles "have
been used in recent months but their verdicts are recommendations only and not binding." These quotations
are from "Request for Native Tribunal Turned Down" Søskøtoon Star Phoenix (13 December 1994)). Also
see M. Sinclair, Famþ Bulletin intewiew, supmîote 208 at 5 uihere Judge Sinclair stated in describing the
status of a sentencing ci¡cle: "This is not a legally recognized body of people. It is a community'made
3tt

InR. v. Equash

process. For now, then, the process demands that the ultimate decision still restrì rvith a judge."

"' Who has been involved in the introduction of sentencing ci¡cles to Aboriginal communities in
northwestern Saskatchewan.
353

D. Arnog ',sentencing Circles Permit Community fls¿ling" Nqtional: The Canadian Bør Association

Magazine (October, 1994) 14.
tto

Supm note 209.
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level" md "equal". There was no doubt some confusion caused whe,n
after stressing this equality, he explained that he was "not obliged to follow
advice" given by the circle members.
On one hmd the judge was inviting the community to particþate with
him in eonstructing a se,ntence for the accused, but on the other hæd, he
retained the ultimate authority by stating that he was not obliged to follow the
"advice" of the circle whe,n deciding the sente,nce for Jusipi Naappaluk.
The idea of the circle is to "break down the dominmce that traditional
court rooms accord lawyers md judges". By referring to the gloup's work as
"advice" yet telling them they are equal to the judge, presented a mixed
message æd questioned how "equal" the members really were.
This comment only served to reinforce m; scepticism about the circle
providing the community with m[y] real opportunity to share in the sentencing
responsibility. The real power appeared to be reserved for the judge md
everyone else in the circle 4peared to be m advisor.355
sâme

Practically, however, the sentencing decision is not always "made" by the judge. Of

the sixty to seventy sentencing circles conducted by Judge Fafard in northem
Saskatchewæ, he had never rejected the cons@sus emerging from a circle and

believed he was giving the community a significant role on the decision-making
process."u

An example of a judge rejecting a circle

conse,nsus occurred after an

experime,ntal circle held in Winnipeg.357 Scollin J.,

after siuing passively through

a

circle involving the offender, the victims and various local ssmmunity and justice
system personnel, concluded that he could not impose a non-custodial sente,nce as

t" M. C*korrich,

Repoú on the Sentencing Circle in Kangiqsujuaq (Ottzw4 1993) [unpublished] at

6.

Faford interview, supm note 8. Also see the comments of Dutil I. n N øappaluk supm note 209:
I set up the consultation circle, in Kangiqzujuaq ... I clearly explained to the participants that I would
not be bound by their recommendations. It is understandable, however, that if the judge systematically sets
aside the ci¡cle's ¡sçsmme¡dations, it may become entirely useless to hold such sessions't'
356

',When

"t

Previously refened to as the $y'inniFeg circle.
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recomm€nded by most members of the circle.3" He reasoned that, despite positive

efforts by community members within the sentencing process, he was bound by
precedent from the Mmitoba Court of Appeal which, for the offe,nses involved,35e

required a lengfhy period of incarceration. As a result, he agreed with submissions of

the Crown prosecutor md imposed a penitentiary term of three years.
Confusion exists over the extent of agreement required to constitute a circle
"consensus". Robin Ritter, in summarising the practice of circle sentencing in northem

Saskatchewm, equated consensus with unmi-ity.tuo "The Pelicm Narrows circle" snd

"the Smdy Bay circle" both supported this interpretation as all particlpmts appeared to
agree

with the conse,nsus.'ut However, the circle in Morinsdt was showed a "consensus

without r:nmimity" as the Crown prosecutor actively opposed the proposed

sente,nce.363

My Saskatchewm field work failed to identify my sentencing circle in which the
Crown (represented by a prosecutor or the RCMP) opposed the consensus reached by

"t K. Roil"ron, "Court Rejects Healing Circle Proposal" The l{innipeg Frce Prcss (ll January
82. The Crown prosecutor did not join the consensus.

1995)

"n Which included inces! indecent assaul! forcible confinement and possession of a weapon for a
purpose dangerous to the public peace.
360

Ritt€r, supm note 337 at

2.

36r

This assumes that all people u¡ho wished to speak to the ci¡cle actually did. At the Pelican Narrows
circle, in attempting to draw together a consensus, Judge Fafard asked if everyone was in agreement with the
dispositions zuggested by circle participants. It appeared that the participants in the ci¡cle were in agreement
although some members did not speak and thei¡ silence was taken a tacit approval of the suggested
consensus.
3o

t"

Supm note 346.

Ibid at 10. In delivering sentence, Milliken J. stated: "Finally, a consensus was reached with everyone
agreeing except the crown prosecutor uåo would not consider anything less than seven to nine ye¿¡s
imprisonment."
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other circle members.'uo This was partly the result of reluctmce by judges in
conducting circles against Crown opposition.3ó'

A more subtle question respecting the legal status of circle sentencing, is the
effect of comments made within the circle. ftsse¡rting by tape or court reporter is the
general practice

in Saskatchewm md the Yukon circles. This leaves open the

possibility of obtaining a trmscript. Stuart J. tn Mose,s'oo co--ented on whether the
sentencing circle should be recorded or trmscribed:

In some cases, there are good reasons to question why a trmscript is embracing
all circle discussions is necessary. Some aspects of the discussion may be best
excluded from the trmscript, or where the circle is closed to the public, the
trmscript retained in a confidential manner, available only if required by a
court of appeal .... The tradition of the circle - "what comes out in a circle,
stays in a circle" - runs counter to the justice tradition requiring both m open
court md trmscripts.36T

Lome Hagel, m active participant and supporter of healing md sentencing circles at

Hollow Water, advised that wisdom flowing from a ci¡cle is often regarded by

3s

Coustable Murray Bartley of Cumberland House did advise me that he was unhappy with the result
of a sentencing circle held for a young offender. However, it was not clear uihether he verbally opposed the
ci¡cle consensus at the sentencing circle. Inþrview with Cst. Murray Bartley (14 December 1994)
Cumberland House. A sentencing circle conducted April 19, 1995 at Sandy Bay, R. v. Beør (Sask. Prov.
Ct.), hereafter described as the "Sandy Bay circle," was a ci¡cle at which all participants, including the
RCMP, agreed with the consensus of a suspended sentence for an offender charged with spousal assault.
However, this sentence was subsequently appealed by the Crown. The offender, uiho had a lengtly record
violence, breached his probation shortly after the circle. Telephone discussion with Sid Robinson (21 July

of

1995).

by the RCMP, agreed with the
'6t Brerrrran intewiew, supm rrote 150. Although the Crown, represented
ci¡cle consensus at the Sandy Bay circle, this suspended sentence was subsequently appealed by Crovrm
prosecutors. In the Yukon, the agreement of the Crown also appears to be important as Hudson Jçgmmented in R. v. Lucas fl994l Y.J. No. 107 (QL) at 3 that "this was not a sentencing circle in the
cultural sense tlat has been adopted in other courts. but those are achieved some preparation and the
agreement of the prosecuting authorities. uåich was noi the case here."
tuu

Supm note

361

lbid at 368.

l.
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particþmts

as

privileged æd not to be repeated outside of the circle.368 As one of the

goals of circle sentencing is to promote reconciliation md healing between the

offender, viøim md local commgnity,tut cm Statements made in a circle be considered

by the court as evidence? In R. v. Johnson,37} McEachem C'J'B'C' viewed these

as

providing information which cæ md should be available to judges at sentencing'
information gathering is m objective of circle sentencing,"t how

cffi

If

ajudge totally

was)
disregard circle comme,nts? In R v. Gardiner,372 Dickson S.C.J. (as he then
comme,nted on the

informality of a sente,ncrng hearing md the need for a wide rmge

of information open to the court including "the fullest possible information conceming
the backgror¡nd of the accused

if

he is to

fit the se,ntence to the offender rather thm to

the crime.,'3?3 Although circle informality facilitates discussion md, he,nce, i¡formation
about offender and offence, some restriction on use of circle comments may be

appropriate, Ápecially with respect to those made by the victim. Ia C.5.,374 Scollin

t68

Interview with Lorne Hagel (23 January 1995) Winnipeg, Manitoba'

36e

St'art J. in Moses, supru note

I at 366-67

J.

stated:

publicly
Aboriginal people see value in avoiding confrontation and in refraining ûom speaking

restoration of
against each other. 1¡ ¿e¿ling with conflic! emphasis is placed on reconciliatio¡' the
the potential
has
circle
....
The
conflict
generating
pressures
harmony and the removal ofl¡nderlying
less
confrontational,
a
less
created
to
and
values,
to
aboriginal
to accord greater recognition
processing
conflict.
of
adversarial means

"o (lgg4),24 w.c.B. (2d) l14 (Yuk.Ter. c.A.).
3?1

'12

As suggested by Miltilen J. in Morin, supm note 346'

7l9lz¡,68 c.c.c. (2d) 477 (s.c.c.) at 514.

313

lbid at 514.

31a

Supm note 335.
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ci.ttícizedthe Crown for referring to comments made by victims during 1þs \ryinnipeg

circle suggesting it was r¡nfair, gt,nen the healing nature of the circle, to quote such
statements

in the context of aggravation of

sentence.

5.2.4 ()iû:ria for Clrcle Sentencing:

Circle sentencing requires considerable expenditure of court time md resources.

In R. v. Johnson,"'Finch J.A. of the Yukon Court of Appeal expressed concem over

m

absence

of criteria guiding selection of circle sentelrcing

cases:

Sentencing circles [as] employed in this case took far longer thm the
sentencing process prescribed in the Criminal Code æ.d it was apparent that
this process could not be used in every case .... If judges proposed to use
sentencing circles, they should establish md publish rules so that the Crown
and the accused would know the kinds of cases to o-e tried in that way æd
what to expect .... It would be wrong if judges of the court should follow
different procedures on such a common question as se,nte,ncing.376

Time limitations may be a significmt restriction on use of circle sentencing. The

Pelicm Narrows circle lasted approximately two hours. The entire court parlry had
flown f¡om La Ronge soleþ for this sentencing. "The Winnipeg circle" lasted nine
hou¡s.377

During the circles involved in this study, no sentencing circle took less thm

two hours. With heavy court schedules in mæy rural md norlhem court points,"t time

"t Sup* note 370.
3?6

TTis passage taken from the Quick Law summary.

,tt prior to the WinniFeg circle, the Director of Court Operations

expressed to me his concem about the

amount of time required for sentencing circles.

,tt Bartley interview, supm Íole 364. A recent court docket day included 22 accused persons appearing
House'
before the court on â total ;f 35 charges. This docket was only considered moderate in Cumberland
set.
been
On trial days, as many as 5 to 6 trials have
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requirements

will necessitate selective use of circle sente,ncing'37e

Fafard p.C.J. in ,R. v. Joseyounen3so set out the following criteria goveming
selection of cases for circle sente,ncing:
1. The accused must agree to be referred to the sentencing circle.

2. Th.e accused must have deep roots in the commr¡rity in which the circle is
held md from which the participants are drawn'
3. There are elders or respected non-political community leaders willing to
particþate.

4. Th.evictim is willing to participate
pressure in so agreeing.

and has been subjected to

no coercion or

5. The court should try to determine before hæd, as best ít carr., if the victim is
subject to battered womm's syndrome. If she is, then she should have
cognselling and be accompanied by a support team in the circle.
6. Disputed facts have bee,n resolved in advæce.

7. Th,e

case is one which a court would be

willing to take a calculated risk md

depart from the usual ræge of sente,nciog."t

In

-R.

v. Cheekinew"', Grotsky

J. listed the

following criteria:

In my view, depending always on society's need for protection , md having
regard for the need for prmishment, general md specific deterre,nce, ard the
offender's own reformation æd rehabilitation; where, as here, the offender
seeks the intervention of a "sente,ncing circle" for the purpose of sentencing
advice and assistmce to the presirting judge, tllen. at the very least, the offender
should be:

a. afít md proper cmdidate therefor, inclucling, in the particglar

"t

This assumes no substantial increase in court resources and available court time.

380

(March 15, 1995) Wollaston Lake (Sask. Prov. Ct.) [unreported]'

tt' Ibid at 5-10.
3æ

11993¡, 80 C.C.C. (3d) 143 (Sask. Q.B.).
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circumstmces, eligible for either a suspended sentence; or an
intermigent sentence; or a short term of imprisonme,nt, coupled in either
case with m 4propriate term of probation on terms realistically
adequate for the particular pu4)ose;

CLEARLY: If the trial judge is, following conviction of the øccused, oJ
the view, on the whole of the evidence that the offendermust receive a
punitive term of imprisonment of two yeaß or more, then, as such a
sentence cØrnot, by virtue of the provisions of s. 737 of the Criminal
Code, be coupled with a probation order, a submission should not, in
these circumstØtces, be heard for the establishment of a sentencing ...
circle. [emphasis in original]
b. genuinely contrite with respect to the offence of which he stands
convicted md faces sentencing;
c. supported in the request for the establishment of a sentencing circle
by the offender's own community willing to particþate in the sentencing
circle process md to make meaningful sentencing recomme,ndations. As
well, to assume responsibilrty for the supervision md enforcement of the
terms of the probation order including the reporting of æ.y breach of the
terms thereof. ...
d. a person honestly interested in tuming his or her life around with the
assistmce md supervision of his or her "community".
The noted requirements are not intended to be m exhaustive list. Rather,
merely demonstrative of some of the basic requireme,nts, in my view for the
court's consideration of the request for the establishment of a sentencing circle
or other like tribunal.383

Although not limiting the application of circle sentencing to this extent, Milliken J. in

383

Ib 'd at 149-150. As suggested by Grotsþ J., the ability of a court to impose a probation order may
limit the usefulness of a sentencing circle. However, except in obvious cases such as homicide, the broad
disc¡etion open to a sentencing judge makes pre-determination of sentence length dificult' See Quigley,
supm rrote 165 at 290 u¿here the author argued:

during the process
[Tlhese restrictions lfrom Cheekinew'l put the cart before the horse. It is only
itself that it can be leamed uihether the offenders remorseñ¡l and motivated to change, n¡hether the
community is willing to provide the necessaria and" perhaps most fundamentally, u¡hat is the
appropriate sentence itselffor this offender'
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Morin3sa æd

Dutil

J.

in R. v. Aluka,385 viewed as prerequisite a desire for

rehabilitation by the offender md a community prepared to provide offender assistæce
æ.d support during md after sentencing.

An altemative to court-directed selection cnteria is protocol negotiation
between communities md the provincial de,partments of justice. One example is the

Protocol of the Katapamisuak Society at the Pomdmaker Cree Nation in
Saskatchewan,3E6

which appeared to incorporate the northem judges' criteria (above)

and which established a local Justice Committee to screen sente,ncing circle requests

from my person or agericy, including the accused, RCMP, Cro'¡m md defence counsel
md judge. Another example is the Protocol for Mmitoba Department of Justice
Support for the Community Approach of the Hollow Water Çsmmunity Holistic Circle

Healing at the Hollow Water First Nation in Manitoba.3Et Although not specifically
dealing with circle sentencing criteria, this protocol does establish guidelines for

Crown consideration of community-based sentences for sex abusers. The protocol has
facilitated the introduction of circle se,ntencing at Hollow Water.

t* Sup*

note 346 at 152.

t8t

Supm note 349 at 735-738.

386

NoÍh Battlefor{ 1993.

"t

See Appendix D.

See

Appendix C.
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5.2.5 Appropriaúeness of Circle Senêncing for Offenses Involving Domestic Violence:
Sentencing circles have been used to consider a wide range of offenses

including assault causing bodily

harm,3Es

robbery with violence,"' sexual assault,"o

spousal assault,3el impaired driving causing death,3e2 theft over $10003e3 æd arson3eo'

This list, although not exhaustive, does indicate the serious nature of some offe'nses
which have been considered. Atthougb personal circumstances of æ offender are m
refer
element considered in sentencing, appellate guidelines may restrict the decision to
some offe,nses to a sente,ncing circle.3e5 Specifically, recognition of starting point
sente,nces

for such offenses

as sexual assault"u may hinder usage

of circle

se'ntencing

in specific jurisdictions. As Stuart J. tn Moses recognízed,"t th" "circle may not be

ttt R. v. Webb (22 July 1992), Whitehorse T.c. 9l-03332 (Yuk. Ter. Ct.) [unpublished] and.R. v.
Chøieboy, [1993] B.C.D. Crim. Sent. 7100-06 @.C. Prov' Ct')'
ße

Morin, supm note 346.

3e0

judge did not accept
D.N., supm note 319 and C.5., supm note 319 (although, in the latter case, the

the recommendation Êom the Winnipeg circle).
3et

Naappaluk, supm note 209.

te R. v. Rope

(ll

January 1995), Regina Q.B.C.N.J. 10/94 (Sask' Q'B')'

3e3

Thomas, supra note 4.

3ea

Alukø, zupra note 349.

,ot see R. v. John
stressed the effect of appellate
[1995] A.J. #98 (eL) (Alta. c.A.) at 6 u¿here Cote J.A.
a sentencing judge binds him
binds
ci¡cle:
judge
"What
a
sentencing
on
and
sentencing guidelines both on a
sentencing
or her with or without such community invoþement. We think that if one wants to regard the
bound".
is
also
it
body,
sentencing
the
a
being
as
body
circle or some similar
,et

(3d)
An approach established by the Alberta Court of Appeal in .R. v. Sandercock (1985), 22 C'C'C'

79 (Alta. c.A.).
3e'

Supru note ?.
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æpropriate for all crimes
Power imbalmces between offender md victim offenses involving domestic
violence necessitate caution in selection of cases for circle se,ntencing. Feminist
scholars in particular question the qplication of mediation to cases involving wife
abuse

md, given the ubiquity of domestic violence, mediation in criminal offenses is

also problematic. Martha Shaffer argued historical power imbalmces are not easily
overcome in mediation:
Since e4perts estimate that one in three women is battered by her spouse, the
problem of mediating domestic viole,nce cases is not insignificmt. It is difficult
to imagine a situation in which the power imbalance betwee,n the spouses is
more pronounced md the potential conseque,nces of mediation more disastrous.
It is grossly unrealistic to assume that women who have been subjected to a
pattem of repeated abuse will suddenly be able to face their abuser.3ee

Fafard P.C.J. indicated that he was hesitant to take on such cases before a sentencing
circle.ooo Rupért Ross commented that, because

tnt

of the power imbalance between

appeal hearing in Morin, supm note 346, Sherstibitoff J.A. questioned defence
counsel on vr¡hat possible role a sentencing circle could play if the case before the court was such that a
penitentiary sentence was unavoidable, as the court could not impose a probation order. However, Fafard
P.C.J. in Joseyounen, supm note 380 at 10, despite his position that a penitentiary t€rm was unavoidable for
the offender, directed formation of a sentencing circle as a way of healing the hurt done by the offender, of
insuring 1¡¿1 this would not happen again and of making parole condition suggestions for the Parole Board.
Also see Strurrt C¡rcIe into Squarc System, supm note 343 at 16 u¡here the author described the recent
experience within Yukon communities: "Communities do not reject cases on the basis of the crimes

lbid at 370. At the

çemmitted. Minor offenses such as drinking underage to serious, indictable offenses including attempt
murder and sexual assaults have been heard Ci¡cle Sentencing."
3et

See

M. Shaffer, "Divorce Mediation: A Feminist Perspective" (1988) 46:l U.T Fac. L. Rev.

162 at

L82.

Fafa.d September inten¡iew, supm note 327 . IurLdeed, the criteria established by the northern
Saskatchewan judges, although not specifically excluding cases of domestic violence, does identiff the
the ci¡cle
',battered woman syndrome" and requires ssuaselling and support for such a victim within
sentencing process. The Sandy Bay circle invotved a charge of spousal assault with an aPparent history of
battering by the offender. Most people in the ci¡cle were friends or relatives of the offender. However,
support was extended to the victim uiho had played a major role in organizing the ci¡cle. This case, which
000

resulted in a suspended sentence, has been appealed by the Crown.
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offender md victim in a situation of ongoing domestic physical or sexual abuse, it
may be inappropriate to conduct a sentencing circle in the conve,ntional fashion, in

which offender, viøim

6d

ssmmunity members are brought together on a single

occasion without previously identifying md addressing power imbalæ'ces.oot Mary

Cmkovich expressed concems about power imbalæces at the circle in Naøppølukag2:
Aside from the fact that the se,ntence was based on a proposal prese,nted by the
accused, the victim could hardly, in her position, oppose such a proposal or
complain that it was not working. Again to suggest that her attendæce for
cognselling] would kee,p the accused honest, demonstrates, in the author's view,
the judge's misunderstmding of the life circumstmces of this woman as a
victim of violence. How could this womæ speak out against her husbmd?
How could she speak out againsf the mayor [md] ... others in her community
judge really believe she would
[who attended the sentencing circle]? Did the
speak out based on the history of this case to date. The victim's actions or lack
thereof during the circle, demonstrated the degree of fear md deference paid to

her spouse.oo'

If

domestic assault cases are dealt with in a sente,lrcing circle, judges must ensure, to

the extent possible, protection of the victim within the process. Unfortr¡nately' such
protection is short lived as the court party leaves each community after court making
community-b ased supp ort essential for victims'

oot

o0o

Intewiew by telephone with Rupert Ross (4 January 1995)'

Supm note 209. As a result of the circle, the offender, charged with spousal assault was directed to
take counselling with his wife.
am

403

crnkovich, supm note 355.

Caution respecting ofîendevtictim power imbalances, in the context of a request ¡s¡ ¿ çsmmunity(General Division)
based sentencing hearing, was also expressed by Stach J. of the Ontario Court of Justice
and had
community
this
from
outcast
an
become
had
victim
in R v. A.F. llg94lo.J. #2865 (eL) at 3. The
comment:
to
Lordship
His
leading
disclosure
moved to southern Ontario after her
aø

active
The success of a community-based sentencing approach depends very much upon the
participation of and sincers çemmitment of each participant. ... So too, uihere the nature of the
crime bespeaks an imbalance of power as between the victim and the offender, great care ought to

ilt
The community approach to victim support practised at Hollow Water
demonstrates both recognition of æd compensation for power imbalmces between

offenders md victims in sexual assault cases. The offender md victim each have
sE)arate support teams md are not brought together until such time as they cm face
each other on

m

equal footing.a05 If a sente,ncing circle is heldao6 the

viøim is

encouraged, but not required, to attend. Each victim has a specific worker with them

for

support.aoT Consideration

of the Hollow Water approach, which

addresses

offender/victim.power imbalances prior to sentencing, brings into question the
appropriateness of circle sentencing for cases involving domestic viole,nce without

prior intervention.aos

In contrast to domestic

assault cases, a sente,ncing circle may be beneficial,

without prior interve,ntion, to a victim who is not well acquainted with the offender.ooe

be taken.... The perspective of the accuse{ the convenience of witnesses and the perspective of the
community are not the only considerations. The rights of the public, the perspective of the victim,
and the Courfs duty to ascertain the truth are all competing and sometime competing
considerations. In cases of sexual assault, for example, an imbalance of power as between the
offender and the victim is commonplace. Where the imbalance is not offset by some other visible
community support for the victim, the logic of a community-based sentencing hearing is dissipated'
oot

Ross interview, supm note 4oI.

As has happened twice at Hollow Water since negotiation of the protocol in 1991. A total of five
offenders were sentenced in these sentencing ci¡cles.
ao6

40t

Sinclai¡ interview, supm note 73.

The approach at Hollow Water is predicated on lengthy adjounrments of sentencing by the trial court.
There is a protocol in effect between the Manitoba Department of Justice and Hollow Water that recoqnizes
the propriety of such adjournments for completion of tle healing program. However, it should be noted that
the Alberta Court of Appeal in R v. A .B .C.(1991), I20 A.R. 10ó (Altâ. C.A.) rejected the practice of lengthy
adjoumments for treatment making the Hollow Water approach unlikely to be accepted in Alberta.
aos

aoe

Ross intewiew, supm note 2.

tt2
In Morin,ar0 the victim had never met the offender prior to the offence. The sentencing
circle appears to have allowed her to confront her assailmt while "putting a humm
face" to him. At the circle, she directly challenged the offender Ivm Morin:

Morin's victim, [a] university student ... , said she didn't hate Morin md
didn't qppear looking for revenge.
"I did not come here out of vindictiveness md I have no mger towards
you. I came here to challenge you in your actions."
[The victim] said what she and the rest of the commurity wmted was a
commitment from Morin to break his cycle of crime.
"I need a commitment from you to better yourself. It cm't come from
myone else here," [the victim] said.atr
She also attained insight the offender's personal situation and problems.ott Although

reconciliation betwee,n parties to the offence may occur during a se,ntencing circle,
offenses involving historical power imbalmces betwee,n offqrders md victims require
caution

in ensuring these are identified and

5.2.6 Detenence

addressed

prior to ci¡cle commencement.

in Clrcle Sentencing:

A goal of se,ntencing in Anglo-Canadian law is specific md general
deterre,nce.4r3

o'o

Sup* note

arr J.

o"

I3:l

Although incarceration has been a predominant mems of encouraging

401.

Campbe[ "Morin Says Sentence Was Just" New Brced Magazine QvÍay 1993)3 at4.

M. Miller, "Forgiveness Replaces Blame: Sentencing Circle Experiment in Saskatoon" (1993)
St. Thomas Morc College Newsletter 4 at 5:
See

With regard to Ivan, [she] indicated that he was a very intelligent man, that he had worked as a
reporter for a newspaper. She also indicates that he appeared remorsefi¡I. She also perceived that he
resented authority and feared a u¡hite court. It was very apparent that he had a serious problem with
alcohol; during the period of time in his life u¿hen he was attending AA and not drinking, he had
been successfr¡l productive and happy.
at3

Morissette, supm note 255 at 310-31l.
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deterre,nce

within the prevailing system, Stuart J. in

community-based options also deter crime:

.R

v.

Washpøtata

co--ented that

:

severe sentence is not the only punitive smction that serves to acåieve
general deterre,nce. Other forms of punishment, either in lieu of jail or in
addition to jail, depending upon the crime, offender md community, may be as
effective in achieving general deterrence md at 1þe same time be less disruptive
of other sentencing objectives.ats

A

Comm-unity members at Hollow Water argued that deterrence of sexual offenses could

be accomplished without jail. Jail reinforces silence md promotes the cycle of
violence:

The legal system's use of incarceration under the guise of specific md general
deterre,nce also seems, to us, to be ineffective in breaking the cycle of viole,nce.
Victimization has become so much a part of who we are, as a people æd a
community, that the threat of jail simply does not deter offending behaviour.
\tfhat the threat of incarceration does so is keep people from coming forward
md taking responsibility for the hurt they are causing. It reinforces the sile,nce
æd therefore promotes, rather thm breaks, the cycle of viole,nce that exists. In
reality, rather thm making the community a safer place, the threat of jail places
the community more at risk ....016
The impact of the mere presence of community members on offenders also
promotes deterre,nce.ott In -R. v. D.N.,arB Stuart J. commented that: "[A]s my offender
who has been through a [Sentencing] Circle and commr¡nity rehabilitation sente,nce

o'o

¡19941Y.J. No. 47 (QL) (Yuk. Ter. ct.).

a'5

lbid at3.

çsmmunity Holistic Circle Healing Assessment Team, C.H.C.H. Position on Incarcemfioz (Ilollow
Water, Manitoba 1993) [unpublished] at 2-4.
ar6

ott

R. v. Genaille (1982),8 W.C.B. 197 (Sask. C.A.) uihere the cour! althouq,h not considering
arrived
at through a sentencing circle, commented that the offender would be returning to his
sentence
Indian community who would continue to remind him of the offence.
o'"

See

Supm note 319.

a

ll4
will

attest,

jail is a shorter, less demmding md less traumatic

se,ntence".ole The

deterrent effect of circle sentencing was described by Greg Bragstad, a Smdy Bay mæ

who had particþated in a number of circles:
That was the decision of the sentencing circle, md that was the community that
decided that. And so it has stopped two people from doing crime because of it'
... They [the two young offenders sentenced in the circle] haven't been in court
since so that tells me they're not doing mything .... I think [the sentencing
circlel gave them time to think about what they did md it gave them the
message that the community is not going to tolerate it æd, ageìn, that gives the
community some ownership - rather thm just having a judge fly in md you go
to jail, you do this, you do that.o2o
gþaming is a key element in the success of the circle as deterrent. John

Braithwaite argued that the most effective way to deter crime in a community was
through æ. orgnized form of sheming by the local community while at the same time
reintegrating offenders into the commu¡rity.o" The police agfee. Constable Brim
Bre,nnm, m RCMP officer stationed in Smdy Bay md involved in a number of
sentencing circles, stated:

lot more ...stmding ... before his commurity
ad ¿rrmit[ing] he was wrong æd e4plain[ing] why he did it thæ to stand
before a strmger. It's easier to stmd before a strmger for four or five minutes
while the judge sentences you and be done with it than to sit for m hour or
two or maybe three md have a number of people ct'rticíze your character md
your actions md you have to try md defend yourself.o"

[I]t really confronts the accused

a

Althougb judicial disagreement exists on how specific md general deterrence cm best

o"

Ibid

"t3r.

a20

Bragstad interview, supm note 156.

a2r

J. Braithwaite, Crime, Shame and Reintegmtion (Cambridge: University Press, 1989) at 54-6&

az Bretrtran interview, supm

tote 150.

ll5
be accomplished, judges such as Stuart in the Yukon md Fafard in Saskatchewm are
recognising the power of local Aboriginal communities to deter sriminal behaviour.

Working within the prevailing legal system, such judges are using judicial discretion in
selrtencing to "tap into" local systems of social control through circle sentencing md

the three other community particrpation models which are discussed in the ¡smainder

of this chapter.

5.3 The Elders' or Community Sentencing Panel
Direct consultation with cotn-trnity members at sentencing was advocated by
the Law Reform Commission of Cmada

n

1974:

values
[O]ne way of maintaining contact with the community md its sense of
judge
assist in
to
the
with
is to have individual citizens from the semmunity sit
the disposition md sentence. Cor¡ntries such as Denmark have used this devise
for yeârs æd while judges may not be enthusiastic about such a procedt[e, the
community, at least. welcomes the opportunity to patticþate'4z3

h

1991, the Commission developed this theme in æ Aboriginal context:

or other respected members of the community) ought to
be permitted by express statutory provision to sit with a judge to advise on
appropriate se,nte,nces .... Their duties would include consulting those involved
md recomnrending m appropriate disposition to the judge. Similar pfogrâms
already exist or are being created in some communities. The advisors '
recommendations may differ from the rmge of sentences established by case
law, or may be contrary to general court of æpeal jwisprudence. We see no
real difficulty in this; indeed, it is because suc,h guidelines are on occasion
inappropriatð to Aboriginal communities that we make this recomme,ndation.a2a
[L]ay

assessors (Elders

o"

L^* Reform Commission of Canade The Principles of Sentencing and Dispostions (Il ot*ing Paper
(1974) at 29 as cited in S. Zimmerman, "The Revofuing Door of Despair: Aboriginal Involvement in
3)
No.
the Criminal Justice System", (lgg}) U.B.C. Law Rev. Special Rlition: Aboriginal Justice 367 a1386'
eo Law Reform Commission of Canada" Repoú on Aboriginal Peoples, supm note 132 at 36-37

'
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The Commission saw no legal impediment to community consultation during
sentencing.a25

An Elders' sentencing pmel was introduced at Christim Islæd in Northem

n

Ontario

1973. The court involved

offenders.a26

two Elders in the sente,ncing of young

This was the court's response to local community concenns about

increased youth crime md to the 4parent alienation, estrmgement md distmce
betwee,n

this community md both the

cottrta'7

md probation services.ott Michael

Jackson described this initiative:

The key feature of the program involves holding juvenile court at Christim
Islmd md having two native lay assessors sit on the bench with the judge.
Their role is to advise the judge of m appropriate sentence. When the
progrzmme first begæ n lg73 the Band Council selected six men æd six
wome,n from the community as a panel. Whenever Court is held on the Islmd,
two of the twelve advisors who are not related to the accused are seleeted ....
The lay assessors do not take part in the adjudication of the guilt of the
accused juvenile but after a finding or plea of guilty, the sentence is given by
two lay assessors who consult with the duty counsel, the police, the probation
officer, the accused md the accuseds parents. The judge is not involved in this
decision-making process. Once a decision is reached, Judge Golden is informed
so that he may formally announce the decision accorriing to law. Although
Golden retains the right to alter a disposition re,ndered by the advisors, there

ott

Al.o see liminerman, supm nots 423 at 386 uihere the author

observed:

While no policy or law allows lây assessors, none forbids them either, and certain judges have
taken the initiative of instituting such practices tlemselves. The formal use of lay assessors is itself
not without precedent. The use of Aboriginal Elders or other community members presents no legal
obstacle, would greatþ assist non-Aboriginal judges in determining appropriate sentences and
would go at least some way toward alleviating the perception widely held in Aboriginal
eqmmunities that judges are ignorant of and insensitive to the ci¡cumstances and needs of
Aboriginal offenders.
o'u

Jackson, "Locking Up Natives", supm note 179 at 273'276.

Which travelled to Christian Island from Middleton, separated by a twenty minute boat ride
mile drive from the community.
o2t

a28

The probation officer was a non'native resident of Middleton.

anid'

a 20

tt7
has been no occasion in which he has ever done this. It was Judge Golden's
view that the penalties imposed upon juve,niles are viewed by the native
community as being decided entirely by their own people.o'e

This approach was recently introduced at court in Waywayseecappo, Mmitoba. The
Elders' Advisory Council sat with the judge in court md provided advice during
sentencing. Court was conducted

in a circle format with other particþmts including

police, defence æd Crown cor¡nsel md the local probation officer. The Elders
provided the judge with information on eacih offender md advice on sentence. Further
discussion of this initiative is contained in Chapter Six.

Recent sente,ncing practices at Pukatawagan, Mæitoba are similar to the Elder's
se,nte,ncing panel although

thm

involving members of the local Justice Committee rather

Elder.oto Judges sitting

in Pukatawagan court have consulted directly with

these

members. This consultation provides more information to the court about both offender

md

offe,nce

thm is usually obtainable through counsel.

Judges have also attempted to

verify defence cor¡nsel claims about purported offender rehabilitation by consulting
o"

Jackson, "Locking Up Natives," supm note 179 at 274. Also see Ross, Dancing ll ¡th a Ghost, supm
note 131 at 167 uåere Rupert Ross described the role of Elders in the sentencing process at the Sandy Lake

reserve in northwestern Ontario:
Those th¡ee Elders have been sitting with the court since June of 1991. As I mentioned earlier, we
place a long trestle tables in such a way that they form a large square. The judge, his clerk and his
reporter occupy one side ofthe square. To his right are the Elders and an interpreter. Directþ
across from the judge is uÀere the defence lawyers, offenders and their families sit togetler with
probation officers and others uiho may wish to address the court. The fourth part of the square is
occupied by the Croum Attomey and those police officers involved in the cases at hand. ... If a
conviction is entered, the next question is the sentence thought to be rnost appropriate. It is at this
point that the Elders have an opportunity to speak to the accused and family members, and to make
recommendations about the sentence they believe will be most productive from a community
perspective. The Elders bring to tle court their knowledge of the accused and his or her family
ci¡cumstances, and their appreciation of the speciñc events that might have contributed to the
commission of the offence.

Dalnyn interview, supm note 342. Tl¡e Justice Commiftss invoþes a mixture of Elders and younger
community members.
a30
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fustice Committee members. This approach, while allowing the court to access more
information, may impede attempts at reconciliation among the offender, victim æ.d

co--unity by stressing the role of Justice Committee members

as witnesses

of

offender behaviour rather thm resources for the healing md support of the offe,nder.o3t

Although the practices of community sentencing consultation in court vary
between jurisdictions, judges md courts, all approaches appear to bestow a distinct
status upon Elders

When acting in

or other ssmmudty representatives within the se,ntencing process.

m advisory

capacity to the court, the Elders assume a quasi judicial

role simitar to that of the lay assessor.o"

5.4 The Sentence Advisory Committee
O'Regan J., tn Rich

(#l)ttt, commented that information available through a

sentencing circle involving a judge could also be obtained by "hearing the results of

the consensus of the commr¡nity from their own se,nte,ncing circle with the accused æd
without the complainmt md the judge." This practice has been employed in

o"

Alro see S. Yaeger, "Circle Sentencing Programs Give Yukon Indian Bands an Alternative to
Traditional Legal System", The Lawyets ll eekly (l October 1993) 12 which described a similar approach to
the Elders Sentencing Panel being used in some Yukon communities. Lilles C.J. of the Territorial Court of
Yukon, inR. v. J.A.P. supm note 318 at2 stated that one of the submissions he considered in arriving at an
appropriate sentence included "evidence and representations by Chief David Keenan, Chief of Teslin
Tlingits, representing tle five clan leaders, 11e flingit Council and the community recommending a
community based disposition instead of incarceration." Also see R. v. Jules fl993l Y.J. No. 236 (QL) (Yuk.
Ter.Ct.) uåere Lilles C.J. commented, in passing sentence on an offender at Teslin, "Tltis is a sentence
u¡hich has been developed by hearing from a number sf çemmunity members and clan leaders sitting in a
circle."
ot'
433

Thes" were used in British admiraþ courts. See Ziramerfraû5 supm note 423 at 386.
Supm note 329 at 299.

It9
Cr¡mberlmd House, Smdy Bay md Pelicm Narrows, Saskatchewm where presiding
judges have refereed cases to a local committee seeking a recomme,ndation on
sentence. The committeeo3o met

with offenders (and sometimes viøims) before

reaching a recomme,trdation. At Pelicm Narrows, Judge Fafard begm referring cases to
the local sentence advisory committee in the spring

of

1994. The Peter Balætyne

bmd

actively supported ssmmmity particþation by rypointing members to the
committee.ot' This advisory process was described by committee ç6-s¡clinator Derek
Custer:

Yes, in most cases the judge prefers that we talk with the accused as well as
the victim prior to the date of the court, the court date. So what I do is I
gather up the committee people and we sit down with the accused as well as
the victim, if he or she is willing to sit down with us, æd then we make
recommendations. Now once this happens, we write down the
recomme,ndations, type them up, md then I approach the judge. And during
that date of the court, I give the recommendations to the judge. He looks at
them and approves them. Once they're æproved then the accused will have to
follow what we reco--e,nded.ot'

He explained the specific procedure followed whe,n meeting with offenders:
The procedure we follow is, we start off, I start off with giving the date when
we're supposed to meet md I talk to the committee æd they agree, that's prior
to the court date. And we meet at a certain date, maybe a couple days before
the court date, or a week, depending on who's available in the committee. And
then when we proceed with that, with the circle, we start out with a prayer md
the,n everything is read aloud to the semmittes, what the offence is. And as
well we ask the offe,nder, if he really firlly understmds the reasoning for the
se,nte,ncing circle. Some do md some don't. But during our, when we get
together, we explain to the offender what happens in the circle. See this is
their opportunity to ttm their lives around instead of getting into trouble all the

as

Described by its participants as the "sentencing circle committee" in all three locations.

a35

Fafard December interview, supm note 8.

a36

Interview with Derek Custer (16 November 1995) Pelican Narrows, Saskatchewan.
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time, this is the time to you know, reflect back on what's happened to their
lives æ.d people are caring md they're trying to heþ. And we explain this to
every offender that comes to the circle, md then we proceed to give proper
recommendations for that offender, md to follow through, md as well make
sure they agree with what we've recommended, if they're willing to do it. And
once they aglee, the,n everything is q¡ped up, the recommendations, æd then
the judge will look at them.a37
The se,ntence advisory process is in its infancy in these Saskatchewm
communities. Despite his waming that "it may be too early" to draw my conclusions

from the commu¡rity se,ntencing initiatives,a" Judge Fafard suggested that belief in the
effectiveness of process itself was a deter¡ent:

[Y]ou could say that in Pelicm Narrows, ... because our case load there
fiminished fairly dramatically since we've started doing sente,ncing circles
maybe you could conclude from that that its having an impact on actual crime.
Because it may be, ... if people believe that the system sf ¿dministration of
justice that supervises them ... is functioning for them md by them in their own
best interests, that they're less likely to go against it.43e
According to Judge Fafard, the committee at Pelican Narrows tends to be more
demmrling, md stricter in their recommendations respecting probation otders, thm he
would himself

be.ooo

T'he "sente,ncing circle committee" at Ctrmberlmd House served two functions:
sentence advisory

December

Two

ot'

md mediation/diversion. Dr:ring my visit to Cumberlæd House

12,lgg4,I

was given permission by the committee to attend their meeting'

cases were considered

in the committee's sentencing advisory capacity. In

Ibid.

a38

Fafard November discussion, supm tote 24.

a3e

Fafard December interview, supm note 8.

a0 Fafard September inærview, supm note 327.

each

l2l
case, the committee met

with the offenders md attempted to reach a consensus on

a

sentence recomm endation.aal

As of spring, 1995, the sentence advisory process in northem Saskatchewm
was in the initial stages of development. Although conclusions on overall impact

would have

bee,n premature,

it initially

æpears to have alleviated time pressures on the

court, in contrast to lengthy sentencing circles, while at the same time facilitating

rnput A further consideration of this pproach is contained in

co--unity

sente,ncing

case studies

of Sandy Bay, Cumberlmd House and Pelican Narrows (Chapter Six) md

in my findings from this study (Chapter

Seven).

5.5 The Community Mediation Committee
Although not concemed with the imposition of a crimin¿l sentence, mediation
does provide

for the disposition æd resolution of criminal actions by adults md youths

diverted from the court system .442 The goals of mediation are varied. Michael Jackson

*t

On" case involved an 18 year old offender charged with assault. Prior to the offender entering the
meeting room, the committee considered the ci¡cumstances of the assault provided by the police (a drunken

pafi) and developed a tentative recommendation. As the offender had no
criminal record" the police had recommended a suspended sentence with probation. The committee decided
on a one year probation order requiring her to abstain from alcohol consumption, take alcohol ç6¡asslling
and apologize to the victim. The offender did not agree. She emphasized that her friend had received only
six months probation for a similar offence. A struggle ensued back and forth as the committee attempted to
convince the offender she should agree with the recommendation uåile the offender tried to convince the
committee to reduce the recommended probationary period to six months. Eventually, the committee
members came to the unanimous conclusion that the offender could either agree with their recommendation
or have the charge referred back to the court without ¡sçqmmendation (in which case the offender could
"take her chances with the judge"). The offender then agreed with the recommendations and the matter was
finalized pending appearance before thejudge on the next court date.
assault on one of her friends at a

Conducted outside of court this process is sanctioned for young persons by s. 4 of the I oung
Act ando althougû not specifically mentioned rn the Cr¡m¡nal Code, such programs for adults
have been accepted within the prevailing justice system. However, Bill C-41, awaiting Royal proclamation
as of July 24, Igg5, proposes to formalize recognition of this process, called "Alternate Measures" in ss.
42

Offenden
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described the objectives of

Level, Alberta

(l)

in

m Aboriginal diversion progrâm which operated in High

1981 ut ¡s[uding:

short circuiting the law breaking-incarceration cycles of native offenders;

(2) giving native people a better understmding of the crimin¿l justice system;
(3) increasing community participation in md "or¡mership" of the criminal
justice system md
(4) minimizing the penetration of native people into the s¡lminal justice
system.aa3

With these objectives i1 mind, advocates of criminal mediation have suggested local
commr¡nities are well equipped to achieve resolution of mmy disputes previously
hæ.dled by the court system.In 1g75,the Law Reform Commission of Cmada
discussed the advantages

of this community participation in mediation:

The continuing interest in diversion is fed by mmy sources. There is a growing
disappointment with m over-relimce on the criminal law as a mems of dealing
with a multitude of social problems. At the same time we realize [that]
rehabilitation does not provide a full mswer to the problem of crime.
Increasingly, it has recognised that crime has social roots æ.d sentencing
policies must take into account not only the offender but the community md
the victim as well .... The general peace of the commrmity may be strengthened
more through a reconciliation of the offender and victim [thm] through their
polarization in ar adversary trial .... Diversion encourages the cornmr¡nity to
participate in supporting the criminal justice system to the degree that was not
always possible under the trial model. Professionals, pafa-professionals, exoffenders md ordìnary citizens are encouraged to join the delivery of services
to the crimin¿l justice system, for the diversion progrâm rests upon a
community base.ooo

717-717.4.
43

*

Jackson, rllseking Up Natives", supm note 179 al 277.

Law Reform Commission of Canada Studies on Divenion, working psPer no- 7 (1975) as cited in M.
Jackson, ',In Search of Pathways to Justice: Alternative Dispute Resolution in Aboriginal Communities"
(1992) U.B.C. Law Rev. Special EÅ. 147 at 178.
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In æ Aborig,inal context, the relationship

betwee,n the community,

victim md offender

within the mediation process was explained by Donald McKay Jr. of Cumberlmd
House:

So we bring these two people face to face md ask them why'd you do it, for
what reason, md the,n we get them started talking to eacå other æd say, the
accused cm say well how cm I pay you back, what cm I do for you, you
know? Maybe I cm work for you for if it's 100 hours, right now in winter
time, shovelling snow or chopping wood, or my kind of liule chores aror¡nd
the house, you know, just as a kind of form of restitution, instead of paying
back money all the time? Sometimes people bust a window or kick a door
down or something like that. Well maybe that person cm you know, put some
money in by replacing a window or doo¡ md that type of thing, but that's the
biggest thing I have with these community circles. We know the people that's
been victimized æ,d we also know the people charged, and I just think it's a
whole community healing process. We know them better than the court
systems.aa5

In addition to promoting offender/victim reconciliation md compensation, local
mediation committees also focus on changing offender behaviour. Cyril Roy,
Chairperson of the Cumberlmd House Sentørcing Circle Committee, believed

interaction betwee,n his committee md offenders promoted a chmge in their
behaviour.oo6

Mediation is the only model of community participation considered in this

*t

McKay interview, supm aote 320.

*t Roy intewiew,

supm rlote 322. Similarly, RCMP Constable Murray Bartley of Cumberland House, in
an interview on December 14, !994, commented on the deterrent effects of the mediation process on
offenders ( although he questioned rryhettrer victim restitution was always possible):

[Mlany of these offenses are so minor, there's really no victim. And to order [monetary] restitution
is impossible and I think ifs a lot more diffoult to face a group of people in your communit¡r such
as elders, ... anq if there is a victim, people youVe actually victimized" and to have to actually
personally apologize to them, [it is harder] than to just receive a fine and walk away in a
courtroom.
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thesis which allows local commr¡nity members the finat decision on disposition.oo'

Despite this ultimate decision-making power, the breadth of mediation is limited by
the rmge of offe,nses referred to the committee by the police md courts' Constable

Murray Bartley, stationed in Cumberlmd House, suggested that mediation should only
be available for minor properly offenses md not for more serious crimes of viole,nce,

which he doubted the committee would be able to hædle.aot However, Donald McKay
Jr. felt that his committee could deal with more serious referrals:

I guess I questioned the judge a couple of times on what kind of cases we
could deal with, I guess the far more serious cases, say assault md stuff like
that, are too serious for us, accorcling to the judge or court system, to deal with'
But we've been dealing with say breaking md enter, mischief, damage of
property md cases like that. Assault charges maybe betwee,n two yor.rng people
stuff like that wdve been dealing with. But far more serious assault charges
where a weapon was used, those ones we haven't been able to deal with .....
[However], I keep saying this. I've probably said it te,n times, but we are the
ones that live he¡e in this community. We are the ones that have to live with
these people that commit crimes. And I think we as a commìmity should be
dealing with them.aae
The scope of offenses to be considered by the local community was questioned by the

Cumberlmd House Sentencing Circle Committee on December 13, 1994 n the context

*?

Interview by telephone with Judge Bria Huculak (7 December 1994). Judge Huculak stressed the
empoweringimpactoncommunitiesofthisfinaldecision.makingpower.Thecomm¡1i1y'sroleindiversion
was frrrther reflected in the comments of Judge Fafar4 uihen interviewed by telephone December 16, 1994,
as he described a recent conversation with an RCMP officer:
When I was in Wollaston Lake, the day before yesterday, tle Corporal there, the man in charge of
that small detachmen! came up to me and said have you got anything at all you can send me, any
materials at a[ IVe been trying to research and study uåat we can do that might be culture[ally]appropriate here... in Wollaston, so that we can get some things going to resolve many of these
issues without being in court. Take them away Êom our system and give it back to them
somehow, and I said well I'll gather uihat material I can on mediation diversion, I rhink thafs u¡here
we can start and I'll send it to you.
48 Bartley interview, supm note 364.

*e McKay interview, supm note 320.

r25

of æ offence referred by the judge for a sente'ncing recommendation' The offence

was

assault causing bodily harm involving a serious altack during which the victim was

kicked in the face. Initially, a conse,nsus appeared to form among committee members
that this charge was too serious for consideration. One member of the committee
argued in favour of consideration, slaiming that the court would be referring

increasingly difficult cases. The committee then appeared to gain more confidence md
commenced discussing the case.

This example suggests that experie,nce will inc¡ease the confidence of local
community members to deal with more difficult æd challenging cases. Accorcling to
Fafard P.C.J. speaking in the context of the development of sentencing circles: "It
seems that

if

people have things done for them for them and long e,nough, they lose

confidence in their own abilities."4'o

This chapter has discussed various models used to facilitate community
particþation in sentencing md diversion in Aboriginal communities. The following
chapter is ar malysis of the community sentencing initiatives operating in six

Aboriginal communities of central æd northem Mmitoba md Saskatchewm.
oto

Fafar4 Sentencing Circles: Progtess Repoú, supm at note 23. Recognition of community decisionmaking experience and confidence was reflected in his comments, during our telephone interview December
16, 1994, regarding communit5t perceptions of punishment:

I think that to a large extent people haven't made up their minds about trhis, welt

because theyVe
never been called upon to think about it. WeVe done all the thinking and dictating, and now we're
asking people to make decisions, we're presenting them the opportunity to think about it and the
motivation to give it some thought. They're motivated to think about it because they have some
responsibility to decide, you know, so now people really have to seriously address their minds to it.

Dwing my telephone interview with Judge Bria Huculak on December 7, 1994, she indicated tha! during
her attempts to establish the mediation/diversion program in Pelican Narows, she sensed the local
çemmunity lacked the confidence to proceed on thei¡ own and wanted to start the mediation process with
her direct input.
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Chapter Six: Case Studies of Six Aboriginal Commrrnities
The following case studies contain

for

each

co*mr¡nity: a community overview

æd description, a swnmary of the introduction æd development of community
sentencing æd mediation md a discussion of the percepúons of community members,

judges, Crown md defence counsel, police æd probation officers participating in these
initiatives.a5r

6.1 Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan

6.1.1 Community Oveniew:
Sandy B.uyot'is located 22 kllometres west of the Mæitoba border

kilometres northwest of Flin Flon, Mmitoba.453
across

md

198

It is situated on the Churchill River

from Islmd Falls.aia Prior to 1927, the Smdy Bay settleme,nt was located

miles dor¡mriver from the present

site.455

a

few

With the closing of the Hudson Bay trading

o"

Police and Crown prosecutors were not both interviewed in all communities. In Saskatchewan, the
RCMP often represent the Crown at sentencing. Where it was not possible to interview both the views of
one were taken as representations of the Anglo-Canadian justice system'
Field trips were conducted to Sandy Bay October 18-20 and November l2-I7, L994 and April 1820, lgg5. Data collected included obsertrations of provincial court the ssmmunib/-at-large and interviews
with community members and court party members invoþed with the sentencing initiatives. Written
information was also obtained through INAC, the libraries at the University of Manitoba and the
452

Government of Saskatchewan.
4t3

L. Mori& The People of llasawakaslr ( Papyms Printing, 1992) in ch.

o5o

lbid.

l.

Authentic and Crcitible Research Base for Curriculum: The Crce of
Sanily Bøy ønd Hydrcelectric PowerDevelopment 1927-67 (M.Ed. Thesis, University of Regin4 1986) at
a55

80.

K. Gouleg Oml History

as an

r28
post at the old site md the opening of a store at Islmd Falls by Churchill Power
Corporation, settlement at the curre,nt site was accelerated.otu Drawn by the prospects

of employme,lrt constructing the Islm.d Falls power plæt, people from Pelicæ Narrows
md Cr¡mberlæd House, Saskatchewæ æd Fukatawagm, Mmitoba moved to Smdy
Bay commencing 1n 1928.457 Other thm employment with the Islmd Falls compmy,
mems of support were hr¡nting, trapping md fishing.ass
Most people in Smdy Bay are Cree md speak the "th" dialect.a5e Speakers of

this dialect have bee¡r identified by various terms including "Rocky Cree", "Woods
Cree"a6o

æd "stoney

Cree".a6r

In lgg4, the population was 1200.462 The community

has two stores, a Roman Catholic church, an RCMP detachment with three officers, a

K-12 school md

a

nursing station. It is connected to settlements of the South by

a

gravel road ope,n all year.out
The Provincial Court conve,ned in Smdy Bay once a month. The court patty,
ot'

Ibid.

o5t

L. Morin, supm note 453 in ch.

458

lbid.

ase

Goulet, supm îote 455 at 79.

a6o

lbid.

46r

A. Morin interview, supru note

ou'

Rry interview, supm note 285.

ott

1.

l0l.

Morin, supm rrote 453 in ch. l. The influence of European settlement and colonization is
obvious from the following community history u¿ritten by this Aboriginal women, bom in Sandy Bay:
See

L.

The village started with a trading pos! churclo, hospital and school. The priest school teacher, and
trader were practically the only white men in the village. It was these th¡ee men rIråo exerted the
stongest influence on the people for naturally enough the churcb" school and store were the main
centres.
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including the judge, court clerk md defence æd Crown counsel fly to Sandy Bay on
court day md are driven to court in m RCMP vehicle. Court was held in the basement

of

a

Romm Catholic church located centrally in the village.

6.1.2 Intnoduclion and Development of Community SenÞncing:

The fiist sentencing circle held at Smdy Bay occurred during the summer of
1992. However, community particrpation in the sentencing of young offenders begm

in

1989. Provincial Court Judge Claude Fafard described the formation md finctioning

of the Youth Sentencing Advisory Committee:
The idea for a sentencing advisory committee came from my efforts to create a
mechæism to get some community input. As a provincial court judge, I don't
sit with a jury. I have no authority r¡nder t}':e Criminal Code to have a jury of
people with me to decide the facts. However, I cm get advice from the
community after the verdict has been reached in a case. If a person is found
guilty, many opportunities to consult with the community a¡e available.... In
putting together the pre-sentence report, for example, the probation officer will
go out md speak to those involved in the case, the victim, md to the relatives
of the offender. However, the pre-se,ntence report doesn't give you the wisdom
of the Elders m.d others who live in the community- those who may know the
offender md the victim- but who are not directþ involved in the case. So there
was a need for some mechanism to involve them.... I began in Smdy Bay
because I have some close friends there. We had coffee during an adjoumment
md we discussed the possibilities. I discussed the ideas with mother provincial
court judge md he was very favourable. I then plmted the idea with the
community that, if they wanted to have input into the court process, they
should identify people to be on a se,ntencing advisory committee

Harry Morin, a committee member, described the procedure:
And the first thing that h¡ppened was the magistrate ffudge] designated the
young offenders to us, md he would say ... "I e4pect your recomme,ndations at
the next court date." So, normally, court is once a month so we had a month to
o*

C. Fafard (Address to the FifÍ Northern Conference, Sitka" Alaska" April 1991)
Northem Justice.lsszes (Vancouver: Simon Fraser University, f 992) at 270'7I.

n

Self-Sufficiency in
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it.

So what I'd do then, was, we had consent forms made.... After
that was done, then we'd set a meeting date with the young offender. Normally
we held ours at the village office at the council chambers, where it was more
private md after hours nobody would bother us, md wdd sit down with the
young offender md start questioning the young offender - what he's done, what
had hrypened. And we try looking at why was he doing these things.ou'

work on

Committee member Ina Ray felt her committee positively influenced the young
offenders referred through opening lines of communication with them:

I don't think my of those young people,

well maybe one or two, have repeated
or got into trouble again with the law .... But more importmt than that, 1 tbink,
is the whole rE)port that I think we set up with these young people, just
making connection with them as an adult æd as the older people that were on
this committee. It's not very often that we have the opportunity to reach out
md to talk to our young people. You know in this busy world they look after
their interests, we look aftei ours, æ.d yet we're all living in this community
together, and yet we don't have that chmce to sort of talk between
generations.ouu

ln

lggz,Smdy Bay became the first Saskatchewan community to conduct

a

sente,ncing circle. Judge Fafard e4plained:

in native justice development in Saskatchewm is the
sentencing circle. The idea did not originate here, as far as I have been able to
ascertain, it originated in the Yukon with Territorial [Court] Judge Barry Stuart
in the Phillip Moses case .... This method of doing a sentencing hearing first
came to my attention whe,n I read about it in a newspaper article. This was in
February or March, 1992.I wfote to Judge Stuart to get a copy of the Moses
case before it was reported. I subsequently gave m interview on Northem radio
ard described the procedrue and rational for it. It was my hope that this would
generate some interest æd that m application for a sente'lrcing circle would be
made somewhere and we could see how this would work. It was not to be. It
seems that if people have things done for them and for them long e,nough, they
lose confidence in their own abilities. Smdy Bay was chose,n as the siüing of

A recent

phe,nome,lron

out

H. Morin October inæniew, supm note 135.

out

R"y interview, supm nole 285.

l3l
the first sentencing circle in Saskatch evtm.ou'

Harry Morin, a participmt at the first sentencing circle, described the process:

Well, we just kind of played it by ear. There was no set guidelines or nothingWe just said "Okay, we'll deal with him, [the offender]" ... [We got] a good
mix of people, some young, middle-aged, elders, the RCMP, the magistrate
[udge], ... the accused and his family. And we just hacked it out. ... But,
instead of looking at punishing the guy, we looked at what's causing him to do
these things.a6E

Lawyer Sid Robinson described a se,ntencing circle held at Smdy Bay July 22,1992:
Judge Fafard begm his own experiment with sentencing circles in Smdy Bay
... in cases involving a young offender nrmed ... [J.R.], a young offender
named ... tJ.O.M.l md an adult named David Stanley Natomagan. For these
cases, about 20 or 30 chairs were put in a circle and everyone sat down md to
discuss the cases at hmd. The whole thing worked quite well. Judge Fafard
acted as a facilitator md led most of the discussion. However, there was
considerable input ssming from community members with respect to each of
the cases dealt with. I expect the final result in each case was similar to what
Judge Fafard might have come up with on his own, but the results were
definitely more of a consensus than the decision of Judge Fafard alone.o6e

Another circle, involving 20 particþants, was held August 19, 1992 for Peter Antoine
McCallum who had committed arson. Sid Robinson reported the offender "received

a

lot of support from community members who claimed the house he bumed down was
not a very good house whereas Peter, himself, was a good fellow." The offender
received a suspe,nded se,ntence with probation conditions requiring alcohol treatment.aTo

ott

F"f"r4 Sentencing CircIe: A Progress Repoû, supm note 23. See Chapter Six of this thesis for a
discussion of the interplay between judicial intoduction of sentencing initiatives and local community
dynamics.
out

H. Morin October interview, supm note 135.

a6e

Memorandum to file by Sid Robinson (27 July 1992).

a70

Memorandum to file by Sid Robinson (20 August 1992)'
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Approximately 20 circles had been held in Smdy Bay as by October of
1994.47r

The ræge of cases dealt with included assault, assault with weapon, theft

under $1000 æd arson.aT' Size md makeup of the sentencing circles varied although
most included family members of the offender md victim.aT3 Constable Bre'nnæ

identified this lack of consistency md felt circle se,ntencing would benefit from m
established group of commr¡nity members particþating

in all circles with only the

offender, victim md various family members chmging.oT4

By fall of 1994, interest in circle sentencing had declined in Smdy
November

,lggl,a

Judge Fafard.

se,ntence advisory committee was

A few

cases were referred

Bay.a75

In

formed at the suggestion of

to it for development of a community

recommendation on se,nte,nce, to be presented at a later court date. This committee

o?t

Although no official record of the circles has been kep! Harry Morin estimated, on September 19,
1994, that 19 or 2Q sentencing circles had been conducted. Defence council Felicia Daunt counsel to the
first Sandy Bay circle, estimated on September 28, 1994 that 20 sentencing circles had been held in Sandy
Bay. Judge Fafar4 r¡rrhen contacted September 19, 1994, mentioned tha! often, a number of offenders had
been dealt with in one sentencing circle and that his estimate of the total offenders dealt with in Sandy Bay
sentencing ci¡cles was 20.
rrz

1¡¡. information

473

H. Mo"itt October inærview, supm note I35.

was provided by RCMP Cst. Brian Brennan of Sandy Bay uiho had represented the
Sandy
Bay sentencing ci¡cles.
at
several
RCMP

4?a

Brennan interuiew, supm note 150.

Interview by telephone with Regional Croum Prosecutor Robin Ritter (6 December 1994). On October
Sandy Bay. The circle, respecting a charge ofassault
did not proceed as the victim did not attend and" according to the RCMP court officer, had no interest in
participating in the cirple. On October 20, 1994 a sentencing circle had been scheduled for Pelican Narrows.
On this date, the chairperson of the local sentencing ç¡çls çsmmittee appeared before the judge and
indicated tha! due to other activities and meetings being conducted by the Peter Balantyne band" there were
not sufficient people available to proceed with the circle. This decline, io p"rq resulted from a lack of
interest in circles by offenders and their counsel. Howevet, this decline may also have been due to the
noveþ of circle sentencing wearing off together with a shortage of local volunteers willing to participate in
the circles and provide subsequent offender supewision and support. Discovery ofthe exact reason(s) for the
decline would require more inquþ into the local perceptions of community members, a point of reference
encouraged by the post-colonialism framework outlined in Chapter One.
a?5

Ig, lgg4, a sentencing circle had been scheduled for
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was still funøioning the following spring: Judge Fafard referred

m offender April

19,

1995.

6.1.3 Perspeclives on Community Senúencing:

[øJ CommunÍty Percpectíves:

Although perspectives on the sentencing initiatives varied within Smdy

B.ay,o'u

common themes emerged from commr¡nity members interviewed.o1T H¿rry Morin
supported a focus on discovering underlying causes of deviant behaviour, rather thæ.

punishing specific trmsgressions.ott Vema Merasty, a participmt in two se,ntencing
circles, viewed her role as provicling emotional support for the offender:
don't matter what kind of circle, I feel good being part of it, just to make that
person" [offender] understand, we do care, because we're there for that person,
just to let him know, we don't have to say mything to him, we're there for him,
md sometimes he need to hear that, because kids - sometimes I find children,
they don't hear that at home, you're special, you-re pretty, or you're a good
person - So they need to hear that outside, it don't matter.o'n

It

She gave the example

of

a womân's healing circle formed after the

killing of a local

women by her parhrer. Vema, herself a victim of a past abusive relationship,

otu

Oo" individual spoken to at a local restaurant on October 20, 1994 said that sentencing circles were
being used by offenders to avoid punishment and he had been to jail "before there were sentencing ci¡cles".
He believed there had to be a punishment for wrongdoing but considered personal seryice to the victim to be
a form of punishment.
ott

Those interviewed were predominately persons involved in either
committee or ci¡cle sentencing.
a?8

H. Morin October interview, supm note I35.

a?e

Merasty interview supru note LQ9.

tle youth sentencing advisory
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commented:

Well I've beer, I go to a womm's healing circle, especially women that went
through violence, æd that's been hrypening for quite some time, md that only
woke people up since that incident of [Corrine, the deceased] .... yes because
mmy times of course I've been doing that all the time, but at that time nobody
wmted to talk about it, md I could understmd, because I felt the sante, I didn't
want to talk about it, like I said it had a lot to do with shame, md I had a lot
of fear, but somehow I overcome that by talking about it, I eased whatever
te,nsion I feel inside, md I feel good after talking about it, especially to a group
of people, a group of ladies that don't wmt to talk about it, I said it could
happen to you.oso
Greg BragstadaEr believed circle sentencing shamed the offender æd, as a
result, deterred recidivism.ot' H;arry Morin identified as a benefit commrmity
supervision by community members following a circle:

part of it is, like, the follow up is a lot greater ... ard you're
also blocking off the breaches [of probation] because you sentence somebody,
aly young offender that's bee,n addicted to something, and all of a sudde'n you
say okay, no consgmption of alcohol or drug of æy kind. Well, you're just
setting them up. Here, locally, we can follow them up, because we know where
the person lives, we keep m eye on them, and if he starts missing, like I said
earlier, his cor¡nselling sessions or his appointments, the,n we go md check on
him md say hey, you better get down there. That's where it's a lot gfeater,
because like I say, these guys come in once a month, md you don't see them
again. They just set up these guidelines md poof, you know, md they don't
care whether you breach or not. And here's a system that cares, you know.oE'

You

see the nice

He suggested m estrægement existing between local community members md
representatives of the prevailing justice system, such as judges md probation officers,

who only 4peared in town on court day. He expressed faith in the ability of local

o'o

lbid.

tle

a81

Director of

aæ

Bragstad interview, supm note 156.

Sandy Bay Ouþatient Centre and participant in several sentencing circles.

ot'H. Morin October interview, supm note 135.
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community members to support and supervise offenders.aso
Greg Bragstad believed circle sentencing had affected Smdy Bay and specific
offenders by facilitating a sense of ownership in justice matters among local residents

æd by deterring the number of people committing

offenses.aE5 Úra

Ray expressed

a

desire for more local commr:nity input into the justice system because of the number

of yormg offenders being

se,nte,nced

jail md the lack of help available to these

to

youths while in custody.as6

[bJ Jttdicial Percpectív es:
Judge Claude Fafard, of La Ronge, the presirfing Provincial Court judge in

Smdy Bay, believed that the criminal justice system suffered from a lack of credibility

in northem Aboriginal communities. He hoped the se,nte,ncing initiatives would
improve this situation

:

[T]he whole problem with our crimin¿l justice system is that we don't have
credibility at the grormd level. That's where we have to build it first, but at the

o*

H. Motio October interview, supm note 135. This sense of estrangement between the couf personnel
and community members was also evidenced in Greg Bragstad's comments: " ... the judge flies in from La
Ronge. He's here at 8:00 [a.m.] and he's gone flater that day] The communigr members are saying we don't
want this kind of [offender] action in our communit5r, so it puts more onus on the person than the judge
saying it."
485

Bragstad interview, supm note 156.

otu

R"y intewiew, supm

note 285. She stated:

I can al¡nost hear the jail door slamming
I know about the people in jait they don't really get any

Yeah. Well it sounds so final, you know, sentence,
behind them and locked

up. As much

as

help at all" they're just kind of locked up and you pay your dues and then you come bacþ and a lot
of the young people going into jails in Sandy Bay or uåerever, especially Aboriginal youtb, they're
very troubled and thafs why they get in houble in the first place. They have a lot of things on
their minds, they don't know how to cope with them, and they see getting into trouble as a way of
getting attention or yeaþ getting the attention they need.
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same time we have to have eyes behind our heads, because we have to see to it
that those people who cm exercise some influence md power over us, such as
the Court of Appeal, such as the Ministry of Justice, don't intervene with us too
much or at all possibly, while we're doing this business, while we're building
this credibility. I still base myself on the premise that æy system of justice that
doesn't have credibility is useless, or practically. But if you have it, you cæ't
go wrong.otT

In introducing circle sentencing, Judge Fafard developed

criteria4EE

controlling

selection of cases. He e4pected the rmge of cases handled by circle sentencing would

expmd over time:

I don't know if those criteria will always be useful or if we'll always stick with
them. Certainly I think they will chmge, you know? But at the beginning
while we're gaining experience, we've found they're useful, they've kept us
from getting into diÊficulties that will erode the credibility or prevent us from
building up credibility. I suppose I shouldn't say erode because I don't know
that we have very much yet. We're trying to build a bæk of it .... Then once
we've got a bmk of credibility, we can start taking some risks, more risks, we
cæ start doing things that we're afraid to do now .a8e
As of surlmer 1995, only one of his se,nte,ncing circle cases had been appealed.oto He
believed this was largely due to the criteria adopted:
[The lack of appeals is] probably ... because of, I suspect, our críteia. We cm
more or less tell by assessing the case before it goes into a sentencing circle
md the potential of rehabilitation of the offender that presents itself on the
brief summary that's given to us, whether or not it's the kind of case that my
court could take a calculated risk. It may be outside the [Court of Appeal]
rm.ge, but the Court of Appeal itself goes outside the rmge sometimes to take
a calculated risk, and I guess that's what's happening. If the sentencing circle
md the motivation of the offender cm bring up enough factors, enough
resources, æd enough potential for rehabilitation, that the sentencing circle or a
o"'

EafatdDecember interview, supm note

8.

"t

See statement of tåese in ch. 5, supm tote 381.

ot'

Fafard inærview, supm rrote ?

o'o

Fo[owing the Sandy Bay circle, the Crown appealed the suspended sentence given to Conrad Bear on

a charge ofassault against his spouse.
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judge cm say well, this may not be the noÍn, this may not fit into the
precedent quite exactly, but it's a good case for a calculated risk. So I think
that's what we're doing, we're taking through the sentencing circle, a calculated
risk more often than a judge alone would I think, because we have better
information and better motivation on the part of the offender.aer
Despite his recognition of the judge's power and duty to pronounce sentence within

Anglo-Cmadim law, Judge Fafard had always followed the consensus developed by
circle

p

articip mts.ae2

The possibility existed that a sentencing circle would be subject to local

political pressures. This, as Judge Fafard noted, would damage community perceptions
of faimess. One criterion adopted by him was the voluntary particrpation of nonpolitical community leaders md Elders.oe' At the Northem Justice Society
Confere,nce,o'o

h" raised this point in questioning whether the credibility of the circle

sentorcing process likely would be harmed

if the circle became d6minated by a local

political elite.

In October,1994, he began directing

cases

to a local

sentence advisory

committee in Sandy F.uy,o" to be discussed at a hearing or circle outside of court.

While decentralization was m importmt goal, he believed

a

judge should be present

periodically from time to time to guard against power imbalmces between circle

particþmts:
o"
oo
ae3

Fafard December interview, supm nole 8.

Ibid.
Elected comffiunity officials.

4q Held June, 1993 in Kenor4 Ontario.
ae5

Similar to the committee already functioning at Pelican Narrows
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At the beginning, until people in the community have some e4perie,nce with
sentencing circles md r¡nderstmd the issues md the pitfalls, I think it's
probably importmt to have some objective outsider there to monitor these
things md guard against the pifalls. But I'm confident that, over time, as
people get e4perience in the sentencing circle, md the purpose of it æd
problems that cæ occur if you have m imbalmce of power, ¡ think that then
people will see to it themselves .... But I still think it's a good idea from time
to time to select a case in which a judge will be prese,nt because I think it
gives you m opportunity to monitor the dynamics of the circle. And if
something is going awry or if a certain person or group of persons in that circle
is exercising some unwarrmted amount of power over other people, md I think
if you sit periodically in one of the circles they're having in the communiff,
you c¿¡n sort of tell what's going on .... If there are some personality conflicts
or if you have a group of people sort of bmding together to take over control
or something ....onu
Fafard viewed circle sentencing as complementary to mediation/diversionott. Similarly,
Judge Bria Huculakaes stressed the importmce of developing a mediation/diversion

progrâm in addition to circle se,ntencing.aee

[cJ Defence counsel percpectives:

Lawyer Sid Robinson'oo co--ented on the few se,nte,ncing circles occurring in
eafly 1995 at northem court points. He thought this was due to both fewer requests

from offenders md declining judicial interest in the circles. The amount of court time
consumed by sentencing circles was a factor limiting their development:

o'u

4e?

F"f".d December interview, supm
Which is currently functioning

¡

note 8.

Qrmberland House and is proposed for Sandy Bay and Pelican

Narrows.
ae8

Formerly of La Ronge and now presiding in Saskatoon. She had presided in Sandy Bay from time to

time
aee

Huculak October interview, supm note 17.

500

Interview by telephone with Sid Robinson (17 February 1995).
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Of course, the great difficulty with sentencing circles is that they are fairþ time
consuming. I expect we spent close to two hours [on July 22, 1992] sentencing
the accused involved. With our present resources, I think se,ntencing circles are
going to be used sparingly.5o

He suggested that development of mediation/diversion may reduce the number of

in court æd thereby allow more time for

charges

se,ntencing

circles.

Sentence

advisory committeesso2 would facilitate a circle format while relieving time pressures
on the court. Lack of funding for particþæts of circle sentencing as a limiting factor,

in his view. Sentencing circles in such locations as Sandy Bay have been supported

6d

s6-6¡dinated through community volunteers who are heavily involved in a

multitude

of

community activities. In his view, a salaried infrastructure was required

to support circle sentencing but he sensed

a reluctance on the part

of govemment

officials to consider such funding.

[d] Crown or Police

Percpectives:

RCMP Constable Brim Bre,lrnm had been stationed in Smdy Bay since June,
1993.503

He had been involved in several sentørcing circles md expressed concem

over the lack of orgmization md structure in circle sentencing. He favoured
community sentencing recommendations developed in the absence of the judge to
conserve court time:

I think
tot

sentencing circles could be

m

Robioroo July memorandttm, supm note 469.

5@

As developed in Sandy Bay and Pelican Narrow.

503

Bretttran interview, supm note 150.

excelle,nt pre-court, post-charge
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of dealing with a lot of cases .... especially with the youth
... if it was in the power of the police to say, well, we believe this should go
before a sentencing circle, if the person's willing to accept that. And then they
would go before a sentencing circle before the person makes aplea in court
md ... the sentencing circle would make the recommendation to the judge that
this person should receive whatever sentence they believe. Person goes to
court, basically reconfirms his guilty plea in front of the judge, judge will
accept the sentencing circle md you wouldn't tie up the cou¡ts with a lot of
trials md adjoumments and what-not. Because up here we do court once a
month, md every second month is a docket day, md every second month after
that is a trial duy.too
E)pear¿rnce method

He viewed circle sentencing as inappropriate for major indictable offenses md stressed
the necessity of Crown and victim agreement prior to formation of a se,ntørcing
circle.5o5

He recognized the deterrent effect of senJencing circles upon offenders and

suggested this process may be effective

in achieving reconciliation between offender,

victim and community:
[W]hen the sentencing circle is actually takiig place, you actually see a lot of
things come out that may not be relevmt to the exact charge, but there's other
emotions md things that have been brewing for a long time. And it seems that
once these people have got this out in the open, we don't really have any

t*
tot

Ibid.

lbid. He stated:
the Cror¡m opposes i! thafs it. ...basically the police are the only ones that are in any possession
of all the evidence, they know exactþ uåat took place and how the victim feels and if the victim
says "I don't want to do a sentencing cfucle, I'm terrified" say, of tle guy that assaulted him, then as
the Cror¡m, we have to represent that victim, ¿nd if we take the position that we oppose it thats it.
It has to be a majority; everybody has to be on the same wavelengtb, same consensus. There's not
much sense in me representing the Crown at a sentencing ci¡cle uåere I don't think I should be and
I think this guy should be sentenced according to case law by the judge because I know he's going
to get x number of years. But if he goes before the sentencing circle, and he's an intimidator in a
small communit5/, no-one's going to sit there knowing that well, we better not give this fellow too
much jail time, because he's going to come back and they're be retaliation and stuff. ... if you have
one group that is uncomfortable with the process, then it loses its mandate and ifs just not going to
work. There has to be some checks and balances and I think if the Cror¡m oPposes it it should be

If

done.

l4l
problem again betwee,n those two

people.506

He illustrated this point by describing a sentencing circle held for a young offender
charged with assaulting mother youth. During the circle
assault was

it became apparent that this

only symptomatic of a longstmcling dispute between the two families

involved. After fully airing this dispute, a form of reconciliation betwee,n families was
achieved. The police had not had problems with the offender or either family since the
circle.

[e] ho búio n OfJicerc' Perspectív es :

Dime Christiæson was the probation officer for Sandy Buy.'ot Stationed in
Creighton, Saskatchewm, she had covered this court point since April, 1993 æd had

little involvement with circle sentencing other than preparation of pre-sente,nce reports

in

cases where

m offender had asked for

a circle.'ot She believed circle sentencing had

empowered Sandy Bay community members md had resulted in

a

greater se,nse of

offender accor¡¡rtability to community md family.

506

-.,
IDId.

5ot

Interview by telephone with Diane Ch¡istianson (21 October 1994) Creighton, Saskatchewan.

tot

In one

case, she indicated the victim was opposed to a sentencing circle. This was reported to the
court and Judge Fafard declined the request.
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6.2 Cumberland House, Saskatchewan

6.2.1 Community Overyiew:

Cumberlmd Housesoe is located on m islmd in the Norlh Saskatchewm River
140 kilometres north

of Carrot River md 85 kilometres south-east of Flin Flon,

Manitoba. This commr:nity is connected to the main læd by ferry in summer æd m

ice road in winter. Úraccessible at freeze-up and thaw, Cumberlmd House is isolated
during April md November from the communities of southem Saskatchewarr."o

Cumberlmd House is currently divided into two settlements; the town site with
approximately 1000 reside,nts5rr æ.d the Cumberland House Reserve with
approximately 400 reside,nts.5r2
Settleme,nt

of Cumberlmd House occurred as a result of the fur trade

to'

A fi"ld trip to Cumberland House was conducted from December Il-L4, lgg4. A ñ¡rther trip was
commenced on June 2I, L995 but ended en toute at Melfort Saskatchewan uåen I was advised belatedly
tåat the sentencing circle committee meeting scheduled for June 22hLad been cancelled. Datz collected
included observations of mediation/diversion and sentence advisory hearings held by the local committee
December 13, 1994 and interviews with committee members, a police officer and lauyers and judges
involved with the sentencing initiative. Further written material was obt¿ined through community members,
INAC and the libraries at the University of Manitoba.
5to

A bridge will be constructed starting in 1995 and will be completed in 1996. The unusual geography

of Cumberland House is reflected in comments by local resident Donald McKay Jr. uÅen interviewed
December 13, 1994: "V/e are very much isolated. As everybody knows in Saskatchewan, Cunberland is an
island and we are isolated and we do have a very close community in many respects, and there's other sides
of the community too that are not as close."
str

The toramspeople include approximately 300 Metis persons and 600 status Indians uåo gained status
through BilI C-31 but uåo have not been accepted for membership by any Band including the Cumberland
House Band.
st2

11t¡t figure was estimated to me by Cyril Roy. A community absfract provided by INAC indicated
that the Cumberland House Band is made up of four reserves with the largest located at Cumberland House.
Total band membership in 1993 was 564 with 263 living on and 301 living offthe four reserves. In
addition 58 non-Indians and 18 members from otler bands reside on the reserves. No speci-fic figure is
available for the Cumberland reserve.
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Established by Samuel Heame

n

1774 as the HBC's first post in the interior of

Rupert's Land, Cumberlmd House developed mto a major distribution centre by
accessing the Saskatchewm River as a "major water highway."st' Today, Cumberlmd

House is no longer dependmt on the river for trmsportation. Although some

commr:nity members were involved in trapping during the winter, the fur trade no

longer dominates local life. During my field trip from December 12-14, 1994, the
major economic activity noted was construction of a bridge across the Saskatchewm
River. Swampy Cree is the first lmguage of most residents.5ta
The provincial court sat in Cumberland House two days a month. The court
party flew in from La Ronge. Probation service were provided from the Creighton

office of Probation Services. Community services included a Northem Company store,
a gas station, a motel, a restaurmt, aK-12 school,

m indoor skating facility and an

RCMP detachment.

6.2.2 Inþvnduction and Development of Community Senúencing

:

Judge Bria Huculak introduced circle sentencing to the court

ttt

in Cumberland

D. Ch¡istense4 Cumbeiand House Histoic Park $egrna: Deparfuent of Tourism and Renewable

Resources, 1974) at3.
sra

1¡u çqmmunity seemed slow-paced yet friendly and I was welcomed warmly by all residents I met.
My observations of Cumberland House were similar to those made in 1960 by J. Kew, Cumbefland House in
/9ó0 Report #2 Economic and Sociøl Suwey of
Studies, University

of Saskatchewan, 1962) at

N

ofthem Saskatchewan (Saskatoon: Centre for Community

ll:

In Cumberland House today there is little evidence of the romantic past of York boats and canoe
brigades. The truth is, this is a quiet little back-woods settlement uåere everyone knows everyone
else and uåere nothing much happens. The sfreets are muddy, many houses are rougbly built. Most
of the people speak Cree at home and English uÀenever necessary.
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House after her appointment to the Bench

tn lgg2.5l5 Constable Murray Bartley,

RCMP court officer since Jtme 1993, described æ early se,ntencing circle:
John Dorim [the offender] was a simple assault on, actually, a young offe,nder,
as well as interfering with the lawful use of property, those two offenses. It
was something that had been ongoing for a long time. The relatives of John
were complaining about having problems with him at their residences md they
wmted the police to do something about it, md John had a lengthy criminal
record ... md as a result the judge wamted to see if we could break the cycle of
family problems md decided a sentencing circle would be 4propriate .... What
happened with John is that people from the community, Elders from the
community, sat on the se,nte,ncing circle, myself æd the judge, the victim that
had been assaulted, md the victims regarcling the interfering with the private
property .... John was given weekend sente,nces, or intermittent sente,nces ....
John actually became very argumentative and upset during the se,ntencing circle
due to some of the questions that were being asked about his drinking md
about his bullying tactics in the co--unity. And he was quite upset about
that, actually .... The victim [of the assault] participated, the victim being a
youth, I believe he's 17, md however he was quite intimidated by the whole
process, never þaving] bee,n to court before and so really said very little as far
as recommendations to what John should be doing .... When John got upset, the
judge tried to calm him down verbally. John was actually ... in a lot of denial
as to his drinking, md the problems he causes whe,n he drinks, md felt that m
apology was sufficient as opposed to my incarceration or my restitution of my
kind .... His sisters [victims of the properly offence] actually.came across quite
well. They did suggest as to appropriate sentencing, they made statements as
to John's past history md his drinking problems and how that needed to be

ttt

I h"d ditrculty ¿sçsrtaining the number of sentencing ci¡cles that had been oonducted here. Constable
Bartley claimed only two sentencing circles were conducted. Other community members referred to
sentencing ci¡cles in addition to those described by Bartley. Some confi¡sion may result from the description
by mediation/diversion committee members of thei¡ work as "sentencing ci¡cles." Community interest in the
approach may by seen through local reaction to a conventional sentencing uihich occurred in early 1993. In
R v. Chaboyer(19 May 1993), Cumberland House, Saskatchewan @rov. Ct.) the offender pleaded guilty to
tÏeft of a large amount of money ftom her employer, Canada Post. At the time of sentencing her counsel
asked the presiding judge to consider formation of a sentenoing circle. This request was refused and the
offender was sentenced fs nine months incarceration. The sentence was subsequentþ appealed. One of the
grounds of appeal was that the court ened in failing to di¡ect formation of a sentencing circle. In support of
her appeat a number of letters were sent from a cross section of community members. The following
excerpt from one of these letters (addressed to the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal and included in the
offender's factum) suggests communiJv recognition of the circle sentencing approach: "I shongly feel that
sentencing her to nine months jail was not the route to go. Res[ti]ution, I can see or having her do some
community work. The sentencing ci¡cle would have been more appropriate." See Letter from Recreation
Director of Cumberland House to Saskatchewan Court of Appeal (21 May 1993).
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addressed.5r6

Donald McKay Jr. also described a sentencing cirele in which he had participated:

We gathered aror¡nd md it was called a se,ntencing circle .... The judge was
prese,nt. We were sitting aror¡nd in a circle æd we brought the accused md
also the victim into the circle md then judge led off by saying this person's
being charged for this md this is the person being charged md this is the
victim. From there, the judge gave us guidelines to follow on what we thought
would be I guess a reasonable sente,nce for the particular person who was
charged md that was the person who had pleaded guilty to the charge."t

By Decemb er, 1994,no sentencing circles had been held recently at the Provincial
Court had subsided.5lE
However, significant interest existed in the so-called "sentencing circle
committee" formed at the suggestion of Judge Bria Huculak
mediated cases diverted by the police or court.

It

n

1994. This committee

also acted as a sentence advisory

ssmmi6ss, developing community sentencing recomme,ndations for cases referred by
the court. Donald McKay Jr. e4plained the committee's procedure:

ttu

B"ttl"y interview supm

note 364. Constable Bartley also participated in a young offender's

sentencing circle:

It was in 1992, andthat was a case that I was very disappointed with, that was probably the fi¡st
sentencing circle ... that we had" and I suppose you can trump it up to growing pains, that happens
u¿hen ...

you begin a new treatnent type of situation" but the young offender was charged with

...

tleft over S1,000. He was also charged with break and enter and theft [into]the post office and ...
leaving the scene of an accident. He also was charged with theft of mait and I believe there was
one more charge. I can't recall what that was, but sitting on the sentencing circle were elders,
myself and the judge. I believe there was one relative of the young offender that sat on ig and no
restitution was ordered because it wouldVe been impossible for him to pay it. And he received six
months of probation .... I recommended a custodial sentence in that regard. He had a previouS
young offender criminal record, and he was into real serious offenses, one being indictable. And
don't believe it drove a message to the accused or to the community, lwith only] six months
probation.

'"
5rs

McKay interview, supm note 320.

This may have represented a loss in interest in ci¡cle sentencing among community members given
the active participation of the local committee in mediation and sentence advisory.

I
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Basically it's all I guess kind of a format where we take tums, each of us
around the sentencing circle, talking md asking questions to both the accused
æd the victim, md we decide after that you know, right in front of the accused
md the victim, we decide what kind of recommendations we're going to make
to the court system on this particular person. But we have to talk with the
accused md victim md see they agfee with what we see, what we agree to
make recommendations [on] to the court.5re
On December 13, 1994 at the Cumberlmd House Village Office board room, the
committee mediated three yor:ng offender cases md considered a sentence
recommendation in one adult case. All four offenders appeared before the committee.
The committee also considered a mediation case md

m adult

sente,nce

recommendation for offenders not appearing."o Despite the committee's interest in

helping offenders md encourag:rrLg victim/offender reconciliation, two members52t

tt'McKay interuiew, supm note 320.
young offenders appearing had entered a residence under construction, kicked holes in
the door and wall and caused $600 damage. The committee took turns suggesting an appropriate disposition'
In conclusion, and after receiving agreement from the offenders, each youth was directed to do 37 hours of
personal service work for the victim, attend appoinhents with a local counsellor and abide by a curfew for
tbree months. Committee members took turns speaking to the boys about the seriousness of their actions
and, although stressing the helping role of the committee, warned such frrture behaviour would not be
tolerated. Both offenders were told failure to comply with the committee's disposition would result in the
matter being referred back to the police and formal court system.
The next young offender case invoþed a boy who had falsely reported to the police that his school
principal had attempted to influence him not to testi.ff in court. Members of the committee were visibly
upset by tle boy's actions and questioned him at length about his conduct. The boy's mother was called to
the hearing. She expressed hope her son had leamed his lesson through being brought before the committee.
The boy was di¡ected to apologize to the victim, abide by a curfew, attend counselling with a local youth
worker and a Mental Health prychologist and take leaming disability tests.
An adult offender next appeared before the committee. She had assaulted her victim at a pafi by
grabbing her hai¡ and punching her. Judge Huculak referred this case for a sentencing recommendation from
szo

1¡" fust two

In her presence, the committee presented a consensus recommendation, developed in her
absence, of probation for one year with conditions requiring counselling, refraining from alcohol and an
apology to her victim. The offender was openly critical of the recommendation claiming her friends received
only six months probation for the same charge. An interesting argument ensued between the offender and
tlhe committee.

committee members. Finally, oommittee members told her she could either accept thei¡ recommendatiou or
"t¿ke her chances with the judge". She reluctantly agreed to the committee's initial recommendation.
521

Interview with Marie McDonald & Mira Nini (13 December 1994) Cumberland House,

Saskatchewan.
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clearly viewed mediation by their ssmmìftss as limited to one per offe,nder.52'
Committee members 4peared to support a "tough love" philosophy: being firm with
offenders to deter future devimce.
The sentencing circle committee initially considered minor offenses referred by

the court or police. RCMP Constable Murray Bartley explained:

I've spoke,n to Judge Huculak about the criteria, æd there isn't a list
specifically of cases that cm or cannot [be considered] .... I guess there is
exceptions to that, spousal assaults being one, that are,n't referred to
mediation/diversion. Narcotic Control Act offenses wouldn't be you know,
obvious cases such as murder or sexual assault, wouldn't be related to that ....
That is a practice, it's certeinly not written down I don't believe, however just
in my discussions with Judge Huculak, mything that comes before the court
that we're not sure of as to whether it should be given to mediation diversion or
not, we simply send them into court and present the cases on both sides, md
then the judge makes that decision as to whether she feels it's appropriate or
not, mediation/diversion .... I think that the way it is right now, in dealing with
more minor offenses, property related, those type of offe,nses. I think that is
sufficie,nt.523

Committee Chairperson Cyril Roy e4plained the committee's involveme,nt supervising
offenders:

[W]e keep in touch with people like if we do send them to a place where they
have to go md do some community service work o¡ somebody that he's done
damage on his property or something that he has to do for the next month or
so. We have a pefson doing a checking up on the people to see if this client
[offender] is showing up at this house .... That's what I'd like to see æd I see
when the judge comes in here and passes se,ntence æd a probation worker's

522

The final case to come before the committee on December 13, 1994 also demonstrated the
committee's resoþe only to allow offenders one appearance. A young offender had been diverted. The
disposition included a curfew and was based on the understanding he was leaving to attend school in
Saskatoon. In fac! the offender had never left and was routinely breaching his curfew. The committee
emphatically stated they were not prepared to meet again with this offender and suggested his case be
refened back to police to be dealt with in court.

ttt Bartley interview, supm

rLote 364. Committee member Donald McKay Jr., uåen interviewed
December 13, 1994, advised that the committee had been dealing with charges such as break and enter,
mischief, damaging propeÉy and minor young offender assaults.
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here for that day, then they fly out the stme day, md there's nobody in the
community that's going to monitor these people md see how they're doing.
And as the sentencing circle committee, at least they [the offenders] know that
the people are in 1þis ssmmììnity æd people are watching what they're doing
At least they have somebody that's keeping m eye on them md watching them
to see if they're making their commitments to go to work or do something
else."o

He described the committee's focus on helping offe,nders md the community as
whole.525 Donald

a

McKay Jr. explained the importmce of viøim/offender reconciliation

in the committee's operation. He believed his co-tttunity was capable of increased
participation in sente,ncing and mediation: "We know the people that have been
victimized md we also know the people charged, and I just think it's a whole
commrmity healing process. We know them better thm the court systems."526
Although Judge Huculak was trmsferred to Saskatoon by the summer of 1995, the
committee continued to function, meeting with several offenders on June 28,1995.527

6.2.3 Perspecûves on Community Senúencing.'

[aJ Community percpectiv es:
Committee members emphasized the benefits of commr¡nity sentencing to both
tto

525

Roy intewiew, supm note 322.

lbid. He

stated:

There's got to be ways of tying to heal the comm¡ai1y itself, and even in the circle itself. Like I
... try and help this young person, to try and make him understan{ this is not the way life is. [We
suggest] this is the way you should try and run your [ife. This is the way you try and do it t.he best
you can. Those are some of the things that the committee has brought up. And we're hoping that
some day we can go into that direction and help mostþ the young offenders because we have to
approach the young offenders now, or to start looking for the future.
52t

McKay interview, supm note 320.

s2?

Telephone discussion with Cyril Roy (21 June 1995).
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offenders md the Cumberlmd House community in terms of familiarity with the
people affected md the læguage used. Cyril Roy explained:

It's totally different for them going to court md coming to a group of people
that they know in the commrmity. And making recommendations to him æd
seeing that these people sitting in the sentencing circle, that we're trying to do
something md trying to address his problems md trying to make him see
where his problems are .... The way I see it in the court system is sometimes
[offenders are] not given that opportunity, that much time to say what they
have to say. Maybe they have a little sort of a fear because of differemt people
in the court, and there's people that are stmding up there md they don't know
how to address these matters sl6rling there alone themselves. I cæ see it as
totally different whe,n they're [before the] sentencing circle because ... both
læguages are used þere] in Cree md English ....528
Committee member Marie McKenzie felt her committee had an advmtage over

probation officers who only came to Cumberlmd House once a month æd, therefore,
had difficulty relating to community members. In her view, Aboriginal offe,nders were
intimidated by white judges md RCMP officers and could relate better to other
Aboriginal people, facilitating commrmication of relevant information.s2e Committee
member Mira Nini thought offe,nders were more likely to speak in front of her

t"

Roy interview, supm at note 322. He also observed:
Sometimes I'm sure people will say well I might as well say guilty, and maybe ifll be a lesser
sentence or maybe not get jail maybe I'll let probatiou, but I think ifs better to see uihen they

come to ... our sentencing circle [committee], that the people from the local community deal with
this thing locally and that the recommendations this committee give to this offender, that he follows
it and abides by it and that I think ifs going to work better that way instead of going to jail or
getting probation or something like that.... In the long run I can see ...that we're hoping that it will
work. Like if we are trying to look in that direction and our vision is to try and see that this is
helping the community and also helping the victim himself. And also the offender, to try and keep
things going in the community, at the community level. Instead of a judge coming in and saying
well" I'll give you th¡ee months or eight months probation and another ¡sçommeadation I'm going
to give you is you seek treafuent and so on.
52e

McKenzie and Nini interview, supm nole 52I.
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committee thæ to a judge, in part because offenders were able to converse in

Cree.530

Committee member Abigail Flett commented on the number of young people
sent away to
a¡e treated in

jail. Her mxiety focused on lack of information about how such youth
jail.

She

wmted young offenders left in the community for counselling

md supervision by community members.
¿ìnger

She believed

jail had the effect of buildilg

in offenders who usually retumed to Cumberlæd House after

release.

Community service work was a better choice.'3r Donald McKay Jr. commented on
estrmgement between local community members md the prevailing court system, md
stressed the desirability

of localising control of dispute resolution:

This is a small community. We see them every day. Everybody knows
everybody in Cumberlæd House .... From my point of view I think the people
see the judge ssming in as an outside person, which he is, most of the
community or all sees him as m outside person seming in to deal with
problems that arise in the community. They think if people begin to tealize
tlat we, the people aror¡nd the se,ntencing circle are people from aror¡nd the
community æd wmt to help the community md heþ the people in the
community both accused md victims. Again, I think they'd rather see them or
at least I would rather see them come through a sente,ncing circle because whe,n
the judge flies in here maybe once or twice a month md we in the community
have to live with these people.532

tto

lb'd.

'3t Interview with Abigail Flett (13 December 1994) Cumberland House, Saskatchewan.
t3t

McKay interview, suPm îote 320' similarly, Elder and committee member Moise Dussion' urhen
interviewed December 13, 1995 stated:
The kind of things we know, uåen we see the young offenders, every once in au¡hile I talked to
them, be nice to them, and tell them not to do this and that kind of behave themselves and ... I
think they kind of listened more to the local people thanto a judge .... Because we talk to them.
We see them here and sometimes we make agreements that.. one of the people sits in the circle
visit them once or twice a week and they be told rryhat to do and ask them what theyVe done,to run
into mischief .... Because a judge only comes here once a month, first time once a montb' and that's
the only time she see the kids' Ifs mostþ teenagers "" u¡hen we [the committee] do that right here
in ow own tow¡, we think that they'll listen to us a little better than putting them away [in jail] for
so long and some of them get mad and vrihen they get mad, they want to do it over again [after
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Despite the fact that the committee dealt only v¡i1fi minor charges,

it was clear that the

members felt empowered by thei¡ involveme,nt role md by the potential for more local

control over dispute resolution md offender re-integration.

[bJ Jndícíal percpectíves:
Judge Bria Huculak presided at the Provincial Court siuings
House from her appointment

in early 1992

:crttll her

in Cumberlmd

trmsfer to Saskatoon in January,

1995. She was largely responsible for local introduction of circle sentencing ard
development of a local mediation program. She encouraged com-unity members to
choose a mediation model they were comfortable with md believed the sentencing

circle model was chosen by committee members because of their familiarity with

circle sentencing. Although sentencing circles had opened up the justice system to
local communities, in her view mediation conferred full commrnity decision-making
without judicial involveme,nt md was therefore preferable.533

[c] Crown counsel

or police perspectìves:

Although Constable Murray Bartley approved of the work done by the local
s6mmi6ss, he was concemed about lack of co-ordination between mediation/diversion

progrrms across Saskatchewm. Offenders diverted in one location were not identified

within the police system md could, therefore, re-offend and be cædidates for

they are releasedl .... because we talk to them. Every chance I go! I talk to them.
533

Huculak interview, supm note 17.
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diversion in other commr¡nities because historics were not available.534 He identified a
potential problem with circle sentencing æd local mediation:
The problem you have sometimes with sentencing circles md
mediation/diversion is that the groups themselves are related to mmy of the
people here, md so there is some ne,potism involved. And also there's the
people that appear, some of them that sit on the sentencing circles for example,
a¡e intimidated by the accused that appear befo¡e them .... I think [offender
intimidation]is still a problem even though the judge is there, because the judge
will then leave on a plme md not be back here for mother month, but those
people are still left here with that person [offender] in the co--utity.t"

As a result, he viewed judicial intervention in Provincial Court circle se,ntencing

as

necessary to prevent offender retaliation md ensure consistency betwee,n se,ntences:

circle with the judge cm be very good. However rt
is only as good as its weakest link, so what you have to do in senaencing
circles is you have to have people on the sentencing circle who are objective,
that will not be intimidated, that are not concemed about darnage to their
properlry after they sente,nce someone, not concemed about retribution. ... Also
... I believe the judge ... has not always e,nsured that the penalty fits the
offence. The judge has always gone by the recommendations of the group ....
[The accused is] a community member æd ... they have to face the accused on
a day to day basis afterwards in addition to being able to face them on that day
of court. They're less apt to give him the penalty that he would get normally
mywhere else. And I just think the judge has to ensure that the penalty fits the
crime, md I don't believe that's always been done.5tu

I think that the sente,ncing

He recognised the deterrent effect on offenders who appeared before this committee,

noting it was more difficult to face a group of community members, inclucling Elders

tt'
md victims, thm to simply plead gutlty in court, get a fine md walk away.

t'

B"rtlry interview, supm note 364.

53t

lbid.

536

lbid.

5" Bartley interview, supm note 364.
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Although his approach to circle sentencing md the committee's operation was
uJohn" as
positive, he drd not believe all offenders would benefit. He used

m

example:

Since that sentencing circle, John has bee,n arrested probably five times by
myself. He just got escorted three days ago by the plme to do mother term of
inca¡ceration of about 6 months for a similar offence .... Sentencing circles I
believe are good, but in his case, he is not a person that it really affected as to
his ... behaviour since hds been in the sentencing circle.538

He recognized both local mistrust of the prevailing justice system md the empowering
effect of the Sentencing Circle Committee in Cumberlmd House:

I've lived here for two md a half years now. People in this community have
talked to me about the judges md defence lawyers, prosecutors, clerk of the
court, flying in on a plme together, all of them being white with the exception
of one defence cor¡nsel. And they've expressed concem about them talking
about cases on the plme or in vehicles whe,n they drive up if that's the case, so
they feel that it's not really that they're giving a fair, objective deal. I think
that them deciding what to do with mmy of the minor offenses with youths
md adults, they're taking back more of their own commlmity, doing things
themselves, solving their own problems, basically.5'n

[d] Defence counsel percpectíves:
Lawyer Felicia Darmt had attended court frequently in Ctmberland House and
was one of the first defence counsel

tt"

in Saskatchewm to be involved in circle

Ib'd.

53e
Ibid. These observations reflected an earlier description by Kew, supru note 514 at 106, of local
mistrust of the court system at Cumberland House in 1960:

There is a close relationship between the Constable and local judicial agents. "Summary conviction"
cases (minor cases) are heard by a Justice of the Peace, n¡ho is Metis, in the Constable's office. The
Justice, u¡ho has no special haining for his job, is often briefed by the Constable, an action uåich
tends to blur the usual distinction betweenjudge and prosecutor. For more serious cases' an outside
Police Magistrate with formal legal training is floum to the settlement. There he is met by the
Constable and usually goes to the Constable's office before opening the public hearing in the
community hall. It is commonly suspected by the people that the Constable influences the opinion
of the Magistrate before the hearing. Indee{ some people accept this as a matter of course, having
an imperfect idea of court impartiality.

r54
sentencing in various northem locations. At the sentencing circles she had attended,
she sensed a positive reaction

members were,

from circle particþants:too She observed that comrnunity

in effect, making the se,ntencing decision although the judge formally

imposed it:

I kind of get the impression that (md actually this was my first impression in
the first sentencing circle I did) it was the circle that was doing the sentencing.
And it is just a technicality that the judge actually imposes the se,ntence.
Different judges have a different approach thougb. For example, mother judge
would say specifically at the end "I choose to acce,pt your recommendation md
therefore I am se,nte,ncing" and she would sort of formally sentence the
accused.'ot
She

felt such circles influenced the police to take

after hearing from the offender and

[e] hobdíon officerc'

a less severe position on sentence

co--unity.

percpectív es:

Steve Melaschuk of Creighton, Saskatchewm was the probation officer serving

Cumberland House.5a2 He viewed the sentencing initiatives as a form of community
empowennent facilitating self-respect through involvement in the justice system.

Although his only involvement with circle sente,ncing was supervising offenders
ordered to re,port to him through a probation order, he viewed mediation/diversion
developme,nt

in Cr¡mberlmd House, md othe¡

ce,ntres, as encouraging local justice

involvement æd decision making.

too

Interview by telephone with Felicia Daunt (28 September 1994).

sar

Interview with Felicia Daunt (19 April 1995) Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan.

5a2

Telephone discussion with Steve Melaschuk (19 September 1995) Creighton, Saskatchewan.
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6.3 Pelican Namws, Saskatchewan

6.3.1 Community 0verview:
Pelican Narrows is located 100 kilometres northwest of Flin Flon, Mmitoba on

a 1,304 acre reserve inhabited by the Peter Balmtyne bmd. This bæd signed Treaty
No. 6 in l8S9

as

part of the Lac La Ronge bmd. The native lmguage at Pelicæ

Narrows is Cree. Its population

is

2200.543In rece,nt years, the Peter Balmtyne

bmd

had been divided by a lmd settleme,nt reached between the Chief md Council md the
federal govemment. A dissident group within the band had tried unsuccessfully to
prevent the agreeme,nt's execution.
Court was held three days a month at Pelican Narrows. The court party flew in

from La Ronge and probation services were provided by road from Creighton. Local
services included an eleme,ntary md high school, a variety store, a post office, the
Peter Balætyne bmd offices, an alcohol treatment centre, a health ce,ntre md a seve,n

member RCMP detachment.

6.3.2 Intuduction and Development of Community Sen@ncing:

In the spring of 1994, Judge Claude Fafard begm referring
"sente,ncing circle"

cases

to a local

or "healing circle" committee at Pelicm Narrows, orgmized by the

Chief md council, for community recommendation on se,ntence. Cases were considered

in the prese,nce of victims md offenders. P¡oceeclings, conducted in Cree, developed

to'

The above information was provided by INAC.

a
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s€ntence recommendation presented Iater at court. Judge Fafard described the

committee's development:
The bmd has qpointed people to be responsible to see that this porfolio stays
on the move. So the interest is always there. I cm easily refer cases to a
sentencing circle in Pelicm Narrows. A lot of those cases I don't attend myself.
I just refer the case to the sentencing circle. They get together, they have their
circle md then they give me written recommendations. And that seems to be
working fairly we11.5oo
Co-ordinator Derek Custer said the committee met with the offender and the victim

(if

he or she was willing) md reached a recommendation on sente,nce.'o' He emphasized
the committee's desire to have offence victims present5a6 and the committee's role in
supervising offenders.5aT This supervision role was emphasized by RCMP Corporal

Bob MacMillan:
[B]ecause these [offenders are] before a sente,ncing circle or healing circle, they
know who was in the healing circle, md so it's almost like having mother extra
eight sets of eyes out there because these people know each one of these eight
persons was there, knows what's happened, knows what the recommendations
were. So, if the recomme,ndations wele not to drink, well then you have got to

t*
5a5

Fafard December interview, supru note 8.
Custer interview, supm note 436. For a discussion of the procedure used see Chapter Five (s. 5'4 The

Sentence Advisory Committee).

uwhen we started off, we thought the victims would be there but ... [during our fi¡st circles] the
victim wasn't there. So we had to go without the victim. Just recently tle victims of each crime have
started to show up within the circle. And that is good for the circle, so there's an understanding between the
victim and offender, that the victim is ... given an apology from the offender, and the reason for that is ...
we want to keep a healthy envi¡onment within the çemmunity so there's no revenge taken from the victim
towards the offender. We want l¡im [6, we want to make him understand that. So that is why we
recommend that the victim wiII be in the ci¡cle too."
5ou

to'

Ibid. "The rest of the committee, they supervise as we[ you know, they keep an eye on the accused
as well; within the çemmunit]. Because ... one person can't really supervise so many clients. So r]¡hat we
do is, because there's 13 ... [committee members] invofued and they live in different areas of the community,
they can keep an eye on that individual as well. So, therefore, the person thafs in trouble with the law, he
is very cautious because there's a lot of people keeping an eye on him ... So thafs how it works. Not only
one pefson, but a committee itself and there ... are more people getting invofued then the better it works for

us. The recommendations will be followed."
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be careful. And then the word's going to get back, md there's a lot of
community pressure .... If you go to jail from a white judge, nobody cares, "Oh
we11." However, if the community gets on your case, then it's a different story,
because now you've got different people of the community, maybe the heads of
different families, æd they're going to tell their family md everybody will
know that he was at a se,ntencing circle, md Joe Blow got six months
probation with no drinking. Well now there's a whole br.¡nch of people that
know that he shouldn't be drinking, md they 4ply pressure. $s I think in a lot
of ways it should work.5ot
Derek Custer e4plained that his committee had also developed a rule forbidding
subsequent appearances before the committee which served as

m inducement for

offenders to take advantage of this one opportunity by making positive chmges in

their lives consistent with the committee's conditions.5oe
Some sørte,ncing circles were held with Judge Fafard in attendarce. "The

Pelicm Narrows circle" involved ten offenders, both adults md youths, charged with

a

serious assault on a youth. This circle had 25 participæts including Judge Fafard, the

offenders, members of their families md other com-unity members, two police

officers md a defence

cor¡nse1.550

The victim was not in attendmce as Judge Fafard

had recently sentenced him to custody in another case. The circle opened with a prayer

in Cree by a local Elder.

Judge Fafard outlined the

Criminal Code æ.d the

oung Offenderc

tot

Y

rmge of sentence under the

Act for the offenses involved."t Corporal

lnterview with Corporal Bob MacMillan (16 November 1994) Pelican Narrows, Saskatchewan.

Þae Custer interview, supm at 436. Despite this rule, one of the ten offenders appearing before the Pelican
Narrows circle had previously appeared before the committee and had re-offended.

Corporal MacMillan later advised me that 1þe ¡sm¿ining community members were mainly band
employees, many of urhich who were members of the sentencing circle committee.
550

551

assault uåich carries a maximum penalty under the
14 years imprisonment and undèr the I oung Offenden A ct of tlwo years closed custody.

An offenders were charged with aggravated

Cr¡minal Code

of
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MacMillan then outlined the offence circumstmces"t after which circle particþæ.ts
took tums speaking to the offenders md suggesting rypropriate sente,nces. A consensus
developed that one offe,nder, the only one with a previous record md apparently the

instigator of the assault, shoutd not receive the seme sentence as the other nine
because he had rypeared before the committee earlier on a similar charge. Circle

participæts felt he should receive a short jarl sentence, followed by probation with
conditions similar to that imposed on the other nine offe,nders.553
Implementation of local mediation was being considered at Pelicm Narrows by
the spring

of

1995.554

Corporal Bob MacMillm described the benefits of this approach:

If ,.. [local mediation] works ... it will eliminate a lot of our work, because

a

lot of our work right now is the type of mischief which would be broken
windows. ... Somebody's having aparty and somebody asks somebody to leave
æ.d they don't wmt to. They get thrown out of the house and they grab a rock
and throw it through the window md they phone us up æd we go investigate.
Really, what the victim wants is the window to be re,paired. Period. But, if it
gets into the legal process,

it

doesn't work that way.55'

In addition to compensating the victim, he

suggested mediation would also avoid time-

consuming investigatory work by the police.

t"

Tb" offenders had attacked the victim at his home by forcing their way into his home and tlen by
kicking and beating him. The police believed beer bottles and logs had been used in the beating u¡hich left
the victim unconscious and bleeding uihen discovered after tle attack.
5s3
Including conditions of conditions 6f ç6¡¡sslling at the local alcohol rehabilitation cente, 156 hours
qf çemmunity seryice worþ abstention from the possession or use of alcohol or fuearms, taking an anger
management course and uniting an apology to the victim. These conditions had" in effect been dravør by the

sentencing circle committee uåo met during the week prior to court to consider these cases.
550

Interview with Corporal Kirke Hopkins (18 April 1995) Pelican Narrows, Saskatchewan. Corporal
Hopkins indicated that while mediation/diversion for young offenders was in place tbrough the Deparhent
of Social Services, referrals to a local committee had not yet begun. He also stressed the use of police
discretion in charging results in a form of mediation as not all complaints results in formal charges.
s55

MacMillan interview, supm note 548.
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6.3.3 Perspectives on Community Senûencing:

IøJ Comm"tnÍty Petspectiv es:
Chairperson Derek Custer stressed the need for community education about his

committee to e4pmd its effectiv€ness:
The circle was questioned at first. But I think people are starting to realize
what's going on. You know, people are starting to have interest in it. I think
they're starting to realíze that it's benefitting the criminals within the
community, instead of going to jail, they'd prefer to stay here md that's one of
the objectives within the circle that we have. We'd rather have the offender
stay within the community instead of going out to jail, because he just brings
resentme,nt when people go out to jail. So when we keep them in the
community, they're starting to realize that there's caring people in the
community, they wmt to do something good for them.556
Committee member Cecile Merasty55T noted that most people were scared to serve on

the committee as they feared offender reaction but felt community education would
facilitate greater community participation. Merasty also believed most offenders
appearing in Provincial Court did not understand the procedure or language used by
the judge md, therefore, remained mute. However, during circles conducted in Cree

before by the sentencing circle committee, offenders were empowered to e4plain why

they committed the offence md what steps they were prepared to take in correcting
such wrong. She commented on the counter-produøivity of sending local offenders to

jail, which resulted in

a further build-up

of mger md retaliatory behavionr upon retum

to Pelicm Narrows. Both Derek Custer md Cecile Merasty acknowledged jail had

5su

Custer intewiew, supm note 436.

55?

Merasty and Custer interview, supm note 148.

a
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role for serious crimes but felt minor property damage æd assaults should be dealt

with locally through co--unity-based

sentences.

Commurity members speaking at the Pelicm Narrows circle stressed that their
committee's work would provide

m opportunity for communiry empowennent as long

as offenders recognized their wrongdoing

md

agreed

to

change their behaviour.

Although recognizing the importmce of commr¡nity participation in the committee's
work, one Elder viewed further outside resources as necessary to continued
development of circle sentencing in Pelican Narrows. Another Elder maintained that

the local community would have a greater impact on offenders thm outsiders such

as

the court party.

[b] Jtrdícíal

Perspectív es:

Judge Claude Fafard questioned whether the justice system cm be

effective

i¡

¿ sommunity without local participation

"face" may be better than that of

m extemal

in

amy way

æd suggested the community's

system. He believed the justice system

worked best when a community believed in md had faith in

it.558

He was impressed

with the efforts of the Pelican Narrows com-r¡nity through its sentencing circle
committee md said,

if

asked a year md a half earlier, he would not have believed or

predicted such involvement.55e Despite the early stage of this initiative, he viewed the
committee md the introduction of circle sentencing as having had some impact at

t"
5te

Fafard November discussion, supm note 24.
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Pelicm Narrows as measured by a decrease in the court's

case 1oad.560 Judge

Bria

Huculak viewed development of a local mediation progrâm as complementing the
community's desire for justice system particþation but felt local community members
lacked confidence in proceecling with this program.56r

[cJ Crown or Police Percpectives:
Corporal Bob MacMillæ e4pressed RCMP support for the development of

circle se,ntencing both in court md through the local committee. He viewed
development of local mediation as a further step in sommunity justice involvement md

felt local people wæ.ted a

greater say

in the justice

system:

They recognize the judicial system in the North doesn't fulfil the role it should
be fulfilling, and they've wmted a say for quite some time. This is their
opportunity to finalty have some say. And there's a couple people, some
peoplein the Band that are very gung ho. James Merasty, for one, is pretty
much a leader in bringing or changing the justice system to where the people
actually will have input into the justice system. So ... there has been a 1ot of
evolution over the last one md a half years, and things are going to continue to
evolve here.'6'

He recognized failings of the prevailing Cmadim justice system in Northem
Aboriginal communities:
The judrcial system, in my opinion, ... doesn't work in the North, at all' for
thesè people .... [For example] two people have a fight on Monday. The victim
calls us Tuesday. We investigate it. By the time we collect statements md
everything else, it's been two weeks down the road. In the meætime, these
two persons have patched up their problems, are friends again. And then all of

tto

Fafard December interview, supru note 8-

56r

Huculak interview, supm note 447.

562

MacMillan interview, supm note 548.
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a sudden a srrrnmons comes in the mail three weeks later from the offence, to
the guy that was the accused md the,n two months later he's going to court for
it. In the meæ.time, the victim is going, uWell, our problem's over. Why are
we doing this?" And then the accused goes to jail. So it solves nothing. The
victim is mad then because he was put in a position where he had to come
testify against a person he didn't wmt to testify against. The accused is mad
uWell, why are the police doing this if this guy's not mad
because he thinks
my more. Then all of a sudden you're sendi.g me to jail too?" So it's not a
system that's ... right for the people here. f nem, when something happens
here they have to be hmdled forthwith, now, because that's where the problem
is now. Two weeks from now, the problem's gone, it doesn't matter my
more.tut

He viewed community opinion as having more impact on offender behaviour than
police or court involvement in a co--r¡nity such as Pelican Nar¡ows but doubted
circle se,nte,ncing would work in a larger co--unity, like Saskatoon, due to lack of
community supervision of the offender and lack of awa¡eness and concem about the
offender's actions.

[dJ Defence Counsel Percpectíves:

Lawyer Cathy Bohachik was counsel to one offender at the Pelicm Narrows
circle and had participated in other sentencing circles in the North. Although she had
never attended a meeting of the Pelicm Narrows sentencing circle committee outside

of court,

she believed they were

well orgæized æd actively involved in the cases

referred to them. She questioned the effectiveness of a sente,ncing circle with multþle
offenders (such as the Pelicm Narrows circle which had ten) as less offender feedback

is possible corrpared to a one offender circle. Despite the criteria developed by the La

tut

lbid.

t63
Ronge judges, she felt there remained confusion respecting which cases would be
deemed accçtable

for circle sentencing

æ.d

felt further guidmce from the court was

required. She hoped circle sentencing would continue as it was a useful tool in
combatting recidivism.

[eJ

560

hobúíon Officerc' Percpectiv

es:

Diane Christiarson was the provincial govemment probation officer covering
Pelican Narrows. She resided in Creighton, Saskatchewan, 120 kilometres south-east of
Pelican Narrows.56' While she was not involved directly in circle se,ntencing,

as

Probation Services left such matters to the local community, she made
recomm€ndations to the court in pre-sente,nce reports about the appropriateness of

community se,nte,ncing involvement. One pre-sente,nce re,port she had prepared
recomme,nded against a se,nte,ncing circle based on

victim disagreement with this. This

recomme,ndation was followed by Judge Fafard.

5e

565

Telephone interview with Cathy Bohachik (28 June 1995).

Approximately 120 kilometres by road ûom Pelican Narrows.
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6.4 Hollow Water Fint Nation, Manitoba

6.4.1 Community Overview:

Hollow

Water566

is located 190 kilometres north-east of Winnipeg on the east

shore of Lake lfinniFeg.

It

covers 4,000 acres of lmd within the pre-Cambriæ

(Canadim) shield. The Bmd's native lmguage is Ojibway. As of 1994, on-reserve
population was 490 md off-reserve was 512. This Bæd is a signatory to Treaty
signed

in

1875.567

5

Hollow Water is bordered by the Metis communities of Aghaming,

Mmigotogm md Seymourville. Total resident population of Hollow Water and the
surrornc{i¡g communities is

I200.56E

No regular court sittings are held at Hollow Water. Provincial Court for this
community is held 100 kilometres to the south in Pine Falls. However, since
December

of

1993, the Provincial Court of Mmitoba has convened in Hollow Water

to conduct two sentencing circles which dealt with five offenders charged with

sexual

assault.

t" Fi"ld trips to Hollow

Water were conducted February 6 and 22, 1995. Data collected included
interviews of Berma Bushie, Co-ordinator of CHCH, CHCH assessment team member Lorne Hagel and
Judge Munay Sinclair, observations of a community sentence review conducted February 22, 1995,
discussions with comm¡fi¡y members at the review and written material provided through CHCH, INAC,
the Solicitor General of Canada and assorted newspapers.
s67

'¡t¡.

information was provided by INAC.

Interview with Berma Bushie (6 February 1995) Hollow Water Fi¡st Nation, Manitoba. CHCH deals
with offenders and victims from Hollow Water and tle three Metis communities.
568
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6.4.2 lnit,ducti on and Development of Community Senúencing

:

Hollow Water re,presents a unique example of a "community driven" approach
to dispute resolution md the healing md treatment of offenders æd victims. Its
developme,nt was described

by Rupert Ross:

1984, a group of social service providers got together, concemed about the
future of their yor¡ng people. As they looked into the issues of youth substmce
abuse, vmdalism, trumcy æd suicide, their focus shifted to the home life of
those child¡en md to the substmce abuse md family viole,nce that oftetl
prevailed. Upon closer examination of those issues, the focus c.rhmged again,
for inter-generational sexual abuse was identified as the root problem. Other
dysfunctional behaviour came to be seen primarily as symptomatic. By 1'987,
they begm to tackle sexual abuse head on, creating what they have called their
çsmmunity Holistic Circle Healing Program [CHCH]. They presently estimate
that 75 percent of the population of Hollow Water are victims of sexual abuse,
and 35 percent are "victimizers".56e

In

CHCH Co-ordinator Berma Bushie described frustration with the prevailing criminal
justice md child welfare systems as factors contributing to CHCH's development:
We also studied the Child Welfare Act, the legal system md how it was
dealing with these [child sexual abuse] cases, æd we were horrified to find out
that our children were further victimized ... Child Welfare's practice at the time,
and probably still is, is whe,n a child disclosed þe or she was] ... removed from
the family md, in a lot of situations, a child was removed from ¡6s ssmmunity.
And the¡r there's absolutely no help offered to the offender. Everything was
tumed over to the legal system md charges laid, court would take place, and
that's it. And the child would be expected to testify against the offender in
criminal court, md to us that's not protecting our children. So based on the
laws that continue to govem us, we feel that we have to ensure protection for
our children, we have to have a say in what happens to them.570
The procedure followed by CHCH's assessment teâm is complex md includes

provision of support and treatme,nt for victims md victimizers md their respective

tut

Rorr, Duelling Pamdigms, supm nole 28 at 243. These figures confi¡m the cycle of violence as some
of the abusers must have been previously victimized.
5?0

Bushie interview, supm at note 568.
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families.s7t A thirteen stql process is followed by the assessmsntteamsT2 after initial
disclosu¡e of sexual abuse by a child.stt

lhis team is further divided into support

teams for the victim, victimizer md family .t'o After ensuring safety of the victim, the
accused person
accused

is confronted by an assessment teem member who encourages the

to take responsibility for his actions md to particrpate in CHCH. Berma

Bushie e>rplained:

.

We feel as a community it's our job to go and confront the offender md not to
rely on the RCMP because they haven't bee,n very successful in getting people
to take responsibility for what they've done. When people see the RCMP, they
just clam üp, won't speak, æd so we feel as a community we have a better ...
track record of getting people to take responsibility for what they've done ....
Nine times out of ten, the offender takes responsibility, md we inform the
offender of the plan in place. We inform them of the community approach.
We also inform him about the treatme,nt e4pectations, the circles that ... he's
going to have to go through. We also tell the offender that he has to go plead
guilty in court ...575

\Mhen criminal charges followed a disclosure, the CHCH approach promotes
acceptance of responsibility by the offender through entry of an early guilty plea in

"t

Hagel interview, supm note 368.

As of February 6, 1995, the assessment team comprised seven abuse workers, the local child and
family service supewisoç a support worker, a counsellor fiom the ban{ two Native Alcohol (NADAP)
workers, a public health nurse, a local band constable, an RCMP officer from Pine Falls, a person from the
Roman Catholic churcb, two people from provincial Child and Family Services and the local school
5?2

principal.

tt'

See T. Lajeunesse, Communilt Holistic Circle Healing: Hollow l4taterFint Nation (Ottawa: Solicitor
General Car.a.Å4 1993) in Appendix A. who set out the steps as: l. disclosure, 2. protecting the childlvictim,
3. confronting the victimizer, 4. assisting the victimizer's spouse, 5. assisting the family or families directly
affected and the community, 6. meeting of assessment team, 7. victimizer must admit and accept
responsibility, 8. preparation of the victimizer, 9. preparation of the victim(s), 10. preparations of all family
or families, ll. the special gathering, 12. the healing contract implemented and 13. cleansing ceremony.
5?a

Bushie interuiew supm note 568.

5xs
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court. Assessment team members then ask the court to adjoum sentencing for at least

four months to allow treatm€nt with the offender to

begin.57u Offenders are expected to

participate in four circles culmin¿1i11g in a sentencing circle.t" These circles involved:

first, the offender disclosing details of his offence to the CHCH assessment team,
second, the

victim telling the offender how the abuse had affected her life, third, the

offender describing his actions to his family md fourth, the offender facing his
community in a se,nte,ncing circle.578
CHCH has activeþ opposed offender incarceration and has argued that

jail

can

not break the generational cycle of violencesTs as tt only reduces the chances of other
victims md abusers coming forward. Berma Bushie stated that incarceration provided
no treatment for offenders and has failed to deter sexual abuse:
When a person is incarcerated ... they retum, thinking that they've paid their
price {or their crime. And the chmce of re-offending is very high, because
there's no treatment, absolutely no treatment in the jail system for offenders.
And why I say that is because one offender that was incarcerated æd was

ttu

B"r-u indicated that this period of time was requested so that the assessment can be ensured that
offenders are committed to healing.
As explained by Rupert Ross r¡ihen interviewed January 4, 1995, prior to the introduction of circle
sentencing in December, 1993, the assessment prepared and presented recommendations on sentence to the
court sitting in Pine Falls. Therefore, the sentencing circle is relatively new to the process.
577

578

Bushie interview, supm note 568.

5?e

See Community Holistic Ci¡cle Healing, CHC.H Position on Healing (Hollow Water, 1993) at 3-4

vr¿here it was argued:

The legal system's use of incarceration under the guise of specific and general deterrence also
seems, to us, to be ineffective in breaking the cycle of violence. Victimization has become so much
a part of uåo we are, as a people and a community, that the th¡eat of jail simply does not deter
offending behaviour. What the threat of incarceration does do is keep people from coming forward
and taking responsibility for the hurt they are causing. It reinforces the silence and therefore
promotes, rather than breaks, the cycle of violence that exists. In reality, rather than making the
community a safer place, the threat of jail places the community more at risk.
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wilting to work with us ... sat in jail under the prete,nce of some traffic
violations. And so how could he deal with his crime ... when he has to pretend
that he's in there for something totally innocent. So that's the reason why we
don't wæt our people going to jail. And they come back thinking they've done
their [time], they've paid for the crime, æd in most cases we have no way of
working with these people because it would have to be totally voluntary on the
offender's part [after release].5E0

A focus within the CHCH process has been restoring harmony to victims

and

offenders md the community-at-large through traditional holistic practices.5tr In
addressing this goal, a conjunctive relationship developed between CHCH md the

criminal justice system both prior to and after sentencing."t A protocol between the
Mæ.itoba Department of Justice and CHCH was negotiated

in

1991 in which the

Department rccognized CHCH's program as an option for treatment æd supervision of
sexual assault offenders md agreed to consider a non-custodial sentence

if

recommended by the assessment team.583 This protocol was negotiated by CHCH to

give the assessment team input into sentencing md avoid repeatedly educating Crown

tto

Burhi" interview, supm îote 568. Assessment team member Marcel Hardesty supported this analysis,
when spoken to February 22,1995, by explaining he had asked a sexual offender, recently returned from
jail, whether he would commit the offence again. The offender responded that he would be sure not to get
caught if he did it agarn. Marcel questioned the lesson being taught by jail.
58t CHCH,
Posifion on Incatcemtion (Hollow Water, 1993) at 4. The position paper outlined this focus:

[W]e are attempting to promote a process that we believe is more consistent with how justice
matters would have been handled tradifionally in our community. Rather than focusing on a specific
incident as the legal system does at present we believe a more holistic focus is required in order to
restore balance to all parties of the victimization. The victimizer must be addressed in all his or her
dimensions - physical, mental, emotional spiritual - and within the context of all of his or her past
present and fi¡ture relationships with family, çemmunity, and Creator. The legal system's afuersarial
approach does not allow this to happen.
5Ð

Hagel intervieq supm note 368.

5s3
Protocol for Manitoba Deparûnent of Justice Support for the Community Approach of the Hollow
Water Community Holistic ç¡"1" ¡s¿ling. Brandon, Manitoba (1991).
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attomeys about the CHCH approach."o

The first sentencing circle at Hollow Water occur¡ed December

9,19935E5 æ.d

involved serious sexual assaults perpetrated both parents on their children. The
assessment team foresaw dire consequerices

for the offenders if this case was to be

dealt with in the conventional system, given the potential magnitude of sentence.5*u
Representations were made by CHCH to the Provincial Court requesting a sente,ncing

circle be held at Hollow Water. The submission charactenzed circle sentencing as m
extension of the

co--unity's role in holding offenders

accountable md healing the

pain inflicted:

In our conjunctive relationship with the legal system we see our role as
one of representing our community. We do not see ourselves as "being on the
side of' the Crown or Defence. The people they re,prese,nt are both members of
our community, and the pain of both is felt in our community.
Until now our efforts have focused on (1) attempting to help both crown
md defence see the issues in the court case as the co--unity sees them, and
asking for their support, therefore, in represe,nting the community's interests,
nd (2) providing the court with a pre-sentence report which outlines the
situation as we see it, informs the court of the work we are doing with the
victimizer, and offers recommendations on how we see best proceeding with
the restoration of balance around the victimizatíon.
Now, however, we believe that it is time to expand the community's
involvement in this process. We believe that it is time for the court to hear
directly from the community at the time of the se,ntencing ..... Up until now the
sentencing hearing has been the point at which all of the parties of the legal

t*

Bushie interview, supru note 568.

"t Rollason, "Ceremony Heralds fle¿ling," supm Íote 29. This ci¡cle is hereafter called the "Hollow
Water circle."
According to assessment team member Lorne Hagel, Judge Munay Sinclai¡ advised the circle that
given the offenses and ci¡cumstances invofue$ eight to ten years incarceration would be a realistic sentence
for these offenders in the prevailing system. When interviewed January 17, L995, Judge Sinclair advised me
that the initial Crown position on sentence was five to six years incarceration ufrile even defence counsel
conceded that two and a half to four years incarceration may have been appropriate for one offender with
less jail time for the other.
586
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system (crown, defe,nce, judge) md the co-mturity have come together. Major
differences of opinion as to how to proceed have ofte,n existed. As we see it,
the legal system usually arrives with æ outside agenda of punishment md
deterrence of the "guilty" victimizer, æd safety md protection of the victim
md community; the community on the other hæd, arrives with æ agenda of
accor¡ntability of the victimizer to the community, md restoration of balæce to
all parties of the victimization.
As we see it, the differences in the agendas are seriously deterring the
þsaling process of the community. We believe that the restoration of balæ.ce is
more likely to occur if sentencing itself is more consistent in process md in
content with the healing work of tle community. Sentencing needs to become
more of a ste,p in the healing process, rather thm a diversion from it .... The
sentencing circle promotes the above rationale .... As we see it, the sentencing
circle plays two primary purposes (1) it promotes the community healing
process by providing a forum for the co-*unity to address the parties at the
time of sentorcing, nd (2) it allows the court to hear directly from the people
most directly affected by the pain of the victimization.In the past the crown
md defence, as well as ourselves, have attempted to portray this information.
We believe that it is now time for the court to hear from the victim, the family
of the victim, the victimizer, the family of the victimizer md the community-atlarge.5s7

The Hollow Water circle commenced at 7:00 a.m. with a sunrise and pipe ceremony

md ended at 9:00 p.m.."t The circle involved over 200 community participmts.ttn At

"t CHCH, The Sentencing Cittle (flollow Water, 1993) at 3-4. This submission also recommended at 510: appropriate circle participants, community preparation for the sentencing circle, physical setfing of the
circle and the process and rules to govem the ci¡cle. These recommendation appear to have been adopted by
Judge Sinclair. See "Trial by Healing Circle" Canadian Lowyer March, 1994 at7-8.
588

Sinclair interview, supm note 73.

58e

See

Rollason, "Ceremony Heralds", supru at note ? uåere the author described the process followed:

While the smell of sweetgrass filled the air, two circles were formed in tle centre of the hall for
the sentencing of a man and woman charged with incest. The inner ci¡cle of about 40 people held
the key participants- including both offenders and victims- u¡hile the outer circle consisted of about
200 other relatives, friends ¿¡¿ çqmmunity members .... Just before court was called to order, a
man holding a tray of bunring sweetgrass and buffalo grass went around the inner circle, allowing
each participant to "wash" the smoke over thei¡ hair, faces and clothes. Passing an eagle feather
from hand to hand" each person spoke in order around the circles. The discussion went around a
total of four times. During the fi¡st circle, people spoke about why they were there. During the
second, participants were able to speak to the victims. The thi¡d and fourth circles were designed to
be separate - one centring on the effects of the crime and the other on "restoring balance" to the
offenders. However, when the proceedings th¡eatened to extend well into the nigh! the last two
circles had to be melded into one ....
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its conclusion, all particþants,
crown prosecutor, agreed

exce,pt a cousin

of one of the victims but including the

jail would be counterproductive for

these offenders. Judge

Sinclair indicated to me that these offenders had progressed from a state of total denial

to one of total acceptmce md responsibility for their actions. In addition, the two had
actively worked in convincing 100 other sexual abusers from Hollow Water to come
forward

6d

¿rtmit thei¡ actions publicly.s'o At the circle's conclusion, Judge Sinclair

imposed a three year suspended sentence on each offáder with probation containing

a

condition that each offender follow the directions of the CHCH assessmeu.t team.
Despite the mmy disclosures of abuse resulting from "the Hollow Water

circle", only one subsequent sente,ncing circle had been conducted md no evidence
was found of
reside,nts.5et

m increase in sexual assault charges laid against Hollow Water

This suggested mmy incidents of abuse were being dealt with locally

outside the conve,ntional justice system or were not being dealt with at all.se2 Local
involveme,nt

in dispute resolution reflected the framework of legal pluralism

discussed

in Chapter One. At one level, the commr¡nity was working conjunctiveþ with the
formal justice system, through the involvement of CHCH members in court

tto

sinclai¡ interview, supm rrote 73.

5er

When interviewed January 23, 1995, assessment team member Lome Hagel said he was seeing more
with outside the criminal justice system: CHCH was dealing with offenders without
charges being laid. Also see P. Moon, uNative Healing Helps Abusers: Ofienders Admit Guilt Avoid Jâil
Terms" The Globe and MaiI (8 April 1995) Al & A5 uùich stated that since 1986, only five offenders had
been jailed instead of entering the CHCH program. 48 offenders were stated as en¡olled in the treahent
program. With only five offenders having been sentenced within a sentencing ci¡cle, the fourth ci¡cle in the
CHCH process, and with few offenders having been incarcerated outside tle program, it appeared likely that
many oflenders in the program had not been charged.
cases being dealt

5e

Another explanafion could be that incidents were being ignored.
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assessmerrts

æd circle se,ntencing. At mother level, the community was apparently

operating separately from the state, assuming complete control of dispute resolution.
As part of this local system of social control, md in an effort to hold offenders
responsible for their actions æd encourage their active particrpation in treatmelt, a

commtrnity review was held on the six month anniversary of each sentencing circle.

During m interview on CBC radio, Berma Bushie explained.
One of the things that the community does is, after se,ntencing, we tell the
offenders "for the next three years, you are on probation md every six months
we are bringing the case back to the community, for the community to review
how you are doing in treatment ...." [The community review] is one of the
ways , besides probation, ... used to make sure that people are following the
5e3
[se,ntencing circle's] recomm e,ndation.

A community

sentencing review held at Hollow Water February 22,1995 for three

sexual offenders5eo was auended by approximately 30 community members including

tn'Bushie

radio interview, supm note 108. The review process encourages community assistance in
holding offenders accountable for their victimization and promoting active participation in their treatuent.
As explained by Berma Bushie rryhen interviewed February 6, 1995:
We found that after the ñrst sentencing oi¡cle back in December, 1993 ... that in the treatment area
that... there was a regression on the part of the offenders. They were getting back into thei¡ denial
process. They were getting back to creating negative zupport for their case and stuff like that....
ffie felt that ... [our assessment] team was not strong enough to stop the regression and to get ttre
people [offenders] back on track with their healing. And because the community came out to speak
and give recommendations to the court for their senþncing [circle] .... We felt as a team ... we
needed to go back to the community to report ... u¡hat was happening. ... And as a team we felt
tha! before we thought about going through [the process of charging the offenders with breach of]
probation and bringing this case back to court, ... we felt that we ... should go back throueh the
community. First, give all the details ... and have the community help us decide where this case
should go. ... And they I the community members in attendance at the review] felt that these people
should be given a chance, and tha! again, they repeated their support for these people. They
repeated their expectations of the kinds of treatnents they wanted the offenders to take, and the
work that they wanted them to do. And we said "Okay, we'll do that and six months down the
line, 1rye'll come back and we'll report to you and see how these people are doing."
5ea

Sentenced in a ci¡cle subsequent to the Hollow Water ci¡cle. This review is hereafrer referred to as
"the Hollow Water review."

t73
one of the victims.'n' This review followed a similar format to the first Hollow Water

ci¡cle. During successive rounds of the circle, review participæts leamed of the
treatment md progress of all viøims æd offenders md, in tum, addressed the three
offenders md one victim in attendmce. Participmts also developed recommendations

for continued offender

treatme,nt and

victim

support.5e6

6.4.3 Perspectives on Community Senúencing:

[øJ CommunÍty percpectív es:

CHCH's developme,nt provided m interesting insight into local community
dynamics md justice perspectives. Initially, CHCH assessme,îtt team members became

very unpopular within the commrtrlty as many people blamed them for raising painful
memories. nùma Bushie referred to this period as the "crucifixion":

would say [the "crucifixion" lasted] about the first five years, from '86 to '91
I think it took our community that time to finally acce,pt that this problem is
here, that ñmy, mmy of our people have bee,n affected by sexual abuse, and
that it continued to affect our children, md once ouf community was able to
focus on the children, then they couldn't deny the problem my more. And our
children I feel more than once have saved our community because they're the
ones that began to disclose about ctrre,nt situations md through that process it
helped ouf community begin to acc€pt the problem because they could not

I

"t Th" victim in attendance was victimized by two of the offenders. She was aPParently sitting in a
circle with her abusers for the fust although she did not speak. The other victim had moved 1s \flinniFeg.
An assessment team member assigned to each victim and offender was present and repofed to the ci¡cle.
5e6

Co--ents by review participants evidenced shong community pressure on offenders to continue

and

advance treafuent. Several women, uå.ile acknowledging progress made by each offender, openly
challenged the offenders not to regress in their heafuent and to assist the assessment team by naming their
other victims. Berma Bushie commented to the offenders that jail "would have been the easy way out for
you." She thanked them for taking responsibility for their actions and for facing their community in the
circle.
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deny the children. They could de,ny us, the adults, trying to break the cycle.
But the children helped the community accept the problem md begin to look
ways of dealing with it at the co--unity level.

Although CHCH had come to enjoy significmt public support, she described its
dynamic relationship with the Hollow Water community:
We find that we cannot leave our commrurity behind. Why I say that is in the
last two years, our team has conce,ntrated on developing the treatment æd
making sure that was solid and in place. And so ... we did not have the time
to work on the community piece. What we used to do was a lot of workshops,
just keeping that consciousness open, æd teaching the adul-ts md there was a
lot of group work being done. So there was a lot of prevention aspects to our
work. In the last one æd a half years, we haven't been able to do that. So
we've kind of left our commsli¡y back there.5e7
When interviewed February 6,1995, she feared her commr¡nity was slipping back into
a state of denial about sexual abuse md felt that re-emphasis on community education
was required.
Assessment team member Marcel Hardesty viewed CHCH as one mems of

community empowennent. In his opening remarks at "the Hollow Water review", he
described self-govemment as people gaining "control over their own lives", not merely

control over financial resou¡ces. Despite the close relationship between CHCH md the
justice system, assessme,nt tenm members believed this link should eventually be
severed. Marcel Hardesty believed

his commu¡rity could hold abusers responsible for

their actions through public aware,ness of specific victimizations and education æ.d
treatment of offenders.tet Berma Bushie described the process she envisaged after
separation from the prevailing system:

tn'
5e8

Ibid.
Discussion with Marcel Hardesty (22February 1995) Hollow Water, Manitoba.
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We would use exactly the same process where the offender has to take
responsibility for their action. Minus the court. That would mean ... some kind
of justice body, maybe Elders, m Elders pmel, Elders group, or maybe Chief
md Cor¡ncil [would exist] where these people come and state their guilt, md
take responsibility, æd we would use exactly the stme process as we have
been. That's putting them through the circles, and doing the se,nte,ncing circle

She observed that local control

of the justice system would allow CHCH to e,nforce

a

five year treatme,nt plm on offenders as opposed to the maximum probation period of
three years under the Criminal Code.600

[bJ,tudíciøl Percpectiv es:
Judge Murray Sinclair presided at both sentencing circles conducted at Hollow

Water as of summer, 1995. At the request of the CHCH assessme,nt team, he agreed to

facilitate movement of the court to Hollow Water and to preside at both circles.6ol
When interviewed Jmuary 17,1995, he discussed the cur¡ent problem of domestic
abuse

in mmy Aboriginal communities whic,h

arose, he said, partly

from oppressive

practices of govemments md other extemal systems. These contributed to the inability

of Aboriginal commr¡nities to shape appropriate social conduct for their

members.

Residential schools imposed æ institutional model on Aboriginal children which
taught extemal control rather thar intemal control through development of appropriate

t"

Bushie interview, supm note 568.

600

Although noting that sexual abuse heatnent was a life-time process, she viewed five years as the
amount of time required to render an offender healthy enough to become a resource to the community.
60r

Bushie interview, supm at 568.
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value systems.602 He believed the current justice system had not been effective in
dealing with sexual abusers from Aboriginal communities. Court proceeding took place
away from the offender's community (at The Court of Queen's Bench in Winnipeg)

ff

convicted, offenders faced a penitentiary term during which sexual abuse treatment

rarely occurred. Upon release, they usually retumed to their community without the
benefit æd supervision of a probation

order.603

At "the Hollow Water circle", he agreed with the circle consensus

that

jail

would be counterproductive,6oo but noted the suspe,nded sentences imposed were based
on exceptional circumstances.605 The CHCH assessment team had worked extensively

with these offenders md their victims md provided the court with substmtial
documentation supporting such a sentence. He was impressed with the progress of

CHCH which he described as a "community driven" (rather than "judge driv€lt" or
"offe,nder driven" process). The commr¡rity foundation of CHCH was evide,lrced during

ut H" b.li"n"d a socialized

dependence upon extemal control systems lead to misbehaviour uåen such

contols were removed.
to'Because of s. 737(1)(b) of the Criminal Code, a probation order cannot follow

a

jail term of over two

years.
6ø Specifically, he joined the consensus which acknowledged:

l. Jail would not break the cycle of abuse for the specific offenders. The only thing to be
broken would be the offendefs healing circle;
2. Jail would discourage offenders in the community from coming forward for help(ie.
there would be no incentive to participate if major jail time was the result); and
3. Jail would serve as a disincentive for victims to come forward (they are more likely to
come forward if they think that thei¡ parents will not go to jail).
3o1¡ offenders took unconditional responsibility for tleir actions, participated fully in treatment and
worked actively in Hollow Water convincing over 100 victimizers to come forward and admit their actionsHe said he had met with CHCH assessment members prior to the first sentencing ci¡cle and had made his
position clear that jail was a distinct possibility for such offenses and that there could be no guarantee of a
eos

suspended sentence.
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his first sentencing circle at Hollow Water where he felt like m invited guest but not
the focus of attention.

[cJ Crown or Políce Percpectives:
Crown attomey George deMoissac represented the Crown at both sente,ncing
circles conducted at Hollow Water. He viewed CHCH as a highly trained md
dedicated community-driven orgmization and felt that the protocol negotiated with the

Department of Justice had the

full

support of local community members.

It had

been

designed for the unique circumstances of Hollow Water as a remote community with a
commrmity-based approach to addressing inter-generational sexual abuse. The CHCH
assessme,nt team had done

sufficient groundwork to satisfy him, at both sentencing

circles held, that a suspended sentence would be consistent with the parameters of the

protocol. Although he believed the evolution of circle sente,ncing at Hollow Water was

in its infmcy, he interpreted the community's rationale for supporting this approach
being that victims would be more likely to disclose abuse
about their abusers going to

as

if they were less concemed

jai1.606

[d] Defence Counsel Percpectives:
Jill Dr¡ncm represented one of the offenders sentenced at "the Hollow Water
circle". As reported:m Cmadiøt Lau,yefot, she observed the circle melded "traditional

uou

Interview with George deMoissac (29 June 1995) Winnipeg, Manitoba.

607

uTrial by Healing Circle", Supm note 587.
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court requilements with a healing circle"' She for¡nd community participation at the
sentencing circle to be a sign of strength md community support for this process æd

viewed circle sentencing as 4propriate for sexual assault charges given what she
believed to be the "leamed" nature of this offe,nce. Despite her generally positive
experience at the sentencing circle, she e4pressed concem about the ryplicability of

this qproach outside of communities such as Hollow Water. She viewed circle
sentørcing not as a "native/non-native issue but rather a rural/urbm issue" md doubted

that ahealing circle would work in Win:ripeg "because most residents don't know their
neighbours.u60E She believed

this approach could work in Hollow Water because "they

are all long-time residents who form a tight-knit community md

will be accor¡ntable

for the ... [offenders].ttoo'

[eJ

hobdíon OfJicer Percpectives:
The assessme,nt team of CHCH was named as the body to supervise all

offenders sente,nced during the sentencing circles held at Hollow Water.610 Berma
Bushie commented that "outside" probation officers simply did not know the resources

within her community.utt Questions surrounding the power to charge offender with
breach of probation had created confusion within the CHCH assessment ¿sam. In

'ot lbid.
6oe

lbid.

610

Technically, offenders were to report both to the CHCH assessment team and to the assigned
probation officer from the Deparhent of Justice. In reality, offender supewision was conducted entirely
through CHCH.
6rr

Bushie interview, supm note 568.
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February, 1995, the team was considering having

m offender

r¡nder their supervision

charged with non-compliance of a probation order condition. However,

it

appeared that

the final decision rested with a probation officer from outside the reserve, suggesting
that the semmunity's powets are curtailed by justice system requirements.

6.5 Waywayseecappo First Nation, Manitoba

6.5.1 Community Overview:
Waywayseecappout'is located 351 kilometres northwest of Winnipeg. The
reserve encompasses 24,856 acres of rolling lmd. The community's economic base is

agriculture. On-reserve facilities include

n

K-IZ school, a health office, Bmd office,

recreation facilities md a community centre. This bmd is a signatory to Treaty 4
a

signed

n

1874. It has approximately 1500 members with two thirds resicli.g on the

reserve.utt Its native lmguage is Ojibway.6ta

Sergemt Roy of the RCMP Rossbum detachment6r5 indicated Waywayseecappo
had grown in population substmtially since the late 1980's during a progrnm of

ut'

A field trip was conducted to Waywayseecappo MLarch 2, 1995. Daø collected respecting
Waywayseecappo included observations of court conducted l;Nlarch 2 and interviews wit.h members of the
Blder's Afuisory Counsel, Judge Giesbrech! the local probation officer, a band councillor in charge of
justice matters, an R.C.M.P. Sergeant from Rossbum and defence and crown counsel. Written information
was also obtained from INAC.
6t3
L. Longclaws, L. Barkwell & P. Rosebus\ "Research Note: Report of the Waywayseecappo First
Nation Domestic Violence Project" (1994) XIV:2 Can. J. Nat. St. 341 al 343.
6ro

tt'

Above information obtained from INCA
Whose area includes Waywayseecappo.

i¡

$y'innipeg.
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housing construction. He sensed a rece,nt developme,nt of a middle class on the reserve

with m increase in on-reserve employment opportunities through such projects

as the

Waywayseec4po School.
Prior to December, 1993, the Provincial Court sat only in Rossbum,
approximately 15 kilometres from Waywayseecqppo. After this date, monthly court
hearings were held on the reserve. Court is held in a local

co--unity hall

across from

the bmd office.

6.5.2 Intoduction and Development of Community SenEncing:

The Provincial Court at Waywayseecappo is conducted in a circle-format.616
The Elders' Justice Advisory Council6lT sits in the circle with the judge, police, the

local probation officer and defence md Crown counsel.6rt
This sentencing initiative grew out of consultations betwee,n Judge Giesbrecht

md local co-munity represe,ntatives md

a

justice proposal submitted by this First

Nation to the provincial govemment.6le The Chief and Council of Waywayseecappo
had asked for court to be moved from Rossbum to the reserve.u'o Judge Gesbrecht

utu

Th" hearings include only docket court and sentencing for accused or offenders from the local
community. Trials and prelim¡¿O hearings continue to be held in Rossbum.
6r?

Comprised of up to five Elders from this fi¡st nation and hereafter referred to as "the Elder's

Council."
618

Interview by telephone with Judge B. Giesbrecht (24 February 1995).

6re

Interuiew with Judge B. Giesbrecht (2 March 1995) Waywayseecappo First Nation, Manitoba.

620

Judge Giesbrecht afuised me 95 percent of the cases heard in Rossburn originated from
Waywayseecappo.
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met with local community representatives æd agreed. Govemment funding was
obtained in response to the justice proposal for hall rental for court, establishment of a
resident probation officer md a per diem allocation for Elders sitting on the Elder's
Corncil.62r Consultation within the Waywayseecappo community determined the model

to be used in court would be the Eldefs

Corurcil.622

In addition to sitting with the

judge md court on scheduled court days6", the Elder's Council also held meetings a
week before md after monthly court dates. Offenders and accused persons appearing

in court were either ordered or encouraged by the court, with support from the Elders,
to atte,nd such meetings which featured traditional Ojibway

lessons,

talking circles,

heahng circles, sweetgrass, smudging md traditional prayers.u'o

Court on March 2,1995 was held in a rectmgular room. The front half
contained a circle of chairs with microphones in the.ce,ntre recording proceedings. The
back half contained rows of chairs set up in conve,ntional courtroom fashion.u'l Th.

circle included Judge Gesbrecht, three Elders, Sergemt Roy, local probation officer

Hermm Mmtuck, defence counsel Merv Hart and Bob Harrison md Crown attomey
Lawrence Mclnnes. Court opened æd closed with
utt
622

m Ojibway prayer offered by m

Interview with Herman Mantuck (2 March 1995) Waywayseecappo First Nation, Manitoba.
Discussion by telephone with Band Councillor Tim Cloud (9 March 1995).

623

Which on March 2, 1995 included meeting with and discussing some of the cases to be dealt with
prior to court opening.
62 Mantuck interview,
supm note 621.
625

Judge Giesbrecht expressed some concern to me that the room was not ideally shaped to
accommodate a "circle-type" of court as the remainder of the community in attendance were essentially
relegated to the role of audience. This appeared to be the case as the accused called forward appeared not to
know uåether they should sit with the court party in the ci¡cle or stand during consideration of thei¡
charge(s).
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Elder who wore a ceremonial dress æd held æ eagle feather in her hand. pl6sssdings
included a combination of docket626 md sentencings carried over from earlier court
dates

or other court locations. The Elders, who sat on both sides of the judge,

particþated only in

sente,ncing.627

During sentencing, Crown md defence cor¡rsel made submissions on offence

md offender circumstæces and on appropriate

sent€nce. Judge Gesbrecht then asked

the Elders to comment They provided information about each offender, stated their

opinion on his needs and made recommendations on 4propriate sentence. No victims
4peared in the court circle md no offenders personally addressed the

court.628 The

Elders generally voiced a perspective opposing jarl.u'n Judge Giesbrecht accepted their
recommerrdation in one case and, while acknowledging respect for their views,
disagreed in mother.63o

t"

Arraignments and pleas or elections.

Wrhich on March 2, 1995 invoþed th¡ee cases out of the total list of approximately 30 adult and
youths appearing before the court. Most persons appearing simply had their charges adjourned to a later
627

date.

With the exception of the young offender uÀo was asked by Judge Giesbrecht if he understood tåe
terms of his probation order and tlat court was being adjourned to June on his outstanding charge. He said
628

he understood.

Crown Attorney Lawrence Mclnnes, uihen interviewed afrer cour! noted the Elders rarely, if ever,
jail for an individual but do distinguish between cases in the forcefr¡lness of tåeir submissions
against jail. Indee{ on March Z, 1995, the Elders forcefully argued against jail for a youug offender charged
with a break and enter in Rossburn. Judge Giesbrecht accepted thei¡ recommendation and placed t.he young
person on strict probation despite the Crown's request for closed custody disposition. However, regarding an
adult offender charged with breach of recognizance by drinking and contacting his spouse (rvho he was also
charged with assaulting), the Elders, u¿bile not advocating jail, were less vocal in their defence of this
offender. Apparentþ, this offender had been ordered or asked to attend the Elder's Counsel meeting back in
January uåen his charge had been adjourned. He had only recently done so. Judge Giesbrecht sentenced the
man to 75 days in jail.
62e

zuggest

630
Placing a young offender on probation in the former case uihile sending an offender to jail for breach
ofrecognizance on the latter.
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6.5.3 Penpectives on Community Sentencing:

[aJ CommunÍty Percpectíves:
Members of the Elder's Council were interviewed after court. One Elder
stressed her ¡ole as a traditional Ojibway healer.

All Elders acknowledged the

importance of traditional Ojibway spirituality to their work with offenders md believed

their Council was having a positive effect, although they did not further evaluate its
impact.631

Local probation officer æd community member Hermæ. Mmtuck was also

interviewed. While r¡nable to make a final judgement on the impact of the Elder's
Cor¡ncil given its short duration, he thought offenders felt more comfortable appearing
before their Elders at Waywayseecappo thm before the conventional court in
Rossbum. He viewed the Elder's Council as a starting point for local community

involvement in the justice system

by

incorporating traditional Ojibway teaching and

practices into court procedure. He predicted the impact of the Elder's Council would

not be

see,n

for some time as mmy local people were still not a\¡/are of the Cor¡ncil's

functioning. However the se,ntencing initiative, in his view, had served as a form of

utt

Cro*o attorney Lawrence Mclnnes later told me that all Elders currently sitting on the çounsel were

abstainers from alcohol consumption. He said one of these elders viewed former Prime Minister John
Diefenbaker as a great enemy of thei¡ people because his human rights initiatives had lead to removal of the
prohibition ofalcohol on reserves. Sergeant Roy sfressed that the specific Elders chosen by the chiefand
counsel for the Eldet's Counsel were highly respected at Waywayseecappo. By contrast both Roy and
Mclnnes indicated that some other Elders on the reserve did not enjoy zuch semmunit! respect and noted
that one such Elder had been in custody on March 2 andhad been remanded in custody for a later
appearance in Brandon court.
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community empowefinent for Waywayseecappo æd a mems for his people to achieve
a stronger sense of their own identity. Overall, he believed the Elder's Cor¡ncil had

given some offenders a chæce to stabilize their lives through use of traditional
Oj

ibway .practices.

632

[bJ,tudicial Percpectiv es:
Judge

Brim

Gesbrecht633 had attended court at Waywayseecappo

on a number

of occasions since introduction of the Elder's Council. He was supportive of the Elder's
Council initiative md hoped
matters.63a

it would facilitate more local involveme,nt in justice

While stressing local community responsibility for choosing the Elder's

Cor¡ncil model as a vehicle for local particþation, he noted health problems among
Elders on the Cou¡rcil as a problem affecting development of this sentencing
initiative.63' He also questioned the degree of respect accorded these Elders by younger
persons in the co--unity.utu

Regarding community sentencing developme,nt, he commented on the

u"

H" *", not prepared to generalize the Elder's Panel experience at Waywayseecappo to other
communities. He stressed that all communities are different and noted his believe tlat local community
interest in re-establishing the prominence of taditional Ojibway teachings and practices facilitated the
initiative. He believes communities in which Christianity is strong are less likely to accept the type of reintegration of taditional practices seen at Waywayseecappo.
ó33

lVho resides in Brandon and is an Associate Chief Judge of the Provincial Court of Manitoba.

63 He recosnised that previously outsiders had performed all functions within the system for the people

of Waywayseecappo.
635

As of March, 1995, of the frve elders on the panel two elders were unable to participate as one had
cancer and one had high blood pressure.
636

Giesbrecht February intewiew, supru r,ote 6L8.
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significmt number of initiatives which had been commenced md abmdoned in
Aboriginal communities of Mmitoba md Ontario over the past 20 years.u" He
believed these projects failed for a variety of reasons including chmges in local
leadership,63s a loss

of govemment funding or the departure of a key person involved

in the initiative.63e

[cJ Crown or Políce Perspectives
Crown Attomey Lawrence McTnnes and RCMP Sergeant Roy were interviewed
after court March 2,1995. Both viewed the Elder's Council as a positive step for the

cont-unity of Waywayseecappo and

as a vehicle

for local co--unity

empowerment.6a0 Both acknowledged the respect accorded Elders on the Cormcil by

local community members æd felt these Elders possessed valuable insight to assist
sortencing deliberations. Sergemt Roy indicated the difficulty, at such

of interpreting the Council's impact. He reported no chmge

in

m early

stage,

recent RCMP case

statistics from Waywayseecappo although the local population had increased steadily

in

rece,nt years

without any corresponding increase in case load. Both

me,n viewed the

63t

He noted an elder's panel set up by Judge Kopstein some years back at the Rousseau River Reserve
in Manitoba u¡hich functioned for some time and then "fell apart". Judge Kopstein, interviewed May 31,
1995 in \try'innipeg, described an Eldet's sentencing panel used by him at Rousseau River in the mid-1970's.
Two Elders, appointed by the Chief, sat with him during court and advised him on appropriate sentence.
Judge Giesbrechfs analysis pointed to a long-term difficuþ in keeping the community, and perhaps judges
and lawyers, interested and involved in comm'nity sentencing.
638

With the new leadership not supporting the initiative.

63e

Usually

e0

a

judge or influential community member.

Overal¡ Lawrence Mclnnes obsewed significant progress by the Waywayseecappo community. He
commented tha\ 20 years ago, the reserve was an extremely violent place with a significant number of
murders. He felt the situation has improved greatly.
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role of local probation officer Herman Mmtuck as indispensable to success of the
Eldet's Cor¡ncil.

[dJ Defence Counsel Percpectíves:
Defe,nce lawyer Merv Hart had appeared regularly

in Waywayseec4po court

since the introduction of the Elder's Cormcil.6al He thought that the Elders' focus was

on offe,nder rehabilitation rather than retribution md that they were dece,nt people
attempting to heþ local offenders. He recalled the Elders being very stem when
addressing several yolmg offenders who had broken into the local school æd
suggested that the embarrassment
deterre,nt to

of appearing before the Council served

as a potential

his clients.

[eJ hobúíon OfJicer Perspectives:

Hermm Mmtuck's job activities included supervision of offenders on court
ordered probation md undertakings

md

preparation of pre-sente,nce reports for adults

md youth.6o' He viewed the Elder's Council as a positive first

ste,p

for þis ssmmunity

although he felt the specific impact of this approach would not be ascertainable for
some time.

*t

Interview by telephone with Merv Hart (8 June 1995) Brandon, Manitoba. Merv is employed by
Manitoba Legal Aid in Brandon.
e2

He regretted he had not had sufficient time to focus on communit¡r education through meetings and
workshops. Indee{ it appeared his presence and work was indispensable to the functioning of the Eldefs
Council initiative.
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6.6 Mathias Colomb Crre Nation (Pukat¿wagan), Manitoba

6.6.1 Community Ovewiew:
hrkatawagmuo' is located 819 kilometres north of Winnipeg, 210 kilometres

north of The

Pas644

md 40 kilometres down river from Smdy Bay, Saskatchewan. The

m airline

community is accessible by air (throtrgh

owned by the Mathias Colomb

Bmd), by rail md, in winter, by m ice road from The
The Mathias Colomb Bæ.d was formed

Pas.

in 1910 after a group

the Peter Balmtyne Bmd of northwest Saskatchewm.

Iî

1994, the

separated from

bmd had a total

membership of 1,921and m on-reserve population of 528. Çommr:nity services
included a hotel, restaurant, convenience store, laundromat, heath-care centre md
school. Police services were provided by a detachment of the RCMP, through local

bmd constables md a voh¡nteer "peace keqler" group which patrolled regularly and
assisted community members

in

need.6ot

Prior to the establishme,nt of an RCMP detachment md local sittings of the
provincial court in Pukatawagm, dispute resolution was hmdled within the local
community. Elder Gabriel Bighetty gave

m

example:

*'

A fi"ld trip was conducted to Pukatawagan from April 9-12, 1995. Data collected respecting this
çemmunity included observations of court held April 11, interviews with the local Justice Committee,
defence counsel Joyce Dalnym, RCMP Corporal Robert Brossart probation officer Karen Dumas and Judge
William Martin. Other written materials respecting Pukatawagan were obtained through the Justice
Committee, INAC and the libraries at the University of Manitoba.

ø
s5

Information obtained from INAC.
Interview with Corporal Robert Brossart (l

I April 1995) Pukatawagan, Manitoba.
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The old people in the old days, I think they were doing way better before the
white people came to the commr¡nity because I remember I just seen just the
edge of it of that thing being settled. In 1930, in the years'30,'31, in betwee,n
there, people that put themselves into trouble in them old days, the Chief and
the Councillors used to have their own court. They didn't have a court every
month, every once in a while. If they would have three people that been in
trouble themselves, they'd get them three people md they'd put in court to talk
to them md then the Chief would give a sent€nce to George. uWell, George,
you've been doing that" .... So, they'll tell George, "you go md cut three cords
of wood, that's your penalty". Well, George had a womm cut three cords of
wood, then he'll go to the Chief md the Cor¡ncillors md say "well, I cut up my
three cords of wood". They don't take his word. They go æd check to see if
that's three cords of wood there.6ou

ln the 1970's, hrkatawagan

came to be known as "Dodge

City of the North" due to its

high rate of violent crime.uot By 1995, this situation had improved, in part due to the
local Justice Committss. Çsmmittee member Hy Colomb described the chmges:

Andthen we startedto talk about... the year 7975, when our hrkatawagan
community was a bad place. And you must have heard about that. I don't
have to ask you because if you didn't hear about it, it is very funny because the
rest of the world did. So, I says we'll try to bring out a community way better
thm how it was md [show] how it is now.uot
Rece,nt years have also wiûressed renewed emphasis on

at hrkatawagffi.uon Healing circles had been used within

*u

traditional Aboriginal practices

tle

commr¡nity outside of the

Interview with Gabriel Bighetty (10 April 1995) Pukatawagan, Manitoba.

tt

Se" B. Lowery, "Local Native Officials Tame North's Dodge City" The ll innipeg Frce Prcss (16
November 1992)83 uihere the author commented on this history and subsequent ohanges within
Pukatawagan:

In its violent heyday during the

1970's, Pukatawagan ... was seeing four slayings a year in a

population of only 1200. The RCMP believe this may have been the highest per capita homicide
rate in North America. But over the past four years only one homicide has occurred on the resewe,
the RCMP report.
648 Interview with Hy Colomb (I0 April 1995) Pukatawagan, Manitoba.
*n During an interviewwith lawyer Joyce Dalnyn January 27,1995 ia t$y'innipeg she stated: "f'm not
sure at rrrùat point people started going back to fraditional ways or never really left them. There are still
people rrtño live out on the fap tine. And now that is a skill or course thafs being taught in school ...."
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Provincial Court and the local Crisis Ce,ntre had conducted a family healing workshop
during the summer of

1994.650

Resistmce to the P¡oVincial Court system was apparent at Pukatawagm during

the 1980's. Members of the bmd became dise,nchmted with the circuit court servicing

tle reserve from

Thompson. Under Chief Pascal Bighetty, a bmd cotrncil resolution

was passed prohibiting the court party from entering hrkatawagm.u" Joyce Dalmyn
described the chæges to Provincial Court in Pukatawagm resulting from this incident:

Pukatawagm used to be run out of the Thompson court system and during the
time when Pascal Bighetty was chief, there was a problem where the
community BCR'd þassed a bmd resolution bmning] the Thompson court
party for various reasons which remain somewhat mysterious, but have
something to do with the Crown wmting to leave at 4:30 æd other such things
and never getting through a docket. And at the request of Chief Bighetty,
Judge Martin specifically, out of The Pas, was requested to come to
Pukatawagm and have court. So the whole system shifted where probation
from The Pas had to take over md the court parties started travelling out of the
Pas.u"

The Provincial Court now sits in Pukatawagan once a month. Court is held in a local
community hall.

uto

lbid.

See G. York,The Dispossessed: Lift and Death in Nqtive Canada (Toronto: Lester
1989) at 170 u¡here the author described this resistance
651

& Orpen Dennys,

Bighetty believed the judges were þoring the wishes of his 1,400 band members, uiho wanted
tougher jail sentences to battle the rising crime rate in Pukatawagan. "Northem courts have become
a farce," the chief declared in 1986. As his frustration mounted, Bighetty warned that he might
prohibit the provincial judges from entering ¡¡s çsmmunit!. A senior provincial official scoffed at
the th¡eat and accused the Indians of "grandstanding". That was the last sfraw for Pascal Bighetty.
"The ban is on," the chief announced. "Any provincial court judge, official or lawyer u¿ho sets foot
in our community will be charged with trespassing." The people of Pukatawagan had the legal rigbt
to keep outsiders off thei¡ reserve, so the monthly court proceedings were shifted to Lynn Lake, the
nearest town.
652

Dalmyn interview, supru note 649.
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6.6.2 Intmduction and Development of Community Senúencing:

The focal point of community sentørcing participation in hrkatawagan has
been the Justice Committee. Committee member Hy Colomb, a former chief of the

First Nation, described the committee's development:
Pascal Bighetty was the Chief that time, in 1983, so he talked to us about
having a Justice Committee here. And then from there we started to go on the
court day. Well, they have court here every month. So we started. Like
before, we didn't go to the court on the court days. So we decided. We
brought it up in our meetings we should go to the court days so we'll know
how this guy gets his sente,nce and then we'll know who was there md how
mmy times this guy had been on the courts off md on. We'Il leam something
from there if we go to court on the court days ....653

He said the Justice Committee began by meeting with md counselling troubled
community members md subsequently activeþ involved the RCMP md the band's

Chief md Cor.ncil in their deliberations. Committee member LizBear described the
Justice Commi¡¡ss's orgmization

:

There are still eight members. There are four women md four me,n md each
one is assigned a specific group to deal with when it comes to dealing with the
- referrals received from the courts or from the RCMP or from my orgmization
that wmts to deal with the misbehaviour of m individual because we all have
our own little expertise, I guess, our knowledge of these certain groups.u'o

A commr:nity review of the Justice

Committee had recently been conducted revealing

concems about its ability to deal with more serious cases of abuse. The Committee
was able to deal with "minor charges like first-time offenders" but

"t

H. Colomb interview, supm note 648.

654

Interview with Liz Bear (10 April 1995) Pukatawagan, Manitoba.

it could not deal
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with cases such as sexual abuse or acts of physical abuse md assault charges.ut' By

April,

1995, the Committee was dealing

with the mediation of disputes referred from

the RCMP, the provincial court md community members or age'ncies. Members were
also regularly attending at Provincial Court to advise the judge on se,ntencing for

specific offenders.
Corporal Brossart stated that cases were referred to the Justice Committee for
mediation both by the RCMP and the P¡ovincial Court.656 LízBear described how
cases were also referred

to the Justice Cómmiftss by local commtmity members

without involveme,nt of the formal justice system:

Like the commonest ones that we have is harassme,nt ... family feuds or
whatever or there was a misgiving at some time and when the person is
perhaps under the influence. They go md verbally harass the person in a public
area or they vent out to their kids or stuff like that. We get those refer¡als
made here .... We always ask the complainant, what would you like to see out
of this^situation? What's your recommendation? Then I bring that back here md
the,n we talk about it again. Say Mrs. Smith put a complaint against Mrs.
Somebody. So I wmt to ask Mrs. Smith what do you wmt? What would you
t" D*iog

an interview April 11, 1995 at Pukatawagan, RCMP Corporal Robert Brossart noted the

limited range of cases considered by the Justice Committee:
Right now with the woÉeû's groups opposing the Justice çemmittee getting invoþed in things such
as serious things like spousal abuse, the courts no longer refer that to the justice committee to deal
with. As with some of the more serious complaints, sitting on with the Justice Committee, they felt
that they weren't capable of dealing with more serious matters because tley were like I say still in
the learning stage, still trying to deal with smaller problems, the social problems of the community
and more minor matters and just things that they can basically deal with by talking to people and
healing them that way ....

"'

Ibid. He

stated:

case can go two ways to the justice committee, ifs either referred directly from our office after
receiving a complaint or the provincial judge's court will send a matter over to be dealt with by the
justice committee and they'll hear the ci¡cumstances and they'll set some kind of penalt¡r or some
kind of help to work with the person .... Now the charges vary depending on uåat we send to
them, but we have a tendency of sending less serious charges to them because they're still in the
developmental stages and still leaming court procedures etc., so they try to work out some of the
minor squabbles and minor assaults and things like that that happen within the çqmmunity.

A

t92
be comfortable with to make this thing

settle?657

The Committee met regularly with offenders, md often victims, in

m effort to resolve

disputes. The Committee ofte,n directed offenders to take corrective action such as

counselling by æ Elder, alcohol treatment or making m 4ology or restitution to the

victim. Committee member Hy Colomb gave m example:
And then like the other times that I was telling you, whe,n we have our
meetings md the guy who makes the trouble comes in, md then oru
chairperson, Chief Caribou, would tell this guy here, he says "you go md see
George every week for two months". Well that mems this guy has to go md
talk to George eight times. Well George will be talking to this guy md
e4plaining him all kinds of things, how to get him out of trouble. After two
months, George had a report in to us that this guy had bee,n to him there every
week, eight times. Well, that was his sente,nce. But that's good ....658
Reconciliation between offender md victim was a goal of the Justice Committee

as

LizBear e4plained:
We ask the victim to come in. Either they come in with the offender there like the two parties involved - or one at a time we hear their side of the story.
If the victim or the complainant is comfortable, they cm come md listen as to
what we're going to say to the perpetrator or whatever you wmt to call him ....
That's oru inte,nt to always put people back into a relationship ... relative, wife's
family, wives, whatever way. It is to come back md see md to stmd corrected
that somebody did indeed do a wrong; otherwise, that complaint wouldn't be
here .... There would be an apology given. There would just be a time that
they air out their differe,nces here md we're sitting and we're giving guidmce
or providing some advice.65e
To increase complimce with their dispositions, the Committee developed

a

ltt Bear interview, supm note 654.
658

Co-mittee member Gabriel Bighetty desc¡ibed efforts by the committee to compensate victims
monetarily for property damage suffered by deduction from the offender's welfare cheque: "So because they
can't pay, the only thing to do is just find out rryhat to do now. We go and ask the Council and the Chief to
take out from thei¡ welfare so much every month in order to pay uåat they break it ....".
utn

Bear interuiew, supm note 654.
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practice of allowing offenders to appear before

it only three times, after which

the

offender would be referred back to the formal court system.uuo Despite the less serious
nature of cases being referred to the Committee by the RCMP md court, Joyce
Dalmyn noted that, for a ti-e,66r mmy qpousal assault charges were referred to the
Justice Committee for mediation, largely because the Crown realized there was little

chmce of conviction give,n the reluctance of complainmts to testify. This form of
resistæce to the court system was described by Corporal Brossart.
Spousal assaults, for a while, were going to the Justice Committee .... Reason
for that ... is testifying is not really big or higb on the priority list. We've
received numerous complaints at this detachment. However whe,n it comes time
for the actual trial date, very few trials go ahead due to the fact the
complainmt no longer wishes to pursue the matter .... They find it easier with
the Justice Committee to maybe try md help that problem or assist it as
opposed to with the provincial courts. The spouse doesn't want to testify.
Therefore, the charge is stayed and nothing is done ....662

The Justice Committee also participated in sentencings at the Provincial Court
either through provi¡ling advise to judges respecting specific offenders or, together

with other community members, through formal æd impromptu
Judge

William Martin described the evolution of community

se,nte,ncing circles.

se,nte,ncing participation

in the Provincial Court at Pukatawagan:

tuo

Interview with George Colomb (10 April 1995) Pukatawagan, Manitoba. George explained:
Th¡ee times to Justice Committee. Whether they are going to take their Elders' advice or whether
he is going to take advice what they are working for. If they don't dc it the next time he come in
on the third time, he doesn't show up or he doesn't want to do it he wants to play his own game,
so we just give him to the [Provincial] Court. So thafs uåere he cannot speak for himself. He
could speak fe¡ himself in here but over there is a different world, he couldn't even speak for
himself. AII he has to do is uåat the court said. He has to do it uihether he likes it or not....

66r

During an eight month period in 1993.

662

Brossart interview, supm note 655.
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It was about six years ago that the Chief of the hrkatawagm Band started m
initiative, I think assisted by Joyce Dalmyn, to institute md get rolling a type
of Justice Committee at h¡katawagm and to explore the possibilities of having
the court furction with more input from the commr¡nity itself. Initially, there
were five, possibly six, members of that Justice Committee æd I speak now of
1989/1990 md we held some very moving md, to my mind, very fruitful
sentencing meetings with the whole of the community prese,nt ....663
When advising on sentence, members of the Justice Committee initially sat with other
community members md subsequently sat beside the judge.Guo Joyce Dalmyn described
one memorable consultation betwee,n the presirling judge md the Justice Committee:
The judge said that he viewed any sexual assault to be serious and one where

jail was appropriate, md then he stated to the Justice Committee, I feel that in
this case jail is appropriate, but I want you to tell me whether you think I
should give him a really high fine, around $1000, or whether I should send him
to jail. And then he conducted a poll or a vote æd the Justice Committee
voted and decided that this mm should get a $1000 fine in addition to
probation terms which is what the Justice Committee had basically
recomme,nded to the judge because the offender had already indicated he would
go to a lengthy alcohol treatment program, æd he had a number of things

uu'Interviewwith

Judge William Martin (ll April 1995) The Pas, Manitoba. An issue raised by Justice
Commiffee members was payment for thei¡ attendance at court. As explained by Theresa Bighetty:

When the court time the Justice Committee don't go in the court because we don't get paid. Thafs
wüy they don't like to go there - don't want to sit there ¡ot ¡s \ing .... Well, everybody likes to get
paid uÀen they do something.... This thing is not really settled yet. I remember I got paid a couple
times there going on the court dates. I get paid just a couple of times. But before that, we didn't
get paid before that. And now, I believe, right now, by this time now, I think is now settled now...,

u*

This evolution was described by Joyce DaLrnyn on January 27, 1995:
There have been different trends throughout the oh alnost three years IVe been going to
Pukatawagan. Initially the Justice Committee members were just sitting in the audience. And for
about the past at least two years rather than having rows of chairs in the audience, we have the
chair set up so that there's a large circle formed, or sometimes a double circle depending on how
many people are presen! because docket days often there are 60 or 80 people on a docket so the
circle sometimes is quite large. So the Justice Committpe used to sit among the members of the
public and then some members of the Justice Committee felt that they should be sitting somewhere
else. So there had been various meetings at various times uåere the Chief has invited the court
party to meet with him at lunchtime or the justice committee has met with us, and weVe had a
couple of different meetings between the entire court paly and justice committee members and
members of the RCMP. So there's been sort of this evolution, but now, as a uåole, they tend to sit
at the front with the judge ....
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going in his favour including being accepted for university md all sorts of
other things. So I've never seen mything quite that particular, but based on the
vote, the justice committee prevailed md he got S1000 fine in addition to
probation!665

The first formal þlæned) sentencing circle occurred at the Provincial Court in
November, 7993.666 Two hundred community members attended. An eagle feather was
passed around the circle

md all were give,n a chance to

speak, including the victim's

parents, on the appropriate disposition for the young offender concemed. The circle

featured traditional practices including sweetgrass and drums.667
Joyce Dalmyn indicated that four o¡ five sentencing circles had been planned in
advance md that informal/impromptu circles happened "every second month but
sometimes two to three times a day". She said the technicalities of circle sentencing

had been introduced to this community by probation officer Brenda Goulet of The Pas

who was of Aboriginal descent md had "very strong beliefs in native healing æd
traditional methods." Regarding the first se,nte,ncing circle Dalmyn commented "it
seemed

to me at the time that it was something that was novel md new to the

members of the commr¡nity

The sentencing circles at Pukatawagan, both plannsd and impromptu, all appear

to have followed the same procedure with counsel giving their submissions first,

uut

lbid.

This ci¡cle was not technically focused on consideration of sentencing of an offender but similarly
considered the appropriate disposition for a young offender review pursuant to the I oung Offenden Act.
The offender had been convicted of criminal negligence causing death.
666

66t

Dalrnyn interview, supm note 649.

668

lbid.
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followed by community members md then the offender. Each particþmt would speak

in tum

as

m

eagle feather was passed around the circle.66e

No criteria for selection of

rypropriate cases for circle sentencing has been developed at h¡katawagm. Joyce
Dalmyn indicated most circles, either plmned or impromptu, were initiated by the
request of offenders or the direction of judges:

But it sort of seems that the Crown never initiates the circle.... Quite often it
will be linitiated by] m accused, usually with some involvement of counsel,
who recognizedthat there's benefit because there are people siuing in court
who are going to say, don't se,nd this guy to jail. So quite often it will be the
accused who'll either come up with it totally on his own or who counsel will
say, do you think we should get the çsmmrnity involved, especially if they're
telling counsel I've been doing this md that. On the other hmd, sometimes it's
just the judge .... Sometimes they need some justification for their decision.
Sometimes I think they want to hear from the community, because it's one
thing for me to stmd up md say, my client states that he has not had a drink
since this offe,nce occurred in March. And if there's somebody sitting in the
community who's his next door neighbour, that person is going to say well no,
that's not true I saw him drunk last week. So I think sometimes that's what the
judge is looking for, so sometimes it's initiated by the judge md there's really
no waming.uto
Joyce Dalmyn stated that victims had usually been involved in circle
sente,ncing,

md described concems about lack of victim involvement in mediation

through the Justice Committee.utt Concems had also been expressed to her over lack

"n lbid.
u'o

lbid.

"'

Ibid. She

stated:

One of the problems uùen we initially were diverting matters from court to the Justice Committee,
one of the big problems that happened was, the victims were not being involved. And then the
victim would come to court and say "We[ this is crap, I don't want anything to do with ig I want
this guy to be punished." So then in order for the Crown to allow something, it was stated very
specifically in court that the victim had to go to the Justice Committee meeting ....
Corporal Brossart also echoed this concern:
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of impartiality by the Justice Committee members:
And I know there have been concems expressed to me by certain accused in
certain cases, that, "Well I went to see the Justice Committee because I was
told to md it wasn't fair because well so-md-so are the parents of the victim.
So I didn't get a fair hearing." So that certainly has been a concem. "And I
asked them [the relatives] to step aside md they wouldn't." So those concems
have bee,n expressed to me by certain people. Some members of the justice
committee have from time to time sort of specifically said, I'm not going to say
mything because of this or that. So there is a real concem. And especially
whe,n there are these circles that take place, it's very easy to stack them, md
the judges do not at this point seem to be looking out for that, they don't ask
people to identify themselves, to say who they're related to, they just basically
take whatever mybody says in the circle. But they do make a point of trying
to have the victims present, which I think is importmt md maybe that serves to
counter-balance ... [any such bias].u72
Despite such concems, the Justice Committee was facilitating ongoing community
participation in Provincial Court sentencings, md mediation.

6.6.3 Perspec{ves on Community Senúencing:

[aJ CommunÍty Perspectives:
Residents interviewed were all members of the Justice Committee. Gabriel

Bighetty commented on the impact of his Committee on offe,nder behaviour:

Finally, a guy realizes that's the way I should do æd there's lot of guys starting
to c;hmge. Even the jailbirds when they're ssming in and they start fooling
around like that, we talk to them too. They're starting to slow down . . . md
So now they're tying the healing aspect of i! uåere a lot of times the victim isn't taken into
consideration, uihere the courts show, okay, this victim's been assaulted this victim has had a
broken window. As a result of tha! buddy is going to pay a fine, or pay you for the damage or
he's raped you, he's going to jail for a period of time. Whereas on the other side the Justice
Committee well ifs all an alcohol problem, we'll send you to a NADAP worker or to an alcohol
treafuent or anger management treatment.
6t2

Dalmyn interview, supm note 649.
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slow down, don't do that. We talk nicely

....

He also felt that too mmy Cree people were sent to jail by the courts but believed the
Justice Committee was improving this situation by effecting chmged behaviour among

the offenders they dealt with. LizBear viewed the Justice Committee as having
empowered the commr¡nity of hrkatawagan through promoting local justice

particþation.6to She stressed her Committee's focus on healing, treatment md

reconciliation as comlared to the prevailing system's focus on punishment md
incarceration.6t' She also believed that local offenders would be more likely to acce,pt
treatment by direction of the Justice Committee thm the provincial court:
Maybe if the Justice Committee made that recommendation it wouldn't sound
like such m order. When you get a court order to go to a rehab centre, there is
very much resistance .... because they are being ordered to go m.d they only go
and satisfy that condition. They are not going there fo¡ themselves.6Tu

[bJ,firdícÍal Percpectív es:
Judge William Martin had witressed the evolution of community sentencing

ut'

G. Bighetty interview, supm note 646.

614

Beat intewiew, supm rlote 654. Similarl¡ George Colomb perceived that offenders were empowered
to participate moie in proceedings before his Justice Committee than before the court. G. Colomb interview,
supm note 660.
6?5

She stated:

The focus over there for them is incarceration, thafs the courts. They go by punishment for
anything çemmitted. We're saying yes, there is some sort of punishment but we're not going to
send you out to jail. We're going to try and help you deal with it here and we listen to you. You
offer some solutions on how we can help you or u¿hat would you rather see. You know you have a
choice here. You learn to quit your behaviour by going out and learning why you abuse. You
know u¡hat other factors, uåat envi¡onment do you have to change in your home, what do you have
to work on and are you committed to going to work with somebody here?
u'u

Bear interview, supm note 654.
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articþation at hrkatawagm:

I

was very impressed with not only what was said, but the fact that people
whom I had never heard speak before were able to air their feelings about
themselves, the co--uttity, what it needed æ.d, whether or not it was relevmt
to the sentencing process. It was worthwhile listening to these people. And
ofte,n they wouldn't deal directly with the accused himself or with the problem
associated with sentencing, but they would let me know in a general way just
how the co--rtrity felt about that particular person md whether or not there
was any hope for rehabilitation md so fo¡h. In a general way, ¿!s well, I found
the Aboriginal people in that community, notwithstmding its reputation for
violence, to be very forgiving md understmding of the problems of their

fellows

....67t

Althougû he heard all community members who wished to speak about sentencing, he
viewed community advise as a resource only to be accessed after a finding of guilt or

guilty plea md after se,ntencing submissions by cormsel. He recognizedthe possibility

of informal dispute resolution tribunals in Aboriginal communities:

It is difficult to say where it might go from here. But I think without

a

concerted effort by our courts and./or the Aboriginal people themselves to form
their own courts or mediation boards or whatever might be the mswer [it will
go nowhere]. But I do believethat someform of justice could easily be worked
on the reserve using Elders as peacemakers so to speak, especially in family
disputes md things like that. They have the resources to order a person to take
mger mmageme,nt. They have the resources to give alcohol counselling md so
forlh....678

He said such triburals would deal with minor offe,nses while more serious
trmsgressions would be referred to a Crown attomey.

[cJ Crown or Police Perspectives:
RCMP Corporal Robert Brossart recognized a differe,nce in focus between the

utt

M"-tn intewiew, supm

618

lbid.

note 663.
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prevailing justice system md the Justice Committee'

md minuses to it. The Justice Committee
itself tried to work with the person to make them a better person. I've seen
repeat offenders that have gone to the Justice Committee, I've see,n them abuse
æd assault md re-assault. But then again I've also see,n that from the provincial
courts. One system as opposed to the other, I don't know if one's better thm
the other .... Because the majority of the decisions from the Justice Çormmiftss,
or all I've ever see,n, are to get counselling, md there's no form of deterrent.
As opposed to the provincial system, you do something wrong you get some
community hours like we've seen this moming or a fine or sentenced to jail.
With the Justice Committee all it is is healing. They try to work with the
person, make them a better person and try to deal with it that way. So they'll
send them for NADAP counselling, alcohol counselling, mger manageme,nt.
They'll send them out on some kind of cor¡nsellhg ....u'n

I suppose each has got its pluses

While recognising the Committee's focus on healing the offender, he questioned the
degree of offender follow-up done by Committee members.uEo

[dJ Defence Counsel Percpectíves:
Defe,nce counsel Joyce Dalmyn had noted varied perspectives among offenders

respecting Justice Committee involvement: some perceived this as the route to a

lighter sente,nce or no

se,nte,nce

at all yet others 4peared to have genuinely benefitted

from such community support md involvement.6st She also noted strategic
considerations, as defence counsel, in deciding whether to request a se,nte,ncing circle:

As defence cortrsel I have to be careful, I'm not going to ask for a sente,ncing
circle if my client doesn't have the people who will come to court æd say
good things about them .... I think the judge takes the view that the Justice

6t'

Brossart intewiew, supm note 655.

60

He stated: "The follow-up is really relaxed to. You can give any sentence you wan! but
nobody to check or follow-up on that sentence, makes it very difficult."
68t

Dalnyn interview, supm note 649.

if

there's
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Committee is impartial, which is m unfair view, because the Justice Committee
are all members of the community who have relatives....6E2
She was concerned that judges had drawn negative conclusions

from a lack of

community comme,nt about an offender. She viewed this as unfair because "sometimes
people don't say mything because they don't know the person or just don't care

[eJ hobúíon Ofricerc' Percpectív es:
Kare,n D 'mas was the resident probation officer

in April, 1995 and

sat

in

an

advisory role on the Justice Committee. She noted that some probation orders had
directed offenders to report directly to the Justice Committee md that the Justice
Committee was consulted md allowed input into the preparation of pre-sentence
reports for the Provincial Court. She also commented that victim md offender

involvement before the Justice Committee had helped to promote the healing process
at hrkatawagm.

6.7 Conclusion
These case studies each disclosed a unique e4perie,nce with the introduction md

development of community sentencing æd/or mediation. Perspectives of estrmgeme,nt

from md dissatisfaction with the prevailing court æd justice systems co-existed with
cries for

'n lbid.
uBt

lbid.

local involvement in the development md supervision of offender

se,ntences
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md dispositions. Community sentencing md mediation consistently resulted in the
empowerment of local particþmts. The following chapter æ,alyzes the findings of my

study md provides a blueprint for fu¡fier se,ntencing resea¡ch md reform in Aboriginal
communities.
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Chapter Seven: Summary and Conclusions
7.1 l)evelopment and Flnctioning of Community Sentencing and
Mediation
This study considered the development of community sentencing md mediation

in six Aboriginal communities of Mmitoba md Saskatchewm. Data from

these

communities, together with Cmadim cÍrse law md secondary materials considered,
yielded four models facilitating local particþation: circle sentencing, the sentence
advisory committee, the Elders' or community sentencing pæel md the co-munity
mediation committee. Circle sentencing6to involved community members æd victims
who, together with offe,nders, defence md crown counsel, probation officers, police

md judges, joined in designing md, in some cases, supervising offender

sente,nces.

The sentence advisory committee6s5 considered cases referred to it f¡om court æd
developed sentencing recommendations in the abse,nce of the court party. The Elders'

or community sentencing
sentence

6e

in specific

pme1686 sat

with the judge md offered advice on appropriate

cases.utt The commrmity mediation committee6sE dealt

Practised at the Provincial Court sitting in Sandy Bay, Pelican Narrows

Saskatchewan and in Hollow Water and Pukatawagan, Manitoba.

"¡¿

with

cases

çnmberland House,

685

Functioning through the "Sentencing Circle Committee" at Sandy Bay, Pelican Narrows and
Cumberland House and the "Justice Committee" at Pukatawagan.
686

Refe¡red to as the Eldefs Justice Advisory Council at Waywayseecappo Fi¡st Nation and as the
Justice Committee at Mathias Colomb Cree Nation @ukatawagan).
@ Both bodies appear to have also met prior to and after court without the presiding judge to discuss
and consider specific cases.
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referred by the police or court, md with direct or indirect particþation of the victim,

to decide a course of action (such as treatment or restitution) to be followed by the
offender.
Case selection

in all models was controlled by judges, with the exception of

mediation at Cumberland House md hrkatawagm. In these commrmities, the police

primarily controlled case referral, although some

cases had been referred

for mediation

by the court at Cumberland House md by local community members at Rrkatawagan.

At Hollow Water, although the community had requested formation of both

sente,ncing

circles conducted to date, the final decision to move court to the reserve for circle
sentencing was made by Judge Murray Sinclair. Formal selection criteria

for ci¡cle

sentencing have been established by judges presicling in norttrem Saskatchewm.

Although this guideline development may be explained by the longer history of circle
sentencing in these Saskatchewm communities compared to the Mæitoba commrurities
studied, the guidelines also reflected Judge Fafard's desire to provide a clear statement

to the public of conditions precede,nt to circle sentencing. úr R. v. Joseyounen

utn

h"

wrote:

In deciding whether or not to hold a sente,ncing circle the court is exercising

6æ

a

Functioning ttrro'sh the Sentencing Circle Committee at Cumberland House and the Justice
Committee at Fukatawagan. Although not yet firnctioning in the spring of 1995, a mediation committee
similar to that operating in Cu'nberland House was being formed in Pelican Narrows and Sandy Bay.
Mediation for young offenders and adults was already þeing conducted in these communities on an informal
basis by representatives of the Deparhents of Justice and Social Services. When considering
mediation/diversion, it should be recognized that police often find themsefues in the role of mediator.
Corporal Kirke Hopkins of Pelican advised, when interviewed April 18, 1995, that the significant discretion
available to police officers in laying charges often places them in a position of working out a solution
between aggrieved parties without the laying a charge.
68e

Supm note 380.
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judicial fr¡nction. That mems the decision must not be made arbitrarily; it must
be made with referen"s 1s ssrtnin criteria. Those criteria must be such that the
public cm be made aware of them. A democratic society cmnot suffer a
situation where a reasonably well-informed person with the application of due
diligence cannot discover what rule (what law) is being applied .... These
criteria are not carved in stone, but they provide guidelines sufficiently simple
for lay people to understand md [are] also cpable of 4plication so that our
decisions are not being made arbitrarily. Jt is imFerative that the public,
aboriginal md others be able to know what is happening in the development of
sentencing circles: the credibility of 1¡s ¿dministration of justice depends on
it.6eo

Case law

from across Cmada disclosed no other formal judicial criteria for circle

sente,ncing case selection, although some common factors emerged. These were a

desire for rehabilitation on the part of the offe,nder md a commr¡nity prepared to assist
and support him or her during and after sentencing.6er Another approach used to

control case selection for circle sentencing was the negotiation of protocols betwee,n
local communities md justice system represe,ntatives. For example, the Protocol of the
Katapamisuk Society was negotiated between the Pormdmaker Bmd of north-ce,ntral
Saskatchewan md rqrresentatives of the Provincial Court, Department of Justice,

police md legal aid commission md established criteria æd procedures for circle
sentencing md mediation/diversion. The Protocol negotiated betwee,n the Hollow

Water First Nation md the Mmitoba Department of Justice

in

1991 formalised the

relationship betwee,n CHCH at Hollow Water md the formal justice system, md

uto

lbid

at 1. For a st¿tement of these guideline see discussion in ch. 5 above.

utt See discussion of circle sentencing case law in ch. 5. During a radio interview by Joan Melanson on
July 16, 1995 on CBC's Sunday Moming, Judge Fafard indicated he had received a letter from a Quebec
judge supporting the criteria set out in Joseyounen and suggesting similar criteria was being employed by
that judge.
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facilitated the introduction of circle se,nte,ncing.6e

A wide variety of offenses had been disposed of through the community
se,nte,ncing æ.d mediation

qproaches studied.6e3 In northem Saskatchewæ, the

criterion requiring that a case be one "which the court would be willing to take

a

calculated risk md depart from the usual range of sente,ncingu rypea¡ed to have had

the effect of restricting circle sente,ncing to offenses ard offorders for which a period

of incarceration considerably less thæ two years would have

bee,n the

norm. Other

thæ. Taylor,ue4 no Saskatchewan circle sentencing case involved a sexual assault, m

offence which usually resulted in a penitentiary term according to appellate se,nte.ncing
guidelines. The sentencing circles conducted at Hollow Water were, by contrast, sexual
assault cases. Although the local dynamiss at Hollow Water were complex, the

protocol negotiated with the Department of Justice appeared to have been a major
factor in allowing community sentencing for m offence which previously had resulted

in m automatic penitentiary term. An unmswered question was whether certain
offe,nses, especially those

involving domestic violence, were unsuitable for circle

sentencing Feminist scholarship has argued convincingly that the historical power
imbalances existing in abusive relationships make violent me,n poor cmdidates for
mediation.6e5

6e

Yet

cases

of spousal

assault had been considered

within sentencing

See Appendix C and D for reproduction ofthese protocols.

6e3

See discussion in ch. 5 regarding the range of offenses considered in circle sentencing.

uto

Supm note 194. The judge in this case, however, did not apply the criteria developed by the northem

judges.
6es

See H. Astor, "Swimming Against the Tide: Keeping Violent Men Out of Mediation" in llt omen,
Msle Violence and the law (Sydney: Institute of Criminology,1994) 147.
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ci¡cles in northem Saskatchewæ. The consideration of such cases by circle se,ntencing,

or other community sentencing or mediation approaches, requires great caution to
ensure the viøim has significmt support md that she has not been coerced into

particrpating.

While retaining control of the final sentencing decision, judges applied different
approaches

to community sentencing participation.

Judges

in northem Saskatchewan,

after Erproving a case for circle se,ntencing, acted to facilitate a circle consensus,

which, without apparent excçtion, they imposed. This provided a direct role for the
commr:nity in decision-making. Judge Fafard explained:

[The community] may not have the final say because I can't give it to them,
but I'm giving them a role in the decision-making process and they're genuinely
getting to believe that, if it's within reason, I won't interfere with it because I
never have interfered with it. I've never had reason to disagree with a
recommendation ....6e6

By contrast, judges presiding at Pukatawagm md Waywayseecappo, Manitoba

used

Elders and community members, together with Crown md defence counsel, in a

strictly advisory capacity, making it obvious that the final sentencing decision was
theirs.

Although a goal of circle se,ntencing was to promote consensus emong circle
particrpmts, different interpretations of "consensus" were apparent.6eT Both the Smdy
Bay md Pelicm Narrows circles resulted in unarimous support by circle particþmts

for the sentence eventually imposed. fisse¡rling to

6'u

6e7

Faford interview, supm note

Judge

Murray Sinclair, of the over

8.

This term was not defined in the La Ronge judge's criteri4 or within any of the case-law considered.
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in attendmce at the Hollow Water circle, only the cousin of one

victim opposed the circle's
offenders. The

conse,nsus that

Saskat*"*-

jail would be counterproductive for the

Court of Quee,n's Bench in two casesu" accepted a circle

conserrsus despite strong opposition by the Crown.

Not surprisingly, both

cases have

been appealed.utt Whether unmimous or not,700 a viable consensus for the court

4peared to depend on the active support of commurity representative5 i¡sluding the
victim, the Crown (usually) and police,zot 1¡" offender md the judge.
Judge Robert Kopstein of the Mmitoba Provincial Court, who had introduced

æ Elder's Sentencing Pmel at the

Rousseau River reserve

1970's, recognized the importance

of Crown support for such m

Brim Brennm of Smdy Bay

stated that Crown support

in Mmitoba during the
initiative.?02 Constable

for circle sentencrng in

specific cases was essential. The importance of Crown support is further shown by a
comparison oi'th" Hollow Water and V/innipeg circles. Both cases involved serious
sexual assaults against children. At the Hollow Water circle, the Crown supported the

circle's consensus md suspended sentences were imposed by Judge Sinclair. At the

Winnipeg circle, the Crown opposed a similar recommendation and Mr. Justice Scollin

ut'

Morir, supm note 346 and Taylor, supm note 194.

ut' Both

cases were pending before

the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal as of August, 1995.

All sentencing circles were open to the public. As a resul! people with no interest in tle specific
or knowledge of the offenders or victims invoþed would not be prevented from participating. It was
doubtfr¡l that solitary opposition by such ¿ çsmmunity member would nulli,fo a consensus of all other circle
?oo

cases

participants.
tot

In

Saskatchewan, police often represented the Crown at docket court and sentencing ci¡cles. In

Manitob4 a Crown attorney was present at all court sittings.
?@

Kopstein interview, supm note 183.
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sentenced the offender
æ.d police existed

prosecutor

to a penitentiary

term.703 Confusion over the roles

of Crown

in northem Saskatchewm. Often the police served as Crown

in court. Most sentencing circles in Smdy Bay had been conducted with

police officers acting for the Crown. This cæ cause confusion when, as h4pened after
the Smdy Bay circle, the Crown appeals a

se,nte,nce reached

with support of the police

officer prosecuting at the sentencing circle.
The se,nte,ncing md mediation approaches studied evidenced varied recognition

of Aboriginal traditions md practices. A prayer was offered in Cree by m Elder

at

both at hrkatawagæ court April 11, 1995 and at the Pelicm Narrows circle. An
Ojibway prayer was offered at Waywayseecappo court March 2,1995 and at the

Hollow Water md Winnipeg circles. No prayer or traditional ceremony preceded the
Smdy Bay circle or the Cumberland House Sentencing Circle meeting December 13,
1994. Sweetgrass and pipe ceremonies have been used during court at Hollow Water
and hrkatawagan md were used during the Winnipeg circle. Offenders md other circle

particrpæts were allowed to speak their native language in all court md mediation
hearings observed. The "Aboriginal practices" incorporated into commtrnity sentencing

md mediation included both spirituality ( signified by prayers, sweetgrass buming or
pipe ceremonies) md process ( such as grassroots consultation, community consensus

to'

Io d"lirr".ing sentence, gçellin J. noted the contast between the restorative focus of Aboriginal justice
and the retributive focus of the Anglo-Canadian justice system. Despite his belief that a penitentiary term
would serve to deter this behaviour in the offendefs home community, he felt he could not avoid a
penitentiary term in view ofprovincial appellate sentencing guidelines for sexual assault. This case
highlights the futility 6f çemmunit! sentencing approaches for cases in which the Crown does not support
the consensus or where the circle's recommendation is outside of the accepted appellate sentencing range and
likely to be appealed by higher Crown authority.

2tt
æd sharing). As discussed in Chapter Two, the circle itself is viewed by Aboriginal
people as having traditional significmce.too Whether or not such a specific historical

link existed for the First Nations in this study, the circle format employed in court md
mediation represented a more egalitarim process of adjudicationTos which reflected the
communal traditions md aspirations of Aboriginal society. Although the Aboriginal
practices described above formed m integral part of the sentencing process, their

inclusion appeared to be m adaptation to the prevailing court system rather thæ m
adoption of traditional Aboriginal dispute resolution practices. Anglo-Canadian
adjudication practices ws¡s ¡sfeined, with the judge controlling the final sentencing
decision md the voices of defence and Crown counsel often predominant in æ
otherwise consultative process. Despite the continued prominence

of

judges md

lawyers, these community sentencing approaches demonstrated the flexibility of

Anglo-Cmadian law in allowing both local participation and recognition of traditional
Aboriginal practices during

se,nte,ncing.

7.2 Impact of Community Sentencing and Mediation on Offenden,
Victims and Commun¡ties

All initiatives

studied were in their infmcy. Conclusions regarding their impact

on offenders, victims md communities were, at best, tentative md largely anecdotal.

For example, lawyer Joyce Dalmyn described the positive impact of a sørte,ncing

'*
?05

Sup* notes 108 &

lO9.

In comparison to the hierarchical approach followed in conventional court ulhich focused alnost
elusively on the participation of Crown and defence counsel and the judge.

2r2
circle on a young mm at Pukatawagm:
There are some [offenders], for example., the young man I me,ntioned earlier
who should have been in a penitentiary md [would have] gotten no benefit
there, who, for some reason has done extremely well for two years. And I cæ't
explain that. Did the input of the community heþ him? It must have. He
spent three md a half out of the fow prececling years in jail. Something good
came [from the sentencing circle] for him. Is he an momaly, or is he a norm?

During the Sandy Bay circle, Judge Fafard stated that, although two offe,nders
sente,nced before

local sentencing circles had re-offended, the result of such circles had

generally been positive. He believed offe,nders paid more attention to recommendations

from the community thm from

a

judge alone. "Before sentencing circles,

I would

leave your community at the end of the day without solving any of the underþing

problems" he told the ci¡cle.
Úr attempting to assess the local impact of commtnity sørtencing and

mediation, s sþeftssming of my research was that

I am a non-Aboriginal person

resirling outside of the communities studied. My contact with local initiative

participmts was limited by the cost of travel, the distmce of each community from
WinnipegT06

md my status as m. "outsider" to those

shortcomings,

I have attempted to acctuately record

interviewed.7o7 Despite these

and represent the comme,nts of the

community members, judges, lawyers, police and probation officers interviewed.

No data was available on recidivism rates for offenders dealt with through

tou

u¿here
?0t

Appendix A for a map containing the communities studied and their proximity to Winnipeg
was en¡olled at the University of Manitoba.

See

I

During my field trips, I frequently wondered u¿hether an,Aborigina¡ eemmunit] resident would have
received the same version of events and perspectives if conducting the same interviews. This brought into
question whether my research would reflect the "Hawthorne eflect", described in Chapter One, by uihich my
presence changed tle events observed and accounts received.
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commulity sentencing or mediation in the communities studied. At hrkatawagm,
Corporal Bob Brossart believed there had been liule difference in recidivism between
offenders sente,nced in conve,ntional court and those dealt with by the Justice
Committee.Tos Although promine,nt cases

of recidivism may have the effect of fuelling

opposition to community sentencitlg,ton the usefulness of this measure in assessing
effectiveness of these reforms is questionable given the receirt "track record" of the

prevailing justice system in Aboriginal communities.tro As Judge Stuart of the Yukon

Territorial Court noted, "Whatever failures the [Sentencing] Circle may e¡perience, it
is important to note how the justice system ha[s] failed numerous times with the same
offe,nder."711

The impact of these initiatives upon offenders was gauged through intervrews

with initiative participmts æd through observations of offenders in court or during
mediation. Although two former offenders were interviewed in Smdy Bay, no
offenders were interviewed at the time of sentencing as most were preoccupied with

their immediate

tot

case.7r2 Several

co-*unity

se,ntencing

particþmts interviewed

S"" supm note 679.

tot

S"" W. Goulding, "Sentencing Ci¡cle used Previously by Suspect" The Sqskatoon Star Phoenix (6
June 1995) A6 which focused on the previous ciicle sentencing experience ofperson arrested on a charge
break and enter.

of

tto See ch. 3
for a discussion of the problems associated with conventional sentencing practices in
Aboriginal communifiss.
7rr
7r2

St'ar! supm îote 343 at 5.

During my trip to Sandy Bay October 18-20, 1994,I met Dean Stuarg one of the fust offenders
sentenced before a local sentencing circle, vrihile walking dor¡m the main street. He said he would speak with
me later. I had planned on interviewing him ¡ps¡ my return in April, 1995. However, when I returned to
Sandy Bay, he was in jail having been arrested fe¡ þ¡e¿çhing a no-alcohol provision in his probation order.
During this trip, I tried to interview Con¡ad Bear, the offender sentenced in the Sandy Bay circle. I went to
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believed they were better equipped to control offender behaviour thm judges, lawyers

md probation officers. They viewed "peer pressure" during community sentencing md
mediation as a significant factor in promoting chmged offender behaviour. The
immediate effect of peer pressrre upon offenders was evident at the Smdy Bay md

Pelicæ Narrows circles md during court at Waywayseecappo and Pukatawagan'
Offenders sentenced on these occasions appeared humbled by the experie,nce of
s6ming before other community members. Circle sente,ncing committee member
Donald McKay Jr. of Cumberlmd House described the impact of his committee on
offenders:
people begin to deal with the community problems, you
know, and people being accused of these crimes will come in, they are pretty
nervous to face the community, but this person has to live in this community
Whether they get probation or jail, they're going to come back md live here.
So I just fhink if they deal with the community amd realize people around the
sentencing circle are trying to heþ them out, I think more and more people

If the community

will

ask

for the sentencing

circle.Tr3

By involving community members in
accessing additional resources

to

se,nte,nce design

e,ncourage behavioral

md supervision, judges were
reform and, at the same time, to

facilitate reconciliation among offe,nders, victims md the local community.tta One

his house the day after court but he declined to speak with me.
713

lta

McKay interview, supm note 320.
See

Joseyoilnen supm note 380 at 9 u¡here Judge Fafard commented:

tlat a welcome side-effect of the circle process is that fewer offenders are
tAlt the opening of the sentencing circle I inform the participants that without their
in finding an alternative a certain period of incarceration will be imposed .... [However],

It may well

be

incarcerated ....
assistance

[t]he aim of sentencing ci¡cles is the same u¡hen the disposition is arrived at by other means: the
protection of society by curtailing the commission of the crime by this offender and others.
However, in sentencing ci¡cles the emphasis is less on deterrence and more on re-integration into
society, rehabilitation, and a restoration of harmony within the community.
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former young offender, who appeared before the Smdy Bay Youth Sente,ncing
Advisory Committee in the late 1980's, described the positive impact he experienced
through this process. When the committee challenged him to explain the reason for

ssmmitting his crime (a break md enter), he felt able to tell the committee about his
troubled home life. He said the committee had helped him by exploring the problems
underlying his behaviour and by providing him with ongoing support md counselling.
He had not re-offended since the initial offence. Another former yor¡ng offe,nder who
had been se,nte,nced through a Sandy Bay se,nte,ncing circle was contacted. She found

the sentencing circle to be less threatening thm regular court md was happy that he¡

family and friends could be with her during the circle. Within the se,nte,ncing circle
felt she could e4plain to her community that

she was

she

not a bad person.tt'

The impact of these initiatives upon crime victims was difficult to assess. Out

of respect for"their situation, no victims were interviewed. Some t¡nderstmding was
gained through comme,nts of participants md observations of victims during circle
se,ntencing

md the Hollow Water community review. CHCH at Hollow Water was the

only initiative studied that evidenced a formal support system for victims. Although

a

clear emphasis on promoting reconciliation between offenders and victims was claimed

by various participants within the other co--unity senteneing md mediation
initiatives studied, the involvement of victims æ.d provision of victim suppofi in these
commrnities appeared disorganized md inconsistent. Although victims were usually

ttt

tle

sentencing ci¡cle on this offender was questionable as, on April 19, 1995
assault charge. On this latter occasion, Judge Fafard told
her the only way she could avoid incarceration was to agree to see a mental health worker as a term of
probation.

Th" positive effect of

she was back

in court pleading guilty to another
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present at the formal md informal se,ntencing circles conducted at Rrkatawagm,

lawyer Joyce Dalmyn md Corporal Robert Brossart questioned the lack of victim
involveme,nt in mediation conducted by the local Justice Committee. In norlhem
Saskatchewm, victim involvement in circle sentencing md mediation was inconsistent.

Although the victim had been active in arrmging md particrpating at the Smdy Bay
circle, the victim was not prese,nt at the Pelicæ Narrows circle nor did myone speak
on his behalf.7r6 At the Sentencing Circle Committee meetrng December 13,1994 at

Cumberlmd House, no victims appeared before the committee although some.appeared
to have been consulted previously by committee members. With the exception of
CHCH at Hollow Water, victims appeared to participate less and have less support
offered to them than did offenders.

A major impact of these initiatives on the communities studied

was

empowerment of community particþmts. Some viewed development of community
se,nte,ncing

md mediation

as essential

to their community's development md health. At

Cumberland House, Sentencing Circle Committee Chairperson Cyril Roy stated that
e4pansion of his committee's role in local dispute resolution was the "only way we can
keep our community a little stronger md keep

it going."7t'

Lawyer Felicia Daunt

observed that the impact of circle se,ntencing at Smdy Bay had been both positive and
empowering:

Well, in Sandy Bay, in particular, I've noticed that sentencing circles have
ttt

T'lri. victim had been recently sentenced to custody and was also experiencing firfùer medical
problems resulting from the assault being considered in the sentencing circle.

ttt Roy interview, supm note 322.

2T7

really had a very positive impact on the community. In Smdy Bay we used to
see a lot more viole,nt offe,nses md higher levels of violence thm you do now.
In general, I get the impression that the community has started to heal itself
md I think sente,ncing circles were a step in that. It sort of got the people in
the community together talking about problems that, although they're
se,ntencing one person, the community shares.ttt
Despite these positive views, others spoken to at Smdy Bay were sceptical of the

impact of circle se,nte,ncing.
been to

jail

A

Sandy Bay mm advised, over breakfast, that he had

"before there were sente,ncing circles". He viewed circle sente,ncing

negatively, believing

it

allowed offenders to be se,ntenced without my penalty md

"if

you break the law, there has to be a penalty." Úrdeed, a perception appeared to be
developing among Smdy Bay offenders by spring 1995 that sentencing circles were m
"easy way out". Sente,ncing circle participant Harry Morin viewed this development as

resulting largely from the lack of treatment options available for offe,nders in northem
Saskatchewm. This shortage often meant that a suspended se,nte,nce with few probation
conditions was the only available altemative to jail for some offenders, leaving the
impression that little

if

any penalty had been imposed. Criticism of the circle process

was also heard at the Winnipeg circle when

m Ojibway man, the brother of both

victims, openly challenged this approach and suggested that the victims md offender
(his father) would have been better off to have participated in a session with a trained
psychologist as opposed to the community members within the circle. Given such
varied reactions md the short history of these initiatives, their longer term implications

md impact were difficult to
ttt

assess. However,

in the short term, such approaches

Daunt interview, supm note 541. When interviewed December 16, 1995, Judge Fafard indicated there
had been a fairly dramatic decrease in the courfs case load since the beginning of circle sentencing there. He
stated: "maybe you could conclude from that that ifs having an impact on actual crime."

2t8
clearly had

m empowering impact upon the co-munity

members involved in their

development.

7.3.hrstice hsues Raised by Community Sentencing and Mediation
This study identified several key issues whose resolution, by local communities

md the Anglo-Cæadiæ justice system will affect the evolution of co--unity
sentencing md mediation in Aboriginal communities. These issues involved the

relationship of the evolving initiatives to local systems of social control amd the
prevailing justice system. úr Chapter One, legal pluralism was introduced as a
theoretical frams\¡/6d( to assist interpretation of study data. This framework postulates
a

plurality of legal orders and systems of social control existing and inter-relating

within each commmity. Donald Black suggested m inverse relationship betwee,n the
strength of local community social control and dependence upon a formal/state legal
code.tte Sally Merry characterízed the establishment of local community-based justice

forums as a move towards "popular justice".720 These were distinct from, yet tied to,
local md state systems of social control. Popular justice forums were characterized by

informality of process, local/lay particþation md limited jurisdiction, all descriptors of
the community sentencing and mediation initiatives studied during my research. Postcolonial scholarship, as considered in Chapter One, analyzedthe relationship of
dominærce and resistæce betwee,n Europeæ colonizers and the indigenous recipients

"' Srp120

note 58.

Supm note 66.
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of their colonial system.

Rece,nt post-colonial writers have suggested that local history

md developme,nt can best be understood through the "eyes" of the colonized.T2t My
study focused on obtaining local perspectives from Aboriginal residents of the

commr¡rities studied to promote understmding of community sørtencing md mediation

to counter my

biases held by non-Aboriginal

particþmts md commentators. The

theoretical framework adopted in this thesis, drawing on legal phualism, postcolonialism md popular justice, will facilitate consideration of the following issues.

7.3.1 The Courtrs Superuisory Role

in Community Senúencing Apprnaches:

The development of sente,nce advisory committees at Sædy Bay, Pelican
Narrows md Cumberlmd House evidenced a move away from circle sortencing with a
judge in attendance toward development of community sentencing recomme,ndations
reached in the absence of the court party. This reduced the amount of court time

required for such cases but also raised the issue of the court's role in such a
progression: whether to simply receive sentencing recommendations from a community
committee or whether to actively facilitate a sentencing circle conserisuses. Judge

Barry Stuart of the Yukon Territorial

Court722 ex¡rressed

concem about the absence of

judges within the sente,ncing circle process. He viewed a judge's prese,nce as the
preferred mems of identifying md controlling power imbalæces between circle

2r

See Spivaþ supm note 54 u¡here the author critiques the imperialist nature sf nineteenth century
English literature from the eyes of a third world person.
?2 Telephone
interview with Judge Barry Stuart (30 September 1994). Circle sentencing has been used

regularly in the Yukon since 1992. See Nemeth, supm note

8.
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particrpmts, although he recognized that such a role could be performed by

a

commr:nity member. While supporting the sentence advisory committee approach,
Judge Fafard recognized the need for periodic judicial involvement in such circles, to
ensure consistency and supervise potential misuse of the process:

I guess I wæt to e,nsu¡e some consistency you know, because you have several
accused charged with the s¿une or similar offenses, I wmt to make sure that the
dispositions are fairly consiste,nt, but I guess the greater thing is that it affects
so mmy different people in that one community, that I'm almost afraid of some
political influence. Because it touches on so mmy people, and I just sort of
felt that maybe I should be there to ensure that politics doesn't get involved,
that you don't have a powerful family dictating to a weaker family, that kind of

lúJ-g."t
Despite this judicial caution over circle power imbalmces, treined md experienced
community members may eve,ntually perform the facilitation function currently
performed by judges during circle se,ntencing. Indeed, at the Sentencing Circle
Committee meeting attended December 13,1995 at Cumberlmd House,72a corr'mrttee
c,hairperson

Cyril Roy performed

a facilitation role similar

to that performed by Judge

Fafard at the Pelicm Narrows and Sandy Bay circles."t At the Hollow Water
commr:nity review, Marcel Hardesty acted as a facilitator for the victim, offenders æd

ot Fafard December interview,
supm

note 8.

u

This meeting involved cases referred to the committee both for mediationidiversion and for a
sentencing recommendation to the court.

't

See Stuart, supm note 343 at 14 u¿here Judge Stuart described the use of community members as
tle Yukon:

ci¡cle sentencing facilitators in

In some communities, the presiding

Judge or Justice of the Peace act as facilitators. Other
communities have persons as "Keepers of the Circle" uÀo act both as host and facilitator of the
Circle process. If a "Keeper of the Ci¡cle" is not a Justice of the Peace, the "Keeper" will call upon
the Judge or Justice of the Peace to handle all legal matters required throughout the Hearing.
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commr¡nity members in attendmce.t'u Although judges provided protection from power

imbalmces during court, the court party regularly departed these commrrrities after
court leaving community circle participmts to deal directly with offenders in the
court's absence, either immediately or upon the offendels retum from jai1.72t As a
result, developme,nt of mediation æd facilitation skills

will

strengthen local/informal

systems of social control which attempt to chæge offender behaviour md promote

rehabilitation.

7.3.2 Political Influence and .hrdicial Independence:

Community sentencing md mediation involved interaction between local
systems of social control md the formal justice system. As discussed

in Chapter Two,

the Anglo-Cmadim system was imposed on Aboriginal people through Europem
a

colonization during and following the fur trade era. Legal pluralism postulates the coexistence of formal md informal legal orders within the same social field. In the

evolving community sentencing and mediation initiatives, the Anglo-Cmadim cowt
system, based on the principle of judicial independence from political interference and
coercion, has inter-related with the opinions, informal relationships æd power
structures of local commr¡nities. This raises the potential influence of local politics md
the popularity md status of specific offenders on decisions taken during community

t"

a recognition of power imbalances between offenders and victims.
Separate support teams had been developed for sexual offenders and victims.

t"

Th" CHCH approach evidenced

In terms of legal pluralism, the power and control ofjudges and probation ofücers over local
residents is limited by the small amount of time tåey spend in these communities.
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sentencing. Judge Fafard, in expressing concem for the integrity md independe,nce of

circle sortencing, was adammt that power imbalmces resulting from political
influence be avoided, thereby preventing actual or perceived bias. In Joseyounenhe
wrote:
Úr the Euro-Cmadim model where the judge imposes se,ntence without the aid
of a se,ntencing circle, the judge speaks for the people md attempts to deliver a
fair, impartial md just disposition. This he does without fear of political
interference while at the same time he attempts to reflect the legitimate
concems md aspirations of the community .... In exploring the flexibility of the

criminal law of Canada md its ability to accommodate First Nations cultures
æd legitimate needs, let us not re-invent those things which are so important to
m impartial system of justice. If we throw out the esserrce of impartiality we
run the risk of doing grave injustice to both offender md victim. What I mem
is the input of co-munity elders md leaders must not mem the exercise of
political inJluence in the circle to the detriment of the accused or a victim ....
The princrple of judicial independe,nce in decision-making is one that is deçly
ingrained in the Cmadim population, including the First Nations. The many
sentencing circles I have held have included the participation of chiefs, bmd
cor¡ncillors, mayors, md others in political office. I have never seen my of
these persons attempt to influe,rce the outcome by virtue of their political
office.t2s

No direct attempt at political influence through commtmity sente,ncing represe,ntations
was observed during this study although the potential for such interfererice necessitated

caution. Closely related to, æd at times indistinguishable from, questions of local

political interference, was the effect of offender popularity md status on the se,ntencing
process. These appeared to be significant factors in the developing initiatives,

"' Srp* note 380. Associate Chief Judge Brian Giesbrecht of the Manitoba Provincial Court found
numerous examples of political interference by chiefs and counsellor in the operation of Dakota Ojibway
Child and Family Seruices. See Giesbrecht J., The Fatal Inquiries Act: Repoû by Prcvincial Couñ Judge into
the Death of Lester N orman Desjaiais @randon" Manitob4 1992) at 210. While recognizing the dangers of
local political interference, judges are not free of personal biases. See W. Gayl¡n, Patiøl Jusfice: A Study of
Bias in Sentencing (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1974) tn Ch. 3 uåere the author explored the inevitable
personal biases held by individualjudges u¡hich, in turn, effected their decisions on sentence.
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especially at Pukatawagæ- Lawyer Joyce Dalmyn explained that judges sitting at this

First Nation were influenced significmtly by a lack of community support for m
offender:
Sometimes people have nothing to say, which cm be very unfortunate. And
that's something as defence counsel I have to alert my client to, is if they wmt
to have a circle, they had better make sure that they're going to have someone
there to speak for them. Because if the feather gets passed around æd no-one
makes my comment whatsoever, I have heard a judge state, right on the record,
'Well it's clear that because nothing has been said, obviously they're not
willing to say mything good about this person therefore I cm only draw the
conclusion that there's no sympathy for this person md I have to use the
harshest penalties available to me."72e

This raised the possibility of community bias against unpopular or marginalized
offenders. This occurred

in

R. v. Howarls0 where the British Columbia Court of

Appeal reduced a sentence that had been unfairly aggravated by community mimosity:

The sentencing hearing had tumed into an extended post hoc altack upon the
accused whe,n the se,ntencing judge permitted myone who wished to comment
on the accused's character or the impact of the [victim's] death on the native
community to be heard.731
The Anglo-Cmadian court system has evolved as a buffer between offenders md the
harshness of

public md victim reaction to their crimes. Úrdeed, one of the tenets of the

formal court system is avoidance of personal reprisal by victims, or their agents,
against perpetrators.tt'

tt'D"lroyo

A concem with "popular justice" approaches, such

as

interview, supm note 649.

t5 w.c.B. (zd) zg (B.c.c.A.).

'30

11991¡,

?31

Contained in the case summary.

ttt Se" T. Marshall Alternøtives to Criminal Couús: The Potential
for NonJudicial Dispute Seltlement
(Aldershot Gower, 1985) at l0: "The historical antecedents of our criminal adjudication system suggest that
its main purpose is to preserve public order by substituting state sanction for private vengeance." [citation
omittedl
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community sentencing md mediation, is that local involveme,nt not become a forum

for the application of political pressure to the advmtage of local elites md to the
detriment of politically unpopular or marginalized offenders or victims.t3' When judges
seek commu¡rity sentencing advise, without the conse,nt of offenders or victims,

judicial vigilæce will be required to.ensure co--unity comments

æ.d

recomme,ndations are not motivated by political considerations.t'o

In considering the complicated dynamics of commr¡nity opinion md its
intersection with judicial independe,nce, comrnunity sentencing can be contrasted with

the experience of jury se,ntencing in the United States (as discussed in Chapter Four).
These jurors, who must not have personal knowledge

of the offender or victim, have

t33

See Giesbrecht Inquiry, supm nole 728 at 213 where Judge Giesbrecht described the following
examples of political influence wilhin two Manitoba reserve communities:

Raþ Roulette of the Ontario Provincial Police Force described an incident that
occurred at the Birdtail Sioux Reserve qlhen he was a constable with DOTC Police. Mr. Roulette
had evidence that the chiefs son was guilty of the offence of impaired driving. The chief ordered
Mr. Roulette not to charge his son ....
- Constable

- Constable Edward Riglin of the Brandon City Police described incidents of political interference
that took place uihen he was a constable with DOTC Police from 1986 to 1990. Constable Riglin
was personally th¡eatened with a band council resolution (BCR) banning him from the reserve on a
number of occasions because he insisted on charging influential reserve residents with criminal
offenses.

Also see A. McGillivray, Thempies of Fteedom: The Colonizqtion of Aboriginal Childhood (Facuþ of Law,
University of Manitob4 January, 1995) [unpublished] at L6-17 for examples of political interference with the
operation of on-reserve child welfare agencies.
?s In the
Saskatchewan communities studied, an indication sf çemmunity support for the offender was
one of the conditions precedent to the formation of a sentencing circle making negative bias unlikely.
Indeed, as a significant number of circle participants were supporters of the offender, any bias was likely in
favour of rather than against the offender. This left open the potential of inter-family politics. Before the
Sandy Bay circle, the offender's family met outside the court apparentþ concerned about the number of nonfamily community members and outsiders ( I expect including myself altho.eh I did not participate in the
circle) in attendance. At the start of the ci¡cle family members questioned uåether non-family should be
allowed to participate, suggesting an attempt by this family to conhol the sentencing process. As the ci¡cle
was open to the public, Judge Fafard refused to disqualiS anyone from the circle.
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been criticized for a lack of experience in sente,ncing md their rectrrring tendency to

be more affected by emotion æd prejudice (md therefore

to

act less

objectiveþ) thæ

judges. Although a major advmtage of community sentencing is the provision of
relevæ.t, md (taken together) objective information to the court, æother benefit is the
personal relationship of community participmts to the offender md victim. Although

in effect

represe,nting a lack

md rehabilitation,

of objectivity md a partiality towards offender support

these relationships allow community particrpmts to provide the

court with a bette¡ r¡ndersta¡Lding of the problems causing offender behaviour md
increase the resources available to the court in controlling md chmging their
behaviour.

7.3.3 trlnancial Infrasûucûue or Volunúeer Support?

A

question raised by the development of altemative sente,ncing approaches was

the degree to which such initiatives should be supported by govefllmenl funding

as

opposed to the voluntary efforts of citizens. Lawyer Sid Robinson of La Ronge viewed
a

finmcial infrastructure

as essential to the evolution

of circle sentencing in northem

Saskatchewm. Finmcial compensation for Justice Committee members who sat with

the court was raised as a significmt issue in h¡katawagm. Judge Fafard, however,
viewed payment as an interference with the independence of the court md preferred

circle se,ntencing in northem Saskatchewm to continue to developing through the
dedication of community voh:nteers.

Although communif and volunteef support was esse,ntial to the continued
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success

of all initiatives, financial

resources to

train md pay support staff and establish

treatment facilities contributed significmtly to the development of several of the

community initiatives studied. At Pelicæ Narrows, participation by most members of
the sentencing circle committee was facilitated through their employment with the
Peter Balmtyne bamd. The committee's chairperson Derek Custer mmaged this

committee as part of his assigned employment duties. At Waywayseecappo, additional
govemme,lrt finding facilitated the movement of court from Rossbtrm to the reserve,

the employment of

m Aboriginal person as a resident probation officer md payment

of a per diem allowance for the Elders siuing in court. At Hollow Water, most
members of the CHCH assessment team were social workers employed by various

levels of govemment. A shortage of treatment facilities in northem Saskatchewm, and
a lack

of money to build them, was slowing development of circle sentorcing.

According to Smdy Bay resident and se,ntencing circle participmt Harry Morin,

a

shortage of accessible treatment resources had limited the sentencing options available

for repeat offe,nde¡s.7" The expmsion of support æd treatment resources

E)pears

essential to the evolution of all com-unity sentencing md mediation initiatives.T36

7.3.4 Expansion of Community Senúencing Approaches:
Another issue identified through this study was the breadth of application md
potential for e4pmsion of community sente,ncing md mediation approaches. In Ch4ter

t"
z:e

Interview with Harry Morin (18 April 1995) Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan.

1a¡r highliChts the inter-dependence of local systems of social confiol and the state system urhich
provides funding and support needed to facilitate community-based rehabilitation, treatuent and supervision.
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One, the development of iocal/informal justice systems was described as a worldwide

move towards "popular" justice charactenzed by conciliatory, rather thm adversarial,
processes.t3t

In the context of community sentencing

developme,nt, were local

rqrresentatives to be involved in all sentencings at court, as in the Elders' Council at
Waywayseecappo, or only in specific cases,t" as in all other communities studied?

Realistically, even assuming the appropriateness of circle sentencing for all offe,nders,
current court resources in the northem Saskatchewan md Mmitoba communities
studied were insufficie,nt to allow circle sentencing for every offender facing
se,ntencing, given the time requirements

in court funding (which

of circle

appeared unlikely)7ao

se,nte,ncing.t"

A significmt

increase

or a move towards the sente,nce advisory

committee model or the Elder's sentencing pmel model seemed to

be the options

available for making community sentencing available to more offenders.To' A further

option was broader-based diversion to local mediation committees.

A related question was whether commrmity sentencing approaches could

t"

M"rry, Popular Justice, supm note

be

66.

?38

Determined by the cases chosen in court by judges or for mediation by police or judges.

?3e

Sentencilg ci¡cles considered during this study invoþed a minimum of two and a maximum of

fourteen hours.
?a0

Given the fiscal difficulties faced by federal and provincial governments, signifiqant increases in couf
funding appeared unlikely.
7or

Despite the attention attracted by circle sentencing development in northern Saskatchewan, the circles
conducted, estimated to be ? by Judge Fafard at the Sandy Bay circle, represented a small percentage of the
rs¡1s¡çings occurring. During the Sandy Bay court sitting on April 19, 1995, one sentencing ci¡cle was
conducted and approximately 30 other offenders were sentenced in the conventional fashion.
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used in larger, less isolated md ethnically diverse communities.to'

All initiatives

studied were located in small md relatively isolated Aboriginal communities. In
Morin,1a3 the court directed a sente,ncing circle

for

a Metis mæ.

from Saskatoon after

rqrrese,ntations of support were made by the local Metis community. Although no

definition 6f 'rs6mmunity" had been judicially rendered so as to restrict the application

of circle sentencing or other community particþation approaches

,7o4 on.e

strength of the

sentencing initiatives studied was the ability of local community members to influence

offender behaviour both dtring æd after se,nte,ncing. Corporal Bob MacMillm of

Pelicm Narrows suggested local social control was more easily identified and

in smaller md more isolated communities than in the larger urbm

accessed

centres:

You can't have a ... sente,ncing circle in Saskatoon that would work. I can't see
how it would work, because who are the community that's going to be dealing
with the offender? You're going to go to Saskatoon md you're going to find a
few Elders somewhere that will come to a s€nterlcing circle, impose whatever
they feel is right for the accused, but then tå.ere's no follow-up. Who have
these people got to go to? The rest of the community doesn't eve,n know about
it. Nor do they care.'ot
Although community based se,ntencing and mediation is not precluded in larger mixed
ceu.tres,

the social control which can be brought to bear on offe,nders in small

t"

S." the discussion in ch. 4 of the Aboriginal Legal Services of Toronto's Çqmmunity Counsel Project
and Operation Springboard's Communit¡r Sentencing Model u¡hich show the possibility of community
participation in mediation in a large urban centre.
'ot

Sup* note

74

In Cheekinew , supm note 382 at I47, Grotsþ J. commented:

346.

... the nature of an offendet's community, and its willingness to participate in the sentencing
process, are factors whicb, in my respectftrl view, will in each particular case, depending always on
the offender's suitability as a candidate therefor, be relevant to the determination of u¿hether a
sentencing circle ought to be established.
?45

MacMillan intewiew, supra note 548.
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commr¡nities is a strength.

Whether these sentencing æd mediation 4proaches will be 4plied to non-

Aboriginal comm-r¡nities and offenders is r¡nclear. These approaches have evolved

within Aboriginal communities, largely in reaction to problems e4perie,nced with (md
by) the prevailing justice system, md have utilized the strengfh of local resources md
systems of social control in the sentencing process. Although these approaches

rypeared well suited to the commr¡nal tradition of Aboriginal society, nothing within

Anglo-Cmadim law prevents non-Aboriginal offenders from seeking community
sente,ncing input. There is no reason to believe the same degree

of concem md social

control could not be found and applied among identifiable communities in nonAboriginal society. Indeed, Operation Springboard's Community Sentencing Model,
based on the circle se,nte,ncing e4perience

of Aboriginal communities, utilizes

community committee to mediate offenses committed by

a

m ethnically diverse cross-

section of yor:ng offenders and adults in Toronto, Canada's largest urban centre.To6

7.3.5 The Potenfial Effect of Staûrtory Refom and Appeltate Senúencing Review on
Community Senúencing:
The power of judges to involve community participmts in the sentencing
process is based in the broad discretion given to judges within Anglo-Cmadiæ law.

No refere,nce to community sentencing participation, by sentencing circle or other
meals, qppears in the Criminal Code although

tou

S"" supm note 3L0.

Bill C-41

provides that "[t]he court may
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... require production of evidence that would assist
sentence"TaT

md establishes a framework for

it in determining the 4propriate

developme,nt

of "altemate

measures"

(mediation/diversion).tot Regardless of these ame,ndments, judges are clearly authorized

to involve community members md victims in the sentencing process, making
statutory reform rxmecessary to the continued development of these approaches.

Although there has been no appellate comme,nt on the appropriateness of
community

se,nte,ncing,Toe sentencing

rmges set by appeal courts limit such approaches.

As one aim of community-based initiatives is to chamge offender behaviorn through
community reintegration rather than jail, mmy ssmmunity sentences fall outside of
accepted appellate rmges. This draws criticism from those espousing the goal of

province-wide se,ntence uniformity.Tso However, such argume.nts fail to take account of
the availability and effect of local resources, including informal systems of social
control md offender support within Aboriginal communities. These resources are either

not available or not as easily accessed in larger urban centres. They provide a wider
rmge of sentencing options to the court. The philosophy behind these developing

tot

ln s. 723(3).

'otIns.7l7.
1ae

Provincial appellate courts in the Yukon (tnJohnson, supm note 370) and Alberta (inJohn, supm
note 395) had considered sentence appeals following a lower court sentencing circle. However, no Canadian
appellate court had commented on the propriety and application of circle sentencing or other communit¡r
sentencing approaches. This may reflect a view that such approaches are entirely within the discretion of the
sentencingjudge, leaving the sentence and not the process open to appellate review. Several sentencing
circle cases were pending before tle Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in July, 1995. If an appellate court acted
to restrict application of communit¡r sentencing, statutory reform would be one of tåe few options available
to ensure continued development ofthese approaches.
tto

See M. Mandryþ Sentence Method Defended Regina Leader Post 13 April 1995 A8 uåere
Opposition Justice Critic Don Toth is described as suggested sentencing circles might be creating a twotiered justice system granting "special teafuent under the law based on race".
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initiatives runs counter to the prevailing assumption that more severe penalties
(including prolonged inca¡ceration) will provide greater gøreral and specific deterrence

thm commr¡nity-based

se,nte,nces.

The community of Hollow Water disagreed with this

assumption:

The legal system, based on principles of punishment md deterre,nce, as we see
it, simply is not working. We cm not r¡nderstmd how the legal system doesn't
see this. Whatever chmge that occurs when people retum to the community
from jail seems to be for the worse. Incarceration may be effective in the larger
society, but it is not working in our co--uoity.t"

Crown support of community sentencing in general md of specific sente,nces awarded
was essential, as a Crown appeal could result in the imposition of a harsher s€ntence

in accordmce with my relevant appellate sentencing tariff. Of the mmy sentencing
circles that Judge Fafard had conducted in noflhem Saskatchewan, only one has been
appealed by the Crown. This infrequency

of

of Crown support before directing specific

appeals was largely due to his insurance

cases

to a sent'encing circle.

A further, and apparently as yet trnaddressed question, was whether the Chaner
of Righæ øtd Freedoms"'has application to these
Does

co--unity

se,nte,ncing ryproaches.

m offender have a constitutional right to be sente,nced before

a se,ntencing circle

or to seek other community participation during sentorcing? Cm the Charter be used

to ¡esist attempts by judges to consult local community members at sentencing? No
reported cases considered these questions nor were they raised by
counsel

ttt
?52

in my of the communities studied. As all offenders

CHCH, Position on Incarceratio\ supm note 581 at 3-4.
Enacted by Canada Act 1982 (U.K.) c.

lf.

m offenders oI

se,ntenced through
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se,nte,ncing circles conse,nted

state oppression

to this approach, use

of

the Charreras a shield against

within circle sentencing is unlikely. The Chater's application is more

likely to be raised where m offender does not consent to community involvement in
the sente,ncing process or where community ætagonism or lack of offender support
aggravates sentence.753 Consideration of whether a right to involvement of m

offendefs local community in sentencing might be an Aboriginal right protected by
25

of

s.

the Charter was outside the scope of this study This question was not raised in

my sentencing

case considered.T5a

7.4 Abotiginal .hlstice Penpectives: Post-colonialism as a Way of
Undentanding Resistance to the Fomal .hrstice System
Local perspectives reflected estrangeme,nt from and resistmce to the AngloCæadian justice system and a focus on changing offender behaviour through healing,
treatment md reconciliation.

All

Canadian Aboriginal communities are govemed by a

justice system and body of law imposed through European colonization. The post-

tt' Although no reported

cases dealt with applicati on of The ChaÉer to community seals¡sing, the
effects of community antagonism were seen in Howatd, supm note 730 u¡hile the negative interpretation
communit¡r silence at sentencing by judges in Pukatawagan w¿rs noted by Joyce Dalmyn, supm note 649.

of

7s

Despite the lack of judicial consideration of the Chater involving communitSr sentencing, it has been
applied in other sentencing cases. See Smith v. R. (1987), 34 C.C.C. (3d) 97 (S.C.C.) in which the
mandatory seven year sentence for importing narcotics under the Narcotic Contrcl Act was invalidated as it

washeldtoviolateof s. 12of theChater.AlsoseeR.v. ll'allace,

[19871

O.J.No. 1502[QL](Ont.Dist.

Ct.) uùere the lack of a local temporary absence program was found to deny the offender her right to equal
protection and equal benefit under the law under s. 15 ofthe Chafter. As a result the offender received a
fine rather than imprisonment. See also R. v. W illocks, U9941 I C.N.L.R. 167 (Ont. Ct. Just. Prov. Div.)
uåere the Crown's refusal to divef a non-Aboriginal offender to an altemative measures program for
Aboriginal offenders was found not to constitute a breach of the offender's rights under s. 15(l) of the
Chater. Given the breadth of these cases, it is likely that the constitutional implications of community
sentencing

will

soon be litigated.
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colonial literature reviewed in Chapter One demonstrated ways in which indigenous
populations aror¡nd the world have resisted such colonization resulting in
accommodations made by the colonial systems. Resistmce to the prevailing court
system was evide,nced within the commr¡nities studied, both through perspectives
expressed

md local actions taken. flll ssmmunities studied had e4perienced

estrmgement from the prevailing court system: the system was viewed by mmy as

extemal to md separate from their commr¡nities. Others interviewed believed local
community members were better equipped thæ the court system to control offender
behaviour æ.d should, therefore, be given a greater role in the se,ntencing ffid
supervision of offenders. Consideration of these vieuryoints was esse,ntial to m
u11ds¡sfanding

of community sentencing and mediation. Professor Sherry Orher of the

University of Califomia, Berkeley, argued that mmy ethnographic studies of colonial
dominance mã resistance have suffered from a lack of indigenous perspectives. She
claimed these

will facilitate m rmderstmding of community political

dynamics,

inherent cultural richness and local perceptions about the interaction between colonial

md indigenous

people.755

Active resistmce to the prevailing court system was seen in Pukatawagan
where,

for a period of eight months tn 1993, all spousal assault cases had been

diverted from court to the local Justice Committee because wiûresses refused to testify

at tial.756 Earlier resistmce had been seen at hrkatawagan when, during the mid-

t"
Soc.

S. Orto"r, "Resistance and the hoblem of Ethnographic Refusal" (1995)

& Hist. 173 at 190-191.

"'

Supmnote 662.

37:l Comparative

Studies
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1980's md fuelled by local dissatisfaction with the Provincial Court, this First Nation
passed a by-law forbidding the court party

from entering their reserve. In Pelicm

Narrows, Sentencing Circle Committee member Cecile Merasty described resistmce by
offenders who remained passive md refused to particrpate in conve,ntional sentørcing
before the court. Such resistmce evidenced both a lack of r.¡nderstmding md a mistrust

or rejection of the prevailing

system.757

Given this history of estrmgeme,nt from æd resistance to institutions brought

md imposed by Europem colonizers, it is not surprising that the relationship of mmy
Aboriginal communities to the police md circuit court differs from those in larger nonAboriginal ce,ntres. Police influence in such commrmities appeared to be limited to

a

peace-keeping role, their educational aspirations rejected, but their impartiality valued.

Corporal Bob MacMillan of Pelican Narrows explained:

They seem to like the RCMP here, because you know even though they don't
really care for us, they know we're impartial. And they trust us in that regard.
They don't really like us, but they know we're not going to choose sides based
on family .... But that's where it's drawn, it's finished .... [O]utside of arresting
people ... we have very liule influence in this town. We go to the school and
give them a lecture on drugs. Poohl You might as well play a video, because
they have no interest in what we say. None. It's not like in a southem
community where the RCMP are involved with tle community as such,
because here we're not part of the community, we're outsiders. White people as
a rule are outside¡s in Pelicm Narows.758
This passage clearly reflects the "imposed" nature of Anglo-Cmadian law in these
commr¡nities. Judge Fafard repeatedly comme,nted on his court's lack of credibility

?s?

Resistance may also take more subtle forms. See Smandych and Lee, supm note 47 at 26-37 who
describe the varied and subtle forms of resistance to colonization provided by Amerindian women.
758

MacMillan interview, supm nole 548.
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among local residents. This was ¡eflected in the comments of several community
members who expressed dissatisfaction with judges æd probation officers who only
atte,nded

in their commr¡nities one or two days a month and left immediately after

court.

Mmy within these commr¡nities felt the prevailing system was guided soleþ by
a focus on punishment through imprisonment.
a focus on offender reconciliation

By contrast, local perspectives favoured

with victim md community md on healing

underlying causes of devimt behaviour.T" Jail was viewed largeþ as a source of
embitterment for offenders who ofte,n retumed to their home community without
treatment and/or resolution of their underlying problems. A focus on achieving overall
community welfare, rather thm that of a specific individual, was evident. Pukatawagan
Justice Committee member Liz Bear reflected this perspective:

This is our commrmity md it is dysfunctional. You cm't deny that. It rs
dysfunctional because of the alcohol abuse, the lack of our social md economic
means md everything like that but it is home. Let's heal here. Let's build a
healthier community. And if we cm do that, those behaviours are going to stop
one way or another ....t60
This communal focus sometimes appeared at odds with the focus on individual rights

within the Anglo-Cmadiæ justice system. At Hollow Water, Berma Bushie said that
upon receirring a sexual assault disclosure, the CHCH assessment team was able to
determine quickly whether the complaint was true because of their experience with the

t"

Th".u reflected Aboriginal views ofjustice, as discussed in Chapter Two, rarùich often contrasted with
the punitive focus of the prevailìng justice system.

'

tuo

Bear intewiew, supm note 654. Similarly, George Colomb perceived that offenders were empowered
to participate more in proceedings before his Justice Committee than before the court. G. Colomb interview,
supm note 660.
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people involved.

If

they believed the complainmt, the accused would immediately be

confronted by the assessment team æd given a chæce to admit the abuse. Althougb
dealing with the question of guilt æd not sentencing, this example disclosed a very

different conception of rights of the accused md prestrmptions of innocence thm exists

within the prevailing

system.Tør

Given the wide-spread criticism of the prevailing court md justice systems

within these communities, some anomaly existed in the active particþation of
community members in community sentencing initiatives operating within a system

they appeared to reject. This may reflect achieveme,nt (either apparent or real) by
community sentencing of some of the goals which,

it is claimed, ordinary sente,ncing

md incarceration processes do not achieve: reconciliation, healing md commspi¡y
empowerment. Although resistmce to established sentencing practices reflected a

mistrust of the Anglo-Canadian justice system, community sente,ncing, in its various

forms, empowered many within the communities studied by allowing some local
control over formal dispute resolution, a power which had long since been surre,ndered
upon colonial imposition of the prevailing system. As Judge Fafard observed, "It
seems that

if

people have things done for them md for them long enough, they lose

tut

Th" issue of individual versus community welfare was raised in the context of social anthropological
research on community justice, by Marsha[ supta nole 732 at 52
[T]he reality, even in tribal societies, may not be as most erhnog¡aphers have represented it. ln an
attempt to relate institutions to a social uàole and the general culture, e.\ttog¡aphers tend to
generalize practices in terms of the ends of the community generally and to neglect the interests of
individuals that may be at variance with these. Procedures may also be described on the basis of
popular assumptions rather than in terms of their complex and variable reality.
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confidence in their or¡m abilities."t62 Developme,nt of commrmity sentencing md

mediation represented adaptations to conventional sente,ncing practices. These
adaptations reflected sensitivity by judges to local concems about inadequacies of

prevailing sentencing practices

amd,

most significmtly, the power of local communities

to facilitate chmge through resistmce to the prevailing

system.763

7.5 Relationship of Community Sentencing and Mediation to AngloCanadian .hrstice System
In Chapter One legal pltralism was defined

as a "situation

in which two or

more legal systems co-exist[ed] in the same social field.uT6a This æalytical framework
was applied by Sally Merry to the malysis of community-based justice initiatives,

which she described as a move towards "popular justice". She observed that popular
justice was "best conceived as a legal institution located on the boundary between state

law md indigenous or local law". It was "distinct from each side but linked to
each."765

The local initiatives studied were a form of popular justice. They were based

in the formal justice system but intersected with local systems of social control md
dispute resolution.

1*

Fafat4 Prcgrcss tppoft, supm note 23.

763
This ¡udicial creativity was reminiscent of the creation of "customary lau/' by European colonial
authority in Asia and Afüca, supm Íotes 5l &, 52. In the end" uåether communit5r sentencing and mediation
was judicially intoduced not as signi-ficant as uåether the reforms were accepted and supported by local

residents.

'*

Supm note 56.

16s

Supm note 67.
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The literature on legat pluralism is a valuable starting point

for

arrLalyzng the

relationship of state md local systems of social control that exist in Aboriginal
communities. Judge Murray Sinclair highlighted an important aspect of this
relationship in the distinction he made between "community", "offe,nder" æd "judge"
drive,n sente,ncing approaches.T66 Although judges may be considered by some

Aboriginal people as agents of "state control," several judges presirting in the
commr¡nities studied asserted their judicial independence in response to local

community wishes and their own recognition of problems existing within the

prevailing system. Judge Fafard was clearly conscious of the need for countering his
court's lack

of

local c¡edibility. He did this partly through his introduction of circle

sentencing into the Aboriginal communities of northem Saskatchewan.

In Sally Merr¡''s study of "popular justice",

she distinguished between

"commrrnitarian" approaches, which operated "entirely outside the state md its

institutions," â.d "reformist" approaches, which sought to "increase the efficiency of
the formal legal system by streamlining

it

and making

it more efficient."Tu' T}.e

community se,ntencing and mediation initiatives studied evidenced a conjunctive
relationship betwee,n local Aboriginal communities md the Anglo-Cmadian justice
system md therefore were more closely aligned with reformist, rather than

communitarim, E)proaches. Several findings of this study illustrate this interrelationship. At Hollow Water, the threat of being charged under the Criminal Code

'uu

Supm note 73.

?6t Mer4r,
supm note 68.
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with breach of probation (or undertaking) was m inducement for offenders to actively
cont'nue their treatment within CHCH. At Waywayseecappo, offenders were regularly
ordered by the judge, or a justice of the peace, to attend a meeting of the Elders'

Cor¡ncil as a term of their release. At Pelicm Narrows, hrkatawagæ md Cumberlmd
House, all local committees limited the number of opportunities for an offender to
appear before them before "tuming them back" to the conve,ntional court system.

Despite this conjunctive relationship, many Aboriginal pêople envisage
breaking from the prevailing system md establishing

m

dispute resolution system. When spoken to February

22,l9g5 at Hollow Water,

independent justice and

CHCH assessm€nt team member Marcel Hardesty e4pressed the conviction that
eve,ntually his community would break f¡om the prevailing justice system and operate

independertly. He said control and reform of offender behaviour will be achieved
through pubtiò awarerress of specific offenders md offenses and through education md
treatment of offenders, suggesting an evolution of dispute resolution md social control
dependant on local rather state authority. Evolution of the community sentencing md

mediation approaches considered in this study towards total local autonomy, on the
one

hmd, or simply towards increased local participation and control on the other, will

depend on resolution of the issues raised earlier in this chapter. These included the
court's role in supervising community sente,ncing approaches, the interplay of

community opinion md judicial independence, the te,nsion betwee,n voluntary md

finmcial support of these initiatives md the potential effect of statutory reform
4pellate sentencing review. In addressing these

issues, the

and

following courses of action
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will enhmce the development and credibility of commrmity

sentencing md mediation.

1. Recognition of approaches by appellaúe auftority:

No appellate court has yet commented on the community sentencing
approaches identified æ.d æ,alyzed

in this thesis. As a result, some confusion has been

æparent within lower courts regarding the propriety of their application. Although
specific appellate guidelines are not required, æd perhaps are undesirable, appellate

recognition md support of these approaches will be crucial to the continued evolution

of commr¡nity

sentencing.

2. Gover¡ment support ùmugh prcvision of personnel and ûeatuent facilities:
Although voluntary particþation and support of commr¡nity members is vital to
the development of these initiatives, ex¡rmsion of govemment-funded resources,
specifically providing trained personnel md treatment facilities, will be essential to the
developme,nt md expansion of these approaches. Availability of these resources

will

increase the community-based se,nte,ncing options open for re,peat offenders and

will

facilitate offender rehabilitation through community-based treatment and supervision.

3. A focus on victim participation and support:
Despite

m

apparent concem by local commulity participmts on victim

involveme,nt md support within the initiatives, a greater emphasis on voluntary

particþation by md organized support for victims, both through formal justice
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channsls md through local community involveme,nt,

will facilitate initiative

development. This support md voluntary participation

victim alienation from the system

as

well

will

reduce the chmces of

as promoting healing

by victims æd

reconciliation among victims, offenders æd local commr¡nities.

4. hotocol negotiation between local conmunities and justice sysÞm representafives:

Crown support is essential to the continuation md development of community
sentencing md mediation. Although this support cm be expressed in various forms,
one way of ensuring ongoing support and consistency within these initiatives

will

be

throt,gh negotiation of protocols betwee,n local communities md representatives of the

justice system. These will establish the conditions precede,nt to md the procedures to
be followed within such community sentencing approaches.T68 Establishment of

protocols

will also ensure continuity of approach within

each

initiative md help to

reduce the dependence upon md the influe,nce of any one individual in initiative
development.T6e

5. Development and expansion of criminal mediation:

Mediation was the only model studied which transferred full decision-making
power from the prevailing system to local comm¡¡1i¡y members. Expansion of this

ttt
in

An example was the protocol signed between Hollow Water and the Manitoba Departnent of

Justice

1991.
tun

One of the reasons the community of Hollow Water sought to negotiate a protocol with the
departnent ofjustice was that Crown attorneys responsible for this communit¡r frequently changed forcing
the CHCH assessment to re-educate each successive attomey.
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ryproach, by diverting more offenders from the court system,

will

increase the amou¡rt

of court time available for consideration of more serious charges md will retum to
these Aboriginal communities some measrre

of control over criminal dispute

resolution. For expmsion of mediation to be effective, traini¡g in mediation md

facilitation skills should be provided for lesal sommittee members.

7.6 Epilogue
Community sentencing md mediation in Cmadim Abongrnal commr:nities is

still in the initial

stages

of development. Judge Claude Fafard, my major non-

Aboriginal informant during this study, repeatedly told me that it was too early to
draw any firm conclusions about the impact of the community sentencing initiatives.
Despite this limitation,

I feel fortunate to have

bee,n able

to study this topic at such a

crucial stage in the developme,nt of these community-based approaches. As Rupert
Ross commented "[t]he cries for local control over community justice are gfowing."77o
The need for sentencing reform in Canadian Aboriginal communities is unde,niable.

I

hope my study has provided insight into the funøioning md evolution of community
se,nte,ncing

md mediation in Aboriginal communities. Hopefully, it will also generate

discussion md debate on the appropriate path for future sentencing reform.

My study has traced the history, albeit brief, of

se,nte,ncing

md mediation

initiatives operating in six Aboriginal communities of Mæ.itoba md Saskatchewan.
Each initiative has experienced a unique evolution reflecting the distinctive,ness of

"o Sup* note 63.
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each community. Despite this diversity,

I

was able to identify æ.d nalyze fow models

cr:rrently being employed to facilitate com-r¡nity sentencing md mediation in

Aboriginal communities. These models are not intended to rqlrese,nt all comm¡nity
sentencing md mediation qproaches operating in Aborigin¿l semmunities across

Cmada.

I expect many local md regional variations exist. However, I believe these

models accurately represent the curre,nt initiatives operating in the commr¡nities studied
and,

fwther represent approaches being employed in many Aboriginal communities

across Camada.

A framework combining legal pluralism

and post-colonialism was employed to

facilitate analysis of study data. Legal pluralism literature postulated a plurality of
local

amd state systems

of law md social control operating within each community. By

identifying md analyzing these systems in each community studied, insight was gained
into the advmtages md dis-advmtages of commurity sentørcing md mediation. Postcolonialism literature focussed on the historical relationship 6f dsmination md
resistmce between prevailing æd indigenous societies md postulated that this
relationship could best be understood through the "eyes of the colonized," which in
study represented the Aboriginal residents of these commtnities.

local interviews as possible md believe

I

I conducted

as

-y

mmy

gained considerable insight into Aboriginal

perspectives about the development of community sentencing md mediation.

My research revealed local feelings of estrmgement md separation from the
Anglo-Canadim justice system among Aboriginal people. These feelings had recently
come to co-eúst with feelings of empowerme,nt among local participmts in community
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sentencing md mediation. In

m

apparent contradiction, these participmts were

prepared to devote considerable time md energy towards initiatives operating within a
system they had frequently criticized. Although

I do not presume to understand fully

the motivation of these local particlpmts, their active involvement does suggest these

initiatives are having a positive impact on these communities. The breath of discretion
existing within the prevailing justice system has allowed judges md justice officials to
adapt significantly the process md substmce of sente,ncing in Aboriginal communities.

Although these reforms have not achieved an autonomous justice system for
Aboriginal people, they do highlight the flexibility available within the conventional
system to allow for a recognition of Aboriginal practices and processes md to involve

local community members in a sentencing process previously dominated solely by
lawyers and judges.

I expect my study will be frustrating

to lawyers who are searching for

a

concise set of rules and guidelines goveming whe,n commr¡nity sentencing and

mediation approaches are to be used. As a lawyer,

I initially felt this same frustration.

However, simply put, no system-wide criteria or guidelines are available givør the

infmcy, md perhaps novelty, of these approaches. Although appellate comm€nt may
soon impose a set of criteria goveming application of commr¡nity sentencing,

I

believe

the imposition of inflexible jurisdiction-wide rules will be harmftil to the evolution of
these 4proaches.

All initiatives

studied reflected the unique circtrmstmces and

dynamics existing in each community. Imposing inJleúble rules upon these initiatives

will restrict the ability of courts to adapt sentencing practices to recognize local
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concems md needs. This is not to suggest that a statement of guidelines is r¡ndesirable
at the local level. Commr¡nities may benefit from the negotiation of protocols with

court md justice officials, setting out the scope and application of these qproaches.

qpearing within these communities may wish to, md have in:northem

Judges

Saskatchewan, set out guideline goveming community sentencing. However, the
strength of the prevailing system is in its discretion. Ilrfleúble rules

limit constructive adaptation of

will only serve to

curre,nt sente,ncing practices.

My discussion of commulity sentencing and mediation will, I expect, be deeply
distressing to those who believe strongly in province-wide sentencing r:niformity.

Many of the sentences resulting from these approaches are outside of established
appellate sentencing rmges. Although

I

recognize that sentencing uniformity is a

concept innate to Anglo-Canadim law, blind adherence to this princþle neglects the
curre,nt realrty

in Aboriginal communities. The punitive focus of the prevailing justice

system has not been successful

in chmging offender behaviour md increasing public

safety in these communities. Local resources, such as informal systems of social

control, were previously ignored by the conve,ntional court system but are now being
accessed

by judges with a view towards promoting changed offender behaviour md

increased public safety. These local systems cm achieve the broader Cmadim
sentencing goals of deterre,nce, de,nunciation md rehabilitation.tTr

I csnnot improve on

Judge Barry Stuart's malysis of the tension existing betwee,n community sentencing
and

princþles of sentence uniformity:

"'

see

rup*

note 255.
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To fit the sente,nce to the circumstmces not only of the offe,lrce æd offender,
but also to the needs of the victim and the com-unity, and do so within
available time md resources requires significmt information md time. The
temptation is to impose stmdard se,nte,nces must be overcome for the
sentencing process to avoid squædering scarce resources, md to be used to its
full potential in achieving its objectives.TT2
Most would agree that the ultimate goal of æy criminal justice system is protection of
the public. Given the dismal track record of the prevailing justice system in Aboriginal
commr¡nities, eve,n the possibility of these approaches succeeding by chmging offender
behaviour md deterring crime makes their continued developme,nt important

if not

crucial to Aboriginal people md to Canadim society as a whole.

My support for continued development of comm¡¡1i¡y sentencing and mediation
should not be taken as suggesting no problems exist within these approaches.

recognize a significant danger

if

such processes become forums

I

for political

interfere'nce and the persecution of unpopular or marginalized offenders or victims.

Vigilance both by judges and community participants will be required to avoid this
result.

If

e,nsure

their support and protection both during and after adjudication. Althorrgh the

victims are to be directly involved in these approaches, care must be taken to

goal of public protection is laudable, these words are hollow
processes lead to the alienation

if the developing

md re-victimization of victims.

The continuing evolution of these commturity-based approaches depends on a
broad spectrum of support md participation including local commr¡nity members,
judges, Crown md defence counsel md probation. Accorrtìng to Associate Chief Judge

"'

D.N., supm rrote 3I9 at 29.
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Brim Giesbrecht of the Provincial Court of Mmitoba, the past two

decades has seen

other sentencing projects come md go in Aboriginal communities. Their demise was
usually brought about by the departure of a key particrpmt.

It is essential that the

evolving initiatives not come to be controlled by myone individual or lobby group. A

major strength of the approaches studied was that they enjoyed broad-based support
both within local circles md the broader justice system.

In understanding the development of these approaches, more research is
required in Aboriginal commr¡nities.

I

am a non-Aboriginal person.

I encountered

restricted access to the communities studied both because of my unfamiliarity with

local custom md language and because of the distance of these communities from my
reside,nce

in Winnipeg. Future qualitative studies by Aboriginal

researchers who are

able to speak the local lmguage and spend more time ¡esiding in these communities

will enhæce understmding of Aboriginal

perspectives on cornmunity sentencing and

mediation. Such additional resea¡ch cm be interpreted through the post-colonial and
legal pluralist frameworks adopted in this thesis which will, in tum, facilitate
r:nderstmcling of local dynamiss md their relationship to the evolution of community
se,nte,ncing. Funding

for travel was mother crucial factor limiting my

commr¡nities. Future studies

will require significant funding if,

access

to the

as suggested, more

extensive local research is conducted within Aboriginal commurities.
One of the photographs displayed in Appendix B pictures the road North to

Sædy Bay. In mmy ways the future of commrurity sentencing and mediation
resembles this image, with the joumey's destination still out of sight but not far over
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the next

hill. I expect that, five years from now, mmy

answers

will have been

provided to the questions I have raised in this thesis. Hopefully, mmy of these
answers

will have been articulated by Abongrnal voices. Other questions will not have

bee,n mswered

md, indeed, may never be. If my study has accomplished mything, I

hope it has provided some rnsight into the current reality of sentencing reform in

Aboriginal communities md some guidæce for our joumey, over the next hill.
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Appendix

A:

Location of Communities Studied (with
larger urban centres noted for reference).

SASKATCHEWAN

Pelican Narrows O

Cumberland

Hollow
Water

o
Winnipeg

2s0

Appendix B: Photographs

of Communities Studied

Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan
(April l8-19, 1995)

The road North to Sandy Bay.

Main street at 9:00 am.

Court is held in the basement of this church.

Accused appears before Judge Fafard during regular court.
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Later, a sentencing circle is conducted for an offender who
guilty.

has pleaded

5:00 p.m. Judge Fafard and members of the court party depart Sandy Bay.
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Pelican Narrows, Saskatchewan
(April

18-19, 1ee5)

Arriving at Pelican Narrows.

Court is held in a wing of the Peter Balantyne Cree Nation Band Hall.
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Cumberland House, Saskatchewan
(June 29,1995)

The Sentencing Circle Committee met at the Pine Island Outpatient Centre.
ir:1:
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Members of the Sentencing Circle Committee. (Photographs by community
member)
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Mathias Colomb Cree Nation (Pukatawagan), Manitoba
(April l0-

I 1, 1ee5)

Lawyer Joyce Dalmyn and Paralegal Jack Robinson arrive in Pukatawagan.

Looking out over the community from the local recreation hall where
court is held.
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Community members look on as accused appears before court.

Members of the Justice Committee sit with Judge Martin in order to provide
sentencing advice.

Hollow Water Étlrt Nation, Manitoba

Marcel Hardesty and Berma Bushie members of Community Holistic
Circle Healing. (Photograph by Peter Moon of the Globe and Mail Reprinted with permission).

Sentencing Circle held in December 9,7993 at Hollow Water Community
Hall. (Photograph by Kevin Rollason of the Winnipeg Free Press Reprinted with permission).
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Waywayseecappo First Nation, Manitoba
(March 2,1995)
:i::.:,........

i
i
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...... .........,:

Court is held in this local hall.

Members of the Elders'Advisory Council.
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Appendix C: Pmtocol of the Katapamisuak Society
DECEMBER 06, 1993
MEETING - PROVINCIAL COURT BUILDING, NORTH BATTLEFORD

KATAPAMISUAK SOCIETY
POUNDMAKER CREE NATION
SENTENCING CIRCLES

IIEALING CIRCLES
TIIE PROCESS

A. SENTENCING CIRCLES
The curre,nt consensus is that the Pounrlmaker Bmd will form a "Community Justice
Committee." The makeup of the Community Justice Committee will be determined by
the community at the Por¡rclmaker Cree Nation. It is envisaged that it will have
between five md twelve people, md will rqlresent a broad-based spectrum of the

co-munity.
The first purpose of the committee will be to determine if an individual or case
situation is rypropriate for sentencing circle or healing circle.

Any person or age,ncy may refer a maffer to the Community Justice Committee for
their consideration. That is, the accused, the R.C.M.P., the crown, the defence, md the
judge

If the Community Justice Committee

determines that an individual md the case
situation is appropriate for a sentencing circle, then that recommendation will be
prese,nted to the judge in court..

Similarly,

if the Community

Justice Committee determines that the individual or the
not appropriate for a se,ntencing circle, then that recommendation will
be presented to the judge in court.
case situation is

There are two places in this process where judicial discretion will be paramount md
will rule the issue. The first is the judge must be in agreement to conducting the
sentencing circle. If he or she does agree, the judge will choose a date, time md place
for the sentencing circle to occur. If not, the judge will sentence the accused in the
e¡dinary fashion without the benefit of the advice of the co-mrmity through the
sentencing circle process.
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The second purpose of the Co-*unity Justice Committee is to assist in the conduct of
the sentencing circle and to provide advice ard guidance to the commrmity md the
judge in respect to the accused md the altematives available to the court in sente,ncing.
The sentencing circle process could begin with a prayer or a sweetgrass ceremony or
some other culturally appropriate ceremony, depending on the wishes of the
Poundmaker community.
The judge will act as a moderator or a chair. The crown will present the facts md
speak to sentence. The defence will speak to sentence. The judge will usually indicate
what rmge of sentqrce he or she would normally impose without the assistmce of the
sentencing circle. Then the sentencing circle will commence with input from the
comnunity. If there is a victim, the victim will likely be asked if they wish to speak
first.

The goal of the sentencing circle is to arrive at a more effective intervention or the
most effective intervention having in mind the accused md the community. The
challenge is for the community to assist the court in finding or providing community
based resorrces for the most effective sentence. There will be a debate and comment
in the circle by the participants with a view to eventually reaching a consensus, if
possible.
The judge will then determine the sentence. This is the second place where judicial
discretion comes into play md will rule the issue. The judge may not accept the
recomme,ndation of the community through the se,ntencing circle process, and may
impose 2 sentence which he or she is appropriate but may not necessarily be what was
recomme,nded by the se,ntencing circle.

B . ITEALING CIRCLES
The healing circle is envisaged as a DIVERSION from the ordinary court process. If
the police md the accused agree, the police may refer a matter directly to the
Community Justice Committee to conduct a healing circle. This cor¡ld be pre-charge or
postcharge, md would likely work in the same manner or fashion as the Battlefords
Adult Diversion Project or the Young Offender Diversion Program in the Battlefords.
The Community Justice Committee would determine the manner md the conduct of
the healing circle. It is envisaged that healing circles could occur at ny time, but it is
likely that this process w-11 evolve once the project is at a stage where there is
confidence, trust, md mutual respect between all parties concemed in this process.

C. CRITERIA
The consensus is that the following criteria would- be appropriate, and this is arrived at
through consultation with the judges who are conducting se,ntencing circles in northem
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Saskatchewan.

The criteria are as follows:

l)

that the accused is witling to participate;

2)that the accused is from the community andhas deep roots in the community,
3) that the Community Justice Committee is willing to particþate, that there are elders
available, md that there is comm¡¡l1y leadership which is respected willing to
participate in the circle; (This may not be elected political officials.)

4) that the victim is willing;
5) that all disputed facts have been resolved;

6) that the case is one where a court would be willing to take a calculated risk æ.d
impose a sentence outside the usual rmge, emphasizing rehabilitation rather than
punishment. The case must be one which would not affect the guidelines in the
Saskatchewan Court of Appeal.

D. CONCERNS & COMMENTS
We recognize-that incarceration may not be the most effective sente,ncing tool in every
case. Sometimes incarceration reinforces crimin¿l behaviour md does nothing to
encourage law abiding behaviour.
We know t/nat 65% of individuals in provincial jails and 43% of individuals in the
federal penitentiary are aboriginal. We recognize that there is a concem that the
existing model of se,nte,ncing and incarceration may not be working.
The most effective project will be one which has the support of the co--unity, the
elected leadership, md respected individuals md elders. These individuals must play a
key role in forming and guiding the process.

We must be very vigilant to not allow favouritism or political influence to be a factor
in the sentencing circle. Safeguards to make sure that the se,nte,ncing is not controlled
by or influenced by a clique or political dynamiss in the community must exist.
The circle must reflect a broad spectrum of the community, inclucting particularly
strong represe,ntation from women in the community.

We must have adequate resoruces and support groups in the co--unity so that the
sentencing circle has available to it the most realistic options it may consider.
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E. ATTENDEES

The above consensus was reached at the meeting which was attended by the following
persons:

Brim Tootoosis, Councillor, Por:nrtm aker Bmd,
Justice Porfolio
2. Art Kasokeo, Por¡ndmaker Bm.d, Elder
3. Edwin Tootoosis, Por¡ndmaker Bmd, NADAP Coorclinator
4. Rim Tootoosis, Por¡ndmaker Bmd,
Counsellor, Chief Por¡ndmaker School

5. Sgt. Commer, RCMP, Cut Knife Detachment
6. Staff Sgt. Graham, RCMP, North Battleford Detachment, Battleford Justice
Advisory Cor¡ncil

7.

Elen Weenie, Sweetgrass, Katapamisuak society

Director

8. Jim Taylor, Senior Crown Prosecutor, Battlefords Region
9. Mauree,n Jickling, Legal Aid, Nortt Battleford
10. Antonia Gossner, Youth Worker, North Battleford
11. Keith Bell, Adtrlt Corrections, North Battleford,
KataPemisuak Society Director

12. Judge Deshaye
13. Sharon Baptiste, Poundmaker Band, Social worker
14. Judge Arnot
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F. MEMBERS OF THE POUNDMAKER COMMUNITY Justice COMMITTEE ARE
As FOLLOWS:

1. Lucie Favel

2. Tim Tootoosis
3. Pearl Baptiste
4. Kim Tootoosis
5. Gamet Tootoosis
6. Femard Cheekosis

7. Alec Tootoosis
8. Marie Tootoosis-Bear

9. Edwin Tootoosis
10. Sharon Baptiste

.*
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Appendix D: Prctocol for Manitoba Department of .hrstice Support for
tùe Commun¡ty Appmach of the Hollow Water Community Holistic
Circle Healing
1. The Department of Justice recognizes the Community Approach established by the
Hollow Water Community Holistic Circle Healing as a valid altemative to the
sentencing approach traditionally employed by Cmadim courts of criminal law.
{sss¡dingly, Crown Attomeys will, in all cases, give serious consideration to the
particþation of the victimizer in the Community Approach as a key factor in
determining the position the Crown will take on sentence.

2. T\e Çsmmunity Approach has developed out of concem for gaps which are
inherent in existing systems for the delivery of services to victims and victimizers
involved in sexual assault offe,nses, resources geared towards the rehabilitation of
sexual victimizers md the healing process for victims of sexual assault have not
adequateþ fulfilled the commr¡nity needs. While lengthy jail sentences cm serve to
immunize the community from the victimizer for a period of time, the reintroduction
into the co-munity of a victimizer whose jail sentence has not served my significant
rehabilitative fi¡nction leaves the community in a vulnerable position. The Community
Approach is a culturally based response to these difficulties, and has as its objective
the healing of all parties to the victimization; the victim, the victim's family, the
victimizer m.d the victimizer's family and the co-*unity at large.
3. For victimizers to be eligible for participation in the Community Approach they
must be reside,nt in Mmigotogm, Aghaming, Seymourville or Hollow Water. A period
of assessment is essential to determine whether the victimizer ís a suitable cm,didate
for immediate involvement in the Community Approach. A remand period may be
required for the Assessme,nt Team to determine the suitability of a victimizer for
participation in the Comm¡¡i¡y Approach. In most cases, such assessments should be
completed md a recomme,ndation made by the Assessme,nt Team to the Crown
Attomey, within thirty days from the date of disclosr¡re.
4. Three kinds of se,ntences are available for victimizers. These aÍe, a disposition not
involving jail, jail followed by probation or a jail sentence standing alone. The
Community Approach cm become involved with victimizers who have received my of
the three types of se,nte,nces. In all cases, the Crown Attomey should assist in
attempting to have a se,ntence imposed which will facilitate the involvement of the
çsmmunity Approach at the appropriate time. (See paragraph 9)
5. Crown Attomeys must recognize that the Community Approach is m altemative to
the traditional sentencing approach, not simply m addition to it. Those responsible for
the operation of the Community Approach are in a much better position to determine
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the suitability of the Community Approach to m individud, victimizer thm are Crown
Attomeys whose experience is restricted to our traditional approaches to addressing the
problem of sexual assault. Where a victímizer is assessed as being suitable to
participate in the Commsa¡¡y Approach as m altemative to jail, the Crown Attomey
should acce,pt that assessment tmless excq>tional md compelling reasons exist for not
doing so. For s¡ample, where the accused is a re,peat offender, having previously been
through the Commudty Approach, or where the accused poses a risk of serious
physical harm to other members of the community, then, in some cases, the Crown
Attomey may feel it appropriate to seek a jail sentence despite the assessme,nt
recommendation to the contrary. However, in ssnsluding that exceptional md
compelling reasons exist, the Crown Attomey must not lose sight of the fact that those
responsible for the Community Approach have an even greater interest in the safety of
the commr¡nity thm does the Crown Attomey, md are usually in a better position to
assess the necessity of protecting the community from a given victimizer. In no case
should the Crown Attomey reject the recommendation of the Assessment Team
without first obtaining the approval of the Senior crown Attomey for the southem
Region.

6. Where a victimizer is assessed as suitable for the Comm¿rrl¡y Approach as m
altemate to jail md indicates his willingness to participate in the Community
Approach (which requires the e,ntering of a guilty plea), the position of the Crown
Attomey must be made clear to the victimizer before my such guilty plea is e,ntered.
As the entering of a guilty plea may well be based on tr rurderstmcling that the Crown
will not seek a jail sentence, it is essential that the Cror¡m's position be clarified before
this step is taken. Accorclingly, in my case in which the Assessment Team
recommerrds a non-custodial disposition, the responsible Crown Attomey must review
the file as early as possible to determine whether such a disposition is acceptable. The
responsible Crown Attomey must convey that determination as soon as possible, md
in my event, within one week of receþt of the assessment, to the case manager or, if
r¡navailable, to any other member of the managemerit circle at ph 363-7426 or
363-7428.If the victimizer has a previous criminal record, the Crown Attomey should
supply this to the Assessment Team as soon as possible. The Crown's position should
also be conveyed to defence counsel at the snme time the case m¿¡nager is informed.
7. At this point, if there is agreement as to a non-custodial disposition, a guitty plea
will be entered and sentencing will be delayed for a period of time so the victimizer
cm. commence his participation in the Community Approach. After a suitable period
of time during which the victimizer comme,nces his particþation in the Community
Approach m assessment will be prepared md provided to the court. This will usually
involve a delay in sentencing for a period of thirty to ninety days. If the grulty plea
was entered on the basis of a non-custodial disposition, md if at the end of this period
of time the victimizer is assessed as 4propriate for a non-custodial disposition, the,n
the Cro'¡m Attomey will not seek a jail sentence. If, on the other hmd, the report
indicates unsatisfactory complimce with treatment on the part of the victimizer,ú.sn
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the Crown will not be bound by its undertaking as to sentence, gr,nen that the
victimizer has failed to comply with his obligations, the Assessment Team should
erisure the Crown Attomey is notified as soon as possible. The failure of the victimizer
to comply with his obligations will not necessarily require revocation of the agreement
not to seek a custodial disposition. The Assessme,nt Team may make recomme,ndations
as to how to address the failure to comply whic,h will not involve revocation. Again,
the Crown Attomey should notify the Assessme,nt Team as soon as possible as to the
position which the Crown will take as a result of the victimizer's failure to comply
with his obligations. As always, in making this decision the Crown Attomey should
give serious consideration to the recommendation of the Assessme,nt Teem.

8. In æ.y case in which the viøimizer is bound by a probation condition, after
sentencing, requiring his participation in the Community Approach, the
RCMP or the Cror¡m Attomey should be notified by the Assessment Team of
the victimizer's failure to comply with the conditions of the probation order.
Such notification should senfain a recomme,ndation as to the appropriate
response to the failure to comply.
9. It is recognized that some cases will be so serious that a non-custodial disposition is
simply unacceptable. In these cases, however, the voluntary particþation of the
victimizer in the Community Approach will still be desirable. In such cases, the Crown
Attomey may indicate, prior to a guilty plea being e,ntered, that the agreeme,nt for
participation in the Community Approach may heþ mitigate m otherwise lengthy jail
sentence. This can be accomplished by a period of probation following a jaLI sentence
with probation conditions inclucling a requirement for participation in the Community
Approach. Any recomme,ndations for probation following a period of incarceration are
limited by s. 737(l )(b) of the Criminal Code whic,h provides that a Probation Order
cannot be imposed in addition to a jail sentence which exceeds two years.

It is essential that all participmts in the justice

system recognize the validity of the
efforts of the Hollow Water Comm¡¡i5' Holistic Circle Healing in this area.
Traditional criminsl justice responses to sexual assaults are an inadequate æ.swer to
this complex problem. Recidivism on the part of some individuals who have proceeded
through the Community Approach does not negate the legitimacy of the Community
Approach. Recidivism on the part of such individuals may, however, negate their
entitlement to further consideration for involvement in the Community Approach. The
Department of Justice will continue to support the Commr:nity Approach md to assess
its function as m altemative to the traditional criminal justice response to sexual
10.

assault offe,nses.
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